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ABSTRACT
s.

The findingS, recommendations, and conclusions of a policy- oriented,
multi-disciplinary study of copyright in computer7readAbleviorks are
reported.

The foundations of copyright are examined for basic principles, and
'the theory.of public goods is applied tcidei:/elop the rationale for
,copyrightprotection. *he judicial history of copyright in the
twentieth century is reviewed with respect to a6ances in information
technology. The impact of technological change *judicial decision-

- ,making in copyright is analyzed.

The problem of transaction costs in the marketplace f9r copyrighted
.

works is examined,and methods' for the reduction of such costs are
`described. Models of policymakhng are developed which clarify the
roles of inter,est groups and the.branches of,Government, demonstrating
their interactions and providing insights into possible futties.

ReCommendations On the conditions of copyrightability for computer-
readable data bases and computer programs are presented and are based
on findia of basic principles developed during'the study and described
in the rtlikrt.

Key Words: Computer; computer,program; copyright; data base; .

economic efficiency; information technology; policy ,

analysis; Olicymaking; public goods; technological change;
transaction costs. . .

NOTE

conclusions and recommendations of this report On the copyrightabtaity
'of c uter-readable data bases and computer programs are in no way
intend o imply the copyrightability of any work of the United States.
Government'excladed by law from such protection.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1.1 ,ORIGIN'OF THIS STUDY

This study began in Octo ber, 1974, and has been sponsored by the
t ,

Division of Science Information of the National Science Foundation.
The problem seen ,at that time was-that copyrighted works were Wrig
fixed in computer-readable meala and the.copyrtght law concerning the
Use of stieh works was,uncleatl -;r The copyright law had not been fully
revised since 1900, a time when the possibility of copies of literature
-fixed in media that would make' the copis invisible to the unaided eye'
was unthinkable.

A major issue in 1974 and for several previous years was'whether a copy-
right owner deserved compensation when his work was first encoded into
electronic form, or for, the time, it continued to be stored,or'only 'upon
each instance of a hard-copy being created. In addition,.a sense of
urgency had been created at Congressional hearings in 1967 with predic-
tio9s that in the near future, hard copy distribution of technical books .

and,scientific journals would be replaced by a single copy, converted
into computerized form, being replicated at hundreds, perhaps thousand
of remote terminals. The implicatio6s for copyright owners were Severe.
As a result of those conditions, what Was,desired was a multi-disciOin:
arA"policy-oriented" study which would clarify the is-Sues, including .

the issue of economically-sound, technical mechanisms in such .automated ,

systems that would enable reporting- of the data on which royalties could .

be based.

However, the National Commission on New Technological Us es of Copy- -
righted Works (CONTU) was established at the xery end of,1974, with the
function of recommending to Congress changes in the copyright law with

---retpect,to uses of copyrighted works in coRjunction-with computers. In
October, 1976, the General Revision of ,Copyright Law was enacted, which
did much to clarify the, rights of copyright owners to their works when
fixed in- any, tangible medlum, but did pot finally resolve the issues of

. computer-readable'works..

CONTU'has not yet submitted it's recdmMendationsIto Congress, and the,
copyright laws with respect to computer-readable works will remain am- .

biguous until, Congress acts on those forthcoming recommendat4OnS..

This study analyzes the issues of copyright' in computer-readable Works
and is pertinent to current pOlicy covsiderations., .

1.2' CONTENT OF THIS REPORT

/1,1

The purpose of this report is to present the results' of the study, and
to recommend mechanisms that will maximize the long-term availability
of computer -based information.

.
. . .

. y

The subject ofthis study does not,cOncern an activity in which there

'1



is a comprehensive or coordinated investment program aimed at achieiiing
a specific goal. Consequently, recommendations are not based on a quan-
tifitation of benefits and a resulting cost-benefit comparison.. In or-
der)to establish a firm basis for recommendations, basic principles of
copyright have been'surveyed; and an analysis has been made of the im-
pact of information technology on copyright lawsas that technology has
advanced during the twentieth century. In addition, fundamental con-
cepts.f economics have been reviewed to.assure that recommendations are
Well-grounded in'that discipline.

.

As an outcome of the evaluation of fundamentals, and of the historical
analyses,-it has.been possible to enumerate a set of basic principles:
that are employed as the foundation Of the recommendations. In addition,
insights haVe been developed And cOnclusiolis draWn about the redUctio)i
of transaction costs, the Impact of technological change and about the
existing sand expected mechanisms of.policymaking in copyright. It is
hoped that the-recomMendations and conclusions will be of value to deci-.

sionmakers, as well as 10 policy analysts and researchers. Certainly
the findings, conclusions and recommendations of this report are not to
be taken as the final, definitive view. Other analyses of the legal and
historical precedents may reveal. different interpretations. and conse-
quently different conclsiOns and recommendations. Additional contri-
buttons to the literature are welcomed.

1.3 FINDINGS OF BASIC PRINCIPLES

f. The concept of 'common-law copyright conforms to the philogophy
. of he Enlightenment, enunciated by Locke, 'that each person has
the right to the fruits of his- creations.

2. Due to the inherent rights in thecopy, an: intrinsic market
failure results from the ease of copying or plagiarism of in-
telledtual property: Correction Of the failure requires the
public goad of'statutory copyright prat(ection.

3. The principle of inherent ownership-and 06sequent statutory
4 protection do not.imply a value judgment as to the relative

Merit of an individual work or the inherent. right to ,financial
remu ration. The economic:value of a workis to be determined
in t e marketplace where copyright protects Oe distributors-of
-intellectual works as well as the creators.

4. If free'economic competition is possibles opportunities .F.,tr it
4 should be maximized, ,including opportunities for. entry of neW

products.And new competitors.
.

. 5. Copyright protection assumes the concept of the quid pro quo
. 1. of a social contract. The application of this concept requires

that in return for protection of law, the copyright holder,
makes public disclosure of his work.

O
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/
6. The dissemination of scientific and technical information should

be maximized, subject.to resource constraints, excepting where ,

such principles as personal privacy, trade sec?ecy_and national
sgcurity take precedence.

.

. ,7. There would be transaction-costs attached to any market, includ-
Ing the market oOntellectual propert Y,_even if there. were no
copyright protection. The trade-off in structuring a market is
in the kinds of transaction cgts a society is willing to tol- ,

erate, 7is7611 as in the size of such costs.. All other things
being equ&l, the size of transaction costs should be minimized..

8, Decisionhaking on copyright, involves the achievement of16 bal-
ance of equities between user needs' and owner rights that
should include cOnsfderation of the general public as well.

1.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

,1.4.I. Computer-Readable Data Bases

. ,

1. Computer-readable',data bases, whether compilations:, collective
works, or reference works of a single authon should be copy-
rightable in any tangible'medium.of expression.

2., Complete 'disclosure of the contents of the date base to the
Copyright Office should be-reqUired, in' some-tangible medium,
when the data base iS:initially registered.

3.° Deposit requirements for data =base updating should be satisfied -

by a yearly submission.ofa complete list of additions and de-
letions. At some Multi-year interval, e.g. ten yehrs,t cote -.

plete re-disclosure should be made,if the data base has been
freguently updated.

e

,
. 2

/ ,,

4. Clarification of what constitutes publication of a data base is "N'

.

". needed when a data base is'disty-:ibuted only in computer- readable
:forth iia_a terminalvquery system through one or a very few

specifically-Ticensed computer systems. ., . ,

1.4.2 Computer Program's vn

1.. A computer program Written by.a per'ion(in a source language,
with or without the assistance.of a.compt4er, generically qual-

. ifies as a work ofvauthorship. An original computer program
- s ould besmopyrig*fle in source language in.any tangible'me-'

dim of expressiop. Machine .(o.ject).code should,not qualify ,

as a source language. - /).

2. Discloiure of the-computer program upon copyright registratrft
shOuld, be accompanied by definition, and usage manuals for the. -

computer language and_dialectin which'the program is written,
if sOchinfohmation is not'pn file already with the Copyright*,

1 4.



'Office. .

,

.

3. The transformation of a copyrighted-computer program into.ob-
ject-code from source language should be considered to be the
.making of a copy, even if the translation requires the, imple''
,mentation 9f some housekeeping functions such as the selection,
of periphe*al units, storage allocation and the assignment of

,.,

absolute addresses.
. ,,,

The translation of 4 copyrighted computet program into a cm-
pletely different sourfelanguage (not, a dialect or vari-
ant) srluld COnstitute the authorship of a derivative work:

5. -The duration of copyright' protection for computer programs
should be no Voss than the duration of protection of other
original works of authorship, in order to promote the use of
,computer languages that can be expected to endure regardless of
. changes in hardware technology.

6. Decisionmakers should be aware thf assignment of computes jro
'gfamsto a particular category of copyrighted work forces the
adoption of the limitations on exclusive rights already inher-
ent to that category. FOr example, cateOrization of a comput-
er program as a "literary work", rather than as a-separate "N

copyrightable category assigns to computer prograeusers the
'ememotions to exclusive rights granted to users of literary
works in Section 110 of the 1976 General Revision of Copyright
Law.

7. The flowchart of a computer program ought to be separ'at&y
copyrightable as a pictorial _work, but it ought not to be able
to employed to support an infringement charge against another

, program that employs4the same flowchart unless the flowchart is
sufficiently detailed so as tami-rror the specific expression
of the original program. ,

1.4.1N4TrNnsfer .of Ownership of Copies of Computer-Readable-Works

llt Outright sale\of computer- readable works, i.e. transfer of-own-
ership ofccipies,aS distinguished from lease or rental with
perMisions, §houldAbe promoted so 'as. reduce transaction
costs.

,,
-A,

JI-1 order to effectively use a copyrighted computer-readable
wor, an owner oa copy should have'the right to make and re-
tain additional copies for his internal use'(which would have

4, to be destroyed when and if he resold the Work), and shoUld

have the right to use a copy in a computer. The right of in-

ternal Useshould not include the right to make,the work avail.-
abje to- outsiders via a computer network orthervese. The

assignment of .usage rights to purchasers should not prevent

4
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'-COpyright.ownerS from retaining all excluive rights in sit0a-
. tions not involving trensfer of ownership of copies.

.
. . . A

1.5. CONCLUSIONS .
-

,1.5.1 'Technological Changdand Copyright.
4

'1. An essential point at issue, as seen'by decisionmakers in copy-
right poliqmaking, is'thedefinition of the bowidaries of the
property right, regardless of the specific technologies in-.
volved.

.2. A major effedt of technological change is that it causes ambi-
guities in some of.the definitions.of property.rights that may
have seemed perfectly clear before the change.

e

3. An effect of-successful technologital change is a multiplication
of interest groups organized around the new technologies. The.
increase in number of interest grOups causes an increased inci-
dence of inter-groUp conflict. This often results in additional
rules as well as more complex.rules regulating group inter-
actions.

4. It seems inescapable that "a complex civilization necessarily
develops complex poligcal arrangements" if each.interest group
is gqanted a certaimlegitimacy'through a democratic process.

1.5.2 'Judictal Dectsionmajdng Under Technological Change
/' .

,

1. One viewpotnt taken by the Federal Courts in copyright litiga-
tion is,that if the general concept of the law then in effect
can te'extended to thenew_sivation.without stretching the'
law's meaning too far, it s ftiCuld be-done. This interpretation

is more likely to be employed when, the decision so taken will
not extend much beyond the boundaries of the specific case at
hand, that ts,.will not affect the balance, among interest.
group6.

,

2. A second viewpoint is that stretching the law's meaning.(or
specifically definingithe ambiguous) beyond a certain point
would be for th

\
Federal Courts to take on a responsibility

ilbn

better left to C gress. This viewpoint-is more likely-tote,
taken in a lituati in which a decision has ramifications be-*

.

e;

yond the particular litigants, i.e., affects the balance among
interest groups.

,3. In taking the_aicond viewpoint, the,Courts apparently recognize
that Congress-is much more capable of implemehting a flexible
solution involving give and take among interest groups, 'while,

.4/he purts are simply required to give a right-wrong solution.
Wherefore, it appears that the Courts have decided these cases

5
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in favor of the side upholding the status quo, so that Congress
' can.receive the situation, ithout the effect of an unballancing

Court decision.

1:5.3. Models of Copyright Policymaking

1. DecisionMaking in copyright in' he twentieth century has been
essentially a pluralist process, that is, has consisted of com

'.promises among various interest groups gathered around different
functions related to copyrighted works.

-1,

2. The power, Arena model of Theodore Low' which assigns-decisions
to the distributional, .re latory or Tedistributional arenas
is a. useful vehicles(ith whi to examine copyright policy-
making.

3. individual copyrights may be the ultimate distributional good,
since they can be,dispensed in smallounits, and since registra-
tion of copyrights does not reduce the stock of unregistered or
uncopyrighted works waiting for -claimants. Originality is an
unlimited resource, atthough nurturing and institutionalizing
originality maynot be:

4. The effect of technological change has been, in Lowi's terms,
to move copyright pdliCymaking from -the distribUtional.arena
(in the nineteenth century.) to the regulatory arena (primarily
in the twentieth century). The regulatory arena is very close
in concept to the pluralist model of policymaking.

5. As long as copyright continues to be seen mainly as a problem
of "balancing the equities" (i.e., in th6 regulatory arena),
Congress, will retain the major role vis-a-vis the. Executive
Panch.

.

6. Increasing concern for consume welfare and for Preventionuof
monopoly are indicativirof-redistributional concern and with
the potential for increased Executive Branch involvement.

While not appqrent at present, it is conceivable that changes
I. in prices of raw materials (such as paper)-and other resources,

as well as technological change, may serve to bring copyright
more Significantly into the, redistributive ardna; but probably
as part of a more encompassinviand consumer-related issue, such
as 'public access to information."

4,

1.5.4 Ephemic Efficiency

1. Clearinghouses are usefUl multi-producer organizations for re-
. ducing the ;transaction cdSts of inforMation and communication

in the col e 'oeand payment of royalties for a permission
system, but the 'may'be a blurring of individual proprietor.
considerations.

6
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. The selection\q-blanket or 'per-u lit''enses,on a least-cost
basis in a permissions system may be technologically determined. ,

For example, a computerized system of data base access is like-
ly to develop usage information at low cost. In that situation;
per-use,calculation of royalties is not difficult..

3. With high data=collettion costs of usage information:a blanket .

license is likely to result in lower overhead costs than 'a per-'
use license, provided the less-precise information available.
from the reduced data collection does not result in inequitable

.treatment of some of the concerned parties,

4. Price differentials in subscription charges between,individual
purchasers of jourrials,and institutional purchasers are eco-
nomically justified on efficiency criteria. This concept can ,

be applied to computer-readable works that are sold, as it tics
been to journals.

5. The exemption from royalty payments far ."worthy" u&ers is in-
efficient because it forces the "less worthy" users'to carry
more than their share. On efficiency criteria, "worthy" .use is '

public good which should be paid for by everyone':

61 Whether a copyright is an exercisegle economic monopoly depends
on the substitutability of other copyrighted work/ as determined
by the actions of consumers of such works.

7. Since a researcher must he comprehensive in the literature of
his field, there Tay be very little substitutability among
works he must

. The possibility exists that in some field of research, by vir-
tue of economy of scale, ,an established System of suppliers- and
qUstamers and already amortized costt of market entry, .a single j
organization may achieve a virtual market monopdly over a Class
of nonsubltitutable computer-readable'Aata bases.

9. If there were no- copyright protection at.all, there would still
be the transaction casts *of increased secrecy, cut-throat tom-,
petition, and lowered opportunity for recognition of creative
falents.

_

1.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR'FORTHER INVESTIGATIONS

,/
I. Thd poten 'al for monopoly in the delivery of computer-readable

data-base ccess services, as-discussed abo4 and in SectiOn
'may be dniarea of Useful additional investigation.

There is a need to'consider the fostering of usefuj innovations
as well as the-potential for monopoly pricing.

2. The effectiveness of discovery of infringements-in the Copying

4
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and unauthorized sale
,

and use of computer-readable works may
need study, The questionof the practical value of copyright-
pr irotection can be ra4sed if Significant infringements an be
shown to te.ocCurring without discovery, propcution and con-
Viction.-.

4,

3. Nev.l.p-ty<es'Of 'te'chnologically -based intellectual property may
be tnventeeand new copyriftoroblemi may arise. Cbntinuing
-review of inventions and inftkations might be undertaken.*
examinethel)ossibility bf,),theneed'for further changes in
copyright statute:

: The electronic journal, while sirtongly forecasted -'by some, has
.not materialized: A useful study would be a consumer - oriented
(user-pull) surVey, determining to what extent such a product

Y would be acceptable and purchased by potential' users.

5. The-"wothy.use" exemption from copyright 'oyalty payment4 has
been suggested to be economically inefficient. It could be
hypothesized that innovations of intellectual products s ving

. the market in'which there is a worthy-use exemption woulqbe
stTed because' of the potential .for lesser returns. . It would
be useful to examine this hypothesis in a research proje t.

6. Additional examination of whether it would serve the pu lic
interest if computv programs were protecied,under a mo e-en-
coMpassifig concept than copyright appears to be'worthwh le.
//'.

7. While'the concept ofprice descrimination between indi idual
aO institutional purchasers of scientific and technic. 1 in-
'format has been shown* be economically 'efficient, the
legal amifications controlling its use have not been xaMined
in t s rewire. Such an examination may-prove valuable.

8
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2. THE FOUNDATIQNS OF COPYRIGHT"

2.1 COMMON LAW AND THE PRINCIPLE OF NATURAL EQUITY° ?,

Article
/
I, Section 8 of our Constitution gives to Congress the power

- "Tb\promote the progress of science and the useful arts,
by securing -for limited ties to authors' and invetii6K;the
exclusive right to their respective writings and discom-
eries;..."

The extant. ocuments that might describe for us the original basis used
by the framers of the Constitution for.inclusion of this clause are
very limited.. .The Federalist, written in 1787 and 1788 by Alexander
Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay in an effort to.explain, defend
and obtain sport for the ratification by the States of the then-pen4-
ing Constitution devotes just five sentences to the clause. In

-'Federalist No ..43; James Madison wrote:

The utility of this power /--of Congress % will scartgy be
questioned. Thescopyrightkof authors has:been solemnly ad'-
judged in Great Britain to be a right. of common law. The
right to. useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong
to the inventors. llte public good fully coincides in both
cases with the claims of individuals. The States cannot
make effectua) proyisidn for either of the cases, and most
of them have anticipated the decision of -this point by laws
passedat,the instance of Congress."

Into Madison's' shoresentences are packed awealth f social, economic
and political,philosopKy: In his statement thdt "to right of authors

, has been
'solemnly adjudged in Great Britain to be a right of common law,"

impliedmplied that basic principles of British comm n law were valu-
able, and in addition,"continued in effect in the Uni d States; at
that time newly-formed out of British colonies. Walt Pforzheimer, in
a scholarly' historiCal. review of Opyr9ght law, has s milarly quoted an
180/ Massachusetts. decision as stating:

"Our ancestors, when -they came into this new world, claimed
the common law as their birth-right, and brought it with them,
except such parts as here judged inapplicabl.e to their new
state and condition." ,.

Professor Emmette Redford, in(describ4ng our legal,and ideological'
heritage, has noted that "...early English judges looked not alqne to
custom, but also to reason and natural equity for their decisions.:12
Thus, by citing British common law, Madison. implied principles of natu-
ral justice which included the concept that each person has an, inherent
aright to control of the products' of his own creation.

0,,
. : .

, .

The philosopher most associated with this principle and whose writings
.
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would have been k w
'Locke has been ca le

liberties and de ,ne
the common wealth:

cratic processes s.

Treatise on Civil G

"...every ma
of his body an
his...It being
placed it in, i ha

that excludes t

n to Madtson,was Englishman John Locke (1632-1704).
d " irst advocate of-the modern conception of civil
r o thelitions of property and the powers of
the formulator of constitutional law and the demo-
we knots Ahem.'' Locke had written, in his Second
vernmentChapter-V, para. 27):r
as alpropOrty in his own person....The labor
the work of his hands we.may say are properly
by hin ref6oved from the common state nature

W'bx'his labor something annexed to it
e c mNon,right of other men..."

It is useful, to note at his point that common law copyright in all n-
,published works (wit it lasis in the British common law to which
Madison referred) wi.,1 c ntihue to be in-forcetin the United States
through December 31, 19fl. Pforzheimer notes that q prinCiple of*B it-
ish common law that as been carried down to us, and is in effect at
this time, is that_th a hor has complete dominion over his work un-
eil publication, after w ich his rights conform to the statute then in
effect. The case of Donadstn) v. Becket decided in 1774 it Great Brit-
ain confirmed this situatpn.q,

However, on January 1, 1978, the 1976 General Revision of Copyright Law
takes effect, and under this new statute, common law copyrightis ended
for all unpublished works fixed in any tangible medium of expression. A
As of that date, such work vii;i1 be covered by the Federal copyright
statut% and will not be su ject to the common law or statutes bf any
State. Works not fixed 1 any tangible medium such as Unscripted
utterances or performances ill continue to be subject to common law
as interpreted by the adicary.

11'

v.' 2.2 NATIONAL UNIFORMITY IN THE FACE OF MOBILITY

In calling in The Federalist for'aFederal copyright law, as opposed
to a set of State laws, Madi on recognized the natural mobility of in-
foftatton (recently proclaims by some to' a 20th century concept) and
the inefficiency of different requirements for intellectual property
rights in the separate States.\ Pr.pfessor Redford has noted that this
attempt at uniformity was part of an.overall pattern of Constitutional
proyisions that had a strong e hotielmpact. As Redford states:

./The framers of the Consti
that were necessAry to alto
'vestment money,/and commerce

thus opening a vast area and
preneurial genius of American
/ The framers /made possible
tain facilities for commerce,
and copyrights, uniform weights
al system "6

tfition T made certain decisions

the Tree -flow of personsin-
over the nation-as a whole,
a vast market p.the entre-
, wherever located . . .

national uniformity in cer-
uch as Coinage, patents
and measures, and a post-

10
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.PRIVAE.ACJI0fi$ IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

.Finallyo in asserting in The Federalist that "the public good fully .co-
incides . . with the claims'of individuals rfor copyright and patent
protection 7", Midisonmade a bold statement with Profound economic as
well as.2 'Poritical%implications. The statement impliescfirst, that
there exists a "public gobd" that is distinct and separate from indiMid-
Ual'or private goods. Second, it is implied tick the Government may
grant incentive benefits- or remuneration to individuals for private and
voluntary activities .that are consistent with the publicgoad*, Third,
in-the cases of patents and copyrights, theprivate benefits to be
granted by the Government will have no public effectS except good ef-
fects; and=fourth, the value of benefits 'granted is equivalent to the
public good thereby obtained.

These implications raise issues that even' today, have not been fully
) analyzed and pay never be fully resolved. They are in the arena of what

has beer referred to as the theory of public goods or public expenditure
analysis, .but which Professor Peter Steiner has broadened to call "the
theory of the 'public interest."7 These economic theories "concern the
way in which demands for public activity arkse are articulated, and
are legitimatized."8. The theories include the definition and classifi-
cation of publicgoods and the mechanisms of their creation, financing,
and distribution. In the case of intellectual property, the specific,
public good is the'protectfon offered to copyright proprietors'by the
Governinent through its registration and enforcement mechal5isms, ;Note
that'the Government protection is the public good; the individually-held
copyright is a private asset.

2.4 MARKET FAILURES AND PUBLIC GOODS

//// Public goods may bp differentiated in general from private goods and
from collective goods. The necessity for public provision of,a good
may arise because the technical nature of the goad is such that a ki-
vate market, however perfectly competitive, would not be able to pro-
vide it. .

4.1

The, need fOr a public good may arise also if the imperfection's of a real.
market create public "bads" (e.g., an externality, for example, pollu-
tion) which only Government action can cause. to correct, In tither case,
"market 6i-lure" is said to,occur. If some group ofjersons acting to-
gether take cognizance of the inability of the market to supply the good
and provide the good for themselves outside of the free market activity,
a collective good results, "Anylplublicly-l-nduced or provided collective
good is a public good,"9 according to Steiner.

In the case of copyright protection, a conventiona economic analysis
would state that the need for a public good arise pecause intrinsic
technical characteristics of an intellectual work prevents the operation
of the perfectly competitive market for such wor s without Gavernment
intervention: One technical characteristic is. 'Simply that an original
authored work fixed in any tangible mediuni of expresSion (i.e., a.



'`

copyrightable work) is typically reproducible at a very low* cost in the
same or 'similar medium. The work is also subject.to In-the,
presence of these technical facts, and with the condiyen that the au-
thor of his assignee's have a property right in the work, a market fail-
ure would result without the protection and enforcement power-of the
Government. The market failure is that without copyright protection
the author or rights proprietor would not be able to fully appropriate
the economic value of-originality through sale.

2.5-PROTECTION FOR PUBLICATION AS WELL AS CREATION

The conventional economic analysis given above hasbeen discussed in a

perceptive paper on' "The Economic Rationale of Copyright"" by Profes-
sdrs Robert M. Hurt and Robert M. Schuch n. One claestion these,.uthors
asiis: "Does the copyright system indu thg creation of new,qoads
which wouldnot have been created in the bsence of coPyrights?"li The
authors answer that "copyright does lead o the creation of new goods by
encouraging the assumption of greater r sks."12

It is necessarycomment, however, (as Hurt and Sc'huchman imply) that
many kinds of works are subject to copyright,.and the important of
copyright for the creation of new works varies with the type of work.
In particular, for scientific and technical research papers, copyright
is' typically of minor importance to the authors of such paperteven
though publication is very important to tflem. The remuneration to au-

. thors of research papers occurs indirectly through increased salary,
1,4Mproved job security, prizes, travel opportunities. and prest,ge, but

:**.,..'.,riot typically from the sale of papers.
.

,

* However, copyrigheis'extremely important to-the publishervof such pa-
pers because (as is pointed, out in Appendix B of this report), copy-

,' right protects the publishers' opportunities to cover their fixed costs.
Thus in the case of research papers, copyright does not lead directly
to the creation of new goods, but rather to the direct-protection of
channels'of publication for-already-existing goods. (This may lead, as

"s, a secondary effect, to the further creation of new goods of a similar
type for distribution through the protected publication channels.)

-

2,6 TH.VALUE JUDGMENT OF"COPYRIGHT

Under the "ssumption, then, that coPyright increases the creation and/or
publication.of some original, works of authorship, Hurt and chuchman
then inquire "whether the reallocation of resources induced thereby is
conducive .to gendral welfare.'u3 One argument,iS that copyright encour-
,ages..literaturet which' -education, has -greater intrinsic merit ;than
its alternative product. hus social welfar in enhanced. Hurt and
Schuchman skate that this assumption is in the nature'of a. vAlue judp-

Th:is is undeniable. It may be noted, in addition, thlt such a
judgment was Conceivably .in the minds of the COnstitutibn ratifiers who
voted "to promote the progress of science and the useful arts" without
conclusive proof that copyright protection (along, with patent protection).
was the most economically efficient or socially,equitable method of

12 ,
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pursuing'that goal. oi,

/

However, the Judiciary has held thqt this Const tional .qualification,
is explanatory and not prescriptive; and,that.a copyrighted Work need
not specifically promott,anythigg'as publicly valuable asescience.or the
useful arts, howeVbr those terms might haid been defined in the 18th
century or are defined in the 20th. At present, the judgment 0','(U.S.)'
society'is, as'expressed'in law,, that any.Nribinalj,vorks of authorship
filed in any tangible medium of expres on "14 that are accepted for

. copyright protection are more' ,valuable
r

an the alternatives, whatever
they might be.

A

4 A,

'Furthermore, copyright protection provides society with no Comparative
value judgment as to the inherent.wofth of a particular Cork of author-
ship; although the availability of copyright.may be,a Lockqa/Nisonian
judgment that all such works are qualitetIvelyworth somethiN. Copy-
Tight protection is primarily a mechaniSm designed to correct a flaw or
failure.in the competitive economic market. As such, it carries no in-
trinsic predetermined dollar value fqr.eny work so protected. It may be
therefore, that "copyright seems.to be an inefficient device for simply
rewarding authors"" as Hurt and Schuchman suggest, but specific finan-
'dal reward for an individua) never has been shownto be the function
of copyright. Copyright is directly pertinent to .the,market for works,
and certainly pertinent to the rights of authors, but secondary to au-
thors' specific income. Although tooyright-protection,makes possible
a certain monetary compensation for all thoge Avolved'on'tbe Producer,
side of the economic market for works of authorship, remunehtion occurs
only to the extent of the revenue thattan be'obtained'from the set of
`costs, prices, end quantifies of sa-le. that,market conditions perMit.
As persons of uncommon taste or strongly-held belief can attest, market
prices and revenues rarely reflect an individual's sense of basic pri-
orities or fundamental values. Tile just rewards,to-,the creators of in-

'tellectual works of lasting value,that advance the state of civilization
will not be through the market mechanisms however protected, by copy-
right or otherwise.

,

2.7 'SUMMARY
p

This chapter has provided a background fn'the folindatidbs of.-copyright,
both ideological and economic. It has con: e'red the'question of who
gains fr9n(copyright protection and the ex ,t, if any, of value judg-
ment in/Copyright.:

. .

The ideol ical basis for,copyright has been shown
:

to be closely related
to the c cept that 'each person has the right to control the-products

.

of his o n creation. This natural right evolved into, comm6n lew copy-
right in rent Britain; and. the limitations of the'protection'inherent

there was-part of the rationale fqr the Copyright Clause in thetonsti-
i , . .

Consti-
tution. . ,

. .

Because of the rights of the .qreator or lif..assignees; a teAtticll fail -

ure exists in the market for intellectual ,.property. 'The technical
., 14

;
,,

t

.-

- -'.
,
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failure, which is the ease of misappropriation through copying or pla-
giarism, is corrected through a public good, the Government protection
of copyright.' Nofe that if there were no inherent right in the copy,
'there could be no misappropriatton, and consequently 'no implicit, market
failure. Thus, there would bejno reason for Government intervention in
the free market.'

CopyHght is of impOrtance to the publisher as well as the author. This
is true in the case of scientific journals. However, the
fact of copyright carries with it'nq comparative value judgment of works
so protected. The economic worth of a'work is determined in the market-
place where remuneration for the author and/or publisher may .(or mays
not)_be obtained. Copyright is not a financial subsidy for authors nor
was ever meant to be. It'is a tool through which an author or his
assignees may earn an income in the marketplace, if they.so choose to
use the tool in that manner.

e
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3. SOME LANDMARKS OF TECHNOLOGY-CONDITIONED COPYRIGHT POLICYMAKING

3.1 EARLY HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

The Constitution was declared in effect on March-4, 17i9, having heed
ratified by the minimum nine States and two others by that time. The
first U.S. gress began regular sessions on April 6, 1789 and the

6)1'

Copyright Act 7 f.1790 was adopted on May-31 of that year." 'Maps,
charts, and oks were covered by the.first Act. The very'early adop-, .

tion of a Copyright Act may be indicative of the general inclinations
of the members of our first Federal government towards'the pursuit' of
knowledge for its practical implications. A less practical, more
esthetic class of work, prints, were protected in 1802, although Taub-
man states that the art of the engraver had been protected in England
by f735.17 Musical compositioni embodied as-sheet music were added as
a protected class in the general copyright revision of 1831. Photo-
graphs were added by the ACt of 1865 and works of fine arts were enu-

1 merated in the second general copyright revision in 3870..

The adaption of
l

the copyright laws to tht technologies of the twentieth .

century (except for computer technolog,}4,is.detiiled in Appendix A,
.

Chapter'A.2 of this report. Much ofthefollowing part of this chapter
is essentially a summaryof that material. Special organization and

*additional information and interpretation have been added to clarify
-and elucidate certain concepts.

3.2 COPYRIGHTIN SOUND RECORDINGS ..

.

.. .
.

This technallogy is considered first because of the early consideration
by the Supreme Court of a 'principle that-was to have effect on thinking

. about'copyright, even with respect to other technologies, until 1976.

411 , .The essential 'question at issue before the Supreme Court in the 1908
case of White-Smith Music PUblishing_Co: v. Apollo Co. was- whether a
perforated .piano roll constituted a "copy" of shgetlusic. Nma piano
poll,, which is simply a cylinder of hard materiaakwith holes in it, is
a sound recording, as that term is understood today. True, music 'is
only heard when the piano roll is used together with a properly-instru-
mented piano, but the,analogy with a phonograph record or magnetic tape..
is clear.. Neither of those latter recordinc media contain soundt either;
they contain grooves or alteredjmagneticApiains. When a record or 'tape

. is used together with properly-instrumented equipment, the intended mu-
sic is heard;'and it cannot be heard from the recording without that
equipment or other equipment performing the same fuhction. In effect,
the piano used with the piano. roll is.the playback equipment.\
However, sound recordings were not a protected class in 1908 and the
Supreme Court decided in White-Smith that.the definition of a copy of a
musical composition was "a written dr,printed record of it in'intelli-
gible notation." To the Supreme Court in 1908, a piano roll, or for
that matter a phonograph record, was not a copy (because it was not:

z
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0.

humanly intelligible through the sense of sight) and therefore, in the
Court's opinion, was not,covered by the copyright statute. ,

. .

Furthermore, the Court id, ian keeping with its narrow construction of
thg word "cipy'\, that issues of a new technology not specifically cover-,
ed in the currentstatute"properly.address themSeles to the legisla-
tivg and not t6the judicial branch of the Government." However, it was ,

clear from other Court statements that.the Cdurt Was sympathetic to
sound recording protection, despite its contrary ruling on he basis of
its interpretation of.the law as written.

At the time of the White -Smith ruling, Congress was'working 6n the pro-
spective Copyright'Act-af 1909, and one issue was whether copyright
owners should have a new exclutive right-to make recordings of their mu-,'
sic. During hearings, Congress was told that one company had contracted
with-Most of the major music publishers for exclusive licenses under the
anticipated new law to record alT the music controlled by those publish-
ers for-many yearS'to come. The_result was that Congress, in the 1909. I.

Act:established a Compulsory license for musical recording, requiring
that once an owner of-a musical copyright had permitted his work to be
recorded by one company, any other company could record'it similarly,
upon payment of 2 cents for each reproduction of the compositionmanu-
factured. This step prevented the anticipated recording monopoly.

0-,

However, this did,ndt mean, necessarily, that recordings of-musica
compositions were copyrightable. They were not, strictly speaking even
though no one could lawfully manufacture records of copyrighted music
without paying the compulsory license fee. Nevertheless, Congress pro-
vided for the copyright Owner of a dramatiC Work to have exclusive rights
in "any transcription or record theF0'7 the 1909, -Act, and .extended
this right this right to nondramatic literary works in 1952. The ques-
tion whether, under the Constitutional clause on copyright, a.recorded
performance,could be considered the "writing" of an "author'e and-there-
fore eligible for copyright protection if-Congress so chose to grant it,
was apparenply disposed of in the/affirmative in the case of Capitol
Records,.Inc. v: Mercury Records Corp.,. heard by the 2nd Circuit Court
in 1a55. HoweVe, it was not until- 1971 that Congress passed d law nam-
ing "sound recordings" as a category of copyrightable works, when it be-
came evident that "record piracy" had become rampant and was growing. '

In the 1976 General Revision, Congress provided for copyright of works
"fixed in any tangible medium of expression" and defined "sound record
ings" as "works that result from the fixation of a series of limrSical,

spoken, or other sounds, but not including the sounds accompanying a

motion picture or other audiovisual work, regardless of the nature of
the Material objects such as disks, tape's, or other phonovecords.in which
they are embodied" (Section 101). Thus motion picture sound tricksare
not covered as "sound recordings," although they are covered elsewhere.
This is due to their judicial history and their closer 1eonnection with
motion pictures as ap industry.

11
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.3.2.1 Copyrighted Music in Sound Tracks

,.In- 1946,, the question arose whether a producer of motion pictures was,entitled to a compulsory license for 2 centsPper recording for use of a vperformance of copyrighted music in aNsound.track of a motion picturgt.
Clearly, in 1909; when the compulsory license_for music recordings. be-
came law, sound tracks in motion pictures were unknown :' Consequently,:.this was a clear'" case for judicial interpretation.,.ffithe Court de- .Oded in the,negative on purely economic grounds may be notgd from the
followbing qUotes from the .Court, decision on this case, Jerome V. Twen:,tigth Centyry - Fox Film Corp:.-

.

tounsel assert that no more. than 500 positive prints of a
', film-of-a-musical'motion.picture

are made to 'supply the de-
mands for exhibition purports.. If 'Section 1(e)' / the CQM-
pulsory.license provision of the 1909 Copyright.Act,/: ad,plied motiopicture use of a musical composition, then
and ucer could appropriate a:copyrighted muSical'cdm-positi. for_usein a motion picture for a.total suni
about .% .00, at the rate of ad for each positiVe-print...
The result would be destructive of valuable_rights of OM-:poArs and publishers, which the-Act was intended to se-

,

-cure and protect.". 4
. --

In the 1976 Act, the view that-the.compulsory license provision did notapply to sound tracks was statecLexplicitly. Owners af.copyrights in.Mu:sic retained the "exclusive rights to recON on sound tKacks`and the'com-
, pulsory license to record was confined to the making of lip,hondrecord?"
which excludes,sound tracks as a subset.

4. ,

3.2.2 Educatiohal and Library ReproduCtion 4f Phonorecords

- .In the 1976 General Revision of 0yright Law, sections 107 and 108 and
. related pages of House Reports 94-1476 and .94-1733 concern the conceptsoffair use and permitted educatidnal and,library reproduction of works.The content of,his material is discussed in-Section 3.6.2 below in the---'context of'phOtodapeing because,the probleTs addressed by.that ma.terial
arose primarily from -that cause. However; a review of the documentsshows that the solutions applied to photocopies also apply, .imgenefal,to phonorecords.

-. ,

3.3 COPYRIGHT fN MOTION PICTURES

With this technology, as with others, the Federil Courts struggled withthe question of whether new technology -not specifically provided fdr byCongress is protected by virtue of extensionof,concept or is not pro-, ,tected by virtue of strict literal interpretation,.

Ir
, The problem arose in 190. in the question whether a.sequence,of photo-,

graphs telling a story"could be protected with the affixation of a sin-
.! gle copyright notice, or, whether each photbgraph had to have its own

notice, as literally intended when Congress Protected (individual)
17 r

.4 ,



;photographs in 1870. This was the situation in Edison v ubin. In

that case, the District cPurt,said;

law is defective, it should be altered by Con-

gress, not strained by the'courts."

On the other hand, the tjrcuit Court of Appeals,'in , reversing the Dis-

trict Court, said:

"When Congress...saw fit.. .to esxtend copyright protection to

a photograph...it is not to be presumed it thoughtsu0 art,
could not ,progress, and that no protection was to be afforded

such progresse It must be recognized there would be change

and advance..."

In 1912, Congress amended the copyright statutes to include "motion-

picture photoplays" and "motion pictures other than photoplays" as pro-

tected classe of w ,--The 1909 revision had made no mention of these

concepts, although they were well-known at the time. After 1912, then,

there was,protection. for motion pictures against unauthorized copying,
but due to the'ioecific language of the statute, it was clear that there
was protection against unauthorized "public performances" (as 'distin-
guished from copying) only,for dramatic and musical works. The question

whether a,motion picture photoplay was a dramAic work arose'therefore
through litigation.

Specificall. , his question arose in Tiffany Productions v. Dewing,
-(1931Y., and in M. G, M. v: Bijou. Theatre, (1933). The effect of both

cases was to insure that] motion picture photoplay was legally defined
as a type of dramatic work and that the protection of popyright was ac-
corded to public performances or exhibitions of this type of motion pic-
ture. .

In the Tiffany Productions case, the Cotirt (holding that a motion pic-
ture photoplay was a form of a dramatic work), said that:

"The statute must be given a sensible'meaning in its applica-
tion to modern invention, exresslY'within the scope of'the
statute."

.

In the M. G. M. case, the District CourtAiria decision later counter-
, manded, had said: .

"...the effect of anew invention An any given field seems to
be a matter for legislative consideration, rather than for the,
extension of existing statutes by judicial construction."

3.3.1 $ound Tracks in Motion Pictures

"Talking motion pictures began to'be produced about 1924, someL yeqrs
after motion pictures were added to.the copyright statutes as a protect-

ed class of work. Despite the 1ack
8
of explicit copyright protection,

1
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the industry groups concerned tacitly accepted and operated On the pre-
mise that the sound track 140rotected as an integral part of the motion
picture; and this premise aneared then and continues to appear to be
logidally valid since the pictures and sound together are necessary to
constitute the complete work and to convey its artistic effect. This
,concept was given some judicial validity in the case of L. C. Page & Co.
v. Fox Film Corp., (1936)f in which the Court stated. that "as the plain-
tiff Well says, 'talkies',are but a' speciies of-the genus motion-pictures."

In 1971, in tie House'Reporton the amendment to the copyright statute
which extended.nrotection to sound recordings excepting those,sgunds
accompanying 'a motion picture, a statement on sound tracks was made.
The House Report stated:

"The'exclusiOn /of sound tracks from the protection accorded
sound recordings 7 reflects the...opinibn that sound tracks or
audio tracks arean integral part of the "motion pictures"
already accorded protection...and that the reproduction of
the sound accompanying a motion picture is an infringement:
of copyright in the motion picture."

Finally in the 1976 General Revision, it was clearly stated thafthe
definition of motion picture included accompanying sounds, and that the
copyright in a motion picture included the right to perform it publicly
by making its images, visible or its sounds audible.

Thus, from 1924 until 1976, more by general unstated agreement than by
actual law or judicial interpretation, sound tracks were accepted as an
integral part of motion pictures.

3.4 RADIO_ANO TELEVISION BROADCASTINGvc,
tt,

-
In 1909, radiP and television broadcasting were unknown and a public
pellormance was Vic/fight pf as a performance given, in the presence of a
group of persons assembled within sight or hearing of the performers.
When the'use of the copyrighted music and plays in radio broadcasts be-
came common in the.early 1920's, the question arose whether broadcasts'
of copyrighted'workswere public performances within the cope of the
1909 Statute.

AO

This question was considered in the case of JPome H. Remick & Co. v.
American Automobile Accessories Co. in 1925 with respect to a radio
broadcastof a musical work. The court held that the broadcast did con-
statute a public performance, stating:

"While the fact that the radio was not developed at the time
the Copyright Act...was enacted-may raise some question as to
whether it comes within the purview of the statute, it is not
by that'fact alone excluded...,The statute may be applied to
new situations not anticipated by Congress, if, fairly con-
strued, such situations come within its intent and meaning.....

J9
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While statutes should not be stretched to appTy to new situations

ndt fairly within their scope,.they should not be so narrow-

ly, construes as to'permit their evasion because of changing .-

habits due to new'inventions and discoveries....The artist

/ in a radio broadcast I s consciously addre tng a great,

Though unseen and widely scattered.audien and is therefore

participating in_a public performance."

The ruling in this case was generally' ccepted in practice by broad-

casters and other concerned parties. In addition,,the ruling in this

case 'determined that the public performance was,"forpofitq if the
buadcast As over a commercial station that was used as a medium for

advertising, regardless of the fact that the broadcast listeners did not

'pay an admission fee,

A 'similar result ensued in the case of Leo Feist, Inc. v. Lew Tendler

Tavern jn 1958, which extended the public performano-concept from

broadcasting to wire'transmisions. In this case, music transmitted

over wire from a central location to a restaurant and then made audible

there for the benefit, of restaurant patrons was found to be a public

performance for profit.'

The 1976 Act Codified these results by assigning the copyright owner the

exclusiy:e.right (with certain exemptions) of public performance and dis-'

play; and. by including inthe definitiop of public performance and dis-

play transmission or communication to the public "by meansNof any device

or process, whether the members of the public capablesof receiving the

performance or display receive it in the same place or in separate placeS

and1/4at the same time or at different times" (Section 101).

'3.4.1 Retransmissions of Broadcasts

A question that was to have very important .ramifications 35 years later

for cable television retransmissions was raised in the case of Buck v.

Jewell-La Salle Realty Co. in 1931 beforethe U.S. Supreme tourt. In

that case, a hotel maintained a master radio set which was wired,to loud -

speakers from which the radio.programs could belleard in all of the pub-

lic and private rooms of the hotel. The,Covt,held that the hotel's re-
production of the broadcast performance, throtgh its receiving set and
loudspeaker's, for the entertainment of its guests, was itself a public
performance under the 1909 Statute and therefore not exempt from the im-
plicatiofis.of the Statute for royalty payment. The opinionin this case
by Justice ,Brandeis-for the Court is quoted from extensively in Section
A.2.4.2 of Appendix A of this report and is a prime example of reasoning
by analogy in determining the Jaw with respect to new technological4e-
vices not previoUsly considered by.Cpngress.

Another similar case which confirmed the copyright owners'rights to
retransmissions in a hotel situation was SESAC v. New York'Hotel Statler

Co. decided in 1937."

2.0
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3.5 COPYRIGHT IN CABLE TELEVISION7RETRANSMISSIONS

By the.middle of the 1960s, commercial enterprises had sprung up whose
functions were to provide-TV vieweri' with programs that the viewers wereunable to receive satisfactorily.with standardantennae. This industry,because it serviced subscribers via:cable, a nd-broadcaSt mode, beCameknown as. CATV, community antenna tel6vision' or cable. television. The

^Nindustry obtained much of its program maters 1 from broadcasted TV whiChit acquiredmith-more sensitive receiving equ'pmentment and more sophisti-
cated.or better, situated antennae than its subscribers were caps le of,providing for themselves individually.''

.

In the opinfori of
copyrightawners,'significant copyright problems ex-isted. The primary over-the-.afrboradcasters obtained licenset- omcopyright' owners for the ,fiotion pictures,

plays, music, and other wthat they broadcast. Was the retransmission of the broadcasted programsby.the cable systemto itt subscribers to be treated as a further publicperformanceof the copyrighted'works which infringed the copyright owners
.

exclusive rights?

This question came before the courts in 1966 'throUgh 1968 in the case of0 United Artists Television; Inc. v. Fortnightly Corp. 'The District andCircuit Courts held for the copyright others, relying on the' previousdecisions described above, i.e. Remick, Jewell-LaSalle, and SESAC; thatthe-retransmission, as a public performande for profit, was covered bythe Copyright Act then in force. It is not surprising, in light of previois decisions quoted, that the District Court in this case spoke about"accomodating the statute to the realities of modern science and tech-nology." .

However, to the surprise of many, the Supreme Court reversed the lowercourt findings by, essentially determining that cable television programproviders were acting as viewers' agents ratherhan as secondary pro-ducers. The Court reasoned that

"...while both broadcasters and.viewers play crucial roles inthe total television process, a line is drawn between them.One is'treated as active performer; the other as passive
beneficiary.,

,
"When CATV is considered in thii. frameWork,' we conclude thatit falls on the viewer's side of the line..`.."

The Court carried forward this precedent-breaking decision.and similarlyfound no infringement in the 1974 case of CBS v. Teleprompter. The is-sue in the latter case was possible-distinction
between the retrans--,'mission over cable of local signals that could have been received 'over%the air by cable .subscribers and the retransmission offar distant sig-nals not originally iitended for the cabled locale. The' Supreme tourtfound to distinction and determined "that there was no infringement ineither Case.

21
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i The more complete'discussion of Section A.2.6 of Appendix A provides

someTationales for these Supreme Court decisions. As noted there; a .

major element in the decisionmaking appeared to be a desire to prevent

the CATV industry from being retroactively liable for royalties and in-:

fringement damages. The majority opinicin in the Fortnightly decition

. had said in a footnote, that a- decision consistent with Jewell-La Salle

would be such as retroactively to impose copyright liability where it

has never been acknowledged to exist before." Here the Court is imply.;

ing that a judicial decision for the copyright owners (unlike a legis-
lated decision) could not cause royalties to flowfrom that time onbut
would be forced to require that the CATV industry be responsible for all
past royalties it should have paid. These back royalties might be large

enough to destroy many of these small operations.%
e . i

. ,
.

The fact that Congress was considering major revisions to the Copyright
Act during the times of the Fortnightly and-Teleprompter litigations
cannot be ignored as a factor in the Supreme Court's decisionmaking. As

noted in Sect ion A.1,6, both the-majority and dissenting opinions in
...

, Fortnightly, as well as.in the lower court decisions, in bath Fortnightly
and Teleprompter, took cognizance of the on-going considerations by Con-
gres*vof the copyright problem of cable retransmissions in the context
of the general revision of copyright law. Justice Fortas, in his dis-

. sent in Fortnightly had commented:

"Our major
-.1

object, I suggest, should be to do as little damage
as,possible to traditional copyright principles and to busi-
ness relationships, until the tongress legislates and relieves
the embarrassment which we and'the interested parties face."

Similarly, the Circuit Court of Appeals noted in Teleprompter:.

...

"The complex problems represented by the issues in this case

are not readily amenable to judicial resolution....We hope

that the Congress will in due course legislate a fuller and
._. more flexible accomodation of competing copyright,. anti-trust,

and Communitations policy considerations, consistent with
the challenge of modern CATV technology." - -

Thus the judiciary:in general, saw the issues As-more complex than a
simple extension of principle as embodied in Buck v. Jewell-La Salle.
The interaction of basic communications policy in the public interest
and the economic interests of the concerned parties defnanded a legisla-
tive sdlution. Ultimately,*the approximately ten years ormegotiation
among the various concerned parties result d fn the provisions of Sec-
tion 111 of-the 1976' General Revision of Co yright Law.

0

This 1976 General ReVision Makes cable retransmissions subject to the
restrictions of copyright, thereby validating_ at least the principle of

the dissent in Teleprompter whichwas based* the precedent of Buck.v.

" Jewell-La Salle. However, a cable company now,may obtain a compulsory
license for retransmission of programs fromthose'ttations whose

\
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signals the system isauthorized to carry by the Federal Communications
Commission, and it is, notl.iable.for any royalties before the effective
date of the new Act. ,
3:6 COPYRIGHT IN PHOTOCOPIES

The istue,oi photocopying as a serious concern to copyright proprietorsof printed matter dates frOm the 1930s. _During that period, micropho-tographycame to be extensively used, because it was a process that en-abled printed matter to be reproduced at a reasonable cost.

In -4e. 1930s, discuSsions took place between the predecessor tb theAssociation of American Publishers and organizations of scholarly userssuch as the'American Council of learned Societies and the Social ScienceResearch Councilin order to definthe boundaries ofacceptable non-inTringing photodopying. These discussions resulted in the "Gentlemen's
Agreement" of 1935 which, although not binding. provided guidelines that 'were followed by many libraries and which stood hs a basis governing li-
brary photocopying for a generation..

The significant paragraphs of the Gentlemen's Agreement are as follows:\

"A library, avhivesa, office, museum, or similar institution
owning books or periodical volumes in which copyright still .subsists may make and deliver a single photographicoreproduc-,tion dr.reduction of a part thereof to a scholar representingin writing that he desires such reproduction in lieu of loanof such publication or in place of manual transcription and
solely for the purpose of research; provided

(1) that the person receiving it is given due notice in
writing that hR is not'exempt from liability to the
copyryitt praRrietor for any infringement of copyright'
by mi use of t4 reproduction constituting an infringe-
ment under the copyright law;

(2) that such reprpduction is made d furnished without
profit to itself by the institution making it.,". .

This was an important effort on thepart of opposing interest groups tosolve a national copyright problem among themselves without-recourse toGovernment instrumentalities.
1 Aitiu

From the 196Ds onward, the photocopying problem became progressively
more acute as new photocopying technologies and impfoved'mechanical
paper - handling systems combined to reduce significantly the cost der.copy and to increase significantly

the speed of multi-copying Publish-ers, especially of scientific and technical journals and of educational.
texts, expressed fears that loss of salg due tophotocopying Might force

. them to discontinue certain publications.
'However, the several opposing

interests groups agreed that in the revision bills Congress considered

23
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in the late 1960s, the doctrine of fair use woulebe incorporated rather

than any.specific rules for photocopying. The groups hoped_to workout

the details-of an agreement among themselves uSilig the fair use doctrine

as a basis. This doctrine, as it had been developed by the courts, was

contained in Section 107 of the co right bill passed by the House of

Representatives in 1966 but -never e acted into law. Section 107 of the

1966 bill included the following:

"...the fair use of a copyrighted work such as criticism,

comment, news-reporting, teaching, scholarship or research,

is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether

the use made of a work in any particular case is a-airuse,
the factors to be considered shall include-- .

(1) the purpose and character'of the use;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or
value of the copyrighted work."

However, final agreement between librarians and publishers was not able

to be worked out at that time. It foundered on the essential question

of the specific boundary between fair use and infringement, and the

quantity and purposes bf copying which crossed the boundary.

3.6.1 Williams & 141kins vAnited States

In 1971, a suit was instituted in,the Ul.Court of Claims in which the

plaintiff, a publisher of medical journa s and books, charged that two

Government libraries, The National Institutes of Health library and the

National Library.of Medicine, had infringed the copyright in several of

1 its medical journals. 'The plaintiff claimed that the copying done by

,those institutions in supplyingjoUrnal articles to other medical li-

brariesresearch institutes, individual researchers, 'and practttioners

- 'exceeded fair'use,

This case wasAWIlliams & Wil ins Co. v. United States. The initial

opinion of theCommissio hearing the case (1972) held that photo-

copying practices of e two Government libraries exceeded fair use.

. The full Court (1973) reversed this decision, 4 to 3, basing. its major-

ity opinion,gn essentially three criteria: .\

Ors nFirst, plaintiff has not in'our view shown, and there is in-
adequate reason to believe that it Is being'or will bt,harmed
substantially by these sptcific practices of NIH and'NLM;

"second, we are convinced thSt medicine and medical'reSearch'

will be injured by holding these particular practices to be an

infringement; and

since the problem of accomodating the /interests of
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Science with'ithpse_afthepuhlisherslan .authors) calls
fun-dame-011-1y for legislative solution or guidance, which
has notowyet been given, we,should npt,.during the period be-
fore congressional action is forthcoming, place such a risk,
of harm upon science and medicine."18

.

The three dissenting judges of the Court of Claim's noted, in opposition:

"What we have before us is a case tf wholesale copying, and
distribution of copyrighted material by defendant's librarieS
on a scale so vast that it'dwarfs the output of many, small.
publishingcompanies...This is the very esstnce of wholesale
copying and, without more, defeats the defe6se of fair use."

Thus, the two sides differed materially on the interpretation of the *.

tt

facts. The situatipn is re iniscent of the cable TV cases, Fortnightly
and Teleprompter,' Where Cou t majorities were of the opinion.that the
situation demanded a legisl ive answerhat was mare flexible, invplv-

'ihrcamponents of right from both sides, rather than the limited yes-no
.answer of a judicial decision. As in thos9 cases, the Court refrains
here from providing. the decision that would tend more to permanently

, end the' controversy and would tend to end it with a greater detriment to
one side than the Court feels that the losing side deservs. This inter-
pretation may be supported.tiith this quote from the majority opinioriin
Williams.& Wilkins:

w
, .

The Courts are now precluded, both by the Act and, by the na-
ture of the-judicial proceSS, from contriving pragthatic or
compromise solutions which would reflect the legislature's

.. choice.of policy and its mediation among the competing inter-
. ests...Hopefully, the result in the present case will be but

a 'holding operatiOn' 'in they interjpperitd before CongreSs
enacts'its preferred solutions."

The Williams & Wilkins case was accepted for review'by the Supreme Curt,
where, after the,arguments were heard, the Court split 4 to 4 without an
exposition of the reasoning on the two sides. fhis had the effect of
affirming the decision of the full Court of Claims.

3.6.2 Ithe,1976 General Revision

Certain provisions included in the 1976 General/Revision of opyright
Law were the result of hard bargaining among authoi-s,publistibrsedu-
cators, and librarians. Section 107 of the 1976 Act contains the fair
use concept essentially as reproduced' above (.in Section 1.6) except for
the addition of two phrases as concessions to educators. A purpose of
use for which fair use is allowable is'now teaching "(including multiple
copies for classroom use)." Inoddition, a factor to be considered in
determinin% whether a particular use is a fair use is "whether such use
is of a commercjal nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes,"
The HouSe of Representatives report on the proposed 1976 Act (Report Na.

A
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94-1476 at pages 67-71) ncludes the texts'of agreementsZbetween educa-
tors on one side and authors and publishers'i.on the other establishing
standards of fair use for educational purposes: These agreement's, were
reached at the urging of the Cpngressional committeesofter a series of
meetings between the opposing parties.

The problem'of library photocopying for scholars and researchers is
dealt with in Section 108 Of the 1976 Act. The language of Section 108
makes it clear that library rights do.not extend to the related or con-
certed reproductions...of multiple copies...of the same material," or
"the systematic reproduction...of single or multiple copies." In addi-
tion, the Conference Report on the proposed 1976 General Revision (House
Report No. 94-1733 at pages 71-73) contains,a set of guidelines Agreed
to by the opposing parties that define the extent of loans permitted in
interlibrary arrangements. These guidelines were developed with the
assistance of the National Commission on New Technological Uses of
Copyrighted Works. (see Section 3.8, below).

^,

urrent Situation

Despite the successful negotiations that resulted in the provisions of
the 1976 General Revision, thesthotocOpying problem is not fully solved.
There does not exist at this time any fully-established clearinghouge
or other mechanisin for payment of royalties for photocopying beyond the
guidelines established, nor is it clear that the current guidelines can
be enforced. At present, an ffort is underway through the auspices of
the Association of-American P blishers, to establish a clearinghouse
system. 19

3.7 COPYRIGHT IN MICROMEDIA'AND VIDEOTAPE

The decision to accept for copyright registration a work on .a micromedi-
,

um,that would otherwise be copyrightable if intelligible tohe unaided ,

eye was made independently by the Copyright Office through its regula--
tions. It was bel4evedby that office that the 1908 tupremp Court de-
cision in the White-Smith case, which had never been overturned, woUld
not prevent the registration of a work on micromedia since that pOrt
ruling concerned a- piano roll which was not intended to beimade,ISually.'
intelligible in its normal use_. ,Since a work on any type of micromedia
was intendqd to be made visually intelligible (with the aid Of devices)
when communicating information to people, the Copyright Office did not
believe that the White-Smith ruling took precedence. The same reasoning
was applied in thp later et6Istance for copyright of works on vjdeotape.

These regulations of the Copyright Office were generally accepted and
not challenged in tile Courts. The 1976 General Revision of Copyright
Law removed any lingeririg doubts about these regulations by making copy-
righability independent of the medium In which a work is fixed.

3 ..8 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTU

nificantscognition ofChe'need for the NationaT Commission orr New

26
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Technolbgical Uses of Copyrighted Works' (CONTU) dates from 1967. It
becamecelear at that time that the lack of adequate study o-A theproblem
of the impact of computers and informatiOn storage and retrievals systems
on copyright would conflict with efforts. 'to enact a general revision of
copyright law.

The question of how the, law would view,computer uses of copyrightahle .

works,during the time that CONTU was deliberating and.before Congress
acted on CONTU's recommendations prevented quick agreement on the for-
mation'of CONTU and delayed ifestablishment. Ultimately, agreement
was achieved among opposing interest grbups on inserting a section in

._-theproposed general revision of-copyright law that provided that the
law on the use of copyrighted works in computer systems4was td be un-
affected by enactment of the general reyision. This pdved the way for
establishment of CONTU on Dec:.31, 19747.as P.L. 93- 573.20

In addition, the "hold constant" section, Section 117, was enacted as a..
part of the 1976 General Revision of Copyright Law, P.L 94-553 on Oct.,"
19, 1976. The new Act takes effect on.January 1, 1978.. Section 117
states that:

"...this title does not afford to the owner of copyright in a
work any greater or lesser rights with respect to the use oft,
the work in conjunction with automatic systems capable of, .,.

storing, processing, retrieving, br transferring informdtion...
than those afforded to works under the law...in effect'on

'December 31, 1977..." .

The function of CONTU (according to P.L.,93-573, Section 201) is tr,
study and make recommendations to Congress on legislation or procedures
concerning:

"(1) the reproduction and use of copyrighted works of author-
ship--
(A) in conjunction with.automatic systems capable of sj
storing, processing, retrieving, and transferring in-
Jormation, and
(B) -by various forms of machine reproduction', not in-
cluding reproduction by or at the request or.instructors
for use in face-to-face teaching activities; and-

(2) the creation of new works by the application, or inter-
. ventfon of such automatic systems of machine reproduc-

tion.." K.

It may be noted also that CONTU is to be concerned with:

JChanget in copyright law or procedures that may be-necessary
to assure...access to copyrighted works; and to provide recog-
nition of the rights.of copyright owners" (Section 201 (c)).

In the above, the balancing of the needs .of users and producer's may be

27*
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seen. Similarly, the balancing of several interest groups may be noted
in the establishment of tilt requirements for memberships on the Commis-,
sion (Section 202 (a)): . .

*'-

"The Commission shall be composed of thirteeftvoting members,
appointed as follows:

"4

(1) Four members, to be appointed hy*the President, selected
from author's and oth6r opyright owners;

(2) Four members, to be appointed by the President, selected.
fromrusers. of copyright works;-

(3) Four nongovernmental members to be appointed by the
President, selected frOm the public generally, with at
least one member selected from among experts in consumer
protection affairs; 4"

(4) The Librarian of Congress."

CONTU must present its final report to Congress by 'July, 1978, if the.
extension of tfMe it has requested. is enacted by Congress. Otherwise'
its final report is due in Dedember, 1977.

4 3.9 SUMMARY

This chapter had examined policymaking about copyright th'rouglra -review
of some important litigations and some aspects of enacted law and regu-
lation'wh-ich have concerned the impact of:technological change. The.re-
view appears to show that some significant litigations in this field
have concerned the-boundaries of propertyrights,left ambiguous because
of the occurrence of technological change unforseen by Congress in pre-,
vious revs ,ons of law or the occurrence of specific situations Snot de-
finable.injegislation.

In general,-the Federal Courts have approached the question of ambi-
guities due totechnological change from two distinct points of view.
The first viewpoint is that, if the general concept of current 'IA
be easily extended to new situations without stretching the law's mean-
-inq too far, it Should be done. The second viewpoint is that stretching
the law's meaning (or specifically defining the ambiguous) beyond a cer-
tain point would be to take on a responsibility better left to Congress,
particularly if a judicial decision would be precedent setting,,involv-
ing relations between interest groups, not just the particular litigants.

The first viewpoint maybe seen jn the final decisions'of the cases de=
scribed involving Broadcasting, motion pictures, and sound recordings
except for White-Smith. Thp second viewpoint was taken in the prevail-
ing decisions in White-Smith, the cable TV cases Fortnighttrand Tee-

- prompter, and in Williams &

Significantly, during all the cases above involving the second viewpoint,
Congress was inthe process of actively revising the copyright statute.
Such statutory revision often involves representation of many.opposing
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interest groups and the ultimate statutory language,may involve interest
group compromise setting forth obligations and responsibilities and es-
tajlishing new institutions in a,manner completely impossible to accom-
plish through a judicial decision. In fact, in the 1976 General Revi-
sion, the new statutory language and'associated legislative documenta-.
tions involving cable TV and educational and library copying are examples
of such'a complex balancing of interests.

Furthermore, in the more recent situation described above, a new bal-
ancing of interests may be seen which is.not apparent in the earlier--
cases. If persons concerned with copyrighted works may be considered
either producers or users,'the earlier cases described are all essenti-
ally conflicts between. original producers and secondary producers. (The
enaament of the compulsory license for phonorecord manufacturing in 1909
could be viewed as expression of user' Concern, however_).

In the Fortnightly decision (1968), the view was taken that the cable TV
company was the viewer's (t.e. user's) agent. In photocopying, the con-
flict between authors and publishers on one side and librarians plc]
educators on the other ts essentially a user-producer conflict although
some educators are also producers). This increasing concern with the
user in the copyright field has been carried forward in the establish-
ment of CONTU where both representatives of users and producers and
"at least one member selected from among experts in consumer protection
affairs" are included in.the membership of the Commission by statutory
requirement.

Finally; it seems clear from the above that, in this field, administra-
fr

tive regulation-plays a relatively small role in contrast with some
other Federal'domestic responsibilities. Nevertheless, the Copyright
Office has played a rolg in technological change by agreeing to accept
for copyright. registration, works in micromedia and videotape by its

.

interpretation of existing law rather than through explicit congressional
action or judicial orders. However, see Section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 for an
important policy-impacting function of the Register of Copyrights.
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4. TOWARDS AN EFFICIENT MARKETPLACE FOR COPYRIGHTED WORKS

The previous chapter clonsidered.the legal framework for copyright. This

chapter is concerned with economic questions relevant to the market for

copyrighted works. Clearly, an effective legal structure and, an effi-

cient marketplace for copyrighted works are both necessary and mutually
supportive.

In this chapter, the fundamental question of transaction costs is con-
sidered. The question of exclusion and enforcement is disdussed in
light pfsthe ease of modern technology to permit easily available and
low-cost duplication of works. Mechanisms for the minimization of trans-
action costs are described` including types of efficient pricing Schedules.
In addition, fair use is considered from an economic viewpoint. Lastly,

the question of monopoly is discussed and government remedies are de-
scribed.

4.1 THE PROBLEM OF TRANSACTION COSTS

The view of Professor Kenneth Arrow is that transaction costs are More
fundamental than market failure as a basic problem pertinent to the .f.,
choice of whether a particular. -- good should be provided through the mar-

mechanism or through some form of collective action. He states that:

"...transaction costs....are-atiached to any market and indeed
to any mode of resource allocation. Market failureis the par- lir

ticular case-Where transaction costs are so high that the exis'
tenceof a market is na longer worthwhil e.1121

Two major sources of transaction costs, according to Arrow, are:

"(1) exclusion costs, /--and 7 (21 costs of communication and
information, including both.the supplying apd the learhing of
the terms on which transactions are carried out. "22

Steiner sees transaction costs specifically inVolved.when there,is,an

.

0
"inability of the market to translate potential Willingness to

.pay into reventiesi. and / where the private market is techni-
cally able -to collect revenues, but at'a high cost."23

Hurt andand Schuchman are, to a large extent, considering transaction costs
when they ask: ,

"If there is a benefit from, the copyright system, is it offset,

at least in part, by various administrative costs and frfctionS _

inherent in the system7"24

Specifically, transaction costs play alarge role in, copyright problems,

and overcoming high transaction costs plays a large role in the solution

of copyright problems.
30
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4.2 THE QUESTION OF ENFORCEMENT

There are situations involving copyright that cern' thefUndamegial4
issue of what-Arrow referred-to-as "excluSion.' At the present time,
some of these situations are occurring becaus of the availability of the

atechnologies of-high-speed photocopying and of copying digitized infor-
mation by compUter.

Persons with easy access to machines employing these technologies can
/become low-cost publishers, legalities aside. Thus, these persons arts
not easily "excluded from ownership of copies upon their failure to
pay a royalty. The question of enfoiTement then arises, and the cost of
enforcement must becomean'issue. Concern with efficipnt allocatidn of
resources as well as the deleterious effects of easy e;iasion of law must
prompt the question of whether there is any value in issuing copyrights
that cannot be enforced with,any reasonable allocation of effort.

Rift and Schuchman have theorized about strategies -an original book pub-
lisher might'employ in the absence of any copyr'ight at al1.25 .Accoding
to one scenario, the original publisher must produce enough bo-Os in his
firstedition to saturate the market. If a copying-publisher enters the
market (probably with 'a similar number of copies), the first_pOlisher
must be prepared to compete by,lowering'his prices. Many unsold
can be expected in this situation. A 'second strategy is forthe first
publisher to be prepared with,an_ektremely low-cost edition as a retal-
iatory ineasure. - 1

, .

Similarly, in 4 1970 article in the Harvard-law Review oppOsing copy-
right,protection for computer- programs at that time, Professor Stephen
Breyer proposed'a strategy that could be employed by program`developers .

_in the absence of such protection.26

... "One may wonderor example, whether, without protection,
smaller hardware, gr software firms would not fina-it easier to
use parts of IBM programs in their efforts to compete with
TBM,H esio, ,

Professor Breyer wrotp. 2.7

T
Although professor Breyer did not extend his scenario, it is pOssible to
theorize a out protective behaviors available t9 the originators of com-
puter programs to protect themselves in such a hypothetical situation.
One such strategy could Iv for an originator to produce programs for -sale.'
inobject code only,- with minimum doCumentation,thereby making it very
difficult-for a potential copier to know exactly what he had in hand. ,
In fact a proposal for "sealed -in software" that might be protectable by
either trade secret or.copyright has been made recently b Calyin
Msoers.28

- nr

a

4.2.) Transaction Costs Even If No Copyright

A conclusion -that. can be drtiT from both these examples is that there
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,are.transaction costs regardless of whether the imperfect protection of
law exists or does not exist. To repeat from Arrow, "transaction costs
,...are attached to any market and indeed to any mode of resource allo-
cation." In the Hurt and Schuchman example, among the transaction costs
that might be expected are the extra books, left over, the poor quality
of merchandise required to prevent financial losses, the extra secrecy

. required to prevent future plans and the first coptes from being pre-.
maturely revealed, and the extra efforts that'would be needed lin mer-
chandizing strategems to thwart a competitor's sales outlet possibili-
ties. In the Breyer example, assuming the protective strategy of ob-
ject code dissemination only with minimal documentation, among the
transaction costs to be.expected are the reduction- in information dis-

-asemination about program content to everyone including disinterested
observers who might benefit in Another-context, the reduction in ability
to recognize mistakes in programs and to correct them, and the lowering
of incentives to produce new programs that are genuinely takel or org-

Thus, in both examples which assume d Government copyright protection,
we have_postulated that cut-throat competition, losses in information
flow and increases in secrecy would result. In a 'society in which the

4,
market pro ectton of copyright is available, Government regulation fins -

its cbst nd some infringement from imperfect exclusion can be expectedft
to res , but wesuggest that in addition, a more open society with
greater opportunities for creativity exists. Thus, the chqice is not
just between the size of transaction costs inherent in the alternatives,
but in Pie kinds of costs and their effects which a society-is willing
to tolerate.

4.2.2 The Optimal Level\ of Enforcement and Its C equemces

Hopefully, a society will,select that set of resource allocation mecha-
nisms that maximizes its satisfactions. However, a difficult state of
affairs for a society to adept is .that it cannot achieve the complete
maximization of its satisfactions with any set of mechanisms because of
the limited,resources it can apply : A reasonable strategy is. to.achieve
an optimum level of satisfaction from resources available, permitting a
certain amount of dissatisfaction to remain. Professor Edwin Mansfield
has demonstrated that there is an optimum level of crime whose cost
ought to be tolerated, based dn the finite resources of enforcement
which a society.isilling to allocate.29 This concept can be easily
adapted to copyright infringement:

As shown in Fig. 1, the probability of apprehension and conviction of -

infringers i'ncrea'ses with increasing expenditure of resources devoted to
enforcement; but the'ddsts to society of infringements increase as fewer

resources are devoted to enforcement and the probability of conviction
goes down. "A minimum total cost results from the sUm of infringement
and enforcement costs, at a partic lar probability less thlmt 1.0 of ap-

prehension and conviction. This laves some infringers Onapprehendedvdr

unconvicted\

%1
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If a society is unhappy with this level of infringement, it can raise
the resources allocated to enforcement. However, it might take unreal-
istically large resources to guarantee conviction of alLinfringers.
On the other hand, abolishment of enforcement on the grounds of its in-
effectiveness and the consequent large increase in what was formerly
called crime might create new,, unanticipated kinds of dissatisfactions'
which society is unprepared to accept.

4.3 THE. DESIGN OF ROYALTY COLLECTION SYSTEMS

Under the assumption that the benefits to a society of providing copy-
right protection and enforcement outweigh the costs, a question that
arises is how the market for intellectual property should,be structured
to minimize transaction costs and to promote efficient pricing. The
transaction costs considered here are Arrow's "costs of communicatio1
and information." A situation requiring special consideration for re-
duction'of transaction costs is that which exists when there are a
large number of users and a large molter of producers-. In this_case, ---
one of a number of different licensing schemes may be, most effective.

4.3.1 A Comparison of Types'of Licenses

Clearinghouse licensing and direct licensing are-examples of licensing
types that may be employed. With either of these 'situations, there is
the possibility of a blanket Dense or a per-use license.

A clearinghKse is simply a Multi-producer organization established for
royalty colilection. The advantage of a clearinghouse over direct li-
censing is that the user has a.single point of,negbtiation, a single

.place to send royalty payments; and there is likely to be-a-ridUction-
in the number of payments having to be made. The producer similarly
has a reduction in transaction costs because he obtains his royalties
from one place and with one payment. On the other hand, with a clearing-
house, there may be a blurring of individual producer ccAsiderations.
The necessity of simple, all- encompassing contractual provisions may
cause some producers with special situations to obtain less (or more),..
royalties than they would have if they negotiated individually. For
each producer, the gain from economy of scale of the clearinghouse
would, need to'be traded-off against this loss of indj

Similar problems must-be considered in the.selection of the''per-use or
blanket license. With a per-use license, the major cost is collecting
the inforMation. This may be technologically

, dependent. For example,
with uses that are associated with a computer, the capability of col-
lecting use-related data may beihi01,particularly tf it is the pro-
ducer's computer that is being used and if "use," as opposed to memory-
residence, is easily defined. On the other hand, for mechanical photo-
copying, the collection of use-related data may be difficult,.particu-
larlidata which might distinguish the various works being copied.

,With blanket licensing to single yearly fee for all use); the amount
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of data needed to be collected is reduced. If the blanket license is
in reality a substitute for a per -use, license, simply beCause the cost
of collecting per-use'data is to high, then the reduction in data col-
lection costs must be traded-off against the increase in inaccuracy and
ineq.uity,in royalty collections and royalty distributiga. Some reduc-
tion in inaccuracy may, result_ from dividing users intVw!nsses dependent
.on expectedusel"!and by sampling uses.

Appendix g presents some data'from the British Lending Library (simply
as an illustrative example)' demonstrating that photocopying there is
heavily skeived in'terms,of the frequency of photocopying-from various
journal titles.' A survey indicates that of approximately 15,000 serial
titles held by the British Lending Library, the top 200 titles accounted
for'20% of the photocopying demand and the 6000 least-requested titles
accounted for the last 10% of the demand. U.S. data will likely show a
similar skewness.

0-

As noted in AppendiX B, this skewhess can Teed either to lower or higher
payments to individual copyright proprietors, depending on the payment
algorithm employed. An additidn,-for those journal titles :little used,
a larger amount of sampling concejvably coupled with more sophisticated
sampling methods might 'be needed to accurately determine the true extent
of photocopying..

At a time a new licensing scheme.islx)/be established, producers may
find it important to consider'these various trade-offs so that the mech-
anismwith the-lowest transaction costs can be adopted. From the user's
viewpoint:transaction costs include the value of time and effort as
well as the dollar amount of royalties. -That mechanism that is easiest
to use, i.e. leait costly in time and effo"r"t, all other-things being
equal, will probably generate the least.amourit Of deliberate evasions.
and therefore the lowest enforcement Costs as well.

O

4.3.2 Examples of Existing Clearinghouses

The Harry Fox Office is the mechanism through which' many of the music
publishers have issued licenses far the recording of individual comp,-
sitions on phonorecords. (See Appendix A,Section A.4.6.3). Despite
the availability; since the passage of the 1909 Act:of a compulsory
license- with the Copyright Office serving as a repository of ownership
informatiOnn, `licensee's may find that better terms are available from ,

the Harry Fox Office in return fon greater'issurance_of precise infor-
mation about numbers of records manufactured and delivered. Royalties
owed are computed from this information.

- ,

ThreelclearinghoUses now exist for, the collecting royalty payments-for'
perfOrmances of musical works., These are the American Society"

. of Composers, Authors and Publi-shers, Inc. (ASCAP)," Broadcast Music, Inc`.
(BMI) and SESAC:; ,Inc. The combined membership of"ASCAP, BMI and SESAC
comprise the copyright owners of virtually all music copyrighted in the

,N United States, Licensees are requ4red to pay only a ump-sum royalty,
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annually in a predetermined amount (a blanket l 'icense). However, many

.broadcisters maintain logs as a matter of standard practice, and these-
are made available to the clearinghouSes if required. These logs, plus

a limited amount of sampling of performances, provide sufficient ihfor-

motion for proportioned distribution among the individual copyright'
owners of the fees collected. The distribution is made approximately
according to the estimated number.of performances of each work. The

cost of operating.ASCAP is said to run about 19% to;.20% of its gross
revenues.

4.4 ROYALTY PRICING SCHEMES

.-=
This section considers pricing rules that can be employed to'd.ifferen-

,

tiate different classes of users and to cover different types of costs..
It is assumed that all USers in a particular class ate treated identi--,
tally, and that the purpose of the pricing rules is nat for anti-,
competitive reasons, but to efliciently maximize income.

4.4.1 Individual and Institutional Users

A theory which justifies price differentials between individual'>and
institutional users is described inlippendices Cl and C2 of this report.
Here, an institutional user is one that serves-tq further distribute
the work among individuals served by the institution.' It is noted in
Appendix Cl that, for a product distributed to olassifiediUsers who do
not move from class.to.class, an existing theory states that the prices
among the,,classes should be inversely proportional to those classes'
respective price elasticities, provided that marginal, costs are the same
for each class. However, in the provision of certain copyrightable
works, e.g. scientific journals, users may obtain their copies either as
the result of individual subscription or through'use of an institutional
copy. Thus, there are 'cross-market" effects'as users move between the
classes. In this case.,_the.work of Appendix C2'employs a variable
called the average number of potential subscribers;' which measures the
number of additional individual uses that would result froM,discontinued
institutional use due to increased prttes to the.latter class'. The Val,
ue &Ibis variable determines the price differential thatsbould be
offered. Tests that prokcer's can make about the potential market can
determine the value of this variable.

A second issue raised in these Appendices is whether the users.of the
institutionally - obtained work should pay per-uSe fees to the institu
tion to defray the cost of the institutional subscriptiofi. In general,
to the extent that the individual uses via-theInstitutional4subscrip-
tion are private appropriation4,.these uses should be paid for by the
users unless there are valid countermanding reasons: One such re

might be that it is in the public interest (orin the interest of th
institution's owner) to'encourage such.individual-use; and a seqpnd rea=
son might be that the costs of collection are high relative to the

revenue gained. 4
°
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Serviceg\ With High Fixed Costs

A pricing system often used for the provision ofAervices that have a
high fixed-costelement is,the combination entry fee and per-use chary.
Utilities often have connection charges as well as per-use charges.
Some' computerized, on-line, bibliographic or full -'text search services
are now using this, type of.pricing. Typically, there is a monthly or

otyearly use fee or'ntry charge, a time-on-line charge, and a "hit"
charge for retrieval:

It is possible, also, to offer a User a choice between two charge plans.
For example, a user might be offered ,either (a) a higher connect (entry) .

charge and very, low penruse charge or.(b) a'very low entry charge and
a higher per-use charge. Depending on the break point, the high volume.
user will probably select (a), the plan with the low per-use charge,
whereas the casual user probably-wil select (b), the plan with the low
entry charge. The offering of two such plans may prevent either type
of user, casual, or high volume, from subsidking the other 'ype.

4.5 FAIR USE AS AN ECONOMIC CONCEPT-

"Fair use" was. originally a judicially-developed concept that can be
conceived as a method of reducing certain kinds of transaction costs..
It is-now &bodied in Section '107 of the _1976 General Revision,of Copy-
right Law, a2s described in Section 3.6 above. The "fair use" concept
historically recognized and attempted to allowfor two basic'principles
that can be counterpbsed to the principle of copyright in a potential
infringement vituation. A third principle of "fair use" was added in
the 1976 General Revision.

The first principle is that of the freedom of communication of ideas,
derived from First Amendment considerations: (Professor Melville Nimmer
has delineated the balance'point in this.potential conflict."). Where
Fif'st Amendment'principles have dominance, there can be no exclusion.
Thus,tunder "fair use", purposes of use such as "criticism, cdmment,-
news'reporting,-teaching:.soholarship or research',4ere permitted, sub-
ject tolimitiog factors such as the amount of the work used. "Fair,

use" may be viewed as a °method of reducing the cost inherent in a'con-
flict between Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution and the First
Amendment.

The second principle allowed for under '"fair use is lack of market-
place impact, Lothe'consideration of whether a particular use is a
"fair use," a,factor to be taken ,into account. is "the effect of'the use
upon the potential market or value of the copyrighted work." Thus, it
is recognized to be uneconomical and therefore inappropriate for re-
sour2es to be expended in contractual efforts to obtain permirsMon for
usageoflittle'or no market' impact. ,o

.

The third principle mow added tq "fair use" is indicated by the phrases
in Section 107 of the 1976 Gensral-Revision relatinto education.

4.4
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sus
These phrases, concerning alloWable purposes of fair use, are "(...

'multiple copies for classroom use)" and "for nonprofit educational our
.

- poses."
.

The exemption of royalty payments for worthy uses has been criticized
by economists on principles of economic efficiency, The argument is
that 'if a use is genuinely worthy, it is a public gtod whose cost ought
to be spread over all the population and paid for through taxes. . Other-
wise, allowing an exemption for some uses and not for others has the
effect of impaling the:co-its of worthy use exemptions on the "lets-

- 'worthy users" as a sAific.,,class. This argument was similarly express-
ed by Professor Paul ldstein in 'a criticism of the full Court of .

Claims decision in the Williams:A-Wilkins case32; In that case, the
worthy use of medical resArcK was given as a reason for rejecting the
plaintiff's' claim of infringement in a wholesale copying situation,

4.6 PRIG ,SETTING FOR COMPULSORY LICENSES

( . r

Compulsory licenses have been established inestatute by.Congress for
certain categories of intellectual property; and in one case, a compul-
sory license is being enforced by Court order. In general, royalty
prices in these situations have. been (or will .be) established by, adyer-'

sary proceedings involving producers and users and their supporters

(

testifying before some:institutional grouO empowered to set the figurqs.

4.6.1 'The Phonorecord Manufacturing License, 1976 Act,

° ,

An example of the procedure is the establishment of the compels 'g

cense royalty fee for phonorecord manufacturing.as a statutory matter
in the 1976 General Revision. A summary of the testimony on this sub.:
ject,and the conclusion of fhe Senate Committee on the Judiciary is giv-
en onages 91. through 94 of Senate Report No. 94-473. .

Among the subjects of the testimony were (1) the need for -an increase,ncrease in
the fee by copyright holders, (2) the potential impact of an increase on
the record industry, and (3) the potential impact of An increase on the
tonsuming public: Songwriters and publishers testified in favor of an
increase over the 2t per each recording mahufaftured that was provided
'for in the,1909 Statute. They were'supported by music consumers rep-
resented by the NationarFederation of Music Clubs who preferred a

higher (royalty) ceiling,"as a means of encouraging the ,writing of mare.
and better music." The regard companies testified in opposition to any ,
increase in the 2t figure. They were supported by the Consumer Feddra-
tion of Americawho wrote to the ittee agreeing that if the statu-
tory fee were raised, record manu acturers would have to avoid risks on
new and unusual compositions, reduce the number and.length of selections,'
record fewer serious works and rely more on, the public domain for popu-
lar material.

Some of the factors discussed in-testimony included the royalty as a
percent of list price per song; the royalty as a percent of manufacturer's
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wholesale selling price; record company sales and profits; organization
of the record industry; change's in income of copyright owners as a func-
tion bf time; inflation rate, and royalty fee; and the effect of poyalty
fee on incentives for quality and quantity of _products.

The Senate Committee concldided that the royalty fee per work embodied
in each phonorecord manufaltured and distributed should be .2 1/2 cents
or one-half cent per minute of playing time, whichever is'giciater.

The House Committee on the Judiciary, on the basis of essentially ,the.
same testimony, concluded that the Loyalty fee per each work embodied .j
in a phonorecord that 'is made and distributed should be "2 3/4 cents or,.
0.6 of, one cent per minute of playing time or fraction thereof which-_
ever amount is larger." (See House Report No. 94-1476'at pages 16 and
111). ).

The Conference Report (House Report No. 94 =1733 at page 77) adopted the
House fixed rate and the Senate per minute rate. This was ultimately
enacted. Nrefore the royalty is "either two and three-fburthi cents
orhone-half /btlpne cent per minute of playing time or fractiontliereof,
whithever-iSlarger." (-Section 115(c)(2), P.L. 94-553).

4.6.2 Jukebox Performance Royalty, 1976-Act

Under the 1909 statute, renditions of musical compositions through re-
cordings in coin-operated machines (jukeboxes) were not classified as
public perfoimances for .profit unless an admission feetb the location
of the performance was also charged. Thus,-most jukebox renditions
were exempted from royalty payments. As both the(Senate 4fid House Re-
ports on the 1.976 Copyright Law Revision state, efforts to remove this
exemption have persisted for,40 years. It is believed by some observers
that in 1909, the extent of the jukebox industry could not 'be forecast
and that this exemption was an historical accident. Testimony by copy-
right.owners in congressignal hearings on copyright revision strongly
urged the imposition of a royalty fee on jukebox renditions of copy-
righted works. Testimony by,j4111tox operators and manufacturers

.

ported the retention of the preset exemption. (See House,Report No.
94-1476,at pages 111 to 115, and'Senate Report No: 94-473 it pages 95,to 99.) .

In the 976 Gener0 Revision, Congress ended the exemption and imposed
a yearl compulsory blanket license of $8 per-jukebox (Section 116(b)(1),
P.L. 94 553). In general the reasons given for ending the exemption
were t at the-exemption was unfair to music producers; and a+so unfaij'
to thp e other users who` paid i-oyalties and therefore were also paying
the ju ebox operators' share.

4.6.3 NeW Statutory Compulsory' Licenses

.

The 1976 General Revision established two other compulsory license's in
addition to the jukebox performance license, all three of which joined

39
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the previously-established phoriorecord manufacturing'license. The new

licenses are for cable-assisted television (CATV) retransmission of
broadcasted programs (Section 111(c) and 111(d), and for the use of cer-

tain copyrighted works. in,non-commercial-broadcasting (Section 118).
- , f.r

As stated in Appendix A, Section A.4.6.-3 "the purpose of the compulsory
license in these three instances...is to avoid thedifftculties that the
user groups wouldeencounter if they had to obtain licensA from and pay
fees to the individual copyright holders." In other words, transaction
costs are lessened under-the compulsory license system.

4.6.4 The Copyright Royalty Tribunal

The 1976 Act establishes a Copyright Royalty Tribunal as an independent
agency in the legislative branch (See Chapter 8 of the AN: The Tri-
bunal's function is to periodically'and'equitalaly adjust the statutory
blanket license fees for jukebox operation, to distribute equitably to
copyright holders the 'statutory royalty proceeds Collected from CATV
operators,.and to determine the terms and conditions of the compulsory
license for non-commercial broadcasting of certain copyrighted works,
but in the latter case, only if the interested parties fail to negotiate
their own.arrangements. The Tribunal determines, also, the royalty rates
for CATV retransmissions under certain conditions.

4.7 COPYRIGHT AND MONOPOLY

Ai&
It is common understanding that copyright is a monopoly, although limited
to some degree., Walter Pforzheimer has quoted Judge Leaned Hand on this

-,," point: .

"Copyright in any form, whether statutory or at common-qaw, is -

A monopoly;...Congress has created the monopoly in exchange for
a dedicatIon,and-when the monopoly expires the dedication must
be complete:"

Similarly,the House Committee on Patents in their report accompanying
the bill_ that became the 1909 Copyright-Act stated:

The granting of such exclusive rights, under the proper term
and conditions, -confers a benefit upon the public that out-
weighs the evils of the temporary monopoly."34

The appellation of "monopoly" can have several' iMplication40. A question ,

that can-be asked is: to what-extent does trig exclusiye right granted
to an author and his assignees. constitute an exeecisatle economic monop-
,oly in a market sense, thereby requiring Government regulation or other
collective action as an antidote? The answeroto this question may also

'provide an answer to an issue raised by Hurt and Schuchman which is:

wh "copyright protection artificially enhances the private returns

on some / ventures and leads ta the-distortions of monopoly pricing."35

The answer depends; to some extent, on the nature of t e copyrIgtteawork
40
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° and whether other works can be dinsidered substitutable and tif&fore
competing.

If the copyrighted work is a book.iWosical performande or film'produced
fora rgeneral audience, there may very Well be high substitutability
among indiyidual works as far as the ultimate consumer is concerned. In

this situation, one author's exclusive right must compete with other ex-
cl4ive rights in the marketplace to be selected-or. rejected. by, a typi,-
cal .consumer. HoweVer, since the competing works have a certain indi-
vidLality about them, by the fact their having the requisite.origi-
nallty for copyright protectio e competition in a classical sense .

cannot exist. Nevertheless, the "monbOalistic competition" which 4ists
,among the works may be very close to pure competition in the absence of
externalities, collusion or restraints of wade by competitors. As

Professor Mansfield states about competitiop in general, "....most firms -

face relatively close substitutes and most commodities are not complete -',
ly homogeneous from one producer to another....In other words, there is

lir no single homogeneous commodity called an automobile; instead, each pro-
ducer differentiates its product from that of the next prodUcer, This,
of course, is a prevalent casein the modern ecopoirly."36

Thys, among certain classes of copyri
1,-

ed works, there may be as much
or more competition for consumer inter st as exists among competitive
hard goods or other "non-intellectual" operties. c Competition among
copyrilghfed works is assisted by the-fact that although protection cov-
ers vio author's specifiC expression,- it does not extend "to any idea,
procedure, process, system, method of opei''ation, concept, principle, or
,discover.y., regardless of the form in which it is degcribed, explained,
illustrated, or egeodied....."37 AlthoupPrecopyrighted 'work must be
"Original," it need ,notabe-novel "`0r non7obvious, which are requirements
for, patent protedtion. ,- -, ,

t

f, 1114, t''''''',..) 1 k -
OX, 4.7.1i Gaterpmefft Remedies for Market',6nopoly: - 1.64.

17' , k
1 i

The problam of Monopoly has a;r4 inithe .Mtsi c .and motion picture in-
a 4

dustri eg' oe sfveral -oftasionsjailt nat,irt ,t4epontext of control exer-
cised by vire of an excTusiVe,right inia ST6gle4roperty, The problem
in these industries has,invariaAly r,i4;etto 'attempted control over a
market due tolgxclusive rights alleast...,seeval properties,. and in

,
some cases, illusive rights4.1 ery,ma.nj proper4es,4 The exarhple- of

the potential monopoly over phdnorecordP.recording yhich resulted in the
compulsory license provision of they 1909 lAcp has been inentionedsprevi-,
ously and is also described in ppendix,A,Sectlon A..4,6.3. .

q

,

ka, , ,.
,

4
A number of .monopoly- related cases in the,performOg rights area are
'mentioned by Taubman.38 ASCAP consented to an antl-trust decree of the
U.S. Dept. 'o r-Justice in 1941 and the decree was' further modified in ,

-k950.38 In the 1948 decision, (Alden- llev. ASCAP) "ASCAP was de.+
clatled to have. achieved 'monopolistic domination of-`the music integrated .

in sound films, in vio ation of Section 2 of thekSherman Act."40, As a
,result,,ASCAP "must 1 cense all quali ied applicapts, all licensees of
the same class are oh rged the game fe s, andtanY licensee of applicant

41.
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may, request the Court /,the U.. District Court for the Southern District
of Newlork 7 to-review' the fees charged.' (SeeAppendix A, Section,
A.4.6.2.1.) .

In ,general, the result of a threat Of market monopoly is additional
Government intervention, and regulation. _Both the phonorecard manufac-
turing and ASCAP situations have resulted in compulsory licensiq re-.,
quirements. .In one case; the royalty fee was fixed in law by Congress;

' and in the other case, the Federal Judiciary, although not fixing the
royalty payment,, required thaASCAP must license ail (piffled appli-
cantt and must provide equitable treatment to'all licensees, with Court
jurisdiction retained as a place of recourse.

,4.8 SUMMARY

Problems in_the development and maintenance of an efficient market for
copyrighted works have been considered and some remedies have been dis-
cussed. Problems considered have included exclusion-costs, the coft-s-4
Of information and communication, trade-offs in the design of royalty
collection systems, royalty pricing schemes, economic implications .in

-the "fiir use doctrine, price setting for compulsory licenses, and
economic monopoly.

The presence of transaction costs is not necessarily a reason for abol-
ishing copyright, despite the cost of Government regulation. 'There are
transaction costs in any market. Without copyright, it is postulated
that there would-be cut-throat competition, increased secrecy and a re=
duced flow of information.' A society must select which set of dissat-
isfactions it finds less onerous or more contributirib to its verall
gbals.

Clearinghoutes are one method of reducing the costs of communication'ane
information. B3anket-litenses assist similarly, but there are costs to
the use .of these systems as well. That 'payment mechanism that is least
costly in time and effort to-users, all other things Ceing equal, will
probably generate the least amount of deliberate evasions.

There-are efficient royalty pricingechemes that distinguish different
classes of users and which account for both fixed and'marginal costs.
Pricing may usefully distinguish institutions from individuals and may
usefully offer a choice of schedules to suit both'the heavy user and
the casua user.
,

.

Fair use may be/treated aka mechanismfdr the reduction of certain
transactiori costs. However, the doctrine of permitting an exemption-
fromipoyalty fees_for "worthy" uses that do not collie under First AMend-
medt or "lack offiarket impact" considerations can be criticized on
efficiency criterja.

e --, .

.4,-,
Compulsory liceges have been established in threenpyrareas under the
1976 Act. Price-setting of royalty fees for compd1s6ryVicenses ii.

,
..-i 9 .
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essentially an adversary proceding between producers and users before
an impartial panel empowered to set rates.

Copyright is a limited monopoly over a single work. In the markets for
works of general interest (e.g. phonorecords, musical performances)
antiztrust problems have concerned, in general,' attempted con.t'ol over
many works. ,The results have been imposition of, a compulsory license or
judicial intervention.

7
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5. COPYRIGHT INCOMPUTER-READABLE WORKS

Following the development in'the preceding chapters, the questions of
copyrightability in computer-readable data bases, full text, and com-
puter programs may be considered.''First some of the issues raised in'

-1967 hearings are reviewed, so that some of the-arguments can be aired
. and the situation can be placed in context. Thenthe current, situa-

tion resulting from the passage of theN.1976 General Revision is described.
The issue of registration and ditclosure is then considered in the con-
text of public policy about information transfer.

The technical issues of copyrightability are then pursued, with the
economic aspects of data base uniqueness and computer-network distribu-
tion of copyrighted worki considered. The conditionsof'sale of *

computer-readable works which need to be different than works in hard

copy are discussed.

5.1 TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING, 1967 STYLE

4

. The questions of copyright in:literary works entered into a computer
and of copyrighin computer software were. raised substantially in
testimony before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary concerning
revision bill S.597 in March 1967.4' Authors and pdblishers appeared
concerned by the possibility that, in thp near:future, a significant
amount of publishing would be done in machine-readable format with
extensive distribution of works ccomplished by computer networks wth-

111Pout hard coplk. Clearly, there were serious copyright implicati ns in
this concept. Professor. Jesse Markham, speaking on behalf of t e
American Book Publishers Council and'Ameritan Text Publishers I itute.

stated that:
,

"the present state of technology suggests that the coMput e
will affect conventional publishing intwo distinct ways:
11) The initial versions of.some types of information that

..are .reduced to writing, copyrighted and published, will
very likely be computerized, thus by-passing conventional
publishing altogether; and (2) The contents of published
works,will be stored in computers and, once stored, serve-

as a substitute foradditonal printed-copies . P . n42

Similarly, Mr. Lee C. Deighton,2also appearing on behalf of the
American'Textbook Publishers- Instituter stated that:

"The same kind of transmission [as closed-circuit teleyisiom]
is now technologically possible in ,computer network systems.
It is contemplated that in these systems, 'a central corn-

.- puter will store copyrighted wo ks, and that they will be

transmitted by wire to hundred ofindividual console
screensupon demand. It is rely displayed onathe con-

. sole screen to be read at 1 sure by the user. 'The computer
in effect becomes the Libra y."43 .
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Ms. Elizabeth Janeway, appearing on behalf of the Authors League of
America, was more Certain of the arrival of electronic publishing. "It
ii clear that computers and computer networks will soon become a.

meant of disseminating much that authors write," she stated.`'`
As a reference, Ms. Janeway cited a study Copyright and Intellectual
Pro ert published (in paper).by the Fund for the Advancement al
ucation.45 This study was cited also by another.testifjer,

Mr. Charles Gosnell, chairman of the Committee qn.Copyright Issues of
the American ,Library Association and director of thelibraries,of,
New York University.45 The cited study included the following quotes:

"The library of the future 'will be ,unreabgnizable to the
librarian of today; it will.be:so dependent on the hard-
ware of the new technology, that apocryphally speaking,
the libhrian of the, future will be'a mechanic witha
screwdriver, ever alert to-repair breakdowns in the
service."47

"Audio-visual dial-access teaching machines, operated
by remote control, will provide hundreds and even thou-. A
sands of students with simultaneous audio and visual
access to a journal article or excerpts from a'book:"48 .

. . . the computer, in essence, assumes.' the role of a

duplicating rather'than a circulating library. One copy
'of'a book fed into such a system can service all simul-
taneo4 demands for it; of course this substitution for
additional copies will vitally affect the publishers'
traditional market.'"

"The information world-of the future will revolve around
information systems, educational programs; and library'
complexes in which-the complete doctimentation of the
system concerned will be equivalent to a computer memory,.
In a sense, therefore, 'by providing copies of works .

stored in the computer, these systems become publishers.
Traditional publications will also be available from
cOmmercial.publishers, butif would seem that 'n'onbo6k)
production will predominate."5°

The cited study quoted an article from the New/York Times which was
mentioned also by Professor Jesse Markham:51, This article had re-
porteld that:

P

"The medical libraries of three major eastern universities
will be tied together in a nety0k of computers and tele-
phone lines to give scholars vfttually instant ,access to

'their Pooled resources . . . the three libraries' will
then contain, 1 ,025,000-itew& These, can be bya
computers in seconds . When telecommunication,and
photographic reproddcing devices are added to the network

45-
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system : . . pages from a bOok in New York could be
flashed tooa user in another city and even. reproduced
for him in take-home form."52

.-

The time scale in which these changes would come about was unfortunately
not reported. The relative economics of the situation, such as the
development and'implementing cos,ts as well as the operating costs
relative to current systems, were, similarly not reported. As of 1977,
ome publishing in electronic media isbeing done,sparticularly with
ata bases of various typeS. In addition,-computers are now heavily

u ed in the publishing process, e.g., typesetting and line justifica-
tion. However, the vast changes'contemplated by the above quotes have
not materialized, although they might occur in the future. Certainly,
the bulkiness of paper-based systems.and library lOor-intensivity are
forcing functions. The costs of paper? of data and postal communica-
tions, and of computer programming, the sunk costs (economic and social)
in current systems, and the psychological needs of readers to prefer
one kind of, media to another will be factors in the rate of change.

Not everything that is technically feasible is economically feasible
or even desirableAsvas reported by the National Academy of Sciences
in 1971: .

"Thil'primary bar'to development-of national computer-based
library and inforMation systems is no longer basically a
tech4Ology-feasibility problem. Rather it is the combina-
tion of complex institutional and organizational human-
related problqms. and the inadequate economic /value system,
associated with these activities%"53

This means, in plain ,text, that decisiOnMakers didn't want jt.ttrongly-.
enough to put up the Money at,that,time:

, .

5.1.1 Technology of the Future, Updated

1

Although the time scale implied by the predictions of 1967 was incor-
rect, the technologiCal feasibility of what was described Cannot be
denied. ChangesAn prices among various elements of current dand
future systems plus additional technological breakthroughs May yet
cause more dectronic publishing than can be envisioned currently.

-*;
At present, the development of large-scale integration of logicele-
ments and improvements in mass production technology have brought down
the prices of central processor units of computers.enormously. ',The
capabilities of peripheral units have similarly been improved. The
result is that the prices of some mini-computers of substantial capa-
bility are now equivalent to the prices of some aatomobigkes. The
sale of electron* home entertainment centers that.invol0 substantial
logic capability.and which plug into TV sets have burgeoned. This is
one step short of the home computer.

0
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It may be that books will be sold on video disks the way phonograph
records are sold, to be viewed on a TV screen controlled by a home.
computer. It may be that libraries will store many books in memory,
and that hundredr Of' terminals will permit simultaneous reading by
patrons on TV screens (with optional printout) of anythingin the

-- memory. The current usesof computer-assisted instruction and of com-
data bases may set the example.

However, the cost of computer software to accomplish the desired func-
tions cannot be ighoredeand it is not decreasing in cost. The cost
of operating any computeftsyttem today. is fast approaching a 90%-10%
split in software and personnel versus hardware. In addition, it is
'likely that social, institutional, and' psychological factors will
have as much if not more control over the future-in this area than
technologicel and economic factors.

5.2 SOME TECHNICAL ISSUES IN THE HEARINGS, 1967

The issues raised in the Senate'hearfings in 1967 on computer-related
Works can be indicated in.part, with reference to two points raised
by EDUCOM (the Interuniversity COmmunicationsiCouncil) in its statement

The-t-opyright Revision Bill In Relation to CompUters.54

First, the EDUCOM statement opposed granting copyright protection to
computer programs except in a very, narrow sense. The statement said
that "as the programs represent algorithmic plans for using machines -
to echieve practical results, they are poles apart fivm the. conventional
subject matter-of copyright . . ."55 Furthermore, the statement said
that if a copyright were granted to a program, this Should "in no
event" bar an outsider from replicating the program exactly and using
it 'in order to carryrout the process or practice the art:"56

Se' ,statement .called for an educational exemption from
irrit; at.for entering copyrighted material,into a c puter, noting)
that be cases where the-proprietor is not i erested in
mai-hg:the needed_transformation (tp machine-yeadable form) and the
institutionsemust have access to the work.57

The EDUCOM statement also called for retaining "traditiOnal exemptions"
in educational use of'copyrighted works and suggested that the Revision
Bill then being_considered.had provisions which "seem to eliminate
virtually all prefeebnce'for educational' and-related institutions
utilizing copyrighiediworks by means ofcomplaters."58

The General Counsel to the Electronic Industries Association,
Mr, Graham W. McGowan; also testified at this hearing.5! Mr. McGowan-
testified that his organization fallored exemption from infringement -

for:computer inputof'copyrighted works (as'distinguished from computer
output). Argong the bases of theergument were: (a) the author's
reward should be based on derliand f6r his work, and that.entering a work
into a computer "is not attributed to the demand for the copyrighted

4 .
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work"; (b). "when in a computer, a copyrighted work is not intelligible

to any'human.being. Therefore, there is no harm to any copyright owner

to put works in storage ; . ."; (.c) "to be required to seek permission'

to only store the work in a computer is time-consuming and expensive in

and of itself. Having to deal with every copyright owner would be

overly burdensome, and highly impractical . . ."

The publishers point of 'via, was perhaps summed up by, this statement

of Mr. Lep Deighton:

"We have looked at copyright legislation not only as
publishers but as citizens of a free economic society.
We have observed a central thread running through the
dialogue of the past three years: It is quite simply a'

demand for free use,of copyrighted materials through the-
grant of special exemptions.. It is our position equally
with authors, composers, artists and other creative talents
that the product of a man's mind and imagination is
property just as much as the product of his hands or
machines. Every exemption granted is an abridgment
of "the creator's rights to enjoy the fruits of his labor.
As citizens, we are concerned lest the granting of,exemp-
tions proceed so far as to hinder the flavof creative
materials."6°,

5.3 CURRENT STATUS, 1976 GENERAL REVISION

Several additional Congressional hearings and debates have been held

since 1967. An analysis of the issues of copyright and the computer
as seen in 1973 is available in a publication of the American Society

for Information.Science." The recent history of copyright legislation
may be Obtained from the Copyright Law Revision. Reports of the/Congress
(Senate'RepOrt No. 94-473 at pages 47-50 and House-Report 94-1476 at .

pages 47-50). The net results of thosFhearings and debates at this
time are embodied in the new statute P.L. 94-553, enacted October 19, 1976,

to take effect JanUary-T, 1978.

The law with respect to the use of copyrighted works in.cohjunction
with computers would be considerably clearer at this time if it were
not for the provisions of Section 117. That section says that the new
Act has neeffect on the use of copyrighted works in connection with
Computers. That means, in effect, that copyright law on computer use
remains in:_ploubt.

Section 117 was inserted because of the existence of CONTU, and the
section is expected to be altered or eliminated as a resultof eventual
Congressional action on CONTU recommendations.

In any event, the new Act states, in Section 102, that "copyright pro-
tection sub;ists . . . in original, works of authorship fixed in any
tangible means of expression," and states, in Section 106 that "the
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owner of coPyright....has the exclusi 'Ye rights...:.(1) to, reproduce the
copyrighted work.in copies or phonoecords [and] (2) to prepare deriva,
tive works based upon the copyrighted work.:.."

o
That means that the right of conversion of'a copyrighted work from one
medium to another is reserved to the proprietor, excluding specific ex-
emptions given elsewhere in the Act% It seems clear, then, if a copy\
righted work can be-ecinverted to 'a computer-readable forfnat withoutactually cdmp'uterto do it, the-converted work is protected.
The-law with spect to the use of the,work in a computer or the con-
version of-a work to computer-readable format using a computer is not
clear at present because of Section 117. Thus, if it were not for Sec-
tion 117, the'debate over infringemeneat input or_outOut woul be over.The copyright holders in the absence of Section 117 have contr 1 of
their works in any medium (exclUding soecific.exemptions) and tat input.

On the subject of the coPyrightability'ofacomputer programs, the Copy-
right Office has been accepting programs for, registration since 1964;
although its Circular 61;: Computer` Programs, of latest date March 1975,
states that certain issues about the copYrightability of programs are-"doubtful." The two issues asked in Circular 61 are these:

"(1) Is a program the 'writing of an author' and thus copy-
rightable; and

(2) Can a reproduction of the program An a form actually- -4

used to operate or be 'read' by a machine be cen'sidered
an acceptable 'copy' for copyright registration?"

The first question above references the Copyright.Clause in the Consti-
tution, not any particular-Act of Congress. If computer programs are
CoQstitutionally copyrfghtable, it seems ,clear at least that the human-
written hard-copy form of an "original" compUter program is copyright-able, bar:ring specific denial by Congress, regardless of.question (2),above.

Furthermore, if (1) above ts_amwered in the affirmative, then'in the .
absence of Section 117 of the new Act, the computer- readable version"
most likely would be considered a valid Copy.', However, because of Sec-
tion 117, if the cpmputer-readable version had been made with the aid)of'a compute, its copyrightability,is clearly in doubt.

5.,4 'THE IMPLICATIONS. OF ABOLISHMENT \ F COMMON LAW AOTECTION

It was made clear. in Section 2.1 above shat common law co right is end-ed in theUnited States as of the effect we date of the 1976 General''Revision. The concept now ending, dating back to Donaldson v.,Becket,
.1774, is that the author' has complete .domincormfover his work with corm

mon law copyright protection before publicat:on; but_, ie must rely on
statutory copyright following publication. Despite.theifact that this
141 system" was unique among nations, it 'originally had considerable
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appeal.

-Specifically, the Tine of demarcation between works intended for gener-.

al public distribution and those intended to be kept private was publi- 1

cation. Those works intendedto beodistributed publicly could be dis-

closed and given' statutory copyright protection. Those works intended,

to be kept private were,. at the option of the owner, not disclosed and

not copyrighted-londeristatute. Thus,. for disclosure'apd.publication,

activities which made the work more susceptible toinfringement° the

copyright owner obtained the protection of the Federal Government.

Without publication or disclosure, a. proprietor could stilt make lease

agreements with specific users involving nondisclosure which were en-,

forceable in State courts under common law copyright (as well 'as tinder

othertypes of protection).

Under the 1976 General Revision of Copyright Law, the legal distinction

based on publication is ended. All works, "whether published or unpub-

lished".are governed as of January 1, 1978 by the Federal copyright

statute with regard to "all legal or equitable rights that areequiVa-,

lent to any, of the exclusive rights within the general scope of copy-

right" (Section 301(a)). 'On and after the effective date, "no person

is entitled to any such right br equivalentright in any such work un-

der the common law or statutes of any State'' (Section 301(a)).

Thus, common law copyright protection in unpublished works is ended..,
However, unlawful activities "violating legal or equitable rthts that
are not equivalent to any of the exclusiVe rights.within'the general

scope of copyright . . ." are still subject to the available,"remedies,
'under the goMmon law or statutes ofany State . . (Section-301(b)).

The bill that passed the Senate, S.22; gaye examples of unlawful activ-
ities against which remedies are still available. These, included Tia-

equivalentmisappropriationt bregrof contract, breaches of trust,
trespass, conversion, invasion o. yivacyrdefamatjon and deceptive

trade practices such as false representation.' However, these examples
were eliminated from the final bill as enacted. Therefore, the'totality

of, exactly what remedies would qualify may be in doubt.
57

Since unpUblished works are noecopyrightable a new definition'was

needed toidefine the onset of copyright: Now copyright,in a work "sub-

sists" (begins) at "its creation" (Section 302(a)) which essentially
means frOM the moment thathe last finishing stroke of creation is

completedl l'ilus,ieven if the author does not wish copyright, his work
has it frdm the moment,of its completion if 'it Is in a ,cate0ory of copy-

rightable works andithe'work is not otherivise exempted from copyright.

5.5 REGISTRATION AND DISCLOSURE

A copyright owner need not. take advantage of copyright. He'need not
register his work, with theCopyright Office if he does not wish to dis- .

%close his work publicly. Under the 1976 General Revision, registration

is optional; but agreement to register involves deposit of the work with
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die Copyright Office and therefore a certain public'di.sclosure (Section
408)., For works .that .have been published Vi' a notice of copyright,
there is the additional requirement at the option of the.Register of
Copyrights, of depesit of two copies for the Library. of Congress (Sec=
tion 407(a)). Unpu6lished'works' and works published.without copyright.'
notice are4exempt from this latter requirement. Even if copies for the
Library of Congress are demanded, this requirement may-be circumvented
by payment of a fine of $250 plus the retail price of two copies of the
work (Section 407(d)).

The advantage of registration, under the 1976 Gener.al Revision,
that it is a perequistie to an infringement suit (Section 411) and
further'more, awards of statutory damages are permitted only for in-
fringements ,occurring after the date of registration of an unpy lished,'
or a.published work; orfor infringements occurring after`th-e'date'of .

publication of a work and before the date of its registration' if and
only if the work is registered within three months of its date of first
publication (.Section'-41 )0.

Thus, the copyright owner has a trade-off. Ifhe wants the maximum
Government legal protection, he must register his work and disclose it
to the extent of Government requirements. If he does not-wish to reg-
ister and disclose it, he need not; but in that case he musts depend for
protection,- to,a large extent, on lesser remedies or on remedies avail-
able through State courts that are not equlvalent to copyright protec-tion

5.5.1 ,The Extent of DisclotUre'Requiremen .
o

The maximum statutory requirem'nts for registration (of:a literary work)must include, in the case of an unpublished work, one complete copy,
sand in the case Of a.published work, two complete copies (Sectiori
408(b))-

.11

* However, the Register of Copyrights is authoriied to permit, for'par-
ticitlar classes of works (with classes defined by the Register), "the'
deposit of identifying material instead of copies . . ." (Seetion
408(c)(.1)). Furthermbre, the Register of Copyrights may by regulation
exempt any categories of material fr:Om the deposit requirements [for
the Library of Congress]." (Section 407(c).

Thus, the Register has been/assigned regulatory authority which hasvery important public policy implications.

5.5.2 The Policy Implications of Disclosure Rules

There is in this nation
anl4nderlying philosophy that information trans-

fer should, be maximized, subject to certain restraints,.such as those
dueto,persbnal pr4yacy, trdde'secrecy, and national security. In the
area of scientific and technical information, F6deral resOnsibilities
are quite cl4ars
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The National Science Foundation Act of 1950 authorized and directed NSF

to."foster the interchange of scientific information along scientists in

the United States and foreign countries.°62 In the same Act, ,NSF was.

given the authority "to publish or arrange for the publication of scien,

tific and technical information so as to further the full dissemination
of,information of scientific value consistent with the national inter,

est."63 ti

In a report of the President's Science Advisory Committee, 1963,,, known

,as the Weinberg Panel Report, it was concluded that "transfer of inforT

Nmation is an inseparable part of research and development."64 In a re-
port of the National Academy of-Sciences, the SATCOM report, 1969, rec-

ommendations were,made to insure effectivecommudication of scientific
and technical information;65 and in the "Greenberger Repor,t" of the NSF'

and the Federal Council for Science and Technology, 1'972, technical in-
formation was referred to 'as "a'vital national resource."66

The importance of information flowto modern society has been noted by
important observers such as Daniel Bell and Peter Drucker. Bell has

written that the United': States is the first postindustrial nation and
that "a postindustrial society is organized around information and
utilization of information in complex systems, and the use of that in-
formation as a way of guiding the society."67 'Drucker has concluded
that "knowledge,.duri.ng the last few.decades has become the central '

capital, the cost center, .and the critical-resource of the economy. . .

Free trade ln goods . . , is important. But free movement of capital
and-freeindvement of knowledge' may be "more impoetant'still."68

.A

It would seem, thereforevthat there is a strong public interest in
maxtmi2ing disclosure on two counts: first, for the maximization of
information transfer abbut original. wogs, with all the implications for
additional creativity that this implies; and second, to make meaningful
the exchange of full priotection of copyright for disclosure through.

registration. If registration is to imply,a minimal disclosure, then
the proprietor Is capable of obtaining two opposite types of protection,

surely not 'the intent of Congress. A permission for minimal disclosure
would give full copyright protection; but, would permit the proprietor
tomnaintain his work essentially secret, particularly if he makes it.
available through-lease agreements only with restrictive disclosure ;4

clauses.
) . J.

It is hoped that provisions for maxiMumlisclosure in the public inter-
est can be worked out without imposim§ difficult or costly tasks on
copyrighted proprietor". This subject is further discussed below in
connection with the characteristics of specific kinds of computer -read-

sable works.

5.6 COPYRI6T IN COMPJTER- READABLE DATA BASES

A data base, in many cases, is a "compilation." In copyright terminol-

ogy, a compilation "Ps a work formed bythe collection andassembling
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of preexisting materials-Or of.data that are selected, coordinated, or
arranged i'n such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes
an-origiaal work of.authorship" (Section 101, (Oefinitions)1g76 Gen-
eral Revision). Compilations are copyrightable under Section 103 of
the 1976 General Revision,'but the copyright is in, the organization of*.
the materials and,not in any used materials that are in the public do- *
main or are already copyrighted., Copyright in the compilktion does not ,

imply, any exclusive right in the preexisting used materials. -As ex-
amples, a telephone book, A gazetteer, and an almanac are all compila-
tions in which copyright subsists priMarilyrin the organization of the
materials and not in the individual materials contained therein.

This type of work has been given copyright protection in human-readable
form as a type of literary work, one of the categories of protectable
subject matter.

16- .

As the House Repott 94-1476/makes clear (on page 54),
.

"The term literarrworks' does not connote any criterion of
literary merit or qualitative value: it includes catalogs,
dictionaries; and similar factual, reference, or instructional
works and compilations of data . . ."

The HduSe Report goes on to state that "computer data bases" are also
literary works with the implication that they are copyrightable, but
'for certainty about that_question, the caveat "in the absence of Section' ,

117 should be added. In the long run, however,'5ection 117 is certain
to be excised significantly altered, and therefore. the caveat will be
rendered moot.- There seems to be no serious opposition to the copy-
rightability of compilations in-comliuter-readable form.

Other literary.works of a fa4ual nature foK example, encyclopedias and I
..other reference, works; May be used and treated as data bases even though ,

copyright maysubsist in the literary expressions in the entire works.
.A work of this type may be either a "collective work" like an encyclo-

pedia, or a reference work on a Ipecialized subject by, a single author,
e.g. Nimmer on Copyright. Copyrightability in =the computer-readable
form of the work is just c ear for these works as it is'for compil-
ations. The following discussion will concern compbterreadable data ...

bases in general, without regard to their subcategory asceither compil-
ations, collective works, or literary works.. of a single ,author: The
important connecting element of all of.them is hbw they are used.

. ,

.

5.6.1"' Publication Only in Computer-Readable-Form

There may be some.question as to what constitutes publication oflit (..

4

computer- readable data base that has not been published previously in
a paper edition. It is assumed,that the date of publitation of a com-
puter-readable data base that has been published'previbuslfin a paper
edition without any change in. content is the same date as that for the

I

paper-edition.
i -

0 1.

)
A
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so.

-Display Only, Single Licensee: 'The particular situation of

interest here is that in which thd database is made available only,,,t,-

through user'terminals attached to a central computer.' This is a tY04-

cal method. of permitting accessibility. It is assumed that the central

computer is owned either by the copyright proprietor or by a distributor

who has obtained the data base from the proprietor.uhder an exclusive

license. i

Now, if either the proprietor or the exclusive licensee make the data

b available by display only at the terminals and do not permit
rintouts to change hands, no publication has 'occurred. The basis of

this statement is the definition of "publication," in Section 101, and
the explanatory material in House Report 94-1476 at page 138 and Senate
Report 94-473 at page 121. (The peittnent sentences from bbth repOrts
beginning "Under the definition in Section 101,'. ." are identical):

First, the definition states that "display of a work does not of itself

constitute publicatiOn." Thys the proprietor's display is not Publi-

cation. However, thedefinition also states that "the offering to dis-

tribute copies . . to a group of persons for-purposes of further dis-

tribution . . ,4 or public_disOlay,'coOstitutes publicatton." Thus,

distribution to a single exclusiye licensee for, display pdrposes only
is not publication (since a.single individual is not -a group). ,'

Suppose the propri,etOr distributed the data base to two or more licen-
sees fordisplay only. Whether this constituts'publication depends on
how many licensees constitutes "a group " The, nswer:to.this.carestion

had best be left to the Judiciary or,to further Congressional interpre-
tation.

5.6.1.2 Printouts at Terminals: If users at terminals are permitted
to make printouts of retrieved'material, without any "explicit or
implicit.restriCtions with respect to disclosure of the contents," then'
publication has-occurred, The argument could be madefilhat if restric-

tions are placed on disclosure or distribution Of the printouts, then no
_Publication has occurred. However, since the concept,of "publication"
is n9 longer central to copyright, extended analysis of particular sit-

. uations is unwarrented at this,point. In any event, it would be expect-
ed, if there is a likelihood that a printout would be consideredAgapb-
lished," that a proprietbr or a licensee would be sure to have the com-
puter mark each.printout with e complete noticei of copyright to insure
that proprietary rights were protected under Chapter 4.of the 1976
General Reision.

1

5.6.1.3 IdentW of the -Publication: The question of exactly What has
been published remains to be discussed. 'The printouts if provided un-
der no restriction, are published material.- The physica? printout be-
longs to the user who paid for it. -Theipopyright ownership of the
printouts,belongs to the proprietor of the database: This is not un&

!usual. Nben a book is purchased at retail-, the buyer owns the book and

the publ,Sher continues'to own the copyright in the content.
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The argument could be made that only the printouts°have been publishedonly
ka'

anrthe data base has, not been published. 'After all, only the printouts
have,,changed hands; and it,is assumed here 'that, the proprietor or his
exclusive licensee have retained control,of the full data base. In the
manner in which data,base system's are operated%.a user identifies a .

particular set of categorieS of information in which he is interested
and queries the data base. The data base system responds with the num-,
bet- of 'items in the set, and on 'command, the text retrieved is shown on
a'CRT terminal. If the'user is satisfied with the text retrieved, he
requests a printout. It would seem thqt the printout is a "derivative
wor4," similar to an abridgment or condensation (see Section 101 for
definitiol); and there.appears to be go requirement that a published
derivative work .be 'based in a ublished preexisting work. On the other
hand, each printout may be dif erent; depending onthe specific query
which the user has entered into the computer. Thus, the published
.1!derivative works"may'be one of a,kind:

5.6.1.4 Needed-Clarification: It seemsreasonable to suggest that a
clarification of what constitutes publ4cation of a computer-readable

'data.base Gis in order. For example, a reasonable understanding is that
a computer-readable data'base is to be considered."published" in its

. entirety if it is offered to the public on a query basis such that any
item in the data base is capable of being'retrieved and printed out and
the printouts.become the physical property of the users on the basis of
unrestricted disclosure. Furthermore "publicatio4',"occuts in this
situation Whether the offering to users is made by the proprietor or
his licensee.

Additional clarification appears to be needed, also, in the definition
of him many persons constitute '!',a group of persons" as the number of,,
distributors to whom a work has to be offered in order to be pdbliShed.
Furthermore, it does not seem to be clear if a work is "published" Af
',it is offered to a group of persons on a restricted-disclosure basisfor further distributift on a restricted-disclosure basis.

5.6.2 StatutdrY*Ueposit to the 'Library of Congress

;As Was indicated in "Section 5.5 above,,there are valid public policy
'considerations that suggest the maximum discloure of copyrighted works
itn return for copyright Protection. There is no, reason to exempt com- ,
mter-readable data bases from theSe considerations.

,

The Library of Congress could be viewedin this connection as an archi-
valOocation where anyone could view and peruse nearly any computer-
readable wore published with,copyright notice. This would be an immense
aid to scholarship, to historical review, and to the generation of new,
idea's for the future, ks it has been with works in the aRlder technolo-
gical media.

The issue, then, is the for in which computer-readable data bases
should be deposited under Section 407 in order to maximize their
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availability, minimize storage and handling problems for the Library,

not provide a hardship of supply to the roprietors and not strain fair

use.

; . -1:

It is not immediately clear; on these c iterid,swhether the initial `..,

deposit should be a printout or a magnets tape, but it seems reason-'

4. enable to.suggest that it should be the complete data base, not just
identifying descriptions, regardless of whichAedium is choSen. The

'advantage of the printout is that any reader could peruse it without .

straining fair use. Microfilm could be used to reduce size and bulki-

ness. The advantage,of the magnetic tape is that the data base is pub-
lished in that medium; and it is a medium in which it is avOlable for
a scholar's manipulation and use, assjiming it were an outdated tape
that the proprietor no longer saw, as an immediately marketable product
that the scholar ought to buy by signing on the proprietors computer
system. . ,

,

i

,,,-

Many data bases are updated frequently, and it seems reasonable to
suggest that a yearly update, containing only the new Ma erial -added

I
during the preceding year and the old material dropped, s not a bur-

densome requirement. The deposit of a complete data bas , under the
rcUmstances of continuous updating, could conceivablyibe required at

lea in a period of several years, for example, tn.

5.6,3- The Question of Monopoly

In Section 4.7 of this report, the question oemonopoly mils discussed,

and it was noted that the existence of an economic monopoly depends on
the availability of substitutable works. In works produced for the
general' consumer, there may be high substitutability among individual
works.

However, aVimportant distinction mutt be noted between the respective
market behaviors of the general consumer and the researcher- consumer of
copyrighted works. The general consumer typically selects competitively
for purchase6or use one (or a few) of a class of rel9tively substitut-
able works while rejecting all others. The researcher in any profes-
sional field 4esireS to be comprehensive in the full-text as welliaslin.
the data base-literature of his field. Thus, the re archer (or his
library surrogate) cannot reject totally anything Ortinent, and his
marketplace behavior, with respect to competitive producers cannot be
analogous to the general consumer. The question may be asked whether
there, is a greater potential for a ma ket monopoly in this situation. .

If such is the case; a question thatmay be asked is what form of inter-
vention should bp pursued by consumers collectively or by the Government.

With respect to scientific journal articles, the situation is ameliorat-
ed through the formation of professional societies which serve as the
collective gbod to circumvent tie implicit market failure. Furthermore,

the social ethic of research is that all those involved, even in cliff:.
erent organizations, benefit from the unimpeded flow of,information.

o
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This ethic may tend to lower the prices of journifs,produced by scien-
tific societies rather than raise them. Therefore, any independent
entrepreneur Of a proprietary journal may find that the subscription
prices that can be charged are limited by competition from journals of
non-profit societies. The fact that the primary,producer community and
the final user community of scientific'journal articles are essentially
the same population may be a key factor in preventing monopoly pricing.

With respect to bibliographic and other specialized data bases, a diff-
qent situation exists. In contrast to -the situation with scientific
journal articles, there is very little in the pubaication of continual
u pdates of a data base can be translated,by a professional re-
searcher into either financial or symbolic remuneration unlest the work
is a full-time business. Thus the producer and consumer communities
need not be the same population and this particular,aegative feedback
-restraint on.the,subscription price of journals need not hold for data
baset. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that (excluding Gov-
ernment production) a significant fraction of data bases used for re-)
'search purposes are produced and distributed for profit as proprietary
products.

The development of computer -based information retrieval systems based
on machine-readable data bases has added an additional complicating

-continual updating to insure an -mite life) requires a certain in-

factor. First, the development of'a co puter-readable data base (with

vestment in data collection, organiiation, manpulation', and digital
conversion. Ukarly, those organizations that already have computer-
aided publish-FM systems to help produce hard-Copy informational pro-
ducts may be able to generate computer-readable data.15ases as relatively.
inexpensive by-products. Secondly, a parameter of usefulnets of a'dafa
base is the comprehensiveness, of its coverage of a specific field; and
conceivably, only the largest organization with well-established lines,
of data supply and customer,./acceptance'may be able- to satisfy this need.

Thus, the'possibility exists that in some field of research, by-virtue
of economy of'Scale, an established system of 'suppliers and customers
and already amortized costs of entry An the market, a single organiza
tion may achieve a virtual market monopoly Over a class of nonsubstitut-
able computer-readable data bases. An anti-trust,suit concerning thit

.

,very problem is now under litigation in the field of computer-based
legal inforlination retrieval.

Additional sources of monopoly control and a potential solution are
described in Appendix A, Section A.4.4,5 of this report. The following:
is excerpted from that'Section:

In some instances, publishers of data tases have leased them
exclusively for use insone computerized information service
system . . . Exclusive licensjng of'data bases may tend to
foster the monopolization of datrbase search services by one
ortwo giant systems. Whether the prevention of such a monopoly,
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or the regulatory control of a permitted monopply as a public.

service organization would be preferable\is an open question.

"From the standpoint of providing Maximum service for re-
searchers, and at the same,time preventing the development

of a monopoly . ..., the ideal situatiqn m'ght be the devel-

opment of a 'number of competing systems, ach. of which can

offer compreheniive coverage of any subje area. One way

i of encouragingeauch a development would be to provide for a
compulsory licensing scheme under-which a data base made
availabWfor use in any one system would thereupon become
available for use in all other systems.

---..\,

,4

"Whether a compulsory licensing scheme . . . is'needed and

whether is would be.desirable, are deb'atable issues -. . ."

It seems,reasonaWe to suggest that a valid research-subject at this
time is the economics of provision of data base information in comput-
erized form,'considertng,both the incentives for innovation and the
potential for monopoly pricing:,

5.7 COPYRIGHT IN COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Some of the questions concerning the copyrightability of computer pro-
grams are first listed below and then are considered individually in
some detail. These questions are:

(a) Is a computer program a writing 'Of en author and thus eligi-
ble for copyrightprotection, under the Constitution? ,,,,

(b),.. Is aComputer programa "literary work"? /

(2) Can a computerprogram be iuffjCidntly "original,' that it
meets the requirtments for a copyrighted wek'4.,, ,

3

(d) Should a program,in.object code be'treate0 aflylifferently
under copyright than a-' program in a source laifguage?

(e) Is protectioh of'the specifl'c expressiori,of e'prOgram but not
the,underlyineonception sufficient protection to be valUab3e?

- (f) Should copyright protection be denied computer programs on tHe
baSis of the strength of the software industry?

6) "How long shOuld protection last,-if a program is copyright-
able?

(h) What should bea buyer's usage rights in a program? ,
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5.7.1 The-Program,ai the Writing of.ari Author .

- . .. .

In general, a computer program is written by a'tiuman being, and is
'written in a specific form4a1 language. Those persons engaged in the
occupational specialty of-Ariting programs-are known as,programkers.

y `pthers engaged'in the tasks of determining requirements for and block-
ing out the logical flow of programs may be known as systems analyqs.-
However, engineers, scientists, and others may write programs in the
course of using a computer'to assist them in solving problems in which-

.

they are engaged. In the United States today, there are prObably sev-
eral million persons who can comprehend at least superficially a.com-
puter program written in FORTRAN, a widely-used programming language.

In opposition to the cOpyrightability Of. computer programs,the point
has been made that a computer program is d set of instructions for a
machine, and in'fact, according to this view, since the machine cannot*
oPer'ete without the program, the program is really part of the machine.
Thus, programmers are really engaged in machine, design, according to
this argument, and the output of their work is more appropriately pro-

w. tected under a different legal mechanism thag copyright.

Sbveral points can-be made .in rebuttal to this line of reasoning.
First, there is nothing jnherenin a computer program that cannot be
carried out by humanabor, given either enough time or enough people -
to undertake the work. That-is, the computer program written by a pro-

. graMmer isa set of instructions understandable by other persons; and
it consists of individUal steps that are possjble to accomplish by
humans, if time restraints are relaxed. The only capabilities needed/
to carry out the instructions of a program written in a typical sdurde'
language, besides an understanding of the language, are (a) the ability,
to distinguish negative, zero and positive 'numbers,.(b) the ability, to
perform arithmetic and elementary Boolean algebra,. and (c), the ability
to correctly select tile- next instruction, given'explicit and unambig-
uous *directions as to where to find It hardly seems fairto the
author of such a set of instructionor to the public intett in-eco-
nomic efficiency to deny Government protection tb the author's expres-
sion simply because, for purposes of speed and accuracy, the instructions
are to be carried but,Cy machine instead of by human labor.

If it is to be put forward that computer 'programs are not in a language
in which humans speak to each othert.that point'can be accepted without
damaging thcase'for copyrt1 tability. Categories of works, jow copy-
rightable include musical works (that is, sheet musii:lhot necessarily

-incivding any accom0a ing'words); -pantomimes and choredgraphic worksi
and pictorial graphic and sculptural works. None of these communicate

1;ttd humans. in tural 'language. Certainly included in, the category of
pictorialand raphic works arengineering end architectural drawings'

, and schtMatic diagrams, all df,which Can be employed as instructions
'-'to those persons engageckin the construction of machines, devices,, and,

structures. , em.,...P..
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Close to the concept of the computer program is musical notation and
similar notations for sequences. of choreographic motions. Musical no-
tation is in essence, a set of instructions for the operation of mech-
anical deVices so as to produce a particular sequence of sounds, each
with'a particular pitch held for a particular length of time. It

follows that the question whether a computer without its program is
still a computer is analogous to the question whether a piano without
someone playing it is still a piano. Discussion of such a question is
not likely to be fruitful in the present context.

It may be.helpful ta,point out, however, .that a computer program is
more than simply a set of instructions used to operate a machine. Com-

puter programs are involved, in their operational use, in a variety of
real human purposes. Some of those purposes involve research and other
professional activities, while other purposes may appear to be mundane.
However, the development of a computer program that will be used in
connectioiWith any real human purpose must include an understanding
of the human and physical systems with which the program will be associ--
ated. Implicit in any set of calculations that represent the real

'world is a model of, that portion of the real world. Carly, the com-
puter programs now in use throughout the United States that assist
physicians'in the diagnosis of heart ailments on'the basis of an.analy-,
sis of electrocardiogram signals constitute models of the heart's, oper-
ation. Similarly,, but perhaps not so obviously, accountants have be-
gun to realize that the system of financial records of an organization
including the records of collections, inventory, and disbursements is

. nothing less than a financial model of the organization.

In effect, the computer program is an implementation of the ew that
the physital world and at least part of the human world is a enable to
rational analysis and quantification, and to understanding d duced from
these processes. Scientists, engineers, economists and statisticians
must be listed among those whose care of professional work conforms to
this view. No person need accept this view-either in its entirety or
uncritically. In fact, a world run solely on the basis of this view
might very well lack fundamental and essential value judgments that
cannot be deduced or quantified. Copyright protection; however, as
discussed in Section 2.6, requires no value judgment as to the individ-
ual merit of a particular writing of an author, and it is clear that the
source code written tly a programmer is such a Writing.

While the most fundamental statutory test of copyrightability is whether
the category in questionconstitutes a writing of an author, it is use-
ful to consider the basic principle enumerated in Section 1.3 of this
report. ,Under these principles, this study finds that the author of a
computer program is entitled to the fruits of his treat-ion; and that
the. ise of copying of this form of intellectual property constitutes
an intrinsic market failure requiring the public good of, statutory
copyright protection. In addition, this study finds that without copy-
right protection for computer programs, losses in information flow, in-
.creased procedures for secrecy and less opportunity for creativity

9
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would result,

5.7.2 Computer Programs and LiteraryWorks

Seven categories of works are now granted protection under Section 102
of the1976 General Revision of Copyright Law. While the definition of
"literary works" given in Section 101 of the new Act is broad enough to
include computer programs, it is not necessary that.Computer programs
be defined for purposes of the statute as literary works. An alter-
native is a new category of copyrightable work to be enumerated in Sec-
tion 102, namely "computer programs."

One reason for consideration of this question is that computer programs
are used in different ways than prose or poetry. The limitations bn-4N%
exclusive rights granted to users of literary works, for example, as
specified in Section 110 of the 1976 General Revision, may or may not
be appropriate for computer programs. In particular, the applicability
of the limitations of Section 110 to computer programs used for comput-
er-assisted instructional purposes is worthy of examination.

Similarly, as the uses to which computer programs are Put.or the manner
in which they are used differ from more standard literary works, addi-
tional modifications of the copyright statute maybe appropriate to
specify the assignment of property rights with respect to each type of
work. Categorization of computer programs separately from.literary
works might assist the process of specifying these differences.

5.73 Originality of Computer Programs

While no specific research study can be identified yielding definitive
results that computer programs can be "original!', as the meaning of that
term is understood in copyright law, experience and knowledge of the
field make possible an unequivocal affirmative response.°

Many books have been written bn the subject of how to write programs
and how to write better programs. If originality were' not possible, it
-would have been difficult if not impossible for Gerald M. Weinberg to
have written the book The Psychology of Computer Programming" including
sections on "Programming as Human Performance" and Programming as an
Individual Activiity." Similarly, it would have.been far less likely
for Dennie VaniTassel to have written on "Program Style" in his book DM
Program Style, Design, Efficiency; Debugging, and TestingmAr for
Frederick P. Brooks, Jr: to have written of "the joys of the craft" or
of "craftsmanship" in his book-on yloL-ithEstayLonTheMthic-alMar
Software Engineering.71
,

Of coursef the more complex a program's function, the greater the vari-
ety of unique ways of mxpressing the steps in the performance. On the
.other hand, it -14 questionable whether a program carrying out'an elem-
entary and well-defined function such as the calculation of the roots
of a second-order polynomial could be considered "original." It maybe
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within the discretionary power of the Register of Copyrights to deny
Copyright to such a program on that basis. It is likely, however,

that the co*ighting process will' be self-regulating. Only `programs
.

having an intrinsic originality'are likely 0 be submitted for registra-
tion.

5.7.4 ProEection of Object Code as a Computer Program

The object code is the conversion into symbols usable Orectly by the,
computer of the source program written by the programmer. The basic

question with respect to object code is whether it should beable/to
be copyrighted Independently of the source code. If it were,indepen-
dently copyrightable as a computer prbgram, a programmer could submit.
the object code to the Copyright Office for registration and never dis-r
close the source code at all.

The point has beerrfiised that, very likely, thq seqUence of ones and
zeros in hard-copy form constituting the object,code is, in the abstract,
already copyrightable as i literary work under present law.,. Andlogously,
the sequence of numbers in a data base are clearly copyrightable and
similarly, original sewences of nonsense syllables are acceptable for
registration since no Value judgment need be made as to literary merit.

However, the concept of a "computer program". implies a Se ence of in-
structions involving a solution to a quantifiable problem Thegranttng
df the protection of copyright implies the right toprev nt infringe-
ments and imposes responsibilities on the Government. et the. object
code (except for a program of very short length) is u eadable as a
computer program by a person. It would be exceeding difficult for
'the Copyright Officto assure that the object code eS "original" for
registration purposeseand similarly difficult for the ,facts to be de-
termined in an infringement action.

The registration of the sequence of ones and zeros constituting the ob-
ject code could be used, certainly, to prevent unauthorized copying and
use of exactly that sequence.' However, many infringements of theunder4
lying program could occur without the use of the exact sequence. For
example, it woulddbe extremely easy-to shift the.specific,sdquence while'
still plagiarising the program through the insertion of a singVe in-
striiction not changing the logic of the sequence, or to change the en-
coded addresses of operands, or to use different encodingsfor the mach-
ine commands; A copyright registrant might/find that object code°regis-
tration actually provided, as a practiCal matter, very little real pro-
tection:

In addition, copyright registrations of object code ts a computerpro-
gram discloses'almost nothing in return for the protection'of law. In-

formation transfer about the program is deliberately minimized, not .

maximized. Thus, Ms studY finds that the independent:xopyrightability
of object code as a computer program isnot in accord -with the basic,.

principles on which its recommendations are based.

A
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On'the other hand, the above sho'uld not be understood as implying the
finding that object code is not protectable at all. The copyright-
ability of programs in source language would have very little value.if
the object code could be produced or copied with impunity. It is con-
cluded, therefore, that the conversion of a source program into object
code, which implies no addition to the logic of the program and there-
-fore no value added, constitutes the making of a copy.

Thus, object code should be protected by virtue of the copyright in the
source program. It may be noted that in the process of producing ob-
ject code from a source prOgram,, the usual-procedure is to combine cer-
tain necessary operating parameters into the object code. These param-
eters often select the specific peripheral units that will be used with
the program when the program is run and also select the location of the
program'in the computer stgrage units. In the view of this study, these
additions to the object code constitute almost nothing that could be
classed as original works of authorship. Thus, the generation of ob-
ject code, 'even with the addition of these housekeeping functions, can-
not beclassed as the preparation of a derivative work.

5.7.5 Translation To a New §ource Language

The translation of a source program from one source language to another
source language should be considered the preparation of a derivative
work. The translation Hakes possible the understanding of the program
by an additional group of personsand provides for wider dissemination
and use.

A9
5.7.6 Value-of Copyright PrRection

O

It is clear from t concept of copyright and from Section 102(b) of the
1976 General Rev ion that only the "expression" of a brogramsan be
protected. As s ated in Section 102(b):

"In no case does copyright protectioh for an original work of
authorship extend.to arty idea, procedure,, process, system, '

method of operation. concept, principle, or discovery, re-
gardless of the form ins which it is described, explained,
illustr tad, cir embodied in such work."

The questionepay be asked, whether protecting the expression only,
rather than the concept is valuable. An antwer As\that copyright pro-
tection hopes to prevent ajmajor type of market fOure with regard to
computer programs, but does not claimto protect against all types of
market failure. Therefore, copyright is valuable, but not valuable for
every purpose.

It is important to note that unauthorized copying of computer programs,
even without any further use or dissemination of the conceptsilf the
prograM, is a major type of market, failure. The reason this 'is true is
that examination ofthe program code to determine any unique concepts

*
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contained therein requires the expenditure of significant resources,
,while copying by itself requires only a bare minimUmof resources. A

copier who is assured that the program in question performs the func-
tions he desires in an error-free manner has obtained something of con-
siderable value, at minimum.expense. _The added effiart of understanding-
any unique procedures contained in the program is not likely to yield
a corresponding advantage for a pragmatic .user.

The disclosure of unique concepts, certainly, will assist competitors
in the development of Competing programs, but whether a particular
unique or innovative design concept is protectable would depend on how
a statute (such as the patent law) protecting such concepts might be
written or might be interpreted. ,This report is not the proper vehicle
for a detailed discussion of this matter; but it can be pointed out that
very few programs contain (or need to contain) new concepts as unique
as the simplex method for the solution of linear programming problems'
or the fast foUrier transform algorithm, both outstanding advances in
computational procedures. For the most part, what is,required of pro-
grams is that they carry out their intendedfuncfions with precision
and in an error-free manner. Performance is improved if in addition,
programs mini4.4. execution time and yse of storage space to the extent
practicable. For most applications, unique concepts are.not required .

and for these programs, copyright protection should be sufficient.
Clearly, there appears to be room for further study on the possible
protection of unique and innovative programming. concepts.

5.7.7 Copyright and Software Industry Strength

One argument against copyrightability of computer programs is th t
mustindustry is burgeoning and therefore copyright is unnecessary.

be noted, however, that copyright does not sPecifically,protect gn in- .

dustry, but rather a particular work in the marketplace. The protection
is particylarly important for the smaller entrepreneur who does not Have
the resouceO to engage in the kind, of retal*tory measures suggested
by Hurt 0 Schuchman or to protect himself against the.predatory prac-
ticetice pr osed by Breyer and descrfbed in Section 4.2.above. Copyright-
ability promotes competition and innovations by the small competitor.
These aspects of the marketplace are important criteria for public pol-
icy towards an itidustry, as are growth and size of the 1 try..

5.7.8 Duration of Copyr1ht Protection

It,seems reasonableto propose that the author of a computer program .
should not be treated any differently than the author of any other type
of copyrightable work. Therefore, the duration of copyright in computer

, programs should be the same as the duration of copyright in other works.

A reason that has been given for Ooposing a ShOrter duration of copy-
right is that with changing technology, computer programs would become
valueless after severdl'y*s. ,However, if the proposal of this report
is .adopted, that an original computer program copyright should be
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obtainable only in the source program, and not in the object code, then
a separation of the programmer's expression from the hardware technology
is promoted. Furthermore, even if popular source languages are altered
or, improved, the copyright proprietor retains the right to prepare de-
rivative works, perm4tting him to update the program as requihed.

.9 User Rights in Computer-I3eadable Works

A complute program, and a, computerized data base as well, are intende
for use in conjunction with a cotioter. That is, a computer - readable

work is used by entering it into* computer system and manipulating it
through the logic of a computer. It seems reasonable talpropOe that
the copyright proprietor should retain the exclusive right to the use
of a computer - readable, work in a computer.

However,-this study proposes s limitation on the exclusive right of use,
in'order to reduce transaction costs in connection with the transfer of
ownership of copies of computer-readable works. This limitation is in-
tended to orerate through improved salability of computer pr ams and
computerized data bases, considered immediately below.

5.8 IMPROVING SALABILITY OF COMPUTER-READABLE WORKS

Several kinds of. copyrighted works are offered for sale at retail.
Books, maps, and solid recordings are typical of this class. The ad-
vantage of sale over lease or rental is that transaction costs are
minimized. No agreement,'except to pay the'retail price, need be made.
The buyer obtains ownership over the copy or phonorecord he ha/ pur-
chased, including the right to resell that copy, except for cehtaln
rights' retained by the copyright owner. The'retained rights include
the rights to make and sell copies (with exemption for fair use, com-,
pulsory licenses, etc.), the ,right to pratare derivative works, and,the
rights to perform and display the'work publicly, /

If the rights to compqr-readable works could be defined in such a way
as to promote the sale rather than lease of -such works, transaction

.
costs might be similarly minimized. This would be, certainly, in the
public interest.,.

5.8.1. The Right to Ephemeral Reco'rdings

One ofjhe problems in the sale of computer-readable works is the right .

of the buyer to 'copy for his own use. 'Here, "buyer" means the ,purchaser
of'a copy where 'ownership of the copy is transferred. For works pub-

. lished'in,paper, "use" simple means "reading" and no copying is re-
quirSd. For sound recordings, 'use" means :Ipleying" the recording on a
playback mechanism, but again, no copying is required. For computer-

-. readable works, copying into the computer is required in order to use,
and in addition', archival copies are made in normal practice in case a
`copy in use is destroyeeinadvertently.
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In Section 112 of the 1976 General Revision, the right to ephemeral re-
cordings is recognized for a "transmitting organization." This means
that a radio station or TV station has. the right to record a performance
that it is transmitting for its own internal purposes, for example,
"for purposes of.archival preservation or stcuri-0.."

that.It seems reasonable to suggest thabuyers h computer-readable works
ought to, have similar statutory rights'of ephemeral recording in order
-tobe able to effectively use what theyjave bought. It seems reason-
able to suggest also, that restrictions-on the use of such ephemeral
recordings ought to be imposed. For example, if a buyer resells the
copy of the computer-readable work that he has bought, 'he ought to be
required to destroy all ephemeral copies. The buyer ought to be able
to resell no more than one copy of a computer-readable work' if-he had
bought only one copy. Furthermore, the right of internal use should
be distinguished from network use. The usage rig* of a bUye-r should
not include the right to make the work available to outsiders through a
computer network or otherwise..

jhgfeo,of,t0, 1152wPnggfQrjree jnternal use in situations of
fr. er of owne' hip means that there coU14.be no performance royalty

ed. the seller wants the buyer to, pay for each individual ute
he computer-readable work, the seller would have to negotiate a

lease or-rental agrement with the buyer. For lease with per-use
charges, the transaction casts are probably higher than for outright
sale,

.5.8.2, The Right to' Make and Use Machine Code

Similarly, the need of a buyer to copy a computer-readablTwork into a,
computer in order to use it requires.that the buyer make object code
out'of the work. It.seems ,reasonable to suggest, in order to promote
the sale of computer-readable works and thereby reduce transaction
costs,' that a buyer be permitted, for his own use, to convert a com-
puter-readable work to object code and to use the Ode in_his own .

o computer.

5.8.3 Differential Pricing

Another concept which:might induce an incrgete in sales rather than
leases pis differential pricing betweren individual buyers and institu-
tional buyers. This concept has been described in Chapter 4 of this
report as having a theoretical economic basis, and the concept is fur-

.

ther described in Appendices Cl and C2. The concept, iniyeneral, has
.

been desgjbed in terms of the sale of scientific journals, but there
reason'Why the concept could not be adapted and utilized for the

sale of computer-readableworks, as proposed Vin Appendix D.

In general,'an.individual buyer-would be,One with a single computer
system and a 'small number of terminals. For the sale of computer pro-
grams,,that rnis, compute readable works that are typically manipulated

____.;
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by the arithmetic units of computer systems, an institutional buyer
could be defined as one with a large number of computer systems on
which the program might run or as one who could be .expected to use, the

program to benefit many indivt4uals. For the sale4of computer-readable
clata bases or textual works, tat is, works that are typically viewed
et terminals with subsets being retriev y users, an institutional)
buyer, could. be defined as one with a la number of internal (user)
terminals attached to his system.

5.8.4 Data Base Access Services

A special,type of institutional buyer must be noted. The independent,
data-base access service employs a computer-readable data base, and for
a use-dependent fee,'permits outsiders to obtain printouts of subsets
of the data base at external user' erminals.

The date base access service is providing derivative works to outsiders
through the printouts, as well as displayingthe work publicly, two
rights which are reserved to the copyright holder'under Section 106.

In order to make the concept of outright sale useful to independent

data base.access services, these Services would hoe to be given statu-
tory permission to display computer-readable works publicly and to pre-
pare derivative works. It is not clear that'copyrjght'proprietors
:would want to give up these rights in this situation.

5.9 SUMMARY'

The issue of computer-readable works was raised significantly in Senate
hearings in .1967. Predictions of vast changes.ih methods of production
and distribution of works alerted publishers and authors to-the need
for language in the copyright law which Protected their works n com-
puters., The predictions were premature, but technically feasible, and .

within the realm of possibility; depending on many social, economic,'
and psychological factors. '/ .

4

The 1976 Gyeral.Revision Glorified Nights in works fixed in_any tangi-
ble medium, but the insertion of Section 117, because of the establish-
ment of CONTU, continued certain ambiguities. The 1976 Act abolishes
common law protection for-fixed, bilt unpublished works-and provi
statutory protection instead.

The mostimportant act assuring maximum Federal protectioh is registra-
tio14 of the copyright and depositof the necessary copy. Disclosure
through this act is anipportant quid Tro quo for Federal protection.

The Register of Copyrights is entitled to make rules allowing the.de-
posit of identifying information instead of completetcopies for certain
class'es of work. The principle of maximum informt4i transfer would'
seem to demand complete disclosure for scientific AYMPtechnical infor-
mation:
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Data bases Aould be cDPY rightable ih any mediumHof expressiOn. Clpfi-
fication is needed as to what constitutes publication for a data/base
distributed -bnly in computer-readable form to one or a small number of
computerlfsystems_that provide user-access via a termi'nal' query.

There is a need to review the possibility of monopoly pricing in com-
puter-readable; data-base access services. Some of these data base
are relatiGely nonsubstitutable, and competitive entry in the field may
be difficult. Compulsory licenging may be a remedy but innovation
should not be stifled.

Computer programs should be copyrightable in human-readable ford
(soiarce language) in any tangible medium of expression. The object
code should_be protectable as a copy of a computer program, butjot as
an original copyrightable computer program by itself; because it fails
to.disclos anything substantial. Material defining the language of,a
computer ogram should be disclosed at, time of registration. For most
computer p ograms, copyright protection is sufficient because the pro-
grams contain no innovative concepts. Further study may be worthwhile
to determine the value of protecting the innovative concepts that might,
be contained. The duration of copyright for computer proirgms should
be no less than the duration of protection of other works. This should
promote the writing of programs in enduring languages. The definition
of a program converted to a new source language as a derivative work

-will help extend the life of programs.
,..

There is a need to insure a user's rights in computer-readable works if
the 'user has purchased the work in outright 'ale. The sale of copy-

k
righted works rather-than lease or rental sh ld be promoted as being
lower in transaction costs. A 'buyer needsth right to make source-
language wies for his internal

be
and the right.to make and use ob-.

ject codelr(The buyer would not be permitted to resell more, than`the
number of copies he had purchased nor make the, drk :available externally
to others on a computer network without permission. At the time of
resale, extra copibs would have to be destroyed.

14V
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6. POLICYMAKING FOR COPYRIGHT

In, the course of this project, it was recognized that if conclpsions
were to be drawn about the applicability of copyright to computer -read-
able works, then 'decisionmaking with respect to other kindA of copy -
rightable

/1
workvought to be researched. Therefore, an historical anal -'

ysis was undertaken, and the,fundamental prineipl s and concepts under-
lying gopyright;were reviewed.

This historical and conceptual study'haSbeen found to be extremely use-
f(94. It has elucidated the principles of political philosophy and eco-
nomics on which copyright Is based. it has clarified the roles of the
separate branches of the Federal Government in copyright policymaking
and demonstrated their interactions. It has identified the impact of
incremental technological chang , thereby showing decisionmaking wider

,

increasing complexity. Finally, it has enabled copyright policymaking
to be placed in the matrix of de ,isionmaking in generaT,.thereby making
possible an identification of the political system models with which it
is most closely associated.

.

6.1 COPYRIGHT AND OTHER PROPERTY RIGHTS

The history of copyright presents evidence that an essential point at
issue; regardless of the technology involved, is the definition Of th
boundaries of the property right. In this, copyright is not much dlf,
ferent than other...kinds of property, tangible or intangible.° In ad
tion, with'the property right is typically associated reciprogal reL Ifsponsibilities. An example of the conception of property rights i this
manner is presented by Walter"Lippmann in The Public Philosophy; in
which the concept of quid Ero quo istated to be fundamental to our-
system.of government:

"Early in the hist ryof Western societyi political thinkers
in Rome hit upo e idea that the concepts of the public
philoso by - pa ticularly the ideabof-reciprocal rights and
duties der 1 w - could be given concreteness by treating
them as rco cts., In this way, freedom emanating from a
constitutional order has been advocated. by establishing
the presumption that civilized society is-,,founded on a pub-
lic social contract.

"A contract is an agreement reached volpntarily, qUid quo pro
-and likely, therefore, to be observed - in anyevent, right- ,
fully enforceable...u72

o

Copyright appears at first glance to be encumbered with many kinds of
conditional rights and complexities; whereas other ftopeay rights may
.appear to be relatively clean and easily defined. Actually; this is
not so. A farmer.May be restrained from using insecticides if his
neighbor is a beekeeper and may be induced by Government to. plant or not
to plant certain crops. A builder Inlay be restr1 ained from constructing
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a factory 'in a residential neighborhood. Airplanes may be confined to
certain corridors for purposes Of noise abatement and places of busings
must meet many standards of safety and occupancy.

In general, the rights of property are the creation of laW. Lippmann
has quoted Blackstone's Commentaries opothisquestion:

"The original of private property is probably founded in
natUre....butjEertainly the modifications under which we at
present find it, the method of conserving it in its present
owner, and of translating it from man to man, are 'entirely.
derived from society, and are some of those civil advantages
in exchange for which every individual has resigned a part
of his natural liberty."73

Thus, people may act from e foundation of what they believe to be natu-
rally right, but one view is that enfordement of those 'rights is de-
rived from the public social contract, through which some liberty is
exchanged for some protection of law. Copyright appears to assume such
a social contract.

6.2 APPLICABLE DECISIONMAKING MODELS

'6.2.1 Pluralism
, .

It seems clear that decisionmaking on copyright queqtions had been very
much i the plucalist mode in the twentieth century. That iss: conflict
has be n among-contending factions (interest groups) gathered around -
differ nt functions related tocopyrighted works. For the most part,
the contenders ave bAh the pritn'ry producers, i.e., authors a d their
origin publishers, against secondary producers,"that is, those who
would use copyrtghted works to provide ultimate consumers with addition-
al, products44nd services. In general, the Congress refers to the sec-
ondary producers as "userS".

o
although they are,not the ultimate gonsumersA

The'secondary'producers have included phorecord manufacturers, juke-
box owners, movie makers (in the use of Apyright6d music'in sound
tracks.) over-the-air broadcasters, cable TV broadcahers, educa0onal
photocopiers (for f` then distribution to students), and GOvernment li-
brarians (for further distribution to researchers). ,

The ultimate consumers are usually not involved, although users of come,
putei- programS and researchers in educational' institutions who use pho-
tocopieL have been involved. Neither of these gpoupt Can be identified
with tke general public Consumer of copyrighterworks,

-
the'general

buyers of books, records, movie tickets; concert tickets, etc.

The govern tal role envisioned by;the:pluralist model is:
. ,

lishfng rul of the game in the group struggle, 2)"(1Y
arran compromises and balancing interest-s,-(3) eructing
compromises in the form .of public policy, and (4) enforcing P.

.
.

these compromises. "74
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There is no question-that Co gress and the Judiciary have served these
purposes in copyrigh decisionmaking:~ In fact, ,the idea of group com-
promise is .110 secret n this field. The 1976 General Revision of Copy-`*.
right Law calls 'upon he Register of Copyrights to submit a ylpor't to
Congress "setting forth the extent towhich this section / 108 T has
achieved the intended statutory balancing Of rights of creators, and
the needs of users." Thus, the balancing concept is specifically writ-
ten into law in the photocopying area. Similarly, House Report 94-1478
on page 65 speaks.of the definition of "fair use" / Section-107 T as
"balancing the equities."

The setting of the,royalty rate for the phondrecord manufacturing li-
cense between the 3t per musical piece manufactured asked by some rep-

,

resentatives of the publishers and writers-and the 2t requested to IR
retained by representatives of the record, manufacturers, and the' fur-
ther compromise between the Senate-passed royalty -fee and the House-
passed royalty fee is an additional example. The statutory balancing
of the membership of the National Commission on New Technological Uses
of Copyrighted. Works is another example; and inthe statement contained
within House Report 94-1476. on page 360, the Hon. George E. Danielson
states (about Section 111) that:

...the committee has arrived at a solutibn which I submit
is fair and equitable to both the owners and the users of

.

copyrighted materials...."

It can be reasonably expected that decisionmaking will continue in a
primarily pluralist mode for the foreseeable future in order-to resolve
dispqtes in which a balanc;ir equities is the primary consideration.
Probably, the Copyright Ro ty Tribunal will be aided in its efforts
by a rational analysis of economic issues.

6.2.2 The Power Arena Model 4

Professor Theodore J. Lowi has defined domestic.policies as falling into,
one of three arenas of power:, distrilution, regulation, or redjstribu-
don.' Lowi states that: ,

"distribution /Was 7" alM6st the exclusive type of nat' nal,
domestic policy from 1789 until virtually 1890. Ag' ation
for regulatory apd redistributive policies began at about
the same time, but regulation had become, an established fact
before any headway at all was made in redistribution."75

,

,.....

Distributive policies a e those decisions that can be made in the short
run without regard to 1 ited resources. The standard example is 19th
century land policy. Dis ibutive policies are typically capable of
diaggregation so that hat is being distributed can be dispensed in

. small units. Under distribution, indulged and deprived may bemembers
of the same group (i.e. the winner and loser of a Government contract
or, grant).



tRegulatory decisiOns normally affect an entire industry and often con-
cern the ability of that industry to do busin ss in the long term.
Within the context of the regulatory structur , there may be distribu-
tive'decisionmaki,ng (e:g. assignment of a TV hannel or all airline
route), but regulatory decisions typicallyliff ct all industry members
in a similar manner. Often, the regulatory.po 'cies affecting one in;
dustry:are-of little concern to other industrie

The redistributive arena, according-to Lowi, involves Issues that con-
"' cern "haves and have7notsbi.gness and smallness "76 Typical issues

that appear in'the redisleibUtive arena are overall tax policy and
cies on unemplOyMent'and retirement income. Industry groups concerned,
with separated regulatorS, policies are likely to find a common ground
in the redistributive arena.

The import'nce of the power arena model is in what it says about they
changing nature of copyright decisionmaking. Iii 1790 and until about'
the time that Lowi dates the beginning of regulatory policies, copy-
right fittedneatly into the' <distributive arena. The contention among
factions was not a primary factor. Clearly', individual copyrights have
been and will continue to be dispensed in small units in the short run
without regard to limitedlesources. In fact, copyrights (and patents)
may be the ultimate distHbutive go6d since originality and creativity
are essentially independent of resource constraints (although nurturing
these qualities may not be). The increase in registered. copyrights and
patents does not diminish the stock of un-issued co rights and patents
waiting for new claimants.

While the distrit'Ution of copyrights c4tinues, it seems clear that much
copyright policyMaking since the turn of the century has-been in the
regulatory arena, and is increasingly so. This0Thas been due to the in-
creasing number of secondary producer groups ("users") who have been
contending the boundaries.of intellectual propefty rights with primary
producers. Each field of copyright has its own contenders, and major
decisions in each field treat all producers in the samA way, as the
regulatory arena requires. Not surprisingly, Lowi recognizes that his
regulatory arena ,is very clbse in concept to the pluralist model of '4

policymaking.

Another factor causing an increase in regulatory policymaking in coop.,

right is the increase in the sensitivity of public decisionmakers to
monopoly and other forms of market failure such as high transaction
costs; and the consequent increase in public institutions'and mecrhanisMs
involved in correcting these market problems. Thus, there are now.four-,
compulsory license types' within the copyright domain, a Copyright -Roy-
alty Tribunal to oversee certain aspects of these licenses, and a Ped-
eral.court suliervising the performing rights area. It mains to be
seen if the'photocopying probleWcan be successfully concluded with a
collective mechanism that doss not involive,additional, permanent Federal
interventi; and final Congressional action in the area of computer-
readable works,s yet to come.
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, Very little about copyright is direCtly'in the redistributive arena un-
less the truism is sited-that, in the-gong run, all policies are'redis-

/It couX4i.be said, however, .0that activities that preent
monopoly pricing of copyrighted works are redistributive since prices
affect the ultimate consumer. At the'seme time, it may be noted that,

iexcept for anti-monopoly and nfringement prosecution activities in the
Departmen of Justice, the only Executive Branch concern with copyright
is as a peripheral

availability of d
in the quality
gram" about
forobjecti

issue that may affect research through the
a and scientific journals, and may affect TV viewers

available programs. There is no adm$nistrative "pro- 4
ch one could make cost- benefit calculations with concern

es achieved in relation to funds spent. Copyright is now
`primarily a regulatory balancing issue involving producer interests and
special classes of users, and is likely to remain so. Congress appears
to regard the balancing of equities in ippyright as a distinct function
reserved to itself. ,

s'

The future cannot be predicted with any Certainty-but:it is possible
that additioneA.technological,change, coupled with increases in the
costs of resources such as raw materials, may bring'copyright,policy-
making more-into the redistributive arena. If that occurs, it is likely
to be in a context in which copyright is -an element of a more consumer-
oriented isue,,such as "public.access to information.!'. ,

6.3 THEIMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

It is most interesting that Lowi dates the beginning o* the regulatory
policy era at approximately the start of growth in'innovations of in-

,formation technology. The efftct of new innovations is to make avail-
able new opportunities,1which means in economic terms, new industries
and increases in-investment and employment; but which means in political
terms, increaseg`in the number of interest groups and the consequences,
of their activities.

Furthermore, another effect of new innovations is to make ambiguous th
definitions of property rights that were erfectly clear before the
innovatiat. As.John Dewey:statd many years a9o,

"-b.ery thinker' s some portion of an apparently stable j
world in peril and no can predict what will emerge in -

it place."77

.2

'bus, "public performance for profit" Sias an entirely different meaning
"after;the commencement of commercial broadcasting than before. "Fair .

use" has an'entirely different meaning after the diffusion of high speed.
iihotocopy.ing than before; "copy"N.a different meaning after the invention
of punch card and magnetic tape than before. , /t

It seems comp etelt in the spirit of free eAterprise'for an innovator
1 to attempt to combine e new technology with the new ambiguity or un7

'certiinty it raises in'order to develop a new market and anew
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Should the innovator succeed, anew jntercest group is formed around the
successful technology, but the proliferation of interest groups must
generate additional conflict in tSe contention. for the same property
right. .

_,
. Consequently, the nearly inevitable result of the successful introduc-

tiontion ofnew chnology is increased regulation as contenders. pursue
their righ, rough the Judiciary and Congress. This is happening with
information:- chnology and copyright as it has in other fields. To

quote from Professor David in The Governmental Process:Truman
Q1 . .

"The causes of this groVith rin organized.jntereit groups
lie jn the increased complexity of techniques for dealing
with the environment, in the specializations that these'in=
volve, and in associated disturbances of the manifold expec-
tations that guide individual behavior in a complex and in-
terdependent society. Complexity of technique, broadly don-
ceived, is inseparable_ from complexity of social structure.. "78

,

Thus,, complex ways of using information technology, for example by/amp-
Itfying distant TV signals and distributing they by cable to viewers,
or by . abstracting scientific articles, combining them with key words
and, distributing them to researchers via terminal& attached to a com-
puter,wi,th a logical query system, must involve complex rules ofprop-
erfty tights in a society where':such things are important.

By setting priorittes'that eStapliSh the importance'of a balance of
property- rights, rational decisionmakers must then establish a working
regulatory system that minimizes transaction costs but allows for the
balance of right's established. This may be a complex system of rules,
and if the rules appear to be difficult to follow or enforce, perhaps
the prioriiies must be raviewed. Care must be exercised, however, so,
as not to throw out basic principles simply for the sake of simplifica-
tion.

6.4 THE PUBLIC ,INTEREST AND COMPUTER- READABLE WORKS

In proposing recommendations for the application of copyright to com-
puter-readable works, a sit of criteria _must be used. It seems reason-

, able to suggest that the overriding crit'erion must be "the publicinter-
est," however, that may be defined.

. One aspect of the public interest is how decisionMaking,affects the
individual citizen. It/has been pointed out earlier in this chapter

1 that in tile twentieth century, copyright deciSionmaking has iOnlved
contending interests groups gathered around different functions related
to copyrighted works. The individual citizen, in general, has not been
directly involved. Such Aecisionmaking, not involving the public di
rectly but having an ultimate impact; has concerned somelbservers.
The.fdllOwing'Statemeneof concern is by Victor Ferkiss in Technological .

Man: The Myth and the Reality:
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"The dahger is not that industrialism-has destroyeethe
intermediate group in modern democratic society but that
the group is so strong,that the individual, instead of
finding freedom in the ;interstices created by group com-
petitioh, may be crushed between the contending parties,
or that instead of a dominant total- government riding rough-
shod over an inert so'ciet'y, public purposes will be lost
sight oaf in, the feudalistic struggle of competing speCial
intereSts."79 .

Professor travid Truman considered the question raised above and con-
cluded that "multiple memberships in potential groups baied on widely
held and accepted interests"" prevents the culmination of a situation
such as that suggested.by Ferki. That is, while groups may_contend
over specific property rights, the members of the groups share common
fundamental views that prevent the erosion of indifldual rights that
would have the effectsof huOting everyohe. Truman calls.theSe shared
attituded the "rules of thOame" anduotes others as describing them
as a "general ideological' consensus" and as "a'broad body of attitudes

r- and'understandings regarding 'the nature,and limits bf authority." As
a further description, Truman states that "....0e 'rules' would include
the value generally attached to the dignity of the individual human be-,

ipg,lioosely.expressed in terms of fair dealing'....""

For the purposes:.of proposing recommendations on computer-readable
.

works, this-'study-has enumerated'in SeCtiori 1.3 those.!Tindings of
Basic PrinCiples"-Wch it cOnceiveS to be the applicable dsharect atti-
tudes" and "rules of the gp." As'stated in Section 1:2, these find-
ings' are pot be'be taken.a% the final, definitive view. 'Other analyses
may reveal different interpretations. Additional contributions to the
literature are welcomed. '

C
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ABSTRACT

The historical trends, methods, and ,observations'bf the courts, iegis-
.

' ..lature and Copyright Office concerning the copyright laW in3elation
to theidevelopment and introduction of technological processes anal
products duringjothe twentieth century are analyzed. The rationale and
underlying trdnds in the adaptation of copyright statutes to new
technologies is shown by discussion of key.cases.

°

Seeral suggested mechanisms are reviewed for providing technological
expe4tise to' the courts to enable them to. respond to the complex
technological issues that may arise in topYriiht litigation.

,

The impact of copyright law upon computerized Scientific and Techno-
logical Information Systems (SVI) is discUssed'in the.cont6a-of data

__bases and document storage and retrieval.' The charlcteristiosand
conditions of the use of copyrighted material in computerized STI,sys-
tems ,is presented. Blanket ,licenjng., clearinghouses,Wd compulsory
licensing mechanisms that might b dapted for the use of copyrighted

material in computer systems are r viewed.
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A.1 EECUTIVE SUMMARY

A.1.1 BACKGROUND Js

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS)-'etained CRC SYSTEMS Incorporated,
125 Church Street, Suite 202, Vienna, Virginia 22180 to perform an

analysis,of the impact of IFftormationptechnology on copyright law in
the use of computerized Scientific and. Technological Information Systems
(STI). The purpose of, thissreport is twofold: First, to identify

and describe the recent (1900-1970)-impacts'of technology upon copy-
. right law and second, to present and *discuss the potential impact of

ST' systems upon copyright law. ;.0.

The accelerated pace of technological change and development during the
. twentieth century has required major adaptations and adjustments in the
,body of °copyright .law that was set forth in the.statutes'pr6ioutly

yy/
enacted. The courts have to a large degree been called von- to`adapt
the pre-existing-copyright statutes by ihterop,(etaton, to issues

,arising from-the later g.development of technologies. By'reviewin
the more significant decisions, this report attempts to develop for the
reader an.jundert.tanding of the underlying principles and philosophies o
the copyright litatutes,and the court decisions applying to them. With

this background and framework of,.-the adaptation heretofore of the copy-
right,law t9r-new technologies, .the authors focus upon t new-comput-
merized STI technology and,the issues that this technology may bring to
bear upon the body of Copyright law in existence at the time of writing

this
e

report. .

A.1:2 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

Alth-en14.44a history of copyright law in the United States* datesfrom
1790, the rapid development of technology, especially electronicrbased
technologies, has occurred mainly after 1909. In th4. year the copy-

right lawmas rewritten, and it was'not recentTY (1976) that it
was a6ain rewritten. Thit,report therefore will examine the changes,
interpretations, and'modifications;to the-1909 Taw, and the ramifica-

- tions of the new 1976 Copyright Laws,, as theysrelate to technological
changes.- The scope of this,rep&t is bounded by issues that developed
as a.direct or indirect consequence:ofthe introduction of new tech-
nptogies.'

M14 MAJOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

,,This section- summarizes the major findings and conclusions of this 'Fe-
,. port.

,
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- Technological Innovation. Among:the more important innovations'
in information technology which have.had'important effects On the ap-

'i'plicability, interpretation, and enfoeceabiiity;-uf copyright law in .'*

.the twentieth century -are:

Imo Motion Pictures

o Sound Recordings

o Radio and Television Broadcasts

'o Photaing
..o Ca0e Television Systems

o Microfilm,, Videotape, and'Computer Programs

A.1732 Major Nistoricag".Issues, Each of the above new technologies
-has resulted in adaptation of the copyrighfstatutes to-the'n.e0oro-
ducts and processes growing-.out of the new technologies developed
after the statutes were ,enactedj With red rd to the technologgi ex--
amined in this report,severa.1 basic questions arose which required
judicia)-, legislative, or.Copyright Office intervention. Among the
more important issues raised were:

'

T. Is the new product copyrightable? (Motion pictures, sound' .

recordings, microfilms, videotapes, computer programs.)

2. What rights are cove red by the copyright, in the new.pro-

,

duct? (Motion pictures, sound recordings, computer pro-
grams.)

. Rb,3. Are new devices fOr ping copyrighted works subject to the'
copyright? (Motion pictures; sound recordings, radiocnd
tele ision broadcaslts, photocopying, cable television.)

414
These issues were It with and.resolvd OrilicipaTly by court deCfsions,,
of which the most ighificant ark reviewed and analypd,in this report.
Some relative3y'simple i4ues.zhave beenresolved as a" practical. matter .?
by industry practice:or by.COpyright Office interpretation Of the,
statute. The same issues have been dealt with finallY in ,the newCopy=
right Act of 1976.

1.1.3.3 Conclusion's Relating to Adaptation of Copyright jaw to New
Technologies. We believe the following observations and conclusions
may be drawn from all of these sources concerning the adaptation of the
copyright statutes to the new products and processes growing out of,

.
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V

new technologies developed after the statutes were enacted. These are

not, of course, the only conclusions that might be dravin from the cases

and events cited:

1. It 'teems certain that techno,L pies now in their infancy Or now un-

ownwill,at some future time, esult in new products Or processes
that will raise copyright questionOlot provided for specificaTly in the -
Copyright Act of 1976 (or the earlier statutes).. The 1976 Act attempted
take into account recently developed technologies and their fore-
seeable applications affecting copyright. Even here the new Act did

not'succeett completely: As is shown in Section-A.4 of this report, the
problems concerning uses of copyrighted works in computer systems -

'(which.were discussed during the,Congressional hearings in 1965 and
1967 on the copyright revision bills in the light of what was then known
or,anticipatad as to such computer uses) were considered not sufficieptly
crystallized or understood to allow the formulation o'f legislative rules;
instead, Congress provided (in P.L. 93-573 enacted in 1974) for the
establishment of. a National Commission (CONTU) to study these problems
and make recommendations for appropriate legislation. Arid there will no

doubt. be other copyright problems raised hereafter by new technologies
of the future that are.completely unforeseen now.

v

2. Past experience indicates that the problems raised in the future by
new technologies will be brought before the courts for decision as to
how, the terms OT. the 1976 Aceare to be construed -hi their application
to the new situations. The courts will be expected to make definitive .

rUlingiZon many new issues involving such questions as the copyright-
abilfty of works produced in' neviways or in new forms, and the rights
of copyright owners and users with respect touses made of copyrighted
works by new methods Or.in new media.

3. The'courts will probably differ among themselves in the basic ap-_,
proach they. take to the application'of the 1976 Act to the new situa-
tiorl:_fhedecisiong reviewed illustrate two main approaches:

a

(ay One is.to expound the philosophy that the copyright law is intended
to stimUlate the creation and dis'semination of works of authorship by

. giving to authors (and their successors as copyright owners) the economic
'rewards that are afforded by the market foi- the -Various usesathat may be

. ,, made of their works; the courts taking this approach have looked for
analogies between.the situations clearly provided for in the statute and
the new situitionSo.ansf, finding such analogies, have tended to hale
,that the new situation comes within the intended scope of,the statutory

, pfovisionS.
N.

.
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(b) Ae_opPosite approach-has been t8 construe the statute narrowly
as referring to the situations known'at the time of its enactment;
the .cour7 starting with this premise have generally been concerned
with the restrictions that copyright was seen to impose on socitlly
beneficial new developments, if applied to them, and considered
th'at the extension of, the statute to these new deVelopment'slibuld be
left to Congress. !**

-

The review of the court decisions in his study can be taken to indicate
. .

that on'the whole, the courts have been more'inclined,to take the
first approach, particularly in the usual case where the issue appeared
to be ,capable of satisfactory resolution by deciding'simply whether thew,
work or the use involved was or was not subject to copyright under the
statute. The courts have taken the second approach when they were
faded with a choice between holding for: complete copyright liability
or-none, against an impOrtant new industry or use whose development or
very existence was thought to be jeopardized if complete liability
were imposed, and where legislation on the issue appeared imminent..
(The majority opinions.in the White-Smith case, in the Court of Claims
decision in'the Williams and Wilkins case, and in the Supreme Court
.decisions in the Fortnightly and Teleprompter cases illustrate the

.

second appro"ach; all'the other decisions reviewed -- excluding some
`district court decisions that were reversed on appeal -- illustrate the
first approach.)

4. Where the courts have held that the earlier copyright statutes
extend to the products or uses resulting from new technologies developed
later, Congress has generally adopted the same position in subsequent
legislation. Where the courts have refused to extend the earlier
statutes to new uses of copyrighted works because of the dange' that
imposing full copyright liability would result in unduly harmful con-
sequences to the users or to the,Oublic.' Congress has provided in
subsequent legislation that such uses are to be brought undericopy-
right, but subject to special exceptions or special conditions and
limitations designed to forestall those harmful consewences, while
giving copyrightOwners the measure of protection still possible or,.
at least, compensatibn for the new uses of their works.

5. Where a clear yes-or-no answer on a question of 'copyright 'protection
or copyright liability will solve a problem raisied by new technology,
-the problem can be, and is likely to be, resolveb by judicial decisions
construing the existing statutes. But where the problem is quite com-
plex, with compelling economic or social interests on both sides to be,
safeguarded and reconciled, the slow and cumbersome, process of legis- 1
lation may be required to formulate.a multifaceted set of basic rules

0.
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together with special conditions, limitations, exceptions, etc., peCu-
.

liar* tailved to it the differing.beeds of the several interest
groups. ,c2oncerned. And it may be extremely difficult to enaci..legisla-

,.tion of this nature unless ancuntil the interest groups are ready to
agree or to accept the main features of the proposed legislation. , -

(These observations regarding legislation are illustrated by the pro-
visions in the 1976,Act.on photocopying and on, -cable televisi9n.)

6. On some questions of how the existing statutes apply to 'Ole products
-

. of new technology, where thequesfionjs fairly uncomplicated vicL the ,.

justice of the answer given is fairly clear, a ruling,by the 4,pyright
Office or a practice adopted an'inkstry group may be sufficvent to
settle the question for .511 concerned.

'f .

.
e ' 4 \ a

A.7.3.4- Providing Technological Expertise t6 the Judiciary. When

(,/ courtsuhave needed to be informed cohceraing matters of esoteric _

technolo9y, they have generally been provided with the technological
expertise pertinent to the issues inthe case before them through 'such
established, procedures as the testimony of expert witnesses, physical

:demoristrations of technicalAevices or procelsses, briefs orlemoranda
presented by counsel, and research conducted by the court or its aides.
Those procedures have apparently been found adequate, most lid*
tion, including tilt usual run of copyright cases. '.. --1

.. 40,

Y.
If other means were considered to be.necessau, in extraordinary casys,
to provide techVlogidal expertise to the judicia6,,several other
mechanisms' migi2t be given consideration: - .,

- .

, ,

.-
1. The establishment of,a special court orisystem of courts to deal-with .

cases involviR6'highly complex and4sophisticated technological issues:
Prototypes of such courts now exist in the Court ofAtustoms.and
Appeals, the United States Tax Court, and the Special State courts
established to deal with juvenile and domestic relations cases.

3

2. Having' specialists in the fields of scfence(r technology involved:,
.trtached to the staff of the court Or available to serve as consultants
to the court. Many of the juventle and domestic.relations courts, now
employ specialists in the medical, behavioral, and social sciences as
staff members or consultants. ..

.) T

'..'---i-4

3. Making available to the counts the expertise of the wide range of
scientific anetechnological spedalitts employed by'the various Govern -'
ment agenties,

< s

'
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We do pet believe any such special mechanisms are needed in copyright
litigation involving new technologies. The judicial deciAions to copy-

. right cases dealing with new technologies --,as exemplified.bythose
reviewed in this study --. indicate that the courts have beeh adequately
informed, through the judicial _procedures now used, concerning. the new
technologies involved, to reach intelligent and appropriate judgments.

A.1.3.5 STI-Systems and Copyright Law. The author, after reviewing
the general principles that the courts have .applied to Copyright
issues, and the historical impact, of new technologies Upon the copy-
right statutes, examined computerized STI systems in relation to the'
copyright law. I.

A.1.3.6 Groups Interested in STI Systems. The,ipterest groups having,
primarily and most directly, a financial, professional or service
interest in the copyright issues relating td. the generation,dissemina-
tion, 'or use of STI systems inc140e:

o Authors of various,ktnds of works, principally ;textual
and graphic works in the Sten of science and technology.

a Commercial and nonprofit publishers of journats,and'of.
books and monographs of a scholarly or informational
character.

o Producers and publishers of compilatidni of bibliographic
and factual data.

AP
o Libraries, especially large research, universtty, and

industrial libraries.

Educators and students, especially abkthe college and
university levels.

cr.

o Industrial,and nonprofit research. organizations,and i
vidual researchers.

Producers of com er Wardwa4 and,software.

o Organizers and operators of computerized information ser-
vice systems.

o Commertqa indexing and data .seercheservices.,
,

a
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These groupings could, of course, be arranged'in other ways, and there
is considerable overlap. among the groups 'as listed above.

A.1.3.7 -Orientation of Suppliers and Users of Sp Systems. Fro the

standpoint-of their copyright interests, the'various groups may e

divided into, two broad categories: (1) aut ors: producers, pOrshers,
and other suppliers of copyrightable materials, who interes d in
having copyright protecti p and in receivi g compensation.for t -uses

of their works; and (2) researchers, educa ors4 scholars, libra es,
and other users of copyrightable material who are interested i hav-,
ing access to and use of those materials.

S9'
,

The differing needs of copyright owners on cine/hand and users of-copy-
rightdd materials on the other handttarefusually met by eontracfS
negotiated in the, open inarket. The desire of copyright willingOss of
ownerstp derive revenue from the market for their works, and til6
willingness of users to pay reasonable
have generally operated to make the mar
needs on both'sides. In most situatio

.

ted contracts should work to meet the
of copyrighted works used in computeri

In'certain situations involving the u

media, problems of accommodating the
have called'fbr special treatment, el
for 'tentralized or blanket licensing
far compulsory licensing. These spe
discussed in the report as outlined

ees 'far the' use of thos67works,

et place responsive to th-e
s the system of .freely *oda-
eeds ,of the owners and Use'rs

ed STI systems.

e Of copyrighted works in other
eeds of both owners and users

her, ihroUgh voluntary systems 7---m
or through statutory proviso
ial methods of accommodati ape
elow. °

A.1.3.8 Co ri ht Law and Its Imeaft u onedrruferized.STI S stems.
Among the conclusions reached in th s study con9erning,the application
Of the copyright law.to computerize STI systems are the following:

A.1.3.8%1 Co ri hrProtecti
programs'general y are subject to
afforded by copyright is limited t
substance. Copyright would not pr
revealed-in the program.

n for Computer Pro rams. ,Computer
opyrig t protection. The protection
reproduction of the program in its

tectfthe processes or techniques

.11
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A.1.3..8.2 Copyright Protection-for Data Bases.

1. in general, databases, whether In printed or machine-
readable form, arecopyrightable as compilations.

.

2 Complying with the requirements of copyright) notice and.
deposit of copies; as may be necessary for effective
copyright protection,' may call for some special procedure
in the case of data bases in machine - readable form, and
In the printout of material from data bases, but no

' insuperable difficulties in this regard are seen.

A.1.3.8.3. The Prpduction of Data Bases. r ,

. 1 .

1 The indexing of documents in order to compile a biblio-
graphic data base can be dope manually or by using a com-
puter. If done by computer, the ihdexer must have the
docufients in machine-readable form. If the documents are

i.
copyrighted, the indexer Would apparently have to obtain
machine-readable copies from the ppblishers, or to obtain
permission from the publishers to Make and upe his own

it

,machine- readable copies., forinde ng. It has been
argued that where-the publishers annot supp15, machine-
readable copies, an indexer show be permitted by law to
make his own, for the sole purpose of indexing; as a fair
use or,'alternatiVely, under, a compulsory license.

. . ,

2. The typical stracts in databases are no moire than brief
Identifying statements of the-subjecq covered in the
.document; making sach abstraCts of coOytighted works is 4'..

riot an infringement. Hoiever, a so- called "abstract" that
is actually a digest of the substance of a Copyrighted
work, sufficient.in detail to substitute for the, ork it-
self; would constitute a derivative work, and making such
would infringe the-copyright.

A.1'.3.8.4 The,Uselof Copyrighted. Date Bases in Computerized Systems.

'4 1. Where a systWoperator pbtains a machine-readabld,data
base from the publisher, the lea,se agreement between them
will generally include (expressly dr impliedly) a license
for the operator's- use of the data base In his system.
Such agreementi. will .usually serve to settle the copyright .

questisins that would otherwise- be expected to arise.

-4
Where the publisher Offer's machine- readable copies,Tha, sys-
teM operator who makes his own copy instead of obtaining
one from the puhlisher4hould be considered an infringer.

.

c
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L. Where the.publlshei-%of a 'copyrig hted compilation of data
does not offer.madhTne'-readable copies, an Operator who
wishes to place that compilation in his data basesyitem
should be expected to 4sk the publisher to make and sup-'* .

ply a machine- readable copy onto permit the operator to
make one for use in his systeM. 'Where Vie publisher then

'' refuses'gr fails to accede,to such requelt, a valid argu-.
ment could be made for a compulsory license. . .

.

,

, / 1 -' : s-
3. It can be assumed that the/pUblishers of'machineLreadable

copies'of copyrighted compilations'ofdata will 'generally
lease them, but not sell them, to system operators. An
operiitor who is offered sucha copy from a third person
show d thei-efore be suspicious of itS legitimacgl*and
should be held Uable,if he acquires such a copy that was
made or supplied to him in violation ofiphe-copyright.

.

4, If a system operator make's his own machine- read able copy
.. of a copyrighted compilation or''acquireS a copy legi- it

timately from a third perpn,'he will need to obtain a
- 1 license.from the publisher to use it in his system. There

are good arguments for requiring the operator in-this
situation to ob64n such.a licdnse before putting the data
into his system, . I

5. If a license for the use of a copyrighted data base,in a
system has not been obtained earlier, the operator would .1..

need to obtain a license for the output of material from
the data basevskIn the absence of a license, the extrac-.
tion of a small fragment of a data base by a user of the
system on one occasion would appear to qualify as a fair
use; but the aggregate of the outr4t of frlgments ogi
many occasions would appear to cqnStitute an infrinlement
by: the of the system.. .

. I .

'6. If a user bf a system were to e#ract from.it an entire

1
copyrighted data base or a majorpartof it, he would be
infringing the copyright. PracPcal arrangements for
preventing and detecting such infringements seem feasible.,

I )

A.1.3.8.5 Vkclusive and Compulsory Licenses for-fie Use' of Data
Bases. In order to facilitate the development of computerized systems

4 that will, contain-all the data bases needed !for comprehensive coverage'
'of any subject area, and also to prevent the Monopolization of data
baSe search services by one or two systems, consideration should-be
given to a scheme for precluding exclusive licenses for the use of data-

.,

41.03 f
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bases in individual Systems...,One such scheme would bea statutory.pro-
vision for the compulsory licensing for usein all systems, of a data
baselicensed for use in any one system,

.A.1.3.8.6 ru1.1-Tent Storage and Retrievaqof Documents in Com-t
puterized Systems.

-s 1.' The questions as to input and 'output of copyrighted docu-
ments are substantially the same as thote'pertaining to
the input and output of copyrighted data, bases. The-dis-
cussion and conclusions in this study relating to data
bases are, applicable generally to the computer storage and
retrieval of the full text of documents.:

2. There has-been considerable discussion as to whether the
input of copyrighted documents should.be-Tree, with a

'icense and payment tothe copyright owner being required
for output, or whether a license should be required be-
fore input. The ,arguments adVanced on both sides are
presented in this report.. The authors of this report,

. .are impressed moseby the argument that, since a license
will admittedly be requiredfor output, practical con-
siderations suggest that, the terms of the license, in-

,

cluding the basis for assessing-fees, should-be settled
between the parties before the operator'of the computer
system begins the process' of using ;the material,

. A.1.13.9 Unique Characteristics of Computerized STI,Systems. It can be
deduced from the analysis of copyright questions relating to the use of
copyrighted works incomputer systems that 'such uses present special
characteristiecs not present in the traditional ways of using copyrighted
'material. The following slucial features'of computer uses seem parti-
cularly significant:

f<

T. Copyrighted works in theist.' usual 'form of printed pages are
usable Vh that form in other media, but.must be converted

, to machine:readable form foe use in computer systems.

2. The availability to researchers and other users of the
,works- placed in a computerized S,TI system will tend to
'displace the market that would otherwise exist for the
sale of copies of the works to. them:,

3. Computerized STI systems, to realize their potential value
for research,' must see* to include comprehensivelythe
whole body of works extant inany particular field of
science or technoldgy.

iO4
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4. Exclusive licensing of copyrighted_ works for use in one
STI sistem could have two undesirable results: (17It
would,prevent other systems from attain* comprehbnsi've
Coverage of the'whole body of works ip 'alparticular
field, thus putting researchers to the inconvenience of
searching through several systems; and (2) It would tend
to foster the monopolization of, STI system services to one
or two giant systems.

The firSt two othese special featdres would-seem to indicate that the
copyright law should recognize, as it now appears to do, that the con-

,' rsion of copyrighted works into machine-readable form And their inputwq

&Id output in the operation of computerized STI sygtems require the
,.consent of the colt/right owner: The last two of these special features

would.6eem to indicate that theremay:be a need to establisb, at leaSt
.ih some situations, either voluntary ''clearinghouse" systems .for the
blanket licensing, on a nonexclusive basis, of the use of copyrighted
works in computer systems,.or a statutory system of compulsory licen-

.

sing for.the useof such works in those syStees.

A.1:3.1b Clearinghouses and Compulsory Licenses. The clearinghouses .
operated by tHe American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
CASCAPY and by Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) for the blahket licensing of
public performances of musical compositions, have frequently been cited.
as possible models that Aght be adaptable fbr the blanket licensing
of reproduction rights in journal articles and othet works. The opera.,

tion of these two organizatibns and the factors that have contributed
j most importantly to their effectiveness are outlined in this report.

Some of the major problems that would be faced in attempting, to estab-
fish a clearinghouse for the reproduction of jornal articles are
mentioned and some apptoaches for meeting those,prOblems are suggested
in'the repOrt.

Olt ,

Provisions for a compulsory ltcense for the recording of copyrighted
musical compositions were enacted in the Copyright Act of 1909. That , r .
compalsory license was designed to prevent the establishment of a'mono-
poly in making. recordings of music unOtt, exclusive licenses that would
otherwise have been granted. One of the-practical consequences of
these compulsory licensing provisions, incidentally, has been the volun-
tary establishment by music publishers.of a centralized agency (the
Harry Fok Office) for the issuing of negotiat6 licenses bn standard.
terms for the music of most of the major yubl hers.

105.
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The Copyright Act of 1976 provide& for compulsorplicenstSof a different

character in'three additional situations:. forthe performance of music
in jukeboxes, for CATIretranOssions-of broadcasts of copyrighted
material, and for the use of certain works -in noncommercial broadcasting.
These three compulsory licensing systems Ore examples of blanket, non-

. exclusive licensing established. by statute, The purpose of the compul-,
5ory license idthese thrarinstancps is not to prevent a monopoly,
but is to avoid the difficulties 40 transaction costs that would
bentaiple0 if the user groups ha6----to obtain licenses from and pay fees
to the individual copyright owners.,

0,

If a voluntary, clfaringhodse satisfactory to both copyright owners and
users can be organized, that would seem to.be 'preferable Over a statu-,
tory compulsory licensing scheme. AmOng other reasons mentioned for
this preferepce, perhaps the most important is the greater flexibility
of,a voluntary arrangement and its easier accommodation, by negotiations
between the grOups concerned, to experience and changing circumstances.

7

e-
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A.2 ADAPTATiONOF THE COPYRiGHT*LAW TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES

A.2.1 IN GENERAL
-t

Since the enactment of the first United States copyright statute by the
First Conbress in 1790, the copyright law has had to be added to, modi-
fied, revised, and interpreted to meet changing condi.tionsrought about
in large part, by new technologiCal developments. The statutes were
completely rewritten in 1t31, 1870, 1909, and just recently, in 1976.
In the intervals between those compreherlsive revisions, the statute's
were amended in Some particulars, and ,they were further adapted to
changing conditions by judicial interpretation ands toe some extent, by
business pf'atice: 4

0

Adaptation of the copyright law to changing Conditions brought about by
new technology has been especially necestaryin the twentieth century,
Trimarily for the obvious reason that the rate of technological-devel-
opMent has accelerated raNdly.'\And, because of the long interval of
more than 65 'years from the 1909 revision, with the statute being
amended during that,period in only, relatively minor'respects, the courts
have been called upon to take a large part in adapting the law, by in-
terpretation, to meet the problems emanating from the new technologies.:

.
.

.

J An analysis-9f the more significant court.decisions dealing with those
-problems, particularl,y.as the dedisions reveal the basic principles and
philosophical approaches Adopted by the courts in 'construing-the copy-
rtght statues,May contribute toan understanding of,how the copyright

I law has been shaped and reshaped to fit new conditions flowing from
technolbgical innogations, and may be useful in indicating approaches to
the solution of similar problems that may be raised 6y the newer and_,
emerging technologies of today and the foreseeable fuotkr'e.

N
4 . .

4 \I

In this section 71 shall. seek to show haw the copyrightlaw has been
adapted t resol e the questions raised by the new technologies of the
twentieth century thSt were not dealt:with specifically in the statutes

.

because t ey.were just beginning to emerge or wereyiknown when the'
statutes were enacted. Among these new technologies are:-

-- motion pictures, silent andith accompanying sound;
!- sound recdrdings and sound reproducing mechanisms; '

-- radio and television transmission Ad reception;
a L. id, effecient copying machines;

-- cable'television systems;
,, . , . I

-- microfilm, videotapes, and computer programs.
.

107 -
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We shall review p rincipallthe adaptations of the copyright law in court
decisions, but some attentionwill also be given, in passing, to indus-
try practiCe-land to the regulations and practices of the Copyright Of-
fice. In addition, we shall sulnmariie the adaptatiOn to the several new
technologies reflected in the copyright law revision enacted,in 1976,

,r

A.2.1. Philosophical Basis of. Copyrisht. To 4anderstand how the,copy-
right law has developed'and has been adaptedAomeet new issues, it is
important to keep in ming the fundamental philosophy underlying copy-
right. The basis of copyright is stated in broad terms in-the clause
ofthe United States Cbnstitution empowering Congress'

o

"To Promote the Progress .bf Science and useful'Arts-i-by

securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the.,

exclusive*Rightto their respective Writings and Dis-
coveries."

o We deduce from the 'constitution that.the end purpose of-copyrigh t is to
"Promote the 'progress of science.and usefUl arts'Y',that is, to stimu-
late the growth and spread of learning and culture for the benefit of
society at large; and that, as a means toward achieving thit.end, auth-
ors are,. to be given exclusive rights in their works; tpuso,the creation,
and, public dissemination of works of authorship are to be fos.tered.by
giying to authors the legal means to redli2e the economic value of their-.
contribWons,t6 society. . d

V .

The-United States Supreme Court hgt expressed the underlying purpose of
copyright as follows:-'

e'
'"The primary object in'conferring the thenopoly,(of copyright)
lie(s) in the=general benefits derivecj by the public from,the
labors of authors. A copyright, like a patent, is 'at once
the equivalent,given by. the publicfor benefits bestowed by

. the genius.and ieditatiops and skill of individuals, and the
incentive to fufther effortt for the same important objects.'.",
(Fox Film' Corporation v..Doyal, 286 U.S.U..S. 123, 1932)

"The economic philosophy behind the clause empowering Congress
to grant patents andicopyrights is the conviction that en-
,couragement-.of indilt6a1 effort by persohal gain is. the best
way to,advance wejfare through the talentsAf author's
and inventors .i;s 'Science and-Useful Arts'. Sacrificial-days .

, devoted to such creative activities deserve rewards, commen- .

surate with the sdrVices rendered.' z .

(Mazer v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201,.219, 1954)

,
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We move on noW'to a review of hOw the courts have dealt With the issues
raised by the new technologieS for which the statutes then in effect
Made ho specific provisions.

4Pb

'A.2.2 MOTION PICTURES
. ..,,

,...
.

. -

Motion pictures have been aprime example of a new technology raising
questidns, as to the application of the cobyright,law, that the stet-
utes ,currently in effect did not.dfal with *specifically. The courts
were called upon to'resolve these questions in various situations.in-
volving (1).the status of motion pictures as copyrightable subject-
matter, (2) the use of 'copyrighted literary and musical works in motion
pictures, (3) the rights embraced in the copyright in motion pictures,

1

and (4) the copyright status of motion picture sound tracks.

. ,

A.2.2.1 Copyrightability of Motion Pictures. The question Of whether'
motion pictures could be copyrighted arose.at-The beginning of the
twentieth century when the motion picture art was in its infancy: The
pertinent statute then in effect (Section 4R52 of the Revised Statutes)
had-been enacted '(in 1870) when otioh pictures we rCunknown. The
statyte did specify, among the c tegories of copyrightable works, "any A'

photograph or negative thereo ' In the caseof-Edison v. Lubin,
decided in r9891T-them of a series of 45Q0 photographs which to-
gether were to be projected ough a machine to show, as a moving pic-
ture, the launching of KaisdKaiser` Wi heIm's yaCht, asserted copyright in
he series of pictures as a single "photograph" under the statute. In

he District Court (E.D: Pa., 119 F. 993), -'ft was held that the statute
,did not extend to "an aggregate -of photographs," but that each indivc-
dual photograph would have to be registered separately and to beay the ,

prescribed notice of copyright in order to_be protected. On appealthe- .

Circuit CoUrt reversed, holding that the s'Erfes of photographs, whidh -...,.

were all on one continuous strip of film, was copyrightable as one
'"photograph" withinthe.statute (3d Cir. 122%F. 240)"'"t

, ',,..

4.L

. .

The differing opinions Of e.Dtstrict and Circuit Courts in tyls case
are illustrative of two oppositejOicial,approaches to the apOlication

r,of the terms of the copyri ght Statute to a latdr technological jnnovS-
ttion. The District Court" said:

. "1st' may be true, as has been argued, that this,oostruction of
the section renders'it unavailable for the protection of such
a series of-photographs as this; but if,.for this reason, the,
law is'defective, it should' be altered by Congress, not .

strained by tip courts. I understand-that when this' act was',
passed these "groups of consecutly0 phOtographs were practi-
cally speakingnot in existence; and,' in the absence of any

6 *4
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expression of the will of congress litich can be applied to
them, I am not at liberty to conjecture what further. pro-

,-vision, if.any, would have been made, if their creation had
been foreseen."

if ,
contrast, As the Circuit Court of Appeals saw it:

O

4,

"The negative and its positive reprbduction represent one act
or event, to wit, the launchof the yacht..,To say that the
continuous method by which this negative was secured was
unknown when the act was pasied, and therefore a photograph

. of it was not coffered by the act, is to beg the queition.
Such construction at variance with ,the object of the act,
which was passed to further the.constftutional grant of power
"to promote the progress of science and useful arts". When
Congress, in recognition of the photographic art, saw fit...
to extend copyright protection to a photograph or negative,
it is not to be presumed it thought such art could not pro-
'gress, and that no protection was to be affordedsuch pro-.
gress. It'must' have recognized there would be change and.
advance.in making photographs, just as there has been in mak-
ing books, printing chromos, and other subjects of copyright
protection.' While such advance has resulted in a different
type of photograph, yet it is none the.less a photograph--a
picture produced by"photographic process...And that it is, in
substance, a single photograph is shown by the fact that its
value consists,in its protectionas a whole or unit, and the
injury to copyright protection consists not, in pirating' one
picture, but in Appropriating it in its a tirety."

That the Circuit Court was eager to apply the at so as to protect the
motion picture is further shown by its_additional comment:

We are further of oprnion.the photograph,in question net the
statutory requirement of being intended to be perfected and
completed as a work of the fine arts. It embodies artistic
conception and expression. To obtain requires a study of
lights, shadows, general Au4roundin6T, and a vantage point
adapted to securing the entire effect...We have no question
that the present photograph sufficiently fulfills the charac-
ter of a work of the fine arts."

In suri),,the District Court opinion'reflects the approach of giving the
terms of the statute the application they had when enacted, with eluc7
tance to,extend those termsto subsequent technological innovations;
while the Circuit Court.opinioR shows the tendency to construe the terms
of the actin ithe light of the basic purpose of copyrigheto protect

ig
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,wOrks of authorship and, in that light, to extend the act to new
techoological developments that can be analogized to objects specified
An the .act.

,

The holding by the Circuit Court of Appeals in Edison v. Lubin was fol-
.

lowed and carried a step further in American' Mutoscope & Biograph Co,
v. Edisork Mfg. Co., 137 F. 262 (D.N.J. .005). The Lubin decision had
equated the motion picture of a single, continuous event -- made at one

1-- time and place using a pivoted camera --, with a "photograph11; in
American Mutoscope the motion picture consisted of several sequences of
pictures taken at different times and places so tivt, when shown as a
continuous series, they told a story. Said the court in American
Mutoscope:

"I am unable to see 'hy, if a series of pictures of a moving
object taken by a pi ed camera (as in,the Lubin case) may.
be copyrighted as a pro graph, a series of pictures telling
a single story even though the camera be placed at dif-
ferent points, may not also be copyrighted as a photograph.
Though taken at different_points,'the pictures express the
author's ideas and conceptions embodied in the one story. In

that story, it is true, there are different scenes. But no
one has ever suggested that a story told in written, words may
not be copyrighted merely because, in unfolding .its incidents,
the reader is carried from one scene-to another."

Here again,_the'court finds ijs way to protection of a work of aueor-
ship in a new tdcbnological medium by analogizing that medium wit an

older one specifically provided for in the statute. t;

A.2.2.1.1 White-Smith v., Apollo. We digr briefly from the
motion picture'ciAvsto mention, in its chron lcal order, the ruling
,of,the U.S. Supreme- Cburt in 1908 in the celebrated case of White-Smith
Music Publishing Co., v, Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1, on.the quesIT7Iof
whether theloking of sound recordings (piano rolls in this case) by
which music could be played, infringed the copyright in the music. The

Court held that:the exclusive right to copy, the music was not infringed
because "copy" was understood to denote d visual reproduction of the
written musical score. This ruling that Osdallerceptibilwity was an
essential, element of a "copy' was to be cited profusely thereafter in
various contexts including some the motion picture issues. We shall

'examine the White-Smith decision more fully in the later discussion of
-eases dealing wjth sound .recordings as a new technology

.

.c.
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A.2.2.2 Motion Picture Version of Copyrighted Novel. Whethera motion
picture telling, in pictorial pantomime, portions of the story of the
novel "Ben Hur" infringed the copyright in that novel, was the question
raised in Harper & Bros. v. Kalem Co., before the Second Ctruit Court
of Appeals (169 F. 61) in .1909 under the older statute. The court felt
constrained first, by the Supreme Court ruling.in White-Smith v, Apollo,
to hold that the motion picture was not a copy of the novel since it did
not reproduce the language of the novel; but it got around the White-
Smith doctrine,* finding that the right of an author to dramatiiiTis , -

wdrk,'which the Statute proviojed for in4general terms, had been infringed ,

by exhibiting the motion pictfire. It reached this result by ,equating
the exhibition of the motion picture with a stage presentation:

"It can hardly be doubted that, if the story were acted with-
out dialogue, the performance would be a dramatization of the
book; and we think that, if the motions of the actors and .

animals were *roduced by moving pictures, this would .be only
anotherformdf'dramatization."

The Supreme Court, reviewing the case in 1911_4,222 U.S. 55), agreed with
this view. In his opinion Justice Holmes said:

0

"Whether we consider the purpoie of this-clause of the statute
(giving' authors the exclusive right to dramatize. their 'works)
or the etymological history and present use o'f language, drka
may be achieved by action as,well asby.speech. Action can
tell a story, display all the most vivid relations between
men, and depict every kind of human emotion without theaid of
a"Oord: It would be impossible to deny the title=/of'drama to
pantomime as played by mastRrs,of the art...But if a pantomime .

of-m(016r would be a dramatiling of Ben Hur, jt.would be
nonetheless so that it was exhibited to the audience by
flection-from a glass...The essence,of the matter.,.is not the
mechanism employed but that we see the event-or story

Thus, the Circuit and Supreme Courts here took the view that the use of
a new medium to present as version of a copyright work wasnot,an essen-
tial factor, but that the use of the work with the effect .that copy- '

right was designedtoJcover was determinative.

.

A.2.2.3 Performance Rights in Motion Pictures. When the copyright law
was revised in 1909, no mention' was made of motion pictures, although
they were well known by that ti as shown by the cases' reviewed above.
This omission was rectified by a ndments enacted in J'912 (37 Stat. 488),
which added to the categories of opyrightabe work listed in Section 5 .

141 2
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of the Statute,"MOtionlicture photoplays" and "MottiOn pictures other than.
photoplays." rStrangely enough,. Ilowever, the 1912_amfendments made no cor-

-respOnding chAnge in the,s'pecifications, in Section 1 of the 1'909 0 t, a

ltu

',of the rights embraced in copyright, thus leaving the situation tht 5i wAy:

The right to Make and pUbliSh cbpio: was provided for in the 1909 st te.
as being applicable to all categOrfei of works, and was therefore appli-
cable to motion,pictures'after the amendments of 1912;-butthe right of
public perfOrmante was provided for as being applicable speciffcallyth
dramatic and musical works. So it was-that the courts.were called upon
to Oetermfhe whether 'unauthorized performances ("exhibitions") of copy- .

righted emotion pictures infringed, the copyright under the 1909 statute. "-
, . .

.(
0.

This question was presentedjn Tiffany ProdudtiOrs v. Dewing,'50 F. 2d
911 (D. Md. 1931) with ,respect to exhibitions of a motion picture by a
licensed exhibitor beyond the. ttimes and places specified'in the license,,

. On the basis of the SupreMe Court decision in White-Smithv. Apollo,
the court here held that ehibiting.a motion picture was not the making
ofa "copy." The court was.doubtful as t5`whether.exhibiting a motion
picture might be an infringing 'publication" of it: The court said the
White-Smith decision indicated a negative answer, but that the generally
recognized meaning of "publication" would seem to warrant a contrary ..

concldsion. The approach of the court to adapting the terms of the.
Statute to a new situation not specifically provided for is shown by its,

`following observation: , .
.

"As a practical matter, the value of the copyright consists in
the monopolistic.right to project and exhibit the picture
its0f, from each and every film as well as the right to,exclude
others from dupT4cating.the film. Protection merely of the
latter right may be entirely ineffectual to accomplish the
desired end. The statute must be .given a sensible meaning in -

its application to modern invention, expressly within the scope
of the statute."

The court then' went on to hold that a motion picture.photoplay forM
of "dramatic work" even though the two are mentioned as separate classes
of works in.section 5 of the act, so that the exclusive,right provided
in section 1 to "publicly perform" a dramatic work applies to the public
exhibition of a motfonvicture photoplay. *4 's

I'
4 .

. .
Concurrentlywwith.the Tiffany Productions case, the same question --

whether the copyright in a motion picture was infringed by its exhibi-
tion beyond those specified in a license -- was considered also in
Metro- Goldw ,'n -Mayer v. Bijou Theatre, 50 F. 2nd /908\ (D. Mass. 1931),

where the District Court reached the opposite result. The court here
rejected the premise that a photoplay is a "dramatic work"- within the

1
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scope of statutory pro ision granting a perform'ance right for df.ama-
tic'.works. The court 'took the narrow view that when this latter pro-
vision was enacted,'

t'

"Nobody then t ought of 'drama' or 'dramatic work' to terms
of motion pic urei. A moving-picture.play-is utterly dif-
ferent,fron yfhing then conceivable -- ap entirely new

' method of communicating ideas."

The court then observed that:

. ,

"As a general rule, the effect of a new invention in any given
field seals to be a-matter for legislative consideration,. 41

rather than-for the extension of existing statutes by judicial
construction."

On appeal, the District Courtruling in the Bijou Theatre case was set
aside by the.tircuit-Court of Appeals (59 F. 2d 70, 1st Cir. 1932),
which adopted the view of the court in the Tiffany decision. The Cir-
cuit Court stated its approach in seekilig to find the intention of Con-
gi'.'ess as follows:

-

"The copyright statutes, ought to be reasonably construed with
a view to effecting the purposes, intended,by Congress. They

° ought not to bg*undulY extended, by judicial construction to
include phvileges.not intended to be conferred, nor so nar-
rowlky construed as to deprive those entitled to their benefit
of the ri6 t Congrest intended to grant."

Leaning on court decisio s (notably Buck v.(0ewel1 '-La Salle, 283 U.S.
191 (1931), to be disdussed below) holding that radio transmission and
reception 'were within the statutory provisions as to public performance
of music, the Cirduit Court commented:

0

"No sound reason appears why publication through the sense of
hearing is more damaging plan publication through the sense of

. sight. Ifbinhibition is2:,a,pplicaye to the former, it should .

also apply to the latter. There appearS to be an increasing
tendency to liberalize the construction of copyright'statutes
to meet newconditions which ;have rapidly deve ?oped within the
last decade and which are continuing to developcoerhap Rost
strikingly illustrated by the application of,r0iobroadcast-
-ing to copyright *.

On remand. of M.G.M. v. Bijou Theatre, 3 F. Supp. 66 (D. Mass. 1933) (re- lk
Manded for determination that the motion picture involyed was a .:pliptoplay")

f4i.
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the District Court followed t e pfcuit Court opinion injiolding that
the unauthorized 'exhibition o t4.photoplay infringed the riglIt to
perform it as a species of dr mOicswork. It said further that if the
motion picture were consider nomoiramatic, its exhibition would infringe
the-right specified-in the s attitei,to- dramatize a non-dramatic work.

The Tiffany Productions and Bijou Theatre decisions may be seen as in-
'dicating the view that the economic benefits of copyright were intended
to be accorded for uses of copyrighted works in connection with new
technological processes, even though such uses through those processes
were not expressly provided for in the statute, as long as similar uses
through previously known processes were within the terms of the statute.

A

A.2.2.4 Sound,Tracks as a Protected Part of Copyrighted Motion Picture.
A whole new set of questions was raised by the advent of "talking pic-
tures" near the end of the 1920s. One such question was presented in
the case of L.C. Page & Co.v. Fox Filth\Oorp,, 83 F. 2d 196 (20 Cir.
1936) where the author of a copyrighted novel licensed the plaintiff to
exercise "the exclusive moving- picture rights" in the hovel; this
license was granted in 1923 when "talking pictures" were not yet known
commercially. One of the issues in the case was whether this license
gave the plaintiff the exclusive right to make talking pictures when
they were later developed. The court held that the license did cover
talking pictures:

,4(

"We can enterta n.no'doCbt that the words used, "the exclu'sive
moving picture ights," were sufficiOnt to embrace not only
motion pictures of the sort then known buFalso such technical
improvements in motion pictures ds might be developed... The
development of echanismaking it possible to accompany the
screen picture ith the sound of spoken words was but an im-
provement in th motion liWure art.- As the plaintiff well
,says, 'talkies' are but a species .of the genus motion pictures."'

A more fundamental question raised by the development of sound tracks
was whether the sound track and it literary or musical 'content are
protected by the copyright in the otion pitture. Thei-e appears to be

no judicial rulings o uis precis question. In practice the industry,
. groups concerned 7 y accepted nd operated on the premise that the.
sound track is ted as an int gral part of the motion picture; and
this premise a s r be logicall valid since the pictures sand sound
,togetherare ssar , to constitut the complete work and to convey

its' artistic effect. i -, -...
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As some commentators have poihted out,* there was room for doubt as to-
whether the copyri4ht iha motion picture protected its sound track,
since,Sound,tracks mightbe'equated with phonograph recordings which
(before the enactment, in y9.71 of the statutory amendment to be refer-

to oresently).were not copyrightable. Because of this doubt, the
Copyright Office, until 1975,.stated in its CompendiuM of Copyright.
,Office Practices (section 2,14.1, III):

"a.- The Copyright Offi'ce takes no position as to,whether 0-
copyright In a motioh picture coveYs the inteewted--
sound 'track portions of the work.

.b. tlegistratiOn iS not made'fbr a sound track alone, or for
a sound track as.theonly new matter in a previously
.published or registered motion picture."

'On October 15, 1971, the copyright law was amended by Publiclaw 92-140
to extend copyright protection for the first time to "sound recordings"
which were defined as "not includifig the sounds accompanying a motion
picture."- The House Report (No. 92-48') on this amendment explained:

excluding 'the soundsomfbanying a motion picture' frpm
the scope of this legislation; the Committee does not. intend

4 to limit or otherwise_alter the rights that exist currently
in such works. The4exclusion reflects the Committees
'opinion 'that sound tracks or audib tracks are an integral part..
of the..lmotion pictures' already accorded protection ... .107

, that tiiiOreproduction.of the sound accompanyinva copyright
motion pictureis an infringement of copyright in the motion
picture.s.'

\./

This, amendment and the pronouncement in the Congressional Report served'
to remove the doubt about the protection of the sound ti,eck under the
copyright in the motion picture. On March 19, '1975, the Copyright
Office amended itS .regulatiOns to state:

"For purposes-of deposit and registration only, any'copy-
rightable compongnt part of a motion picture sound track-
(e,g., a musical cothposition) is considered an integral part
of a'motion picture. Registration of any copyrightable com-
ponent part of a motion picture sound track may be made by
registration of the motion picture..

O

* Fbr example, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, sec. 25(2).
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The'foregoing history of how the 4tatutorly provision for the copyright
protection of motion pictures was adapted ;to the later development of
sound tracks as an adjunct to the pictures illustrattes another process
of adaptation to new technology. Here, while there 'vas a/court decision
(in the Page case) that hinted indirectlyjat the inclusion, of the sound
track as part of the protected motion picture, there was no clear ruling
on the question for many years during which a praCtical adaptation was
made by the-industry groups concerned; and ultimately the premise of
that practical adaptation was confirmed by p Congressional pronouncement
and by the adoption of.a corresponding intOpret$ition Of-the laWin the
regulations of the, Copyright Office concerning its registration prc-
tices.

.

'A.2.2.5 Use of Music in Sound Tracks. Shor ly after the White-Smith
decision in 1908, Congress enacted a general revision of the copyright
law in 19,09. Section 1 of the revised law corporated; among the
txclusive rights embraced in copyright, the flew right to make any
"record!" of a literary, dramatic, or musical "work from Which the work
may tie "reproduced.", In the case Of music under section 1-(e) th4 right
with respect to "the parts of instruments serving to rtaroductifielfianp
ieally the musical work'L was made subject to a compulsM, licensel_that

. 'is, whene'ver the copyright owner permitted theAtsp of his.mus4c -a

mechanical recording, anyone else could make a similar recordi g f-the
music upon payment of a royalty of 2 cents sper record. .

/
'''. %

In. ome VSONY.) .. . ..
. , '

'. Twentieth .Century -Fox ilm Corp., 67 F. Supp. 73.6, C

dpcV. in 1,946, theftefendant motion picture producer contended that."
.thi'compulsory license provisions for the mechanlcal ecording tf music
should be applied to the recording of music on moti picture sound

tracks. .The court rejected this contention, saying: -

#

4 r

"When (the coMpulsory. license provisions) went-into effect
as part of the'March 4, 1909 revision of the Copyright-Act,
sound on film motion picturesmat 'unknown. 'Thlkies' so-
called-, were not produced unti14.about 1924. .The reportof the ,.

1.909 Copyright Bill/ to the House of.Representatives (Report.

NO.,2222) discusses Section 1(e) and mentions the various
/types nf mechanical reproductions such as.Phohographs and
piano-playing instruments, 'purely mechanical' meats. Counsel
assert that.no more than 500 positive prints of 4 film of a
musical motion picturq are made to supply the deqpnds,for

.
- exhibition purpos If Section 1(e) applied to 'a motion pic-

ture use of a'mu I composition, then any prod r could

appropriate a cop ghted musical composition for us 'n'a

motion picture for a total sum of about $10.00, at thin. te.

- of,2 cents for each positive print.
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"'Talkies' ye but specie of the genus motion pictures:'",..
The 'sound on film rallels end synchronizes with the pictures
on the film: The sound on film is not the type' of 'mechanical
reproduction' to ,which Section 1(e).of the Copyright'Act ,

e .'applies...
-° ,

"The Copyright Act perMits the copyright of 4! motion
but4a music roll or victrola recordcanote copyrighted...

d"4It was not intended that motion piqure film should be-in the-
- same class as Mechanicarreproductions... Toe give to the de-

fendant's contention any recognition,WOuldlie tbrun counter;
to the clear-Intent of CorigresS. The result Would,be.destruc-
tive of. valuable rights'4[composert'and pOblishers which, the
Act was intended to secure and protect.

siti

This decision may 66'seen aSateUnterpart of, and consfistent with
those reviewed above which extended the terms 4f the statute to include
motion pictures and their sound tracks so as'to provide the'benefits of,,
'copyright to the creators of motion,pictures and to.the creators of --
works used,in motion pictures. In the Jerome case, extension of the'
compulsory license to the recording of Risi-cin motion picture sound
tracks would have cut bac sharply on the benefits enjoyed by the copy-
right owners of music; mo ion pictures producers would have paid almost
nothing for the highly val ble privilege.of asing copyrighted music in
their films. So, the, statute was construed-to presefte the benefits of
-copyright for the creators of music. .-

.

--,,..-c .
.

. ..

s A..2.2.6 Mot ion Pictures Under the New Act Of 1976. The general.revision,
of the copyright law,'P.L. 94-533, enacted on October 19,-1976, con--
firmed and embodied in the statute the rulings outlined above by which
the earlier sttutes had been adapted to the subsesiuently developed
motion picture technology. Thus, under the neW statute:_

r-16"Motion pictures" are listed among the,categories of'pro-
tected works (sec. 102 (a)),,and that term is defined
(in sec. 101) as including "acciimpanying,sound5,.if.any."

44:.

As for the use of other works, su s literary or drama-
c works, in motion pictures: the clustye rights in the

various categories of p,p6tec wor 'include the right
"tp prepare derivative works' based upon the copyrighted
rk" (sec. 106), and a "derivative work" is defined (in,

ec. 101) as including a. "motion picture
..

version" orany
reexisting work. .4'.

. <.

-- file copyright, in a2motionipicture embraceS^specifically

.
.

thb right to "perfbrm" it*ipublicly6 (sec. 106)i

.

,
.

ssb

.

..
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"Perform" a work is defined (in sec. 101) as meiiing, "in
the case of a motion picture ... to show its images in any
sequence or to make the soundsaccompanying it audible."

The exclusive right."to reproduce the copyrighted work in
copies"(sec. 106) includes the recordfng of a musicalor
other work in a motion picture sqund track;sinde "ccOies"
are defined (in sec. 101) as "material objects in which a
work is fixed by any method now "known or later developed,
and from which the work tap be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated,' either directly or with the aid of

a machine or device."*

-- Thq(compulsory license for the recording of music is con-
fiAed to the making of "plionoreCords" (sec. 115), and that
term is defined as excluding the sounds "accompany a

motion picture."
,

So it is that the adaftatitin 11 the 1909 and earlier statutes to motion(-

pictures is completed by the new copyright law of 1976.

A.2:3 SOUND RcCORUINGS

A.2.3.1 Right to Record Copyrighted Works. Devicesfor the recording

and playing back of music and other soun4 were'developed late in the
19th century, and during the first few years of thp 20th century-the
.manufacture and sale of such recordings in the form of both phonograph
records and piano rolls grew to a business of substantial volume. The.

copyright owners of music sought to subject the recording.of their .

music in these new devices to their copyrights by instituting infringe-

. ment.suits, and by proppsing, in the movemenp begun in 1905 to revise
the copyright statutes, that the law be amended to accord them a new
exclusive right to make recordings ot.thOr copyrighted works.'

.

The most important of the infringement suits was the famous case of,
White -Smith Music Publishing-Xo. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1, decided
by the Supreme Court in 1908, to which reference has been Made above.
The question at issue was Whether perforated music rolls, by which /

copyrighted musica1works could be played mechanically on player pianos,

* This definition of "copies" overturns the holding in the White-Smith

decision. And note how it seeks to anticipate fgture technologies
for recording and reproducingNimages and sounds.

1
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infringed the copyright owner's exclusive right of "copying" hit. music
under the statute enacted in 1870. Holding that the piano roll was not
a "copy" of the musical work within the meaning of the statute, the
Supreme Court first referred to the earlier decisions of two lower
courts and of an English court so holding, ,and pointed out tilt Congress
had since amended the copyright law (in other respects). when it must
have known of those decisions; from thafthe,Supreme Court reasoned
that 'the omission.of Congress to specifically legislate concerning-

/-)- (sound recordings) Tight well. be taken to be an acquiescence i4 the
judicial construction given to the copyright laws." The Supreme Court
continued:

"When we turn to the consideration of the act it seems evident
that Congress has dealt-with the tangi,ble thing, a copy of
which is required-to be filed with the Lilararian of Congress,
and whenever the words are used (copy or copies). they seem to
refer to the term in its ordinary sense of indicating repro-
duction or,dupliation of the original..."

"The definition of 'copy' which most 'ommends itself to our
judgment is perhaps as, clear as can be made, and defines a

,

copy-of a musical composition to be 'a'written or printed
record of it in intelligible notation'... The statute has-not
provided for t e protection oT the intellectual conception

(apart from t thing-produced, however meritorious such con-
ceptidn may e, but has provided for the making and filing of,
4 tangible t -mg, against the publication and duplication of
which it is_the purpose of the statute to protect the composer."

Finally the Supreme Court ?bserved:

. "It may be true that the use of these perforated rolls,qin the
absenceof Statutory protection, enables the manufacturers
thereof to enjoy the use of musical compositions for which they
pay no value; But such considerations properly address themy

# selves to,the.Jegisldtive and not to the judikAal branch of"'
the Government."

Inasmuch as this decisiOn of the Supreme Court in the White-Smith case
has often been cited for the propositioy that a reproduction of. a work.
which is not visible to the human eye is not an infringement, it should
be noted here that this proposition has been greatly modified, and
eventually negated, by subsequent legislation end later court rulings,
as we shall see.

The foregoing pronouncements in tile White -Smith decision can be charac- :i--

terized as being not so much a statement of judicial philosophy concernihY.

4
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the adaptation of the copyright law to new technologY,,,as it iS an
instance of the general.prinCipile of narrow judicial construction of
statutes on the-premise that new issues riot specifically -dealt with in
a statute should be. left for Congress .`to determine.

A philosophical view of how the copyright law should be adapted to new
technolggy is enunciated in the concurring,opinion of Justtce,Holmes,
in the White-Smith case. He began by saying:

"In view of the facts and \opinions in this country and abroad
to which thejnajority\opirfion has called attention I, drnot
feel justified in dissenting from the judgment of the court,
but the result,is, to give to copyright less scope than its
rational sigriificAnce and,the ground on which it is granted-
seem to me to demand...

He thenmenton:

"The.ground of this extraordinary right (i.e,, copyright) is
that the person to whom it is given has invented some new .

collocation of visible or audible points, -- of lines, colors,
sounds or words. The restraint is directed against repro-
ducing this collocation, although tut'for the invention and rt
the statute.ariy one would be free to combine the contents of,
the dictionary. the,elements of the spectrum, or the notes
of the gamut in any way that he had the wit to devise. The
restr tion is confined th the specific form, to the collbca-
t t'' devised, of course, but one would-expect that, if it was
tobe protected at all, that collocation would -be protected ,

according to what was its essence. One would expect the
protection to be coextensive not only with thwinvention,,
which, though free to all, only one had the ability to achieve.
but with the possibility of reproducing the result which gives
to the invention its meaningand worth. A musical compositiori
is a ratiorial.collo'cation of sounds, apart from concepts,-

reduced te..2a tangible expression from which the 'collocation
call be reproduced either with or withOut continuous human .

intervention, On principle, anything that mechanically repro-

duces that collocation of sounds ought to be held a copy, or
if the statute,is too narrow ought to be madeso by a further
act, except so far as-some extraneous consideration of policy
may oppose.". /

As shown by,the later decisions dealing with motion pictures, which were'
reviewed above, and by those relating to radio broadcasts, to be
'reviewed below, the philosophical approach of Justice Holmes in the
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White -Smith case was-
.

to receive' greater acceptance
,

thereafter than, the
principle of narrow construction adopted in the majority opinion.

.)
f -f . ,) /. .

.

A.2.3.1.1. Copyright Act of 1909. At the time4of'the White-Smith
decision, Congress was working on legislative proposals that were to' '.

become the copyright law 1909. The most hatly disputed.
issue in.the legislative prOceedings was a.oroposal tb giveCopyright.
owners-®f musical compositions a new exclusive right to make recordings

of their us.Pc.' (Incidenta)ly, the fact that Congress was considering
is prs.osal, may have been a factor in the Supreme Court's pronounce-me White -Smith that the isSue'Of making recordings should be .

resolved by Congress rather than bytheCourt.) Daring the hearings on
.the revision bills (1906-1908) :there was strong and repeated testimony
from a'number-of witnesses that one refording company (Aeolian) had
made contracts with-most of the'major music publishers whereby that-,. '

company would acquire exclusive licenses to make recordings under the.,
'anticipated new law, in all the music controlled by those Oublis'hers

. then-arid for many years-theFdafter.
...

ilf
of

,

The reaction of Congress to this te4stimony i shown in the following
_pasSage frdm the House Committee Report (No. 2222, 60th Cong.) on iirtle
bill eventually enacted:

./^4.. .. *
"It was at, first thought by-the committee that the copyright .

,proprietom of musical compoSitions Sfiould be given the
exclusive rightto do what they pleased with the rights it',

-,,,was proposed to give- them to control and dispose of all rights
of mechanical reproduction, but the.hearingsidisclosedthat
the probable effect of this would be the establishment of, a' .
mechanical music trust." ,

u

, .

'Elsewhdre in the same Report the House 'Committee said: . A
,-,

.c.'

"Your committee have felt that. justice and fair dealing, hbw-
evero required that when the copyrighted music of a compOser.

, -was appropriated for mechanical reproduction the'composer .

Should have some compensation for its use and the composer.
should hpve the fur=ther right of forbidding, if he-sodesired,
the renctitipn of his copyrighted music by the mechanical
reproducers. How to protect him in these rights without'

--establishing-a great music monopoly was the.practidal question
the committee had to deal with. ,-The only way to effect both
purposes, as it:seemed to the conrittee, .was, after giving

. the composer the exclusive( right to prohibit the use of his
music by the mechanical reproducers, to provide that if he .

used or permitted 'the use of histmusic for such purpose then,
-

9
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upon payment of a reasonable royalty, all .who.des' might,

reproduce the music."

So was bornthe first compulsory license under the copyright law. Sec-

tion 1(e) of the Copyright Act of 1909 gave the copyright owner of a
musical composition the exclusive right "to make any arrangement or
setting of it.or of the melody of it in'any syst,em..,of notation or any
form of record in which the thought of\ari author may be recorded and
from.which it may be read or reproduceei-fit to this was added the
condition that ".whenever the owner.of a musical copyright has use'd, or

permitted or knowingly acquiesced in the use of the...copyrighted work

.upon the parts of instruments serving to reproduct mechanically the
musical work, any other person may make similar use of the copyrighted
work upon the payment to'the copyright proprietor of a royalty of 2
cents on each part manufactured, to be paid by the manufacturer thereof."

It may also be noted-here that the 1909 Act provided that tce copyright

owner of a dramatic work was to have the exclusive, right tb Brake "any

transcription or record thereof by or from which,,in whole or in part,
it may in any manner or by any method be exhibited, performed, repre-
sented, produced, or reproduced." <sec. 1(d)); 44 that the same right'
was extended to nondramatic literary works by an amendment (of sec. ltc))

in.1952.
///

Thus, in the 1909 Act, Congress did,not overturn the holding of the Sup-
reme Court in White-Smith that a reproduction of a work which was not
visually perceptible was not a "copy" of the work,. and did Rot'infringe
the right to make "copies"; but it-rendered that holding ineffectual
with respect to the making of any form of "record" from which a musical,

-draMatic, or nondramatic literary work may be reproduced in any manner.

.

. A.2.3.1:2 Copyright Act of 1976. The new copyright law revision'_

of 1976 confirms the exclusive right of the copyright owners of,all
categories of works "to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or

....phonorecords" (sec. 106"(1)). The definition of both of these terms-is

' stated broadly (in sec. 101):

t

"'Copies' are material objects; other than phonorecords,in.
which a work is fixed'by any method-Row known or later devel-
,oped, and from which the work can be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated, either directly or with-the aid Qf a

machine or device."

"'Phonorecords' are material objects inwhich so s, other. -

than those accompanying a"motion picture or other audipyl/sual
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work, are fiXed by any method now known or later developed,
and from which the sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise, communicated, either directly or with the aid of a
machine or device."

These provisions and definitions in. the Act of 1976 seem to wipe out any
lingering vestige of the White -Smith decision.

4 The 1976 Act retains the Ifilipulsory license for the making of phono-,records of musical works, with several changes in detail (sec. 115).-
Thus, the royalty rate for each' mus.ical work recorded is increased from
the 'old rate of 2 cents per record manufactured, to the neworate, per
record distributed, of.two,dnd three-fourth cents, or one -ha ),f cent per
minute or fraction thereof of playing time, whichever amount is larger.

This History of the copyright lqw respecting the right, to make sound
recordings of musical and other works demonstrates the adaptation of. .that 1pilto new technology by legi§lative enactment Where the courts
abstained-from effecting a judicial adaptation.

A.2.3.2 Sound Recordings as Copyrightable Works. The technological,
development of sound recording brought forth another question in The
field of copyright:- Are,Sound recordings in themselves (as distin-
guished from the musical or literary works recorded) works of authorship
that shoNd be ,accorded copyright protection?

Sound recordings, asiexqMplified by phonograptriecords or tapes, gener-
'ally contain more thairthe musical or literary work reproduced aurally:
They embody also the rendition of tha musical or literary work*by per-
formers (muscians4 singers, actors, etc.), as well as the technical
skill and esthetic judgment orthedirector and operators of the various
mechdnisnt.that are manipulated to-produce the finished record. Per-
formers were long,ago regarded-afcreative artists but their aural per-
formances were evanescent events before -the invention of sound record
ing deviCes. The advent of those devices, making it possible to pre-
serve souncs in a fixation from which they could be produced, raised
'the possibility of tre'atting recorded performances as works of authorship,
and opened up the question of whether the recordings of those perfor-
mances should be given-the protection of copyright.

The first suggestion that sound recordings should be made a category of
copyrightab]e works came in a proposdl advanced-by producers of such
recordings in the,early stages of the Congressional proceedings 'in 1906
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on the general revision of the copyright law. During the progress of

those. proceedings in the following two years, the producers of sound
recordings became' concerned primarily with opposing the extension to ,.
Composers of the exclusive' right to make recordings of their-music; and
sinte-the Constitutional arguments presented by the producers on the.

'latter issue would have barred the coverage of 'so recordings under

'the copyright law, they dropped their efforts t _secure such coverage.
Ths Copyright Act of 1909 therefor& contains .no provision for secur-
ing'copyright in sound recordings, and ill ouse Committee in its Report

:(No. 2222, 60th Cong.) on the 1909 Act'sa d:

"It it not the intention of the committee to extend the right
of copyright to thb mechanical reproductions theriselves, but
only to give the composer or copyright proprietor (of musical
compositions)'the control, in accordance with the provisions
of the bill, of the manufacture and use of such devices."

Thereafter the Copyright Office, as well as most commentators, took the
position that sound recordings were not copyrightable under the 1909
Act, both becaUse the categories of copyrightable works listed in the
Act did not incl4de them, and because they did not fit into the basic
requirements of the Act as to copyright notics and the deposit of copies.

Beginning in.the 1930s, a number of court decisions held that the unauth-
orized reproduction of the recording of a performance could be enjoined

under principles of unfair competition or "common law copyright" (the.
latter beirtg property rights under the common law in unpublished works).
The judges differed as to whether the sale of records constituted "pub -

lication "-so as to terminate common law copyright protection.

The most important of these decisions was Capitol Records, Inc. v.
Mercury Records Coro., 221 F. 2d 657 (2d Cir. 1955)., in which the court
made several. significant pronouncements. It concluded first:

"There can be no doubt that, under the-Constitution, Congress
can give to one who Performs a public domain musical cogposi-

tion the exclusive right to make and vend phonograph records

. of that rendition."
- A

Thus, it disposed of the issue, which-has been much disputed, of whether-,
a,recorded performance could be considered the "writi5t" of.an "author"

within the scope of the Constitutional clause pn copyright-. The court

then went on to conclude that,Congress had not provided for copyright
protection of recorded performances either before or in the Act of 1909.

A -361 9,7;
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It concluded further that under the common law ofNeW York the recorded
performance was-protected against unauthorized duplication, and that
the sale,ofecords did not terminate thoape common law rights; -

In a dissenting opinion in the Capitol Records case', Judge Learned Hand
agreed that: ,

"The performancd,ar.rendition:ofa.'musical composition' is a
'Writing" under Article I, Sec.' 8.,,C1. 8 of.the Constitution
separate from, and additional:to, the 'composition' itself.

-

It follows that Congress could grant the performer a copyright'
upon it; provided it was embodied in a physical form capable
of being copied.... Now that has become possible to Capture
these contributions of the individual performer upon a physi-
cal object that can be made a reproduce them, there should
be no doubt that this is wit 'n the Copyright Clause of the
Constitution."

f ,

Jqiige Hand also agreed with the court's conclusion, ,rthough pr somewhat
dlifferent reasoning, that Congress had not provided for copyright, in
recorded performnces-,and he agreed further that such recordings quali-fied for common law protectio6, but differed in his view that common
law protection was terminated by the sale of records. Concerning thislast poikt he observed:

" "I recognize that under the view Iftake the plaintiff can have
only very )imited use of his-recorts. This is indeed a
harShlimitation, since it-cannot copyright them... Unhappily .

we cannotdeal with the situation as we should like, bgause
the copyrightability of such 'works' is a casus WiSSUS froth
the Act. That was almost certainly owing to the fact that in
1909 the practice of recordiWg.the renditions of virtuosi had>
not sprung up.", , ..

,
. ,

The Capitol Records and other similar court decisions paved the way for
Congressional legislatiog extending copynightprotection to sound re-
cordings, by holding that recordings of performances were the "writings"
-of "authors" within the scope of the Constitution, and that they merited'.the protection affordedby copyright: The influences f these court
decisions was augmented by the concurring:views expressed by most com--
Mentators.*

* See, for example, Chafee, Reflections on the Law of Copyright in
45 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW.5'03 1945)
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A.2.3.2.1 Congressional Legislation. The successive bills for
general revision of the copyright law, beginning with the' bill first:

considered.by Congress in 1965, contained, provisions naming "soune-4*-
,recordtngs" as a category of copyrightable works, and giving the copy -
right owner of those (and other) works the exclusive rights "to,repro-
duce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords" and "to distribute
copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public, During
the hearings .on the revision bills there was virtually no opposition to

these provisions.
41.

411K 4

When action on the general revision bi lls lagged (for reasons unrelated

to the question of protecting sound recordings) and it became. evident
that "record piracy"-had become rampant and,wds growing, a special bill
was introduced to add to the existing copyright statute, provisions for

the protectio of sound recordings against unauthorized duplication. .

The provisi s of this special'bill were the some in substance as those

' in the gene 1 revision bills, making sound recordings a neW category
of copyright ble works and giving the copyright owner the exclusive
rights to,reproduce them and to distribute them,to,the public. This

special U111 was, enacted on October 15, 1971, as Public Law 92-140.

The general revision bill was eventually enacted on October 19, 1976, as

`Public Law 94-553. To expand on the earlier summary of its pertinent
provisions:

- - "Sound recording s" are listed among the categories of
works< protected by copyright (sec. 102(a)), and that term
is defined (in sec. 101) as "works that resialt from.the

fixation of a series of musical; spoken, or other sounds,
but not including the sounds accompanying a motion pic-
turp or other audiovisual work, regardless of the nature
of the material objects, such as disks, tapes, or other
'phonorecords in which they\reembodied."

- - The copyright owner of all categories Of protected works,
including sound recordings, has the exclusive rights
'I'M to reproduce-the copyrighted work in copies orOhono-

, records; (2)' to'prepare derivative works based upon the'
copyrighted work; (3) to distribute copies or phonorecords

. of,,the copyrighted work to the public by sale orother
transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending."

(sec. 106).:

-=' It is stated specifically (in sec. 114) that the exclusive

rig of the copyright owner in a_solind recording do not

inc de any right of 'performance (tb4% was a matter of

. .
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sharp controversyin the hearings); and that the right to
reproduce a sound recording is limited to the duplication
of.the actUal,sounOs fiXed in the recording and does not
extend to the independent fixation of other SOunds even
though they imitate those. in the copylghted recording.

-- Generally speaking, wherever the new Act takes provisions
respecting "copies" of copyrighted works, it extends those
provisrions to "phonorecords" as well: (The definitions
in sec. 101 of "copies" and "phonorecords" have been quoted
earlier.)

4.
.

In sum, the history of the extension of copyright protection to sound
recordings reflects a'Situation where court opinions concerning a new
technology, supported by'the concurring views,of commentators, laid the
foundation for subsequent legislation.

.

A.2,4 RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADFASTS

;

The'COpyright Act of 1909 incorporatqd in substance, in section 1, pro-
visions giving the- copyright owner, the exclusive Y.ight to "perform"
the work "publicly" in the case of a dramatic work, and to "perform" it
"publicly for profit" in the case 1:)f a musicals composition; and the 1909.
Act added, for the new category Of lectures-and similar works prepared
fdr oral delivery, the corresponding right to "deliver" the work "in
public for profit." In 1909, of course, radio and television broadcast-
ing was.,unknowni a public performance was thought of as a perfOrMance
given in the presence of a group-of persons assembled within sight or
heal-ing of the performers

A.2.4.I Broadcasking as Performances. When radio broadcasting was dev-
eloped and the use of copy-righted music and plays fri radio broadcasts
became common in the early 1920s, the question arose whether broadcasts
of copyrightedmorks,were public performances within the s9pe of the,
1909 Statute. In. the case of Jerome H. Remick 7( Co. v. American Auto-
mobileAccessories.,-Co., 5 F. 2d 411 (6th Cir. 1925),..this question was
presented with respect to a radio broadcast of a musical work.- The
court held that the brdidcast'did constitute a public performance, saying:

"While the fact that the radio was not developed-at thqhtime
the Copyright Act...was enacted may raiselsome,questiorras to
:whether it properly comes within the purview of the statute, pit
is not by that fact alone eiCluded from the statute: In other
words, the statute may be applied to new situations not antici-
pated by CongresS, if, fairly construed, such situations come

.i2S
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;o within its intent and meaning Thus it has been held both inv,
' this country and England that a photograph was a c6py or

infringement of a copyrighted engraving under statutes passed
before the photographic proce had been developed ... While
statutes should not be -stretch d to apply to new situations 4
not fairly within their scO0e, they should,not be so narrowly
construed as to permit their e asion because of changing
habits due to new inventions an' discoveries."

.. A performance, in our judg enf;-is no les-s- public because
the listeners are unable to comm nicate with one another, or
are not assembled within,an incas sure, or gathered together in
some open stadium or park or ()the. public place. -Nor can,a

performance, in our judgment, be deemed private, because each
listener may enjoy it alone in the privacy of his home. Radio

broadcasting is intended to, and i fact does, reacna very
much larger number of the public at\the moment of the rendition
than, any other medium of performance. The artist $s Consciously
addressing a great, though unseen,tnd widely scattered tudfence,
and is therefore participating in a,publicperformance.P

A

This decision was frequently cited and consistently followed and its rul-
was generally accepted in,practice by the broadcasters and other con-
cerned. .N.'

CX 4
o.

The conclusion that broadcasting constitutes a public perfoimance was
confirmed, though indirectly, by a statutpot. tbactment in 1952 (66 Stat.
752) the primary purpose of which wasAO extend performing and recording
rights to nondramatic literary works. At the request of the broadcast-
ing industry, a sentence was,tdded to that enactment to place a limit of
100 bn "the damages for the infringement by broadcast" of nondramatic
literary, orks where the broadcaster Was unaware and could not have
reasonably foreseen that he was infringing..

A furt questigi Telated to e broadcasting of music was, whethei- such ,

broa casts were public per rmances "for profit," since the performafte
right in music was limite to those that were given "for profit." This

question was also considered in Ithe Remick v. Automobile AceessOries
case reviewed above, where the broadcasting station was operated by the

manufacturer of radio products andsupplies and was licensed as a com-
mercial station and used as a,medium fbr advertising its products. Cit-

ing earlier cases to the same effect,. the 'Court held the broadcasts to

be public-performancesnfor pi-ofit"and Observed:

*
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"That, under the Copyright Act, a public performance may be
for profit,though no admissibn fee is exacted or no profit

L-actvally, made, is settled by Herbert v. Shanley, 242 U.S. 4

591... It suffices, as there held, that the purpose orthe
performance be for profit, and not;eleemosynary;,it is
.against a commercial,'as distinguished from a purfely philan-
thropic, publid uskof another's composition, that the statute

,

is directed. It iS;immaterial in our judgment, whether that
commercial use be such as to'sedire direct payment for the
performance by eh listener, or indirect payment; as by
hat-checking charge, wheh, o,admission fee isrequired, o
general commercial adv age; as by advertising one's n
in the expectatidn an hope.of making pr6fits through the
sale of one's product , be they radio or other goods."

0
In later cases the duestion of whether radio broadcasting of music was
"for profit'' was considered in, other circumstances where the tommerciarl
pUrpose was less evident. It would appear to be irrelevant here to
review those cases. We note simply that broadcasts by commercial sta-
tions have generally been regarded as being for profit,-- either because

they are operated as commercial businesses) or because they carry:com-
mercial advertising, while broadcasts by stations licensed as noncom-
mercial educational stations have gperally been regarded as being not.
for,profit. (-

A.2.4.2 Reception-of Broadcasts a$ Performance. The development of
broadcasting also gave rise to a, more,difficult question: was the
reception of a 'broadcast (as the questiom arose initially, of a radio
broadcast of music) in a place where the performance being broadcast
would be reproduced, by means of the receiving equipment, for the enter-
tainment of the public, a further perfor ce under the 1909 Copyright
Act?

This question reached the U.S. Supreme Court in the famous case of 'Rick
v. Jewell-LaSalle Realty Co., 283 U.S. 191 (1931). In that case a hotel
maintained. a master radio.set which teas wired to lobd speakers from
which the radio programs could be heard-in all of the public and private
rooms in the hotel. The Court held that the hotel's reproduction of the

'broadcast performance, through its receiving set and loud speNrs, for
the,entertainmept of its guests, was itself a public peeformanc under
the statute. BecauIe of the novelty of the technology involved and.the
far-reaching effect of the decision, and the parallel with the 'question
of cable television retransmission of brdadcasts which the Supreme Court
ruled on more than 35 years later, the reasoning of the Court in the-
Jewell-LaSalle decision, by Justice Brandeis, merits quotation at some
length:

1
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"The defendant contends that the Copyright Act may not
reasonably be construed as aplicable to one who merely re-

. ceives a composition whiCh is being brdadcast. A'l'though the.

art of adio broadcasting was, unknown at the time the Copy-..e'
,

right Act of 1909 was passed, and the means of transarissiOn
.and receptidn now employed is wholly unlike any then in Lise,
it is not denied that such broadcasting may be within the
scope of the act... The argument here urged, however, is that,
since the transmitting of a musical composition by a commer-
cial broadcasting station is a public-performance for profit,
'control of the initial radio rendition exhausts the monopolies
conferred...

The defendant next urges that it did not perform because tpere
can be but one ect4,01 performance each time a copyrighted sel-
ection is rendered, and that, if the broadcaster is held to be
a performer, one who, without connivance, receives and dis-
tributes the transmitted selection, cannot also be held to
have performed it.' But nothing in the act circumscribes the
meaning to ,be attributed to the term 'performance', or prevents '-

a single rendition of a copyrighted selectipp from resulting
in more than one public performance, for prbfit. Whii)e this may

not have been possible before the development ofradi0 broad-
, casting-, the novelty of the means used does not lessen the duty
of the courts to give full protection to the monopoly of public
performOnce for profit which.Cong ess has secured to the com-
poser..

"The defendant contends further that the acts of,the hotel com-
pany were not a performance because no detailed choice of
selections was given to it. In support of this contention it
is pointed out that the operator Of a,radio receiving set can-
not reader at will a perforinance of any composition, but must
accept whatever program is-transmitted during the broadcasting
period. Intention to infringe is not essential under the act. ,

And knowledge of-the particular selection to be played or
received is immaterial. One who hires an orchestra for a.pub-\
lic performance for prbfit is not relieved from a charge of )

infringement merelj, because he does not select the particular
program to be played. Similarly, when he tunes in on-a
.broadcasting station, for his own commercial urposesjie neces-
sarily assumes the risk that i doing he may infringe the
performing rights Of another.

"Second. The defendant contends that there was no performance
because the reception of a radio broadcast is no different
from listening to a dittant=rendition of the same program.
(In footnote: "Hence it is urged that the radio receiving set.
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is no morethan a mechanical or'electrical ear trumpet for
thd better audition of a distant_performance.") Vearg
fied that the reception of a radio broadcast and its trans
latioi into'audible sound is not'a mere audition of the
original program... Radio waves are not audible.-,In,the

10 receiving set they are' rectified; that is, converted into dir-
ect currents which actuate the 'loudspeaker to produce again in
the air sound waves' of audible frequencies. The modulation
'of the radio waves in the transmitting apparatus, by the
audible .sound.waves, is comparable to the manner in which the

/ wax phonograph record is impressdd by these same waves th
the medium of a redording stylu. The transmitted radiO waveS

through
s-

require a receiving set for their' detection and translation
, into audible soundwaves, just as the record requires another

mechanism for.the reproduction of the.recorded composition.
In neither case is the original program heard; and-, in the
former, complicated electrical instrumentalities are neces-
sary for its adequate reception and distribution. ,Reproduction
in both cases amountsto performance... Illieddition, the
Ordinary receiving set, and the distributing apparatus here
employed by the botel confoany*areequipped to amplify the
broadcast program after it has been received. SuCh acts
clearly aremore than.the use of mere mechanical acoustic der,
vices for the better hearing, of file original program. The
guests of the hotel heara reproduction hrdight about by"the
adts of the hotel (1),installing, (2) supplying electric
current to, and (3) operating the radio receiving-set and
loudspeakers., There is no difference in substance between
the case where a hotel engages as orchestra to furnish-the ,w
music. and that where, by means of the radio set and loud- ,

speakers hereemployed, i,t fmtishes the same music- -for the
same purpose."

This opinion of the Supreme Court in the Jewel]- LaSalle case presents a
prime example of analogizing the operation and effect of new technologi=
caldevices with those of 'previous-1'y known devices that the, law has- ,

,already dealt with. In this opinion we seethe Sbpreme Court taking
much the same philosophical approach, to the adaptation of the copyright -
-statute to new technology,, as we have Seen,earlier in the court decisions
on motion pictures, in the concurring opinioh 0 Justice Holmes in
White - Smith,, in the judicial recognition of the possible tension of .

copyright to sound recorelgs the-Capitol Records Ease,,and implicitly
in the extension of'the c'yright statute by Congress to the products of
new technology and their,use.

132
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It may be noted briefly that the ruling inAewellitaSalle was carried a

step farther in the case of SESACv. New York Notal,,Statler Co., 19 F.

Supp. 1 (S.D.N.Y.. 1937), In tie latter case, the hotel received the
broadcast programs of two stations on a master receiving set and trans-
mitted those programs to speakers in each of-its individual guest
rooms; each guest could turn the speaker in his room on to his choice

of two programs or-could turn it off. Relying on the Remick and
Jewell-LaSalle decisions, the court held the transmission by the hotel
of the copyrighted music in the broadcasts was a public performance for

profit.

A.5k3 Wire Transmissions. Mention should be made of a process of
transmitting performances of copyrighted works somewhat similar, in its
effect, to broadcasting; that is, thtopse of wire sIstems for supplying
performances of music from a central source to a number of subscribing .

business establishments for the entertainment of their.patrons. (A

well-known system of this kind is Muzak.) In Leo Feist, Inc,. v.

LOPTendler'Tavern, 162 F. Supp. 129 (E.D. Pa. 1958), both the company
that supplied the music by transmissions, over leased wires and the
tavern in which the music was received and4pJayed over loudspeakers
were held to have given 'public performances for profit. Citing several

earlier cases, including Jewell-LaSalle and SESAC, the 'cOurt said:

"The circumstance of the novelty of the combination of mechani,
cal.means involved, however, does not appear to vary the
prindiples established in the three cases heretofdre cited.
For that matter, the numerous cases of musical infringement
under the act involve infinite combinations-of meais of
musical performance. The principles applied, however, are\
those of the same leading,cases, despite the individual difl
fereaces as to where and how the music is produced, transmit-
ted, aud made audible."

The foregoing decision of the District Court in the Lew Tendler case
was affirmed by-the Circuit Court on appeal: 267 F. 2d 494 -(3rd Cir.

1959).

(The question of retransmissions of broadcasts as public performances of
the works in the broadcast was to.be raised again years later n the
context of retransmissions by cable television systems. We shall con-

sider the eases dealing with cable television below.)

A.2.4.4 Copyright Act of 1976. The recently enacted revision of the.
copyright 16w gives' statutory confirmation to the results reached in
the decisions reviewed above concerning broadcasts and wire transmissions

4.
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of performances of copyrighted works, and their reception and retransmis- ,

sion. Thus,,the 1976 Act proviOesthat:

4

I

-- In the case of enumerated categc$ries of works capable of
performance, thecopyright owner has the exclusive.right
"to perfOrm the ,copyrighted work publicly" (gt-C. 106(4).
,(this right is* subject to certain exemptions provided,. for_,
elsewhere in the Act which need not be detailed here).

- - To "perform" a work is defified as meaning to recite,
render,'play, dance, or act it, either directly or by
means of any device or process or, in the case of a Motion
picture or;other audiovisual work, to shoWits images in
any sequence or to make the sounds accompanying it audi-
ble",(Sec. 101).

7 ''The exclusive right of the copyright owner "to display the
-copyrighted work publicly" is specified for the first time
in the new statute with respect to enumerated categoriq..
of works that may be so displayed (sec. 106(5)). (Thi-f
right of public display is subject to some of the same
exemptions-as the right of public performance:)

- - To "display" a workis defined as meaning "to show -a copy
of it, either directly or by means of a film, slide,
television image,''or any other device or process or, in
the case, of a motion picture or other audioyisual work,
to show individual images nonsequentially"'(sec.101).

-- To perform or display a work "poblicT7-TS-Aefined as
meaning:

0
"(1) to perfom or display it at a place open.to the

public or at any place where a substantial number
of persons outside of a normal circle-of a family
and its social acquaintances is gathered; or

(2) To transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or
display'of the work to a plaCe spacified by clause
(1) or to. thle public, by means of any device or
process, whether the members.of the public capable
of receiving the',performance or display receive it

,iri the same place or in separate places and at the
tame time or at different times" (sec. 101).

- - To "transmit" a performance or display is defined as mean-
ing"to communictX by any device or process whereby
images or sounds a eceived beyond the place from which ,
they are sent" (sec. 101).
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It will be observed that the preceding definitions embrace all forms or :7
transmission and communication, including broadcasting and wire trans-
mission, by whic'W a performance or display ,is brought to members of the
public, in a group or individually, at another place or places. -The

definitions would also include/the communic'ation to the public a

performance or display reproduced from a broadcast, or wire transmission.,

4

A.2.5 PHOTOCOPYING

In common usage, the duplication of A printed page by modern copying
machines.is. referred to as' "photocopying" whether the process used by
the machines is photagraphid or. is of another kind such as a thermal o* -

xerographic process. As the making of copies by such machines became
easier, faster, more effdctive, and less costly, the practice of-using
those machines to provide copies of copyrighted material for.persons
engaged in study, research, teaching, and other activities, created
Serious and difficult problems concerning the application of the copy-
right law to such copying.

The 1909 Copyright Act (like'all the earlier uts),made.no provision
allowing any copying of copyrightai-material without the copyright
owner's permission. The.Act gave the copyright owner the exclusive
right to make copies of his work, without gualificatiOn. -the courts,

however, over_a long period of time, had develied the doctriine of "fair lir
use" which, stated in bro d terms, allowed the copying of Small portiops
of copyrighted worcs, for Nlegitimate purpose, in circumstances where
Such copying would have no appreciable effect upon the copyright owner's,
market for his work, The court decisions dealt mainly with short quota-
tions from the work of one author in the later works of other authors;
how far the doctrine of fair use extended to photocopying for research
or scholarly purposes remained problematical.

=

At an early stage when the photocopying processes were less proficient
and more costly, the processes then in use being mainly'photostatiG
and mimeographic, copies made by libraries for scholars and researchers
were relatively few in number' and 'short in length and were made-in
response to isolated and occasional requests. Even then the existence
of a copyright problem was recognized, and the first efforts to resolve,:
the problem were made by members of the groups concerned publishers,

scholarly and research organizations, and libraries -- who sought to,
work out an agreement defining the area and limits of permissible
photocopying. In 1935 members of those groups adopted a statement known
as the "Gentlemen's Agreement" which stated that a library owning copy-
righted books or periodicals may make and deliver a single photographic
reproduction or reduction of,a part thereof to a scholar representing
in Writing that he desires such reproduction in lieu gf loan of such

4
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publication oNin,;piace of manual transcription.and,solely for the purpose
of research."

The "Gentlemen's Agreementullad no binding effect or several reasons:
Am4pg other,s, the persons signing it were not representative of the
generality of the groups concerned. Nevertheless,lt suggested gui'de-
li,pes that were followed thereafter by many libraries, and were
to be Teferred to as a basis for working out'a solution to the copyl-ight
issve concerning libraty photocopying. It is also sigd4icant as an
example of attempts to adept the copyright law to a new technology by
a practical agreement negotiated betweep the opposing interest groups.

The photocopying problem became acute as copying machines became highly -

proficient in producing excellent reproductions rapidly and at steadily
declining cost. During the 1960s and early 1970s, the volume of,copy-

' rightld material being-photocopied by libraries, as well as in schools
apd elsewhere, ballooned continuously to the point, and beyond the, point,
where publishers -- especially of scientific and technical journals, and
of educational texts -- expressed the fear that the resulting loss of
subscriptions and sales might. force them to,discontinue publicatton.of

'some of those,materials. '

The problem was given attention in the4preliminary stages of the program
looking toward the general revision of the copyrightlaw*, but the
groups concerned were agreed, when the first revision bill to be con-
sidered by Congress.was introduceein 1965, that no specific-rule& for
library photocopying should be incorporated in the bill; they were all
willing to leave the photocopying issue for resolution by agreement
-among themselves or by the courts under the general' principles-of tide
fair use doctrine.

Meanwhile, a suit was i ut4in the U.S. Court of Claims, Williams
and Wilkins Co., v-:.dn ed States, in,which the plaintiff, a publisher
of medical journals and_ ks, charged two Government libraries, the

'National Institutes of _-1 lth library and the National Library of
Medicine, witOaving-infringed the copyright in several of its medical
journals by supplying photocopiesof articles in thOse journals to the
staff researchers of NIH and to, medical libraries, research institutes,
and ppactitiorOs throughout he country. The main defense (among

* See the Report of the Register of Copyrights on the General-,Regtion
of the U.S. Copyright Law, Obfished as a axpu4e Judici- ar ommittee
Print in july, 1961, at p. 25. -

- .

, -...
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others)argued on behalf of the libraries was that their photocopying
was a fair.use. The case was a particularly difficult one because it
presented a situation of copying on such a large scale as to strain
the usual limits of fair use and perhaps jeopardize the economic viabil-
ity of publishing such journals; but, on the other hand, copying for
a noncommercial, social purpose -- to supply medical and related scien-
tific information to those engaged in medical research and health mainte-
nance -- as worthy and essential as any that could be thought to- justify .
copying as a fair use..°

,In,both the initial opinion:of the Commissioner of the Court'of Claims
(172 USPQ'670, 1972) and the subsequent decision by the full Court
(487'F. 2d 1345, 1973), it was noted that fair use is a judicially- ,

created doctrine that cannot be defined with precision, and that the
House Judiciary_ Committee, in its,Report (No. 83, 90th Cong.) on the
copyright lawrevision bill then pending had stated that the principal
factors indetermining what constitutes a fair use were:

"(a) the purpose and character of the use; (b) the nature of
the copyrighted Work, (c) the Aunt and substantiality'of

"the material used in relation to the copyrighted work as a
'whole, and (d) the effect of the use on a copyright owners
potential market for and value of his work."

The Commissioner held that the photocopying phctices of the two
Government libraries were not withtn the bounds of fair use but con-
stituted infringement of the copyrights.. As he saw it:

"Defendant's phptgcopying is wholesale copying and meets none
of the criteria for-'fair use.' The photocopies are exact.
duplicates of the original articles; are intended to 6e sub-
stitutes for, and serve the same purpose as, the original
articles; and serve to diminish plairt-iff's potential market
for the original articles since the )ahotocopies are made at
the request of, and for the benefit of, the very persons who
constitute the plaintiff's,market."

The full Court divided4 to 3 on the issue. The majority stressed the
ucial'importance of making information readily available for medical
research and played down the potential damage to the copyright owner,
concluding_that the photocopying practices of the two libraries were

'fair use. Quoting from :the majority' opinion:

"While, as we have said, Ihis record fails to show that plain-
tiff-(or any other medical publisher) has been substantially
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harmed by the photocopying practices of NIH and NLM, ft doet
show affirmatively that medical science Willbe hurt if such
photocopying is stopped. Thus, the balance of risks is
definitely on defendant's side -- until Congress acts more.
specifically, the burden on medical science of a holding that
the photocopying is an infringement would appear tobe much
greater than the present or foreseeable burden on plaintiff
and other medical publishers of a ruling that the practices
fall within 'fair use.'"

The majority opinion wound up by calling for Congressional resolution of
the problem:

"Finally, but not at all -least, we underline again the need for
Congressional treatment of the problems of. photocopying...
The Courts are now precluded, both by the Act and by the nature
of the judicial process, from contriving pragmatic or com-
promise solutions which would reflect the legislature's choice
of policy and its mediation among the competing inferests...
Hopefully, the result in the present case will be but a
'holding operation' in the interim period before Congress
enacts its preferred solution."

.),
The three judges of the Court of Claims who dissented from the majority
opinion expressed their agreement with the Commissioner's view of the
case, saying:

"What we-have before us is a case of wholesale, machinecopy-
ing, and distribution of cdpyrighed material by defendant's-
libraries on a scale so vast that it dwarfs the output of
many small-publishing companies,

"It is indisputed that the photocopies in issue here were
exact duplicates of the original articles,; they were intended
to be substitutes. for and they served the same purpose as the
original articles. They were copies of complete copyrighted
works within the meaning of Sections 3 and 5 of the-Copyright
Act. jhig is the very essence of wholesale copying and, With-
out more, defeats the defense of fair use."

The minority opinion sought to counter the fear expressed by the majority
that a holding of infringement in this case would result in

the

entirely the furnishing 45f photocopies needed by medical researche
e minority suggested that those needs could be met by arrangements or

..,icensing photocopying

.
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The Williams and Wilkins case was accepted for review by the Supreme

Court where, after the arguments were heard, the Court split 4 to 4
without an exposition of the reasoning on the two sides (420 U.S. 376,
1975). The case thus came to an inconclusive end.

A.2.5.1 The Copyright Act of1976. Duting the proceedings for general
revision orthe copyright law, the question of photocopying came up
primarily and'most importantly in two contexts;.in connection,with
copying by teachers for classroom use in-schools, and with copying by
,.libraries for the use of scholars and researchers. The proposals for
legislation in each of these contexts were subjects of major contro-
versy. Two sets of provisions evolved in the successive revision bills;
section 107 dealing with fair use generally and containing special
references to copying for purposes of teaching, scholarship, or research;
and section 108 dealing specifically with-copyingThy libraries.

SectG 107, providing that "the fair use of a copyrighted work...is not
an infringement of copyright," specifies that:

-

"In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular
Case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include --

(1) the purpose and character of de.use,'including whether
such use is of a commercial nature.or is for nonprofit
educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the /Portion used in
- relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or
value of the copyrighted work." N

As noted in the Congressional tommittee,reports on.the revision bills,
4 this statement of the determining, factors is a distillation of those

stated by the courts in the line of decisions that develdPed the fair
use doctrine, except'for the phrase in clause (1) reading ""intiugling
whether such use isof a commercial nature or is for nonprofit'educa-
tionalpurpose's."' This added phrase was th9.ught to be within the
spirit of the court-developed doctrine and was added to the bill as a
concession to the educators.

Section 107 also specifies, as examples of uses that may be fair use
(if they come within the stated criteria):

(

"4.
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"The-fair Use of a copyrighted work, including such use by
reproduction in copies or.phonorecords or by any other means...,
for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, -

teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use),
scholarship, or research..."

It may be.notedthat.the parenthetical phrase was added to the bill in
the late stages of the Congressional.proceedings as a further concession
to the educators,

The language of section 107 pertaining to copying for educational pur-
poses reflects agreements reached between the educator and copyright
owner groups 'over a period of time. -In addition, the Reports of the

Congressional Committees on earlier versions of the revisi bi 1
(House Report No. 83, 90th Long., and Senate Reports No. 9 983 nd
No. 94-473) cont ined an explanatory;discussion in copsIdera det
of how the four iteria of fair use stated in'sectiope.107 woul a y11

to copying by teac ers for claesroomluse, which also reflected an.'
understanding betwe those groups. Further, and with more
the House Committee ort (No. 94-1476 at. pages 6Z-71) sets forth 'the
texts of agreements be ween educator groups on one hand and representa-
:tiveg of authors and.publishers of books, periqdicals, and music on the
other, stating in precise terms, as guidelines, the minimum standards
of fair use (copying for educdtional Ouroises. These agreements were
reached at the urging of the Congressional committees; after a series
of meetings between the interested groups.,

, A
.

The 'more far-reaching problem raised -by modern photpcopying devices --
that of copying by libraries for scholars and researchers -- is dealt
with in section 108 of the new statute. (That section alsO provides
for copying for certain internal libhry purposes but we are not con- ,,

cerned with -that here) In main substance, section.108(d) and (e) per-
mits 'libraries to make,, for any user ;requesting it a single copy of no
more than one article or other contribution to a copyrighted collection
or periodical issue or of a smarl.part of any other work(such as a
book), or, a single copy of are entire work or S substantial part of it
if the library has first determined that a copy cannot be_ohtained.

.

tradetrade sources at a fair price. (This right of a library to make.
single copies for users is subject to certain specified conditions and
exceptions which we need not detai1 Here.)

_/

To preCluyie multiple copying under the guise of repeated single-copy-

section 108(g) states_that,_ while the right of a'library to make
copies extends to " Uthe isolated and nrelated reproduction...of a single

% ,,copy:..of the same material on separate occasions," it does not extend'

' -
1..t

.
rt
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to the related Or concerted reproduction...of multiple copies...of the
same neterial, whether made on one occasion or over a period of time
and whether intended for aggregate use by one or more individuals or for
separate use by the individual members of a group;" and to preclude
wholesale copying .under a systematic program whereby one, library would
,serve as the source of material for a number of other libraries or per-
sons who might otherwlse subscribe for or purchase copies, section 108
states further, that the right of a library to make copies does-not
extend to "the systematic reproduction...of single or,multiple copies,"
with the,proviso that this does not prevent'a library "from participlting
in interlibrary arrangements that do not have, as their purpose or effect,
that the library...receivin§ such,copies...for distribution does so in

_such aggregate quantities as to substitute for a subscription to Dr pur-
chase of such work.".

This latter provision ofsection 108 excluding "systematic reproduction"
had bean objected to strongly.by library groups, and the proviso to
permit "interlibrary arrangements" was added in an effort to meet those
objections. The proviso, however, was thought to be too vague in i
reference to "such aggregate quantities as to substitute for a subsceKiption
to or purchase of such' work.." Accordingly, the National Commission on-,
New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) undertook to 6ring the
interested parties together to see if agreement could be reached on a.
practical definitton of. that phrase, and it succeeded;in formulating a-
set of guidelines that were'accepted by the several groups concerned.
These guidelines are set forth in the Conference Report (H. Rept. No.
94-1733, at pages 71-73) on the bill which was then enacted.` In essence,
the guidelines state that the "aggregate quantities" limitation in the
proviso would permit; for any requesting library within any calendar
year, not more than five copies of articles-published in any given.peri-
odical during the preceding five years, and not(ifloresthan five copies
of any other material from any giyen work (including A collective work)
during the entire period of copyright.

Soit,was that the complex and multi-faceted resolution of the problem .of
adapting the copyright law to the availability of modern copying machines -.

was achieved through the legislative process. The one appeal to the'
courts tosresolve the issue -- the Williams and Wilkins case -- roved
to be futile. As the Court of Claims observed, the problem of photo-
copying in its broad and varied aspects did not lend itself to judicial 140
resolutions the Court could do no more than I() decide whether the photo-
copying done in the particular circumstances of the case before it was
or was not an infringement of copyright under the existing lawl.Congres,L-,1
siohal-action was needed to examine the wide range of situations in which
photocopying could be a useful practice, and to arrive at policy deter- -)

minations that in certain circumstances and'under certain conditions

-
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photocopying should\be permftted free Of copyright while other dircum-
Stances and conditions calledfor subjecting photocopying to copyright
Aitr-tctions. On the foundation.of the fair use doctrine developed
earlier by the courts, the principles underlying the "Gentlemen's
Agreeffient" worked out initially be some, of the interested,groups, and.
the practical and equitable considerations presented by the needs of the
setgral interested groups, Congress was able to establish.sets of basic
prfficiples and subsidiary conditionsand exceptions to resolve the
issues in the variety of situations that had arisen or could, be foreseen.
In this process Congress was aided by the spirit of compromise and ac-
commodation in which the interested groups, negotiated agreements among
themselves on the.principles' of the legislative provisions and on Orac,
tical guidelinesfor their application.

A.2.6 CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS
F

During the early 1960s commercial enterpfises began tb be organized to
bring to subscribers, by means of new technologies, using special

,antennas located on_high points and a network of cables and amplifiers,-
television brOadcasts of stations whose signals could not be received
tatisfactoril*y the subscrjbefs off-the-air because of the distance
or, the hilly terrain,between the station and the location of the sub-
scribers. By the middle of that decade such commercial enterprises,
known as-cable television or CATV systems,, were proliferating rapidly
and expanding their operationsito carry, more, and farther distant4
broadcasting station s; and it had b6come apparent that a copyright prob-
leth of consideble magnitudemasjnyblved in their operation. Tele-
vision broadcas

43

ro graM
motion picturei plays, music, and other works, for which broadcasters

tommonly included performances of copyrighted

obtained licenses from the-copyright owners. Was the retransmission of
the broadcast programs by a cable, system to its subscribers to be treated
as a ful-ther performancelof the copyrighted works which infring40 the .

copyrightlOwners' ecliftive right of public perfqrmance?

The existence of th1.4iroblk and its economic- importance forscopyright
OwnerOnd the operator*.of cable systems, and indirectly for broad- -

'casters!, had come to the attention of the Hbuse Subcommittee by the
pipe it held its first hearings, in 1965, 01) the=initial bill for general
revision of the copyright law. The testimony at the hearings demonstrated
that the issue was highly controversial, and that it involved many rami-
fications pertdinipg to the economic position and potential growth of
cable'systems, and their potential impact upon broadcasters,as well as
copyright owners. Jt was.also evident that the copyi-ight.probleM,:rs
complicated by being_ intertwined with the-problems of communications
policy relating to the-nations' BMIdcasting system that were.filealt
with by_the Federal Communications Commission. '

:142.
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In. 1966, after its hearing had been completed, the HoUseSubcommittee.

formula

)

ed a complex set of provisions for inclusion in the revision

bill y

f
whiar to'reconcileproposed toeconcile the diVergent views and needs of

the nterested parties. The SubcomMfttee recognized that the copyright

problem could not be resolved by a-uniform rule under which all cable
retransmissions would began infringement, ornot an infribgeMent, of
copyright; it proposed that in some situations retransmissions by a
cable systemmould,be exempt from copyrighf, in certain other situa-
tions their retransmissions.would be subject to copyright, in still ,

other situations their retransmissions (of broadcasts from another area)

woud.become Abject to, copyright only if they were giien advance

notice tha a local broadcasting station had an exclusive license to

show the pr ram in tfte local area, and in yet other situationse(where
they brought the broadcasts of distant stations into. an area not ade-
quately served by local stations) they would be liSble only for payment

of a reasonable license fee.

Meanwhile, the problem was brought before the courfts in the case of,

United Artists Television, Inc., v. Fortnightly Corp., where a cable
system brought to its subscribers the television programs-of several
stations whose signals could not bereceiVed satisfactorily by the
'subscribers because of-the intervening mountainous terrain. The copy-

right owners of motion pictures shown,inthe broadcasts retransmitted
i

6,

by the cable system sued the system for nfringement. The District°

Court (255 F. Supp. 177, S%D.N.Y. 1966) held that the retransmission
constituted infringement of the copyrIgfit owner's exclutive right of

public performance. On appeal, the Circuit Court of Appeals reached\

the same conclusion (377 F, 2d 872, 1967). Both'the District and CirZ

cuit Courts considered this case to be Parallel with those decided a!'

..generation.earlier, particularly the 1Remick, Jewell- LaSalle, 'and SESAC

cases (reviewed. above in the portion of this report dealing wieh radio

and television broadCasts); in those earlier cases, broadcasts of copy-
righted works, andthe.publit diffusibn of receptions of such broad./

casts, were held toib'e infringing public performance. Of, particular

interest here is the philosophical approach stated in the District/

Court opinion in the Fortnightly case .as to the judicial,applicatiOn of

the 1909 Copyright Law to the,riew technqlogy of cable retransmissi n of

broadcasts:
a

"The updating of statutory language to.accomModat it 'w th
current technological advances is part of the genius orbur*.'

law to adapt and to grow. The achievements of modern science

and technology surpass the imagined marvelsof the philosopher's
stone and Aladdin's lamp. The 'practical necessities ofLsuch

an age require judicial recognition of the contemporary mean-
ing of the words of the Copyright Act..:
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"It is hardly conce ivable that Congress intended the statute
to be read with a strangling literalness so as to require it
to be amended on a,month-to-month.basis as the means of keep-.

ing,pace with science and technology. The responsibility of
keeping the Copyrigilt Law a living'law devolves primarily,

: thOugh not exclusively, upon the courts whose traditionaL .

function of statutory interpretation and'construction,vil ef-
fectively performed, will achievetin great measure the desir-
able.objectof accommodating the statute to the realities of ,

modern science and technology:". *

.
,

The decision of the District and Circuit Courts in this case was destined,
however, to be reversed by the Supreme Court: Fortnightly Corp. v. -

United Artists Television, Inc., 392 U.S. 390 (1968). To the surprise
of most commentators, the Supreme Court held, in a 5 to 1 detision, that
the retransmission of broadcasts by the cable system to i-4 subscribers
did not constitutera performance of the works in the broadcast within
the me&ning of theWopyright Act. The Supreme Court approached the
question by saying: ,,,

"At the outset it is clear that the petitioner's systems did
not 'perform' the respondent's copyrighted works in any con-,

ventibnal sense of that term, or in any manner envisaged by
the Congress that enacted the law im 1909. But our inquiry
cannot be limited.to ordinary meaning and legislative history,

. mpnt of the electrOnic phenomena with whic we dealvhere. In

for this 4s a statute that was drafted lonVefoiq the develop-

,1909 radio itself was in its infancy, andtelevision had not
_yet been invented. We must read the statutory language of 60
years ago in the light of draitic technological.change."

evertheless, the .Court held ,that the cable retranStissideWas not a
'performance" under the Act. It reasoned:

"Broadcasters have judici,Illy been treated as exhibitem, and

, .

viewers as members of a theater audience., Broadcasters per-.
form.:VieViers do not perform. Thus, while both broadcasters

4b&and viewers.play crucial roles .in the total television pro-,,
-1. cess, 0 line is drawn-between them. One is treated as active

. perfOrmer; the other% as.passive beneficiary.

"When.CATV,,is considered in this framework, weconClude that it
falls on the-viewer's side of the line. tSsentially, a CATV

tqm no more than enhances the viewer's capacity to receive '

'the broadcaster's signal; it p vides a well- located antennas
with an,efficient connection to he viewer's television set.' .
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In jiis lone dissent, Justice Forts agreed With the lower courts that the
cedents of the Jewell-LaSalle and SESAC decisions shouldbe followed

here. He observed that any decision -67-11-le Court -- either that CATV
systems were liable or'copyright infringement, or that they were not
had dangerous implications for one arty or the 'other, and_commented:

"Our' major object, I suggest, should be to do as littre.damage

as possible to traditional copyright principles and to buviness

relationships, until, the Congress legislates and relieves the
embarrassment which we and the interested parties*face."

Justice.Fortas said that the majority opinion abandoned the teachings of

. the precedents "in an attempt to foster the development of CATV", and
he had noted earlier that "it is daNly predicted that the imposition
of full liability upon all CATV operations could result in the demil,e of

this new, important instrument of mass tommulAcations." The majority

()Onion, in a footnote, said that the result of following the Jewell`-
LaSalle decision here would be such "as retroactively to impose copyright
liability where it has never been acknowledged to exist before." These

brief'quotations suggest a plausible-explanation of the surprising
result reached by the majority, namely, the argument which was made by

ithe-cable system in this case that a holding of infringement would sub-
ject existing cable systems generally to retroactive liability ofsuch
aggregate magnitude aso destroy many of trren

It should be notedAgpecifically that both the majority and dfssenting
opinions in theSupreme Court decision tn Fortnightly, as well as the

. lower court decisions, took ognizance of the ongoing consideration by
Congrest of the copyright preiblem of cable'retransmissions, in the con-
text of the general revision of the copyright law, and suggested that,
the problem in its complex and varied aspects calleh for resolution by
Congressin the manner permitted by the flexibility of legislative
improvisation: (We have already seen the same thought echoed in the

Court of Claims decision in Williams and Wilkins.)'

A few years later, in 1974, another case involving the copyright liability
of CATV, systems was before the'Supreme Court. In this case, Teleprompterj .

,Corp. v..CBS, 415 U.S. 394, the cable system,, using microwave relay
equipment, brought.to its subscribers the, signals of far distant broad-
cast stations. that could not have been -intended:A° be `received by them.

"(We leave aside theother issues in this case that are'not relevant here.)
The District Court in which this case began held (C8S1" v. Teleprompter,
355 F. Supp. 618, S.D:N.Y 1972). that the Supreme Court decision in
Fortnightly applied. here; it considered the function of the cable system
in importing distant signals to be no different in essential t'heracte7
from thefunction of the systerOn The Fortnightly case as analyzed by
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, the Supreme Court. The Circuit Court of Appeals held otherwise (476 F.
2d 338, 2d Cir. 1973);,it thought that the Fortnightly decision of the
Supreme Court established the'governing ale where the'ATV served. to
bring the signals of a local broadcasting station to peons in the
adjacent community who were prevented from receiving them directly only
because of topographical conditions. When the CATV imparted distant
signals, the Circuit Court held, it did More than merely provUing an
antenna 'ervice; it brought the broadcast programs to a hew audience
that could -notnot have received them even with an advanced antenna such
as CATV used in the community, and in_doing.this it was "functionally
equivalent to a, broadcaster and thus shouldjbe deemed to 'perform' the
programminOistributed to subscribers on these imported 4t/hals."

/

The Supreme Court, in its majority opinion, 'agreed with the District
Zgurt's view that,its ruling in the Fortnightly case applied, to the

TV impOrtation of distant signals since, it thought, the function of
the CATV in providing viewers with the means of receiving broadcast
signals is.essentially the same. The majority opinion also rejected
the argument that copyright liability should be imposbd upon the imp
tation of distant signals begause the CATV was thereby diluting the
value of the copyright owner's market fort -licensing broadcasts by sta-
tions in the area to Which the distant signals were imparted.

ree Justices dissented strongly, twb of trier (not havingOarticipated
in the Fortni'ghtlfdecAion. The dissenters indicated that they
thought,the FortnigMtlVAetision.itself was.wbeag, but that, accepting
that decision now, the limportatton oftdistarit signals presented a dif7
ferent case in whjCh the CATV, was,fortionafly equivalent ta. a broad-
caster. In ofikof the two dissenting opiniOns, by Justice Douglas with

e concur ehh4=,l'of tC1fief gticeBurger, tt'was said:
Ala',

"Thee pyright, tire, o ner o ,a OpyrIght 'the era
clasivt,pight1.to pre erft,the creatton,'in,publit for profit'

, and to Antral the m nne0"rir Method' 1 iitAchit is 'reproduced.
A CATV that builds,an ante na. :to. irr klupetelecasts iri'Area B.

and then transmits it by te-to;AreW;Alis'xeproducing the
copyrig work not pursuft tea,Ticefis from the ow er'df,ttle
copyright but by theft. That is riot lencouragdment to the'
production of literary, (or artisti) ,;Works,of lasting benefit
to the world' that we extolled azeS^

.

1
4

"...Rechanmjing by CATV of the piratedirated programs robs the copy-
,

right owner bf his chance for monetaryR reward through,adver-
tisin4 rates on rebroadcasts in thedistant area and gives tho
monetary rewards to the group thqrhils pirated the-copyright,"

.
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Again in the several opinions in the Teleprompter case, as in Fortnightly,
the courts called for Congressional action as the way to,resolve the
complex issues of cableVTV transmissions' of broadcast programs. As the
Circuit Court-of Appeals put it:

"The complex problems represented by-the issues iii this-case
are not readily amenable to judicial resolution... We hope
that the Congress will in due course legislate a fuller and
more flexible accommodation of competing copyright, anti-
trust, and communications policy considerations,,
with the challenge of modern CATV technology-."

What we see.reflected in these disparate decisions i the - Fortnightly

and Teleprompter cases is, first of all, the realization that the basic
issue of the copyright liability of cable systems for their transmissih
of broadcast programs cannot be resolved satisfactorily by the simple
yes-or-no answer of a judicial- decision, but requires a multi-faceted
formulation that can he molded only through the legislative process.
Further, inasmuch as the courts must decide particular cakes presented
to them in the meantime, 'we see a conflict among the jud6es between the .

desire' to extend the principles of the copyrjght law as it exists so as
to give the copyright owners.the benefit of the-economic value of their
works as used in a new medium, and the desire to promote the-development

-1-)ri

dgrowth of the new medium for the benefit of the publiC by shielding
from the heavy burden that would beimpbsed by holding it fully and

retroactively liable for copyright infringdmeht.

A.2.6.1 The Copyright Act of 1976. As we have alreadynoted, bills for
the genera) revision of the copyright law, including proposed provisiOns
on the CATV problem, were unden consideration by Congress-during the
time that the Fortnightly and Teleprompter cases were making their way
through the courts. The controversy over the CATV issue was so intense
that when the 1...evision bill first reported out by the House,Judiciary
Committee was depated by the full House in 1967, the opposition to the
CATV provisions strong enough to force the proponents of the bill ,,to,

4 agree to deleting the entire-section deaTim specially with CATV trans
missions, and the bill was passed by-the Raise without any resolution of
the issue. For several years thereafter. the revision bill' languished

in the Senate, mainly because of the intractable disputesover the CATV
issue.

.

will not "tract th7Awi5ts anZt. turns taken in'the provisions of
the.successive revis on bills *ling with the CATV prob)em; they were
changed suAtantially from the version in the bill of one year to the
bill of the next. Nor, will we recount the Series-of regulations pro-
posed and issued by the FCC to control the, carriage of-broadcasts by
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cable systems or the steps by which the'interested.parties copyrightowners, CATV.operators, and broadcasters -- ultimately reached agree-ments on the essential points of a legislative solution. What finallyemerged was mpl x and highly detailed setivof pl4Rrisions in section'111 of the revise bill based on two main preMises: That commercialcable syftems should have a compulsory license for those retransmis-y i.,sions of broedcaSts that
were authorized by the Federal CommunicationsCommission, and that they should pay copyright royalties in a lump sumunder a formula fixed initially in the statute. Omitting man, of .thedetails in the complicated structure of section 111, the Copyright'Actof 1976 provides in main substance that:

A cable system may obtain a compulsofilicense
to'retrans-mit the broadcasts of those stations whose signals the

system is authorizedto carry by the FCC. It obtains.the"license by filing certain pertinent information in the
Copyright Office.

4 ;.

A cable system:will be fully liable for copYrightin-
fringement if itwillfully

or,repeatedly retransmits the .signals of a broadcast station that the FCC has not auth-orized it to carry, or if it 'willfully alters the contentof a broadcast program or the accompanying commercial "advertising.
.

Under the compulsory license the cable system must deposit
semiannually with the Register of Copyrights a statementof account giving the specified, information needechtto
determine the sum'it is require to pay as the royelty fee,for the preceding six months. The royalty fee is computed,on the basis of specified percentages of the grossi
receipts of thecable system from its subscribers fon,its
retransmission service; tn.' percentages are fixed on a
sltding scale' according to the numbS and character. of
distan,stations whose nonnetwork programs are imported -bye -the cable system, with a special fee schedule provided for
smaller systems.

The aggregatedtroyalty fees are to.be distributed, as de-
termtded ipy the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (established
under sect ions 801-810, of the Act), Along the copyright
owners who file chips for their works that were included
in,the nonnetwork peograms of distant broadcast stationscarried,by the cable 'S'ystems. The Copyright RoyOty
Tribunal is also authorized, to review and adjutt the roy-
alty rates from ttme4o time underotandards stated inthe Act. v'

4'

,

,
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A.2.7 MICROFILM, VIDEOTAPE, AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS

When-the Copyright Office first rdceived, as a deposit "for copyright
registration, copyrightabie textual material on microfilm, it had to

make a decision on what appeared, at lgst at firs't glance,to be a
doubtful question: 'In view of the 1908 decision of the Supreme Court
in the White-Smith"case -- holding that a "copy" of a work had to be
visually perceptible -- could microfilm repisoductions pf a work qualify
as the "copies" required by the 1909 gtatute.to be deposited foregis-
tration?' The effect of the 'ruling had been avoided in sub-

sequent legislation and court decisions dealing with sound recordings,
but the ruling itself had never been overturned.

1/1
4,

ke work could not, of course, be read from the microfilm with,the naked
eye. It could, however, be made plainly visible and readable by placing
the microfilm in a reader, .a device that magnified the text in the
microfilm. On this ground the Copyright Office decided that the White-
Smith ruling on piano rolls of music,* which could not 4ve-made the
music visually perceptible by"anypeans and was not intended to do so,
did not preclude its acceptance as a "copy," of.a microfilm froM which

. the textual work was intended to be-, and could 15e, made visually readable

with the aid of a device readily available for that purpOSe.

V

T41,Copyright-Office vas presented with the same question again when it
fi rdceiyed, fir copyright registration, a motion picture produced on,
videotape. Nothing could be seen on the videotape itself, but when used
in a projector designed for the purpose the videotape would Oeprodu
plainly the visual images constituting 'the motion picture. Followin

its reasoning with respect t copyrightable text on microfilm, the
Copyright .Office concluded that it would accept yideotape recordings as
deposit 'copies" of motion pictures for purposes of copyright regittra-

."tion.

0.

The Copyright Office was faced once more with a similar question when it

was asked to register copyright'claims ih computer programs embodied in -c

magnetic tape. On the preliminary question of whether the4Orogram it-
Self, consisting of a series of instructions.by which a computer could
be made to operate- directed, was a copyrightable,work, the Copyright
Office took the position, in substance, that,if the instructions would ,

#bonstitute a copyrightable work if preinted in the form of a book, they
would bp copyrightable in the form of,a computer program. The Tiestion.
remained of whether the program,in the form of punched card or magnetic
tape, from which the instructions could not be read; was accbiotable for
copyright registration in view of the White-Smith ruling. TheCopyright
Office concluded that its reasoning with respect to microfilms and
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videotape should be extended to the punched cards or magnetic tape
'bearing the copyrightable program, since the copyrightable series of
instructions could be made readable by the human eye in the printout or .

projection from the computer. It may be noted that the Copyright Office
announced its conclusions regarding the acceptance of computer programs
for copyright registration in,a circular (No. 61, issued initially in .

. 1964) expressing some doubt about its conclusions 'n the absend-of any
court ruling on the precise ,questions involved,.nd stating. that it would
require the deposit,of aprintout'or other readable form of the program,
'in addition to copies of the form in which the program was published, in
Order to identify the copyrighted content of the program.

The foregoing account illustrates how the Copyright Office may-play a
role in the adaptation of-the copyright law to neechhologies. Its
ponclusions concerning the copyrightability aUd\registrability of works
'embodied in microfilms, videotapes, punched caas or magnetic tape have
not been tested in'the courts bilt have generally been accepted and
followed in practice by the grOups concerned.

The-new Copyright Act of 1976,removes.any,lingering doubt as to copyright
protection or registrability of works embodied in firms which the work
is not visually perceptible but from which it can be made perceptible
by the use of a machine or device. As we hay.e noted earlier, the. new
Act, in section loo, defines "copies" as.meaning:

"

"material Objects...in which a work is fixed by any method now
known or later developed, an4 from which the work can be
ceived, reproduced, or otherWise communicated, either directly
or withthe aid of a machine or device."

-

a
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A.3 PROVIDING TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERTISE TO THE JUDICIARY

" . 0

The following discussion is responsive to the task as stated in these
, terms:

I

"Discuss the utility of institutionalizing, by any appropriate
new means,,the provision of technological expertise to the
judiciary with specific application to copyright litigation."

It is inherent in our judicial system that the courts ivy be called upon
to render judgment in an- infinite variety'of cases involving some
element of technology based on the various physical and social sciences.
Thus,in particular cases the court may need to be informed, on an'ad
hoc basis, of the fundamental theories and operating principles and

'mechanisms of a scientific technology involved in the issues itemust
decide.

Over the years procedures hale been instituted Whereby such informationt
to the extent considered necessary,. is furnished to the courts. It is

characteristic of `the adversary process in our judicial system that the
parties to litigation. are expected, throdgh their counsel,to present
testimony to the court,I:- including testimony by experts in a special-
ized field of knowledge where necessary -- explaining the'salient facts
in the case, the issues 'they raise; and the rationale advanced for the .

proposed decision. Witnesses offered as experts in *articular field
of knowledge are required to be.qualified as .such, and their examine-
tion and cross - examination, includingluestioning by the:judge, are
_expected to'elicit t)ie technical_ intelligence needed by the court to
render an .informed decision. Also, in the course of a trial or hearing;
the court may be given a physical demonstration of the operation of a
technological device or procesf.

r

COurts are also given memoranda and briefs prepared for counsel f6, the
? parties, which purport to explain fully and persuasively, the factual
data -- including the technical information considered pertinent
as well as the legal analysis and arguments,-that make up the case for
each party. And the court, if At feels the need for further informa--2
tion, may.call for the submission ofadditional memoranda or briefs on

) specified subjects.` In cases of-general importance the courts often
receive informative memoranda and briefs also from interested persons or
organizaiions otherfthan the parties.to the case. And of course,
judges may gain the information, they need through their own research or
through research conducted for them,by their aides.

, -
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The procedures mentioned` above comprise those most generally used-to
.inform the courts-of ,thefacts and issues'that must be known to them as
the baseS for their/Judgments, and thqse prqcedures have apparently been
'found adequate for the purpose in most litigation, including the usual
rdn of copyright cases in which such technologies as may be involved are.
old and so well known as to be taken for granted.

If in extraordinary cases, they means. are needed to provide technolo-
gical expertise to the judic ry, there are several prototypes that
might be adapted to serve that need. Thus, in a few areas of the law
where the cases involve technical questions of a specialized character,
special courts.have been establithed to decide controversial issues:
for example, there is a special Court of Customs and Patent Appeals for .

the review of contested rulings by the Patent Office on the validity of
patent claims, as well as rulings by the.CustOmS Bureaq on customs mat-
ters; and a special Tax Court has been established to decide cases in-
volving liability for Federal taxes. 'Spetial courts have also' been
established in -the States to deal with certain classes of social'prob-
lems, notably juVenile and domestic relations courts. Judges of these,
special courts are expected to be or to become experts in the particular
field within their jurisdiction.

'Another means that might be employed to provide the, ourts with exper-
tise in scientific-or other technical fields is to have 'specialists- in
those fields attached to the siaff,of the'court or otherwise serving as
consultants to one cr a group of cdnrts.on a regular basis. As an in-
stance of this, manyjuvenile and domestic Telations courts and some
criminal courts have specia4ists,,such as ,physicians, psychologists, and
social workers, serving as members of their, staff or as consultants to
conduct examinations or investigations and advise the judges. It may not 3be practicable to staff the Federal courts. with. experts inAhe'vdrioys
branches of science and technology, but perhaps theycould be ;taljed,in
as consultants as arewhen needed: -

The evolution of regulatory and similar administrative agencies of-the
Government also suggegts ways that might be developed to province the
courts with technical 14formktion. Those agencies,are somewhat com-
parable to courts in that they exercise quasi-judicial functions in
interpreting the broad provisions of statutes and applying them 'Co
specific situations. To assist in their performance of these functions
the agencies employ specialists 'in various fields to assemble jnforma:
tion on technical subjects and to evaluate the significanceof that
information for the *dance of the agency in making decisionS, It
might be feasible to make arrangements, whereby the expertise of the var-
ious Government-agencjes could be mailable to the courts' 3n a regu-
larized many r.

152 ,
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Are special institutions or procedures,.such as those mentioned above
needed in copyright litigation involving new technologies for the

production or use of copyrighted works? This comes down to a matter Of

opinion on which analysts'of the question may differ. We believe the

answer is: no. As we see it, the judicial decisions incopyright cases,
as exemplified by those reviewed earlier in this study -- (and.they are

more concerned with technologicll aspects than are the bulk of copyright

'cases) --, indicate that the courts have been adequately Informed,
through the judicial processes and procedures now used, on the new
technologies involved, to enable them to rekch intelligent and appro-
priate judgments.

It is evident that patent law, for example, deals, essentially with pro-
ducts and processes of the physical sciences and technology, so that a
fairly thorough knowledge of those fields is reqUired in deCidirig many
-of the questions that arise under the patent law., But the copyright law

is quite different in the nature:of its subject natter -- works of
authorship. -- and in its central concerns with the reproduction and dis-
semination of such works; the echnologies'involved in the means of,
reproduction and dissemination appear to be no more than incjdental to
the main issues,which relate to the economic and social vaiues of such

works and their uses. ,So, it is generally enough, in copyhight cases,

for the court to be informed of the basic features of the technologies
involved; the court does not need to acquire the detailed knowledge in

depth. of an egpert in the technology.

This last observation is well ill strated by the Fortnightly case: The

--\District Court devoted twelveipag s of its opinion to a detailed expo-
sition on the technological proce es involved in the cable system's

retransmission of broadcast signals, s throwing light on the question
of whetber.the cable system merely relayed those signals or transfohmed
them into new signals constituting a new performance of the content,of
the program (though this was not the sole basis for the District Court's
decision). Both the Circuit Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court
disavowed this technological analysis as a basis for deciding the issue;
"Instead, they looked at, the functional purpose and effect of the re-
transmission to decide Whetheh it was a performance comparable to that
of a broadcaster (as the Circhit Court held) or was merely a passive aid

to the viewer's rec ption-if he broadcast (as the Suprete Court held).

Commentators e criticised some court decisions in one copyright case

.

4 .

)

.,

153
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c.

or another as deflecting the court's lack of understanding of cqgtain

principles of the copyright law; but it would be hard to find aktecom-
plaints that the courts have 'reached erroneous conclusions because they
did not understand the technologies involved. in the use of copyrighted

works. y )
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In sum, as We seeit, the
technology employed tn the reproduction ordissemination of'copyrighted works:would rarely, if ever, be decisiveof the issues in copyright cases and the means nolt used to bring thepertinent facts of-a case to thettention of the court are adequateto provide the court with as much information

as it needs concerningthe technologies involved.
.0

O
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A.4 THE COPYRIGHT'LAW IN.RLATION TO COMPUTERIZED
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A.4.1 BACKGROUND

> .

.-
/.

A.4.1.1 Legislative History. During the initial hearings in the House

.
of Representatives in 1965 on the bill for 9eneral.revision of the

copyright law, dome sketchy testimony was presented on the problems
then anticipated concerning the use of copyrighted Works in computer

' systems (Hearings 90_:?1,R. 4347, t9th Cong.), In its Report in 1967

based on those hearitAs (House Report No. 83 , 90th Cong.) the HouSe
,

Judiciary Committee Said: .:,

,,,

4
.

"Although it was touched on rather lightly at the hearings,c
the problem of computer uses of copyrighted material has
attracted increasing attention and contrayersy in recent

months'.

and

the profoundpimpact that information
storage alld retrieyal devices seem destined to have on author-

ship, communications, and.Human life itself, the committee
also awgre of the dAgersof legislating prematurely in

this area 6f explbding technology."

Even while it spoke of legislating prematurely, the Committee went on
to express these opinions:

F

"Thus, unless the doctrine of fair use were applicable, the
following computer uses could be Infringements of copyright__
under'sectfon 106:J.-reproduction of a work (or a substantial

part of it)'in any tangible form (paper, punch cards', mag-

netIc tape, etc.') for inputintaan information storage and
retrieval system; reproduction of a work or substantialarts,

. of it, in ,copies as the "print-out". or output-of the computeri;
preparation for input of an index Or abstractiof the work
complete and detailed tlekt it woul& be considered a "deriv
tive work",; computer transmission or display of 'a visual

image of a work to one or more members o'f'the public,. On the
other hand, sinte,the mere scanning, or manipulation of the
contents of a work Within a system would not involve arepro
ductibn, the preparation of a derivative work, or a public
distribution3 Performance, or display, it would be outside

the scope of the legislation."

44p,

These pOblems Of computer uses of copyrighted works were discussed

thereafter at much:greater length dUring the;Senate hearirigs in 1967 ,

1'55
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the general revision bill (Hearings on S. 597, 90th Cong.). The testi-mony at those hearings on'behalf of authors and publishers generally.
argued in sup-port of the opinions stated in the-House Committee Report(NO. 83). The testimony on behalf of user groups, especially academicusers, was critical of those' opinions; suggested that some uses of
copyrighted material in oomputer systems should be exempt,from copy-right control, and insisted that it was premature to reach any legis-lative conclusions on the'isgues. There were suggestions by somewitnesses'on both'sides that many of the controversial aspects of the

,problefil caul,: be i-esolved.if a central "clearinghouse" .system could beestablished to license computer uses opcopyrighted, works on a mass asis.upon payment,of preestablished royalties.

Subsequently a consensus developed among the interested groups' that tfe

4

problems of Computer use required further study before they could bedealt with satisfactorily in legislation. Two legislative provisionsemerged from that consensus. One was the provision to establish'theNational Commission on.New Technological-`Uses of Copyrighted Works,
(CONTU) which was enacted on December 31, 1974-as part ot',Public Law93-573. 'This act states:

7
e'

he purpose of the Commission is to study and compildata'on:

(1) the reproduction and use of copyrighted works of4 -

authorship --
.-

(A) in conjunction-with automatic systemsicap6ble of
storing, processing, retrieving, and transferring
information, and

-

(B) by various forms of sacbine,reproduction...
. . :

12) the creation of ,new'works by the application or inter-
vention of such automatic systems or machine reproduc-
tion!'

.t.
,

.
.The ommission', is to make a final report within three years (by December31, 1977) with-its recOmmendations

as to 'such changes in copyright law-or procedures that may be necessary to assure for such purposes accessto copyrighted works,and4o
provide. recognition of the rights of copy-right owners."

--, t

Thtsecond provisiOn resulting-fromhthe consensus among the parties con-cerned was section 117 of the new Copyright Act of 1976, 'providing in
substance that the law pertaining to computer uses of copyrighted works

1
;

4P
>.,

.

1
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in effect on December 31, 1977 (the day before the new Act becomes'

effective) Would continue to be in effect under the new Act. -Sec-

tion 117 states that the new Act --

"does not afford to the owner, of copyright in a work,any

greater, or leSser rights with respect to the use of the work

in conjunction with automatic systems capable of storing,

processing, retrieving, or transferring information,.or in

conjunCtion with any similar device, machine, or proceSs, than

those afforded to works under the law, whether title 17 or

the'commop law or statutes of a State, in effect on Decem-

ber 31, 1977,, as held applicable and construed.by a court in

an action brought under this title."

What the applicable law now in effect may be is unCertatn, but it appears

to be unlikely, that any major issue of computer use pf copyrighted works

will require.a decision in the very near future.

A.4p1.2 Interested Groups. The wide range ofinterest groups having a

financial, professional, or service interest,in he generation, dis-

semination or use of scientific and technital information mightmght be

used in computerized systems is reflected in the list of persons and

organizations by or for whom testimony was presented on the issues of '

computer uses, or whose interests were referred to, during the Congres-

sional bearings on the copyrightlevision bills. The interest groups'

identified in those hearings and in other literature on the subject

inqude: . -

,

-- Authors of textual, graphic, andOther kinds of works in

the various field of science and technology.'

-- Commercial publishers and nonprofit publishers (such as

scientific societies) of journals in the various fields of

§cience and technology. These journals appear to be the

copyrighted works most used in scientific and technical

research. ,

-- Commercial publisters and nonpro'fitpublishers (such as

universitylpresses/' of books, monographs, graphic 'and

other materials of a scholarly or)informational character.

Included here would be the *Ushers of cyclopedic works

and educational mat- ls.

-- Producers and publish
and factual data.

Libraries,, especially

industrial libraries.

0

of compilativs of bibliographic

arge re arch, university, and
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Educators and students,' especially at the college and
university levels.

- - Industrial and nonprofit research organizations and

vidual researchers, including professional practitioners
and societies, in the various fields of scienceond tech-
nology.

-- Producers of computer hardware and software.

-- Organizers and operators of computerized informatidn service
systems.

- - Commercial indexing and data search services.

-, Other specialists in computer and informatiA technologies.

These grdupings could, of course, be arranged in many other ways, and
there is considerable overlap among the groups as listed above. Fo
example, educators or researchers may also be authors; some journal
publishers also publish compilations of data;'and a future may be
envisioned in which publishers or libraries are also the opera,tors of
computerfZed information service systems.

)

A.4.2? SCOPE OF THIS SECTION

A.4.2.1 Computer Programs.' We have referred- above, in section A.2.7
of this report, to the availability of copyright protection for comr
puter programs. The broad queqion'of protection for computer programs

,was not intended to be a primary subject of this report; but it' is tan-
gential to some of our main subjects; and we will supplement the earlier
reference to their copyrightability with a brief review below, in
section A.4..3, of the extent of protection afforded to computer programs
by copyright. Because, as we sha 1 see, Copyright,protection is limited .

essentially to copying the p am as written, broader protection under,
patent principles,'extending to the process or algorithm embodied in
the program, hat been advocated by some parties but has'been opposed
by others: The issues, of protecting computer, .programs under patent
principles, or by, contracts based on the law of trade secrets which .

some program producers have relied upon; are completely outside the
scope (A' this report.

Data Bases. The much-heralded "inforination explosion -- the .

massive proliferation of published material during the last few dec-
ades --, has greatly emphasized thb need, of scientific and technical

16:;
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researchers for two capabilities;* first, they Must be enabled to learn

of, an to segregate from the steadily growing flood of published mat-
erial, ,principally journals, those parttcular-articles that appear to

be pertinent to their fields of research and to their current inquir=
ies; and second, having identifiedthe articles that appear to be pert-
inent, they must be enabled to obtain copies ofthose Aticles for .

study.

The conventional effort to meet the first need -- identifying the pert-
inent articles -- has been to con?ile and publish in printed form
'various kinds of bibliographic indexes and abstracts of the mass of

published articles, These bibliographic-publication's have been.indis-',

pensable research tools; but even in any one specialized field, a
researcher seeking comprehensive coverage of the pertinent sources
would need to review a number of indexes and collections of abstracts,
which he would generally not be .able to o efficiently and might often

not be able to do at all, becausd of the high cost ofacquiring all
or most of the relevant bibliographic -pu lications,..and because it N\
would take too large a portion of his to review.all of

the accessible bibliographic publicatiorls nd identify the articles of

interest him.

. .

Computer technology has offered-a meansof soLving,this problem. Bib-

liographic indexes and abstracts can be prepared or reproduced in the',
form-of machine-readable data bases and placed in computertgeti informa-

tion systems. Such computetized systems make it possible fdr a re-
searcher to find'and select,,quickly and with, a high degree of accuracy,

from the mass of articles indexed and,abstracted in'the data bases;
those which appear to pertain to the particular subject of, his research.
A large assemblage'ef data bases, coupled with a modern telecommunica-
tion system ad available terminals, can enable researchers located at a
distance to make a fairly comprehensive search, ln a very short time,
of the published articles in-theirspecialized fields.

1

Several such data base systems are 'how in operation 4nd Some of them
include copyrighted data bases leased by the system from the copyright

owners. Data base Systems df this character -present prime examples of
computerized information qstems using copyrighted material. Many of

with the use of copyrighted material in coMpute systems can b 'posed
the copyright questions that are seen as likely tosarieb in clncomputer.

in the context of data base systems. Those questions will be- oonsidepta

in relation to data base sYstems in section .4.4 of this report.

A.4.2.3 Supplying Copyrighted Documents. The second ofthe researcher's

.needs --1,to obtain the full text of the articles he finds pertinent --

, .1:0"ty
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-presents a different situation. Even though the costs of computer
storage of textual )materials can be expected. to be reduCed very
substantially over the next decade or"two, the costnof full -text com-
puter storage might still be extremely high as comparedwith other
effective means of storing a library of many articles from which copies.could be provided as needed. Such other methods woulit include,' for
example, the storage of articles in microforth from which reproductions.
(either, in microform or in printed pages) -could be supplied readily
and at small costby mail.

It seems highlly'probable that the supplying of copies of journal arti-
cles as needed by researchers,will cofitiNe, for a Tong time to come,

( 'to be a function primarily of the,publishers or their licensees.
' Several commercial organizations, operating.under licenses froka

large number of publishers, are now in,the business of supplying copies
of,documents on,order. A few of these` organizations provide a data
base search service; andsupply copies oflioduments in conjunction with
that service* Such arrangements will probably expand:,

Insofar as publishers and their licensees do not fulfill the function
of supplying,cOpies of dOcuments adequately and expeditiously, libra-riesries will no doubt continue.tb be called upon to supply "1.photocoptesa%
(.Perhaps a library maintaining a large collection of Purnals will be
an adjunct to'a computerized data base system.) In that.case, the
copyright questions relating to the supplying of Copies of articles to
researchers will .be those.pertatning to library photocopying. We have
already referred briefly to the copyright aspects of library photo-
copying in section A:2.5 of thisireport. Further consideration.of -

that subject is beyond the scope of this report, except for the related
matter (which pertains also to computer storage and retrieval of copy-,
righted works) of the possibility of establishing central clearinghousesfor the mass Licensing of copyrighted works forreOroduction. The
.subject of clearinghouses will be'considered in section .4. 6 of this
report.

As indicated apove, it "does not seem likely that .mputer storage Of
any large mass of documents will be common in the foreseeable future.
However, there have been A, numberof instances of full-text input
of copyrfghted,works into computers for Various purposes' uch as,
analysis'or indexing of the work, or reproduction ofallor parts of
the wort for review. And there are a few instances of computer storage
fo'r retrieval 'of a fairly large volume of documentary material. Some
computerized law .research services,, for examplet contain the full text
of many statutes and court decisions (which, it may be notes, inciden-
tally, are not subject tocopyright)

together with related notes, ab-
stracti, and'commentaries (which may be subject 'Co copyright).
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We shall assume,that full-text input of some kinds of copyrighted

material will become more common eventually. As previously mentioned;

many of the cd1Dynight questions that might arise in connectioh with

full-text storage of copyrighted works will be similar'to those that- .

Ailill_be discussed in the context of data base ,ystemz in section-- -,.

A.4-4 below. The questions that we see pertaining specially to full:-

text storage and retrieval will be reviewed in section A.4.5.

A.4.3 COPYRIGHT PROTECTION FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS J

As we have notedlearlier, in section A.2.7 of this report, computer

programs (i.e., the series of instructions which ari-considered to .

constitute a literary work) are subjeCt copyrightprotection. The

doubt that was previously expressed about their'coOrfghtabilfty
(stemming from the fact that in the machine-readable form in which

programs are aistributed they are not visually perceptible) has been

),removed by the new Copyright-Act Of1976, especially by section,102(a)

which reads:

"Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title,

eriginal works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium
xpression, now known or later developed, from which they

can be perceived', reproduced, or otherwise communicated,

-either directly or with the aid of a machine dr device."

The, protection afforded to computgn programs by copyright, however, is

limited. The exclusive rights ora copyright bwneO to 1:copy"And
"publish" his work, as provided in section 1 of the_ 1909 Copyright Agt

still in effect, would apply to computer programs. Ihese same rights

are embraceeby.the provisions in section,6 of the new 1976 Act giving /

the copyright owner the exclusive rights to "reproduce the copyrighted,

,work' in copies" and to "distribute copies ... of the copyrighted' work

to the public.",
1

What constitutes ,.',copying" or "reproduction" may be a matter -of fine,

distinctions. ,InTringing reprodUction would, of course, inclUde full.

literal copying of the work as written, but it is not confined to

this. Copying of a substantial.- and material part of a work would be

an infringement: and so would copying with slight changes., Tracking,of
the substance and sequence of the steps set forth in a program may
constitute infringement, even though many superficial changes are made

(as inan effort to-disguise the fact of.copying).

4

On the other hand, it, is a basic piinciple of copyright law that the,

ideas or concepps embodied in acvark, even if they are original with ,

4
1
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the author, are not pnatected against use in the independent work'of
another author. In other 'rds, it is only the author's,original
"expression' or expoSition that is protected against copying. Copy-
right does'not preclude Others from using the know-how they learn from
a copyrighted work in their own works. Thus, in the case of computer
programs, copyright would ntt protect the processes or techniques
developed to make the program operative and revealed in the program.
This is reflectdd in-the provision in section 102(b) of the new 1976
Act reading':

'In no case does copyridrht protection for err original work
.of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system,
method of operation, concept,,principle, or discovery, regard-
less of the form in .which it is described; explained, illus-
trated,'or embodied in such work."

-The protection 'afforded by copyright against reproduction may be of ri
little or no significance with respect to programs designed specially
for a particular' user. Such Protection may be quite valuable, how-
ever, for a program that would have -a market of many uses and could
be reproduced cheaply in the absence of copyright.

A.C.4 DATA BASE SYSTEMS

S
A'.4.4).1 Copyright Protection for Data Bases

C.

Copyrightability) Data bases are cgpipilatiOns of data
consisting typically of bibliodfaphic indexes woods and phrases
identifying the subject content of published documents -- ant abstracts
of documents describing their subject content more fully. Data bases
may also consist 6f compilations of factual data Such as mathematical
or scientific formulai or statistical tables. Compilations of various
kinds of data are traditional subjects' of copyright protection. Both
the Copyright Act of 1909 (in sections 5(a) and 7) and the, new Act of
1976'(in section 103) mention compilations'explicitly as a category of
copyrightable-works.. In, section 101 of the Act-of 1976 a ""compilation"
is defined as "a work formed ,by the collection and assembling of ftrem-4
existing materials or of data that are selected; coordinated, or '

arranged in such a way that the resulting Work as a whole ,conStitute
.an,original work of authorship. .

As reflected in this definition, the authorship that makes a,compila-

,,_,,
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selecting the pertinent data-and 'organizing and artangiu the mass of
selected data into a systematic and useful whole. Thus, while the
individual items in a compilation are not'subject to copyright in them-
selves, the collection at,a wholel or any segment of it large enough
to be the product of selection and organization by the author, Would
be protected by.the, copyright against unauthorized reprodetion.

O

Compillations of varite kinds of data --.including bibliographic indexes
and abstracts...z..-7/are well known as printed publications and haVegener-

ally _been copyr-fghted in that form. A number of them are now being
issued also in machine-readable copies and thiS-ti'end seems to be grpw-
ing. It is now possible also to compile indexes and other data by the
use of computers, and there is no apparent reason why a data base so
compiled, in machine-readable form, would not be copyrightable.

. As reported in'the February 1977 issue of Information Action (a publi-
cation ofthe Information Industry Association) ,: "the number of data
)bases,available for on-line access has ddubled in.-the last.year...

' /In 1965, 24 machine-readable, bibliographic data bases covering 880,000
documents existed. In 1975, the total was over 160 covering 46 million .-

. docbments.".
: -ti' , ,

\ .

4

Many of the existing data bases are covered by copyright but others Are
not. Several of them have been produceeby the 4J.S. Government and
are therefore not copyrightable. Some producers-of data bases app&r-
ently rely upon their contractual ,arrangemdnts with the systemssto which'
their.data.bases are leased for protection of.their proprietary rights:

A.4.41.2 Co0Yright Notice on Data Bases. In orcler to _maintain

copyright protection, the published copies of a work are rqUIred
the Statute to bear a notice;of copyright in a prescribed form4

"af,i,Aed to the copies in such manner and location as to give reason-
able notice of the claim of copyright" (Act of 1976,section 401).
Some commentators have anticipated diffiEulty in meeting this require-
ment in the case of machipereadable copies such as magnetic tapes.
Their concern on this score may have,been due in large part to the less
flexible language ,of the notice proyisips in the 1909 statute (section
-20) which was phrased in terms of printed publications: in any event,

we see no real difficulty ir6affixing the required notice to the mag-
netic tapes (or'other machine-readable copies). The notice could be .

incorporated in the system SIgtwarelso that it would appear in any

,printout. And even assuming4that an eye - readable notice should be

affixed to the tape copies; it seems reasonable to expect the tape'.
copies, or a container in which they- are hdused, to bear an. eye-readable

, )
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label showing the title which Identifies the work on the tape; the
copyright notice could readily be placed. on that,label. It might be
addedthat any speciai.problems regarding the placement of-the notice
on tape copies could be resolved under the-Act of 15761y the Register
cf Copyrights who is authorized (by Sebtion 401(c)) to prescribe.
"tpecific methods of affixation and positions of. the notice on various
types of works that will satisfy this requirement."

_ A similar problem concerning the copyright notice occurs when some
part of a data base is printed out-from a computerized system in re -.
sponse to-e user's inquiry. It is not clear whether the notice would

.

be necessary on each reproduction of a relatively small number of
items in a data base. It is arguable, we believe, that the r@produc-
tion of a small part of the collected data is not such a published

-'copy, of the work as would call Tor the notice; and this argument would,
be more cogent where the subscribers to the computer system's service
were informed in advanceithat certain of its data bases were copy-
righted. If it is thought to be necessary or advisable to have the

"notice appear on each printout of any part of-t data base, this appears
to be feasible. The data base mould normally be identified by its
title in the printout, and the computer could be programmed to include
the copyright notice in every printout of the title.

A.4.4.1.3 leoosit of Cosies for Registration. Registration of a
.copyright rto be essential to its e fective enforcement against
-infringers. A'Und-r the Act.,of 1909, reOstration'is a prerequisite to
maintaining a,Suit for infringement (Section 13) and it facilitates

(proof of the validity of the copyrightclaim ,(section 209).' The `1976,
Act has provisions to the same effect .(sections 411 and 410(d)), and
provides in addlAilk.tha,t awards of statutory damages and attorney's
fees (special remedies Oat make enforcement of the copyright more"
effective) are tone granted only when ,registration has been mide'(sec-
tion 412).-

. *

1"To make registration, the deposit of two copies of the work as published
is required under both the 1.909 Act (section 13) and the 1976 Act
(section 408(b)). That requirement has been met readily for printed

'0compilations of data, and printed topics would apparently ,suffice ,for
- r-odaleposit where the compilation has also been produced as a,data base in

machine-ieadable forl, 4,ut if a data base,were,prepared only,ln
.'-machine-readable form, t the deposit of-copies_could be troub)esome, or.

at least burdensome, if,, as the 1909 Act has been thought to require,
the copies deposited had to be'vis,ually perceptible. Theyesolution of
this proI1em has been Made possible by the provisions, in the Act of 1976
section 408(c) Oading
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"The Register*sof Copyrights is authorized to specify by

regulation the administrative classes, into which works are
be placed for purpose of deposit and regisfration,.

'nd the nature of the copies or phonorecords to be deposited
in the various classes specified. The regulations may
require or permit., for partibular classes, the deposit of .

-identifying material instead of copies or phonorecords..."

A.4.4.1.4 Supplements to Update Data Bases. Bibliographic data
bases must be brought up to date-from time to time by adding to4hem
new index entries and citations, for more recently published articles.

Some observers have seen difficulties in complying with the requirement
-nor deposit of copies-with respect to such supplemental additions.
Printed publications with supplements issued serially, such as loose-
leafinformattbn services, are well known. The usual procedure for
them has been to publish each supplemental issue as a new work in it-
self with its own copyright notice, and to deposit copies of each sup-
plemental issue forregistration as a separate work. Alternatively,
an entire new edition of the work as revised to include the supple-
mental atlditiont could be published, and'copies of the new edition.
could then be deposited. Either of these procedures would seem to be.,
feasible for supplements compiled periodically for addition to a data
base, though the latter procedure of publishing an entire new edition
may be expensive. .-.

It might be noted also that when supplemental items are merged i
computer-stored data base, coverage of the new material by copyright
might require changing the Year date in the copyright notice app ar-
'ing with the data base in its earlier form. But even'if the notice is
left unchanged, copyright protection of the content of the data base
in that earlier form would not be affetted, andthis may be adequate
protection for all practical purposes as long as-the newly added mat-
erial could not be used without some of the earlier material. When
the volume of new material Added by updating over a-long period of
time becomes a major part of the entire data base, reissue of, the data
base in a new edition might be found appropriate:

A.474.2 Compiling Data Bases

A.4.4.2.1 Bibliographic Indexes. The process of compiling biblio-
graphic indexes involves the following steps: obtAining copies.of the
documentsito. be included in the index, scanning those documedts and
selecting from them the key words and phrases to be listed in the index
as subject headings; perhaps inserting other subject headings judged

z.
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_by the compiler to be needed as cross-references, and arranging the
subject headings together with citations tothe documents in an
alphabetical or other orderly arrangement. Traditionally; this prb- < l'

. Cess has been, and generallyrstill is,,performed manually through f
the exercise of human effort anc skill, and the completed,index.is
published in printed form.

0
It is now possibly to perform this process and prepare an'index of
some qUality by using a properly programmed computer, but with this
difference: The documents to be indexed must be in machine-readable
form to be rocessed by the computer.

As long as the indexer uses authorized copies copyrighted documents,
there is ordinarily no copyright problem in th anual compilation of
a bibliographic index. Scanning of the copies, the qtraction of key
words and phrases as subject headings, and the arrangement of those
headings with citations to the documents, do not constitute-infringe-
ment of the copyright. No copy of he substanCe of the document is

r
made in'this process, nor would th e'resulting index be considered an
infringing copy.or derivative wo. since it would not convey the
essence or meaning of-the work embodied in the.document. '

Similarly, if a machine-readable copy of a copyrighted document used
for indexing by a-computer was obtained from the publisher,* prepara-
tiom-of,the index by the computer would seem to involve no infringing
act. A publisher who supplies a machine-readable copy of a work to a
computer operator would impliedly authorize the use for which it was
intended: Its input into the computer. The subsequent processing of
.the docuthent by the computer in indexing it would be the same in-
character s)the'processing done in manual indexing, which, as pointed
out in the preceding paragraph, would not involve any infringethent of
the copyright.

A

When a machine-readable copy is made available'by the publisher, it
would seem reasonableto expect the computer operator to acquire such a .

copy for his machine indexing. But if, instead, he chose to,make his
own machine-readable copy (which would seem to be unlikelyrsince making -

* The referencet made here and below to the publisher as the supplier
of copyrighted material assume that7he is7the copyright owner or
the agent of the copyright owner. ,

,16C
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a.

his own would usually cost more than obtaining one from the publisher
he would then be making a reproduction.of the document apparent
violation of the copyright owner's exclusive right to "reproduce the
copyrighted.work in copies" (Act of 1976, section 106 (1)).

9,4

If a machine-readable copy is not made available by the publisher of a
copyrighted document, an indexer would appear to be unable to use a
computer in indexing that document unless he obtained permission from
the publisher to make and use a machine-readable copy. To seek per-
mission from a large number of individual publishers could,be a very
time-consuming and costly procedure, so much so perhaps as to diScOurage
computer indexing of any large number of documents. Some persons inter-
ested in fostering the development and use of computers have suggested
that in this situation, the making of a machine-readable copy and its
inputinto the computer for the sole purpose of preparing an index
should not be regarded as an infringement but should be treated as a
faii- use. They argue that, a9.1ong as the *Usher does not offer
such copiet, making one for a use which is not itself an infringement
would .not injure the copyright owner in any way and would not dis-
place the potential sale oV4 copy of the work. In fact, they say,
the inclusion of the work in the -index would create some demand for
copies." Alternatively, some of the same person's suggest, the statute
should proyide for a compulsory license to make and use,a machine-.
readable copy in situations of this character.

..

A.4.4.2.2 Abstracts in Data Bases. Bibliogeaphidata bases,may
include, in addition to index headings and citations, absOgcts of
the contents of the cited ;documents. These abstracts aid the researcher
in determining more precisely the relevance to his subjectof the
documents cited in connection with the pertinent index headings.
Typically, the abstracts in a data base are similar-to a table of con-
tents in that they are brief Identifyin9 statements -ef the subjects
dealt with in-the document. Such abstracts of cop righted works do .

not reproduce the substance of the work and would not be a substitute
for the work in conveying the-essential information to be derived from
reading the document sits-elf. Accordingly, it would 'seem that'such /
abstracts, like indexes, may be made freely without regard-to-the
copyright in the work.

On the other hand,there are so-called "abstracts" that are really
synopses or digests of*the substance of the document, conveying that
substance so fully that a researcher's-need for the information in
the document might'be satisfied by his reading of the "abstract" 'alone.
.This kind of synoptic abstract would seem to constitute a derivative
work under the definition in section 101 of the AcWf 1976 Breading
part:
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_ ;
"A )derivative work' is a work based upon one or more4pw
existing works, such as ... (an abridgement (or) condensaL
tion ..." .

.-
.

A person who makes an "abstract" amounting to-a 'cadensation of a copy-
righted work infringes upon the exclusive right of the copyrightowner
to "prepare derivative works.based.upon the copyrighted work" (Act of
/1976, section 106 (2)).

.

jt is evident that there will be difficulty in some borderline cases'in
determining whether a particular abstract would be considered a' mere
,non-infringing identifier of the subjects covered in a dOcument or an
infringing condensation of the document. _r

a

The author abstracts accompanying many copyrighted articles are often
sufficiently full in themselves to-be'protected as a copyrighted com-
ponent of the work, so that,their unauthorized reproduction would
infringe the4cppyright.

k

In sum, the compiler of a data base would risk being charged with copy-
right infringement if his.data base included abstracts prepared by
him that could be considered condensations of copyrighted works, or
included author abstracts of some length.

.4.4.3 Putting Copyrighted Data Bases into Computer Systems

A.4.4.3.1 Where Publishers Offer to Supply Machine-Readable
Copies. As shown by the preceding examination of the operation of
existing computerized information irstems, machine-readable data bases
are being produced by many of the publishers of the compiled indexes
and abstracts making up the content-of those data bases, and the com-
puter systems obtain their data bases from the publishers. Under this
established business practice, the rights Of the system to use the
data bases and supply information extracted from them to,their sub-

. scribers, and the compensation to be paid to the publishers, are set=
tied by the contracts between the parties. As such contracts,6ecoMe
common; a standard pattern of terms and conditiont, shaped by the indus-
try needs and experience, can be expected to evolve. The recognized
.copyright problems that woulfrotherwise be involved in the use of copy-
righted data bases in computerized systems would generally be resolved
by such contracts. Nor would these copyright problems arise in those
instances where the compUter systemt are operated by the publishes
themselves.

, .1
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To be most effective, a bibliographic data base system should cover the
literature in any particular field of infoimetion as compftehensively
as possible. The rapid expansion of,published information has been,
and no doubt will continue tp be, accompanied by a corresponding expan-
sion in compiled indexes and abstracts. As computerized data base
systems become more highly developed and more commonly used, the pub-
lishers of more of the printed compilations of bibliographic data will
no doubt make them available in machine-readable form to meet the demand
for their use in computerized systems. To the extent that this occurs,
the copyright problems pertaining to the use of data bases in such sysr,
tems will continue to be settled by contractual arrangements.

% Where the publisher offers to supply a machine-readable copy of a copy-
righted data base wanted by an operator for inclusion in his system, we
suggest that the operator should be expected to obtain it from the pub-
lisher. For the operator to make his own machine-readable copy in that
'Situation shoUld constitute an infringement.

)

A.4.4.3.2 Where Publishers Do Not Offer Machine-Readable Copies.
It may be supposed that instances will arise in the.future when
large computerized information system, seeking comprehensive cov6sige
of some field, will wish to include in its data bases certain copy-
righted compilations of bibliographic &of& that have been published
only in printed copies. No more than a few publishers would be involved
at,any pafticulartime and the system operator could identify theM
readily. It would therefore seem reasonable in such cases to expect

.

the system operator to deal directly with the individuaPpublisheri.
The operator could ask the publisher to make and supply a machine, -,
readable copy of the compilation for the operator's use under a con-°,.f,
tract, or, as en.alternative, to grant permission Ito the system operas
for to make his-own machine+readable copy4for such use. It seems
probable that one or the other of such,requests'would be acceded to by
the publisher upon terms mutually agreed to.

But suppose further that the publisher refuses to accede to either
request, or simply fails to respond to the system operator's inquiry:
In light of the value for research,of having comprehensive 'coVerage
in data base,systems, there would seem to be a valid Argument in favor
of proytding some kind of compulsory license to permit a system opera-
tor to make and usevamachine-readable copy of a copyrighted compila-
tion of data where, the. publisher refuses or fails to provide such a
copy or 46 grant permission to the operator to make one for his own..

,

use, within a reasonable period of time,after being requested to do so.
Under the compulsory license, of course,,,t4e system operator would be
required to pay equitable compensation to lhepublisher.'

4
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A.4.4.3.3 Where Third Persons Offer to Supply Machine-Readable
Copies. A machine-readable copy of a copyrighted data base is not
likely to be available to the operator'of a computerized system from
a source otter than the publisher (or his agent). Publisheretwho
supply machine-readable copies for use in such systems will normally
not sell a copy to a system operator so as to giye him ownership of
it, but will lease it to him under an arrangement which expressly con-
fines its use to that system and precludes its being made available
to anybne else. This practice is necessary because of the so-ca3Ted
"first sale doctrine" which is we el established in the copyright law..
Under that doCtrine,,the copyrigtif owner's control over the distribu-
tion of copies of his work ends, with.respect to any particular, ,copy,

when he makes the first sale of that copy.' The doctrine is reflected
in section 109(a) of the Copyright Act.of 1976 which reads:

"...the owner of a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully
made under this title, or any person authbrized by such
owner, is entitled, without the authority of the caOright
owner, to sell or otherwise dispose,of the possession of that

-copy of phonorecord."

How the "first sale doctrine operates is best' illustrated in the famil-
iar setting of the sale of a copy of a book by the copyright owner.
The purchaser of that copy becomes its owner. He,is precluded by the
copyright law from ?producing the work in other copies (e-ith r in Its
originalform or in a derivative form) and from performing or isplay-
ing the work publicly (except as specially permitted by the copyright
statute); but as the owner of the particular copy purchased, he is IF

free to sell, lend, destroy, or otherwise dispose of that particular,
copyas he sees fit.

A

Machine- readable data bases"have no use other than inrcompterized
-

information systems, and the number of prospective customers for copies,
is limited. The publiSter must therefore seek to, prevent the system
operator to whom he supplies 'a machine-readable copy from passing that
copy on to another, systemHoperator. This is-done by leasing copies
under specified restrictions against allowing others to use them.

,

L 1l

If leasing copies,in this manner, rather than selling them, is known.tO
be the usual practice, a system operator who is offered,a machine- ,

readable copy of'a data base by another system operator.,,.or by anyone ,

otherthan,the publisher, would, have reason to be suspicious of the
legitimacy of such offer. He would therefore be required to investi-,
gate the offeror's right to claim lawful ownership of the dopy and to
dispose of it, and he would subject himself to liability if he obtained
the copy from an offeror who was acting in violation of the rights of
the copyright owner.

.
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Even assuming that a system operator could lawfully obtain a machine-
readable data base for use in is system from someone otherthan the
publisher, he would probably have little ornothing to gain from doing
so. He would still need to input the data base into his system and
to provide the output of material from the data bOse to the_users of
his;system. It seems virtually certain that at some stage'during
these operations he would have to deal with the publisher to obtain a
licege tor these usesrof the data base. The terms of the license
might well be much the same as if, he had leased the data itself from .

.the publisher.

A.4.4.3.4 Input of Data Base as Use Subject to Copyright. As We
havekobserved above, in the usual case where the operator of a com-
puterized inforaation system obtains a machine- readable data base
from the publisher, the copyright,license he might ?d to use the
data base in his system would no doubt be included n'his lease agree-
ment with the publisher. This would Ippkrently be true also in the
situation mentioned above where a system bperator arranges with the
publisher of a printed compilation of data to make his own machine-
readable copy for use in his system.

There may be some special circumstances in which a system operator
acquires a machine-readable copy of a copyrighted data base without'
having obtained a license for its use in his.syitem. As an example
of this unusual situation, we have mentioned above the possibility of
an operator's acquiring a machine - readable data'base from a pecqp ' -

other than the publisher. The question would then arise as to whether
the system operator Should be required to obtain a license from the
publisher before.he Puts the data bass into his.system or need only
arrange thereafter/to'pay the publisher for output.

In the extended discUssion,ofa similar question heretqfore (in rela-'
tion to full-text input of documents), it has generally been agreed
that the copyright owner of works placed in and retcomeeVed from come
outer systems should be entitled to compensaion fDr such use of his
works. Diflering°views have been expressed, however, as to whether the

. Copyright owner should be entitled to paymOfit for input or only for
outputt. The arguments advanced in the past' discussion for free input
have been concerned largely with the input of documents for ex erimental
pur oses during the developmental stages of computer systems, lir for
no - infringing purposes such as analyzing or indexing a work which
not entail any reproductive output of the work.

/' ) 6
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With regard to bibliographic data bases, the only purposes of their
input into a computerized system is to make them available for Output
in pertinent portions in responSe to inquiries. Assuming that the Ilr
copyright owner is entitled to Ament, at some stage of the input-
output process, for the use of his data base in. the system, three_t 4
considerations seem to us to be of prime importance:

(1) It is more practical for the parties concerned to agree
upon the payment_to_be made, and the other conditions
relating to the use of the data base in the system,
before the process of use begins -- that is, before
jnput.. This would be true even if the amountto be paid
were made dependeilt in part. upon the volume of output.

To defer negotiating the terms and.conditipns of use
and payment until after the operator has incurred the
trouble end expense of input could be awkward and per-

, haps abortive if the parties than find it difficult to
reach an agreemeht.

.

(2) Where the data base is not obtained 'from the
he mould not be assured of learning of its use in the
systeM, and would not be able to exercise any control
oVerijts use, unless the system'operater is'required to

. deal with him before input tikes place.
4_,cr

(3) 'There may be room fot dispute as to whether the output,
which would ordinarily consist of no more than a frag-
ment of the content of the data base, amounts to a fair
use.rather than an infringing reproduction of the work.
(We shall have more to say about this later.)

.These three considerations, among others, would seem to justify'the
conclusion that-a license to use a copyrighted data base in a computer
system should be negotiated before input.

A.4.4,4 Output from Data Base

A.4.4.4.1 Normal Output. The output of material from a data
in acomputerized system may be in the form of a printout ("hard
copy') or in the form of, a dii0layon a cathode ray tube .(CRT). There
wasldrmerly some quespon.as to whether a CRT 'display of copyrighted
material would constitute an infringement of the copyright owner's
exclusive right to make a dcopy" of his work. But the new Copyright
Act of 1976 provides, in section 106(5), that the public "display" of
a work, such as would appear one CRT, is among-the exclusive rights'
of the 'copyright owner; end under the definition in-sialion'101, a /

, "IP
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display is made "publicly" if (among other things)'it is transmitted ,/
"to the public, by means orany device oirloocess, whether the mem- # 7

bers of the public capable of receiving the ... display receive it in
the same place or in separate,places and at the same timeor at dif-
ferentstimes:"

The output of material from a data base will usually consist, in each
individual instance, of no more Oansa,few of the great mass of index
entries, citations, and abstracts making up the.copyrighted compilation
of data. As mentioned earlier, it may be contended that the extraction
of a few such items from a data base is a fair use rather than'an. -

infringement of the copyright. To appraise this contention, the crit-
eria of fair use as stated in section 107 of the Act of 1976 should be
recatled:

"In termining whether the use made of a work in any
case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall

include--

(1) the purpose and character of the use, inducting
whether such use is of a commercial nature cl^ is
for nonprofit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used/in
--'relation'to the copyrighted ork as a whole; and

s.

(4) the effect of the use upon th potential market for
or valUe of the copyrighted work."

L

.a

It may be conceded that the taking of a few items from a data base by
an individual'researther on any one occasion may meet the criteria of
Jair-use. The:posture of the system operator,,hoftvir, appears to quite
different in this regard. The operator is supplying many politions of
the work,hpugh each, may be small in itself, to many persons ;,'the
aggregate is quite substantial. He does so for commercial purposes.
The repeated use of the work in small portions is the normal use for
which tir work was intendedAnd finally, since such output fulfilli
the user's need for the work, it displaces, what might otherwise be

, potential sales of copies.of the work, s

r .

:

In sum, while4the utput of.a small fragment of a data base on any one
occasion would have the indict& of fair use, the aggregate of the output

4... . ,

. )
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of fragments on many occasions in the operation'of a computerized
system can be seen to constitute an infringing 'activity for whicha
license from the copyright owner should 'be required.

Here again, the matter-of copyright infringement by the system operator
will be set at rest where the operator contracts with the publisher
for use of the data base in his system. It may be assumed that such a
contract would cover output as well as input. In the lease agreements
knolarto us for the use of data bases in cdmputerized systems, provi-
sion is made for an initial payment to the publisher for the lease of
the database and additional periodic paymentt based upon the volume of
output.

A.4.4.4.2 Extractiori of Bulk df Data Base by_ User of System. A

.different question may arise in relation toithe users who extract data
base material from a computerized system. The system will ordinarily
provide users with the capability of extracting as much of the material

4 ^

in a data base as they wish and are willing to pay fOr. It is conceiv-
. able that an individual ,user might take out an entire data base, or so

much of it as to constitute an infringing reproduction usable as an
abbreviated data base in itself. He might do so, for,example,,in
order to have his'own data base.forhis future use, or to supply a data
base for use by others.)

The act we are assuming here by the user may be characterized as a
theft of the data base and is clearly an infringement of the copyright.'
The-problemsa,are-practical onesz what can beidone to prevent such a
theft,] and how can it be detected?

/

.

The answers appear to lie in the way the system dpals,with its, users ,

and the way it monitors the volume of.their uses. In rrent practice,
as we understand it,. a system will make some'proVision,iin its agree-
ment with each user;'that purports to limit the extent of the material
to be taken from any data base, and torestrain the iirter from supplying
the material taken to anyone else. Moreover., since the 'fees charged
for use of each data base in the,system are based on the length of ,

time that the user is cm -line, or on the number of items included in an
off -line report, the system must keep records of the extent of uses"
made of each data base. If the recorded use of a data base seems sus -

piciously excessive, _the system could report the facts to the.publisher
for further'urther Investigation. Publishers might require, in their con-
tracts with system operators, that such cases be reported to them:

1
1

;I 71.P
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Another factor serving to inhibit ,the theft of a data base by the on-
line user of A computerized system, under present-day conditions, As
the very high cost of using the system for the length of time it would
take to do so. It might be less expensive to lease the whale data
base from the publisher.

A.4.4.5 Exclusive and Compulsory Licenses for Use of Data Bases. In

some instances publi-shers of data bases have leased them exclusively .

for use in one computerized information service system, thereby making
them unavailable for use by any other such'system. This practice of
exclusive licensing may have either of tWo.results that might eventu-
ally prove ,to be undersirable.

5

First, if each of several competing systems has its own exclusive group
of data bases in some particular subject area, no one system will be
able to provide researchers with' comprehensive coverage of that area.
The consequent necessity for searching through more than one syStem --
perhapS through several of them probably diminish the conven-
ience and effectiveness and increase the cost of bibliographic searches,
as compared with a single search through one comprehensive system.

..,

Second, exclusive licensing of data bases may tend tooster the mono-
polization'of data base search services by one or two giant systems.
Whether he prevention of such a monopoly or the regulatory control
of a per itted monopoly as a public service organization; would be
prefers e is An open qwgistion. 4 , A

\

4,

From the standpojnt of providing maximum service for researchers, and v,
at the same time preventing,the development of a monopoly in the
business of providing bibliographic search services, the ideal situ-
ation might be the development of a ,numberipf competing systems each of
which Can offer comprehensive coverage of Shy subject area.` One way of
enco0aging such a deyelopment would be to provide for Acompulsory'
licensing scheme' undee%which a data base made available tor. use in any
one system would thereupon become available for useln au other
systems.

A compulpry license of this charAter would be &Milan to the prie.(the
first of itS kind)_ that was establishedty the Copyright Act of'1909

'for the making of mechanical sound.recordings of copyrighted music.,

(See sections A.2.3.1 and A.2.3.2 of this report.) In that precedential
case the co sot, license scheme was prOmpted by the threat of a , 1,

monopoly bei stablished the manufacture of such recordings of
'music. Thf other compulsory licensing schemes 011 be

4
discussed

later in sec .4.6.3 of this-report.
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Whether'a compulsory licensing scheme for,the use of data bases in
computmized information ystems is needed, and whether it-would be
desirable, are 'debatable ssues. There is no doubt much to-he said in

1favor of allowing market orces to operate normally.in the leasing
of data bases and. the deakpment.of information,systems.- We merely
mention the'proposition \o ompulsory licensing here as a possibility
that may be worth consideration in the future.

A:4.5 'FULL-TEXT STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF DOCUMENTS

A.4.5.1 Preliminary Observations. A few years ago there was a good .

deal of speculative discussion of the possibility that, at some time in-'
the future, computer technology will have, developed to.such a far-
reaching extent that computer Systems might become the principal store-
house of the world's published knowledge. In this dream of a brave .

new era, computer systems were pictured as replacing printed copies
,

of books and journals as the primary means of recording and dis-
seminating works of authorship. Computer systems, in conjtnction with
modern communications technology-, would then become the main source of
documents for reference-or reading.

By now, this dreaphas receded into the far distant fujre. It is
generally acknowledged that the full-text storage of a large mass of,
documents in a computer system wOuld be far too costly to, be feasible
how or in the predictable future. And'aslong as copies of documents,
are madereadily available in,some other manner -- as in prfnted or
photocopied pages or in. microform rproductions there.wOuld be no
appare,5 reason to incur the very 11,10 cost of using computers for
full-text storage and4retrieval'of a vast collection of documents.

To a limited extent, howeV'er, some complete documents are now being
put into,00mputer systeis for various purposes, and this practice may

,

well expand rapidly in the comingyears. Moreover, it maybe important
to consider now the problems that Can be anticipated with respect too

the-future possibility of computer storage and retrieval of the full= ,

text of copyrighted documents oh a large Scale.

The anticipated problem lating to the use of copyrighted dOcuments, .

in computer systems have be n discussed at some, length in the Congres-
Vsional hearings on the copy fight revision bills, especially in the e
Senate hearings in 1967, and more recent articles.' The discuSsibn
of those problems has been concerned primarily with the following

k 'luestions:', . ,
/ .
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(1) Under what conditions _thoulsLthe input of copyrighted
documents into a computer system be deemed to infringt

- the copyright?

(2) Under what conditions should theltutput Of such doCuments
or portions of them from the computer system be deemed
to infringe the copyright.'

-1 -

(3) Where permission from the - copyright owner is required
for the use of a4document in a computer system, should
suci"permissiodbe obtained before input, or should 'it
suffice`to obtain permission before outpbt?

A.4.5-.2 Input and Output of Documents as Infringement, If will b per-
ceived that, in\the main, the questions concerning the input and output
of copyrighted dOcuments are subitantially the same as those pertaining
to the input and output of copyrighted.data bases. In fact, data "
bases are a cttegory of complete documents in themselves. ACcordingly,
the discussion of these quettions above in relation to data bases would
be applicable to the storage and retrieval of the full text of copy-
righted documents in computer_systems. As to input, see sections
A.4.4.2.1 and A.4.4.3.1 through A.4.4.3.4. As o output, see sections
K.4.4.4.1 and A.4.4.5:

One difference, however, may be noted. -Whereas the output from a'data
base will usually consist of a few only oftbe mass of items in the
copyrighted compilation of data, the:output in the case of a document
will ordinarily be of the entire work. In the fatter case there would
be no question of fair use. However, the user of a computer system

infringementcould not be charged with nfringement for his extraction from of a
complete copy of a copyrighted document as long As the system is auth-
orized to provide its users with such documents. But if he then used
the copy so extracted to make further copies of the'document, he would
thereby be infringing the copyright. And ifa-person not entitled to
use the system did so surreptitiously to produce copies of copyrighted
documents, he would be committing an infringement of the copyright as
well as an offense against the system itself:. It s4ms likely,,however,
that *ongful acts of this nature would often escape detection. (Cf.
section A.4.4.4.2.) e ,

One_more point is in:order here. We suggest tf t A publisher would be .

well advised, when he licenses the input and ou put of copyrighted .

documents in a computer system, to r gdrirthe:s tem to have its um-
plater programmed to reprodupe the copyright note on each reproduction
of the work as output. -(Cf. -section A.4.4.1.2.)
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A.4.5.3 Input or Output as Occasion folft'Obtaining License. We have
adverted earlier to the discussion, in t-k1967 Senate hearings on,the
co *ght revision bill and elsewhere, of the question whether the input
o a copyrighted document into a computer system should require a lic-
ense from the publisher, or,whether input should be free thohigh,a license
will be requited for output. The argumdnts advanced for fredi,nput,
enunciated-mainly by members of the academic community, may be summar-'
ized.as follows: 4

(1) Wor May be put into computers for the purpose of a'
infringing manipulation of the work within the com-

uter that'will hot'result in any output of the work'
itself. Known examples include the analysis of the
text of a work to show the characteristics of an author's
style or the frequency of w4d uses, or the preparation
of a concordance or index. Input for such noninfringitA
purposes should,be'exempt-from copyri9ht.

(0 Input 'should be regarded as being merely the,means of
making a work available to users, i.e.,"as being compar-
able to the noninfringing act of pldcing a copy of a .

work on the shelves s-of a library.
L

(3) Even when,a-work is input for the purpose pf making it ,

available for output, its output may never 'e requested. .

o

(4) Input,of itself does not affect the'publishOr's market
for 'copies of the work.

.

e A \ .
F 4*.

(5) The copyright license fees payable, to the pubtither :

should be.based on the volume of output. _No separate
'fee should be charged in addition for input. '''-

-1

v
In refutation of-t6se,arguments, and in, support of the proposition that--
a license should be obtained before input, the following contentions
have been pad on ,behalf of authors ,and publishers

:%

: '(1) Input f' ny purpose entails the machine-readable. 'epro-
. duction of the-work. Such reproduction and input the
: work constitute a valuable use of the work, what er the

purpose may b#: There is no valid basis for exempting
- such reproductions from the exclpsivdright of the copy-
eight owner to make copies of his work.

Libraries are generally expected-to buy-copies of the
lishdd works they place,on'their shelves. Likewgse,

c mpuper systeMs shouldbe expected tosob,tain the
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machine-readable copieg they need for input,Jor to

obtain licenses to make them, from the publishers. If

free input implies that computer systems are free to
make their own machine-readable cbpies, the Publisher's.
potential market for such copies would be destroyed.

.(3) Wh Qutput is contemplated, input'of itself, by making
c of the work available as output, displaOes po-
ten, al sales of printed copies of the work. i .

(4) Licensing before input
tti

is
,,

to' enable. the pub-

lisher to know that the work is being used in the sys-
tem and to see that approprIateatrangements,are made to
compensate him for such use.

1

x .

(5) Since a license will .admittedly be required fti.. output,
practical considerations dictate that the terml,of the .

license, including the basis for assessing fees, should
be settled between the parties before 'nput is:effected.

, .

As may be perceived from our earlier discussion ating to the input
of data bases, in section A.4.4.3.4, we are inclined to believe that
the weight of the argument comes down on the sid of requiring lic-
ensestO be obtained before input.

A.4.6 BLANKET'LICENSING AND COMPULSORY LICENSING'FOR REPRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS

A.4.6.1 Need for Blanketticensing Mechanism. The ideal of providing
researchers, through computerized data base systems, with biblio-
graphic data relating comprehensively to all the published dombents,
pertOining to any,particular fields of science and technology has been
mentioned in section A..4.2.2 of this report. Also mentioned there and
in sectidn'A.4.2.3 is the further need of the researcher to be able'to
obtain expeditiouSly copies of the documents he.identifies as being
pertinent to his inquiry. And we noted that the documents needed'for
scientific and technical research are now mainly articles published'
in journals.

1

If aQd when computer's storage of ,documpnts should become practicable

6 sufficiently large scale toomprise complete libraries of virtuall
all the documents in any subject area, there will be a compelling-need
for some mechanism that will facilitate obtaitiing the licenses required
for inpu,t:and output of the mass of copyrighted documents in such keoM-
prehensive library.

. .
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Meanwhile, the problem of supplying ,researchers with copies of docu-
ments on a comprehensive scale throUgh other, existing sources,
including libraries and other information centers,l'is already with us.
(We have suggested earlier; in passing, that the time may, not be too
far off when such document supply centers will be 04r4teein conjunc-
.tion with, or as adjuncts to, computerized data base systems.) A few
commercial organizations now supplying copies of copyrighted journal
articles have succeeded in arranging for licenses from a large number
of publishers. Libraries haye'been supplying photocopies of articles
from journals in their collection but, With respect to copyrighted
material, they have usually purported to do so within the'limited
scope of fair use:

It is generallly,recognized that, for a document supply center wishing L
to provide copies of articles from a large number of journals, the
process of seeking out, and obtaining licenses individually from,,each
of the many publishers involved could be so time- consuming and costly
as to be _impracticable. (At any rate; this is the widely and firmly
held consenstA notwithstanding the success of at4Jeast two 'commercial
suppliers of copies of journal articlesNr- University Microfilms and
the Ir4titute for Scientific Information -- in obtaining'such licenses
for a arge number of journals.) It is also generally agreed that the
publishers ofcopyrighted journals are entitled to be paid for repro-
duttion of thr articles (extept for the limited reproduction permit-
ted as fair us,e),/,

With two objectives in mint -- namely, to facilitate. the mass licensing
of copyrighted material for reproduction by document supply centers,,
and at the same time ,to provide for compentation td the publishers --
tt has been urged that "clearinghouses" be organized thrAh which
blanket licenses could be obtained for an entire catalog of the copy-
righted journals of as many publishers as can be brought ithin the
organization, and lump-sum payments could be made for di*ribuion
among the publishers.

.

.
"There are two exiging types of blanketlicensing mechanisms-in other
areas that might Serve at prototypes for the blanket licensing of
reproduction of copyrighted journal articlet. One is a voluntary type
ofclearirghouse established by the4copyright owners of musical com-
positions for licensing public performances.--The other. isa compulsony
license plan established by the new copyright statute to permit the
use of copyrighted works en masse, Itipbn payment of lump-sum royalties,

' by CATV systems, jukebox operators, and education41 broadcastert. We,
shall now look at then two types of blanket licensing meehanismt,in
turn.

1S0
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A.4.6.2 Voluntary Clearinghouses. Possibilities for establishing ,a

voluntary clearinghouse for the blanket licensing of copyrighted
journal articles for reproduction have been under discussion, off and

on, for a number of years. The development of an acceptable plan has

been found to be beset with many difficulties. Two,or three fairly

detailed "plans'have been proposed in outline and put aside as unsatis-

factory. The discussions so far have hardly gone beyond attempts to
,explore some of the possible bases on which such a clearinghouse might
be organized and operated,.and to expose the difficulties that might be
encountered in establishing a workable meahanfsm.

A.4.6.2.1 ASCAP and BMI as Models. Inthe discuSsions referred
to above, the clearinghObses operated by the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) and Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMIP,

have frequehtly been cited as possible models that might be adaptable
for the blanket licensing of reproduction-rights in journal articles.

ASCAP is a voluntary membership association of writers and publishers

of copyrighted music. was.established to license and enforce the,

rights of its members collectively, in public performances. of their

music. A.few statistics taken from recent reports will indicate the

size and effect Of its operation. Its membership consists of Ibout

18,500 writers and 5,300 publishers of music. Its catalog of musical
compositions is constantly growing, and the number .of combositiOns

. I

covered by its-licenses 1(a figure that is not annftyced) must now be
well in excess of'a million. Its grosszrevenues from domestic licenses

is now over 80 million dollars per year, and from foreign. licenses is

over 13 million dollars per year: Its cost of operations-in recent

years has run to about 19 or 20 per cent of its lross revenges. The

remainder of about 80 per cent is distributed among its.writer and .

-publisher ,members under a rather complex formu4a in which the principal
basis for allocation is the estimated 'cumber of performancet of each

member's works.

°ASCAP TSSues liCenseito a number of different classes of users. The

largest users, fromAlichsit derives a major portion of its `revenues

are the radio and television networks.,,OthAr classes of users include

local broadcasters, music and dance halls, orchestras and.bands, hotels
and restaurants-Wired music services, business establishments, 'etc.

ASCAP announces periodically a-schedule-into which its uSerssare divided
As requlred by consent decrees of the United States District Court for
the Southern Ristrict of NeillYork, it must license. all qgalifiedappli-'
cants, all licensees in the'sametclass are charged the same fees, and

any licensee or applicant may request the Court to review the fees.

charged.

4

.4
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The royalty fee payable by a user is a flat sum per year for a blanket
license permitting his perfowmance of any and all of the musiclh 'N

\ASCAP's catalog. Broadcasting networks supply ASCAP with logs idenAi,
fying the compositions performed by them, and ASCAP conducts a sampling
of performances by some of, its other licensees, and these are the. bases.
for ASCAP's determination of`the allocation of its net revenues among,

members.
.

o
v ,

, . 0
.

Tw4 other organizations also license performances.of music-on a blanket
basls in much the same manner as ASCAP. One of them is Broadcast Music,
Inc::,(BMI.),440ch rivalsrASCAP in- the size of tts *ration: BMI is an
incorporated eganfzation which represents about 3Q.,000 writers and
10,000 dliblishers df music in licensing a.collective catalog of t,e,ir :g
copyrieted music. Its catalog is reported tdrcontain one millioli"

..

,......

compositions, and its -gross revenues are about 50 million dollarS'per
year. Its payments to its members are based on contracts which are
designed to distribute among them thg net revenues of MIafter deduc-

. tions from the gross for its expenses and reserves. Its fees charged
users, like those of ASCAP, are a lump sum per year 'and are uniform for
all the users in any class.

.

A.-

.., The third organization licensiflg performances of a coLlecfive,catalog
of music it SESAt, Inc., etommercial cciMpany.thatcontruts with
another smaller group df writers and publishers to license.their copy-
righted'musto. Its.cata10 is a relatively small one Ofspecia2.1,4nds
of music. Statistics- concerning-the size of its operatiorrhave riot, '
been determined. Its fees charged licensees are' also fixed at a lump
sum,per year.

y

The-effectiveness of ASCAP and BMImay be attributable inlarge part
.to the.following factors:

.

(1) The copyright owners of music have realized that'they.
cannot enforce their performance rights-individually.
They-have therefore felt compelled to joi collec-
tive organiiitions that can monitor and ense perfor-
mances for-Aql,of them as a grOup. As result, the
combined membership of ASCAP and BMI, together With till).
relatively small number of those affiliated with SESAC,
.comprise the Copyright owners of virtually all music
copyrighted in the United States.

(2) Users who obtain license frow each of the three organ-it.
zations are ),),(irtuaally assured of ,the right to'perform

A -93
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,

(except for dFamatic performanceswhicrthese organi- -

'zations do-ngt license) any and all- of the composittOns,.,,
, .

Jc . iiiheyAmight.choOse to perform.

.(3)
F
Licensees, are not burdeneCby the necesst y for 'nip,-
ainingrecords of the compositions they erform. 40r-
tunatelS? for ASCAP and BMI, the ldrgest s urce-of Oeit.

,revenue from licenses;'the broadcasting netwdrks,,do
maintain logs of the compositions they perform and. supply
those logs tothe organizations. Those logs; plus a --

limited amount of Sampling of the performances by other ,,,..A

licensees, are sufficient for allo ti on of the fees,col-r
*)ected by-ASCAP and BMI amonhe 1
Rwriers-. ..

divjdual copyright

.

(4) ticensees are required to pay only a clump -sum crOalty.
`fee annually ir:Ia-predetermined amount.

How far can' these fictors =- universal coverage; ease for ,users
obtaining licenses and,in,accountifig and paying fpr their uses; and
the.abilty, of the organization without toaHmuch cost, to distribute
its revenues among the copyright owners cp./an-equitable b,si.s -- be

A
dublicated in an organizationforthe.Wanket.licensing ofqcopyrighted
journal articles? The answer to that:qUeetion may determine.the
feasibility of establishing tuchean organization.

,i

. 1 ';`'-
. f . A

t f
ei r

',, _

A.4 6.2.e Problem Areas Attempts.,to plan a clearinghOute4or the
blanket licensing of reproductions of journal articles' run into A'num, .,.
ber of problems. ,We Are not'undertakingtO offer solutions to those"
problems, or to propose anylflan for such ,ecleantighouse. We shall

merely mention some of the major problems And'soMe suggested apprOatheS.
\. to meeting them. '' / .,

,, ,,tows---v
.

. -.
.

.. .

t4, ,

-.- A' ,

/ ' , ' ' . *.,... ;
PerhapS the most difficult set of pfobleMs'relate toyedoncilingleveral

te fmperatives: .The basis on which licensees pay fees must be kept simple ,.
to avoid expensive record-keeping; some information' as to the identity :

of the journals used and the number euses may-be needed td'-determine
, how the fees collected are to be distributed among ihe pu6lisilersi the
operiting:exOnsee.of the clearinghouse must not b_e sd high as to con-'
sume too much of the fees-cOlected., 4'

. .1- . (
Assuming that' the Sum to be paid. by &licensee as feesie tp-",be related

to the voluMe,of reproductions made,by An, howli that:mum to be ..4"--:

assessed? To require licensees to keep recors, of each reproduction of
. A- . . - i' , ,

: !
o--

.
. ..

.
.

I 0 i
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individual articles wouleprob4bly be exceSsively'burdensome. For,Xhe
purpose of assessing the fees, perhaps it would suffice to have th
licensee rep'o'rt only the total number of units (e.g., articles or
pages) reproduced by him from all of the:journals in the aggregate.'

This would leavirthe, problem Of how the clearinghouse is to deterMine
what portion oflts net receipts4ls to be distributed -Co each of the
publishers. ,Perhaps a limited amount of sampling 'wciuld be enough for ,
-this pUrpose. For example, each licensee might-be asked to, keep recordt
of the-articles he reproduces during.a Short,period,of time,such as one
or two weeld'each year. Or those licensees only who- are mown to be
the large volume,ugers might be asked to,keep such records fOr somewhat'

, longer periods of time. Or perhaps such'records, kept by the 1-icenseess
could b&-dispensed1With entirely if it were assumed that the- propor-
tiopate.volume of reproductions by all users' from any one journal is -

roughly equivalent to the proportionate volume of its subscriptions or ,

sales. And other alternatives could no ddubt.be-thought

41.

If record - keeping by the clearinghouse as well as by the licensee can
be.kept to a minimums, there would seem ,to be a fair prospect that,'
with fees fixed at appropriite but reasonable amounts, the Clearing-

. .hou$e would haie enough net revenues to give publishers a significant
return.

.1 .
b

.. .
0...- .

Several other problems ,that: may need to be resolved can be mgntioned:

. =- The publishers of scientifiC and technical journals (wfich
. we assume to be the materitl fairi..,whith a clearinghouse ,

is most urgently needed) will have to be pers4aded toojoin
the clearinghouse., Inclusion ofnearly all of tiem may b&

. necessary to proVide ad,equately comprehensives07erage.
,rf it can be shown that the proposed'cleari4hOuse is ' 1

., likely to become profitable within a few years, it should.
not'be difficult to enlist-the publishers.

-- Some library groups have objected that blanket licensing'
-''may.result in:their paYing for. what:are now fair use repro-
ductions.. Perhaps the license fees. can be so adjusted ad
to overcome this objection.

't5,

-- AAlearinghouse.licensing repritoductions from mostif the'
existing copyrighted journal's may be charged with 'opera-,
ting as, a monopoly.: under the anti trust laws This 'problem-

.. might be resolved by apprqpriate legislation ranting dn
exemption, or by negotiations With' the Depay4enpof Jus-
tice. Precedents for a statutory exemption from the

. .,\
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( The Harry.Fox Off ce is an example of a c ntralized agency- r licensing

tile works of a nu ber of- publisher's.' is no doubt more convenient

for licensees.tha would be,the case'if (without the compulsory liCense),

i
they had to.negoti te for licenses with each publisher separately. But

'it should be note tbat.the Harry Fax,operation is'not an example of

blanket licensing It issueslicenses for,individuil 'compositions as
requested.- It ha a standard form of license agreement and a fj.0d

schedule of Toya ty fees applicable to all the compositions alike, it

.licensees day, &often do, negotiate with, the Office for reduced fees.

in special cis-..

' r'
,4,

. yright Act4of 1976 provides for-,compulsory licenses cif a'
different character. in, 'three situations:_ For the performance of

:. .music in jukeboxep, for CATV retransmissions pf broadcast programs;
4

-

e and' for "tile use of Certain works in'noncomMercial brbadcasting. Thge,
are examples'of blaret licensing. 74' purpose Of ,the tompulsory

ff%

44- .
.

antitritt laws are now found in the Copyright Act, of 1976
.(sections 111(d)(5)(A), 116(c)(2); 118(b) and 118(8)(1)),

with respect to copyright owners or users acting as a .

group, or through .a common Agent, in negotiating and agree-

ing upon royalty rates and the distribution of lump-sum

-7- ( royalty receipts among the members of the,group.

4

A.46.3 'Compulsory Licensing. Compulsory licensing was originally pry`

vided for i'n the Copyright Act of 1909 as a device for preventingthe

establishment of a monopOly: One manufacturer of phonorecords
music; anticipating that the law would be revised to give the copyright \

-owners of music a new exclusive right to. make,recordings of their,
music, had obtained agreement; from the major, music publishers to give

.him .exclusive rights to record all the musical works in their catalogs.

To prevent this potential.monopoly,,-Congress.provided in Section 1(e) .

of the Act of-1909 that once the copyright oWher permitted one company
to make a recording of his music, anyone else was' pe171Xted to make a

sMilar recording upont_payment of two cents per composltiOn for each

redord mantfactured.

e .4

One result of this compulsory license provi -sion has been the establish-

ment of a central agency -= the Harry Fox Office'-- through,whick-most

of the music publishers issme'qcdses for the recording of individuaT

compositions. Record comp ally obtain such licenses from

the Harry Fox Office i ead df-exerci 'gig the compulsory license under
the.terMssof.,thesta ate, because the. lic nses -issued by that Office

aremore favorable hdn the statute in-sev 'al,respects.
..0

s. ,

f ,
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licene in thesetthree instances is not to prevent a monopoly, bu
to avoid the difficulties, that theuser groups would encounter--if theyhad to obtai s from and pay fees to 'the indl dual copyrightowners.. 0

A.4.6.3.1 The Compulsory License for Jukeboxes. The Copyright -Act of 1909 contained a specif c exemption for the performance' ofmusic on coin-operated machine (popularly called "jukeboxes"). 'This
has been cited for many years abe as AoutStanding example of. short -.sighted legislation. -During t learings in the'1960s on the copyright
revision bills, it became evi1dent that the Congressional committees/ 'had concluded that jukebox operators should pay for`their use of copy- -

J
-righted music. Obtaining licenses would present no great problem for
jukebol(- operators sincethey could pbtain blanket liceftses from the
three performing ight licensing organizations (ASCAP, BMI, andSESAC). But, as the Akebox operators demonstrated, to require them
to keep'records of their performances of 'each composition would impose
a tremendous and costly burden on .X''

.

%,

a

To avoid this difficulty, Congress-provided, in section 116 of the Act
of 1976, fdr a compulsory *cense.under

which jukebox operato Smay
,,,use any copyrighted:music in their' Machines,ofor which -they e to pay

.annually a single lump-sum royalty.j:To obtainthe compulsory- icense,
the jukebox operator is required tTliie in the,Copyright,Office infor-
matiOn'identifyjng himself and.his.machines,:and to deposit the royaltypayment with the Register of Copyrigpts.. The operator is then gi 'fen a.
:Certificate for each machine which he must affix to the machine.

The royalty is fixes the statute at148 a year per machine: TRe
copyright Royalty Tr unal (established under sections 801-810 000ff theAct) is authorized to adjust the royalty rate periodically Upon peti-tion by any of the interested parties-

'

Distribution of the accumulated royalty fees,among the copyright owners.
-..._ (after the dpAction of certain exaenset) is:to bp made Iv, the Copy--,,

right loyalty Tribunal on'the basi' pf claims filed with it by the ' T,r
'who may have,claims to have. access to the licensedrillachirie and the

copyright owners.. There i a ns a prisio.in the statute all4king persons

opportunity to'Obtain information, "by sampling procedures or otherwise,"
.,pertinent to their claims.

It m be observed that the appropriate distribution should not be dif-
ficu t to determine in this case because the great thik.of the royalties,<11 be payable to- ,the three performing rights licensing organizations,..

I I
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and specific. provision is made for an agreement among hem as to their

respective pro rata sharei. The three organizations have indicated '

that they are confidehebf being able to reach such an ageement.-

A.4.6.3.2 Thejeompulsory License for. tATV Systems. We have

already outlined,n section A.2.6.1 of this report, the provisions of

secti,Qn 111 of the Copyright kct of 1976 under which cable television

systgls are given a coffipulsory license for their retransmissions of

broadcast programs containing copyrighted works. To recapitulate the'

es.fsentialfeatui-es of the compulsory licensing arrangement:

-- The compqlsory license covers the broadcasts of all

,
stations Whose signals-the/cable syst6 is authorized .

by ..the FCC' to carry.
,_

. ).

-- To-obtain, the compulsory license,the aable*stem i4
reqdirepo file in the Copyright Office a %tateMent
identifying. its Owner'Indgthe broadcasting stations whose'

' 'signals are regularly carded by it. The Registeriof (

Copyrights may, -by regulation, require the filing 4f

ifurther information f found\to be necessary.
%

--2The''cablelisystem is -0 dpposit wIth.thORegister o Copp. .

rights'semianhually a'statemehtiof account showing (1) the

number Of its channels-used for retransOisslops and the -t

g 'broadcasting Stati9ns'iwhose programs were retransmitted,
and (2) the number ofits subseiriberi and the gpss'amounts
paid by them.to the system' for its retransmission service.

The Register of Copyrights, may by regulation, equire(ad- .

ditional data to be'furnished.

1

he cable .System is to pay to the Register of.Copyrights
' for each semiannual period a single royalty fee computed -

ti on,a sliding scale of specified percentages of its gross

receipts from subscribers for its retransmission service.

The aggregAtedfroyalty fees (after -expenses are

deducted)'are to be distributed by the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal on the baSis of claim's filed'by copyright owners

whose works were includedin the nonnetwork programs of

distant stations carried by the cable,systemS, .

--'The Comfight Royalty Tribunal is authorized to review and

adjust the royalty rates from time to time, under standards

`-stated in the Act, GPon Petition by any interested party.

.

1
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_._The task of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in determining how the
aggregated fees are to be distributed among the claimants will probably

1 ' be more difficult'here than in the case of jukeboxes. Theocopyrignti
owners whose works are used in broadcast programs are large Wnumber,
and their works are diverse in character. This problem may be:eased

.

.somewhat by a provi"si"on in the st tutethat claimants may lump their
claims together and may agree a ng themselves.as to their division'of
the aggregate sum paid on t -he' claims.

Aft

\

4

The Compulsory License for Noncommercial Broadcasting.
The Copyright Act of 1976 makes noncommercial broadcasters liable for
their performances and displays of copyrighted works (with certain .

exceptions not pertinent here) for which they have heretofore Oat-Med.
to be exempt from liability. The noncommercial brbadcastert arguedbefbre the Congressional

committees considering the revision bills,
that with respect to certain kinds of works at least, the process of,
obtaining licenses for their use, of copyrighted works individually-4
would be extremely difficult and costly. cbngress was persuaded to
include in the 1476 Act, in section 118, compulsory license for the
use byzenoitommercial broadcasters of pulilished nondramatic musical
worksiand published pictorial, graphic and sculptural works'(and for''
certain educational uses of recordings of their broadcast programs con-
taining such works).

. .

4 IV
o

3 . !
The compulso y license proVisions in section 118 of the Oct for.non-.
commercial ,roadcasting are quite different,from those relating tojuke and CATV systems. The terms and conditions of the compul-
sory license ulder,section418 are not spelled out in the statute,
but are left for the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to estaillish.

4 .

'Sect on 118 contemplates that copyright owners and noncommercia9 brbad,-cast s, orpgroups of them on either .side;-mij negotiate their own '"lic ing agreements, and these are iven effect). For,those instances
where no such voluntary agreement it made, the Royalty'Tribunal is to .

establish the "rates and terms" for the permitted uses-of the specified
categories of copyrighted works' by the broadcasters, after considering
proposals submitted to it by.ady interested partiesand the rates for
comparable circumstances under ekisting voluntary licerise agreements:
The rates and terms for the compulsory license are to be reviewed and
presdribed anew by the Tribunal every'fiVe.years.

,

.

.

%No express provision'is made for-the collection and distribution of
royalty payments, It is pr6Vided that the Tribunal is tcestablish
"requirements b'y which copyright owners may receive reasonable notice

O
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of the use of'their works under thjA section; and under which records

of such use,shall beflept" by the broadcasters. Apparently, the copy-

right owners or their group agencies are expected to Collect their

own royalties.
---

A.4.6.4 Concluding,Comments. If a voluntary clearinghouse satisfaC',

tory to 40th cup/right owners and users can be organbd, that would

seem to be preferable over a. statutory compulsory liCensing scheme.

A voluntary clearinghouse would be more nearly in accord with the basic

philosophy of copyright which contemplates that the author should have
control over the use of his Work. Congress seems to have demonstrated

its preference for voluntary icensing arrangements in the provisions

of sgttiort,118 of the Act of 1976,_suggesting that,the,topyright owners

and ,nonc erciq broadcasters should try.to' negotjat olunt sly agree -'

ments ber-en-themselves,:and giving such Oreemeritt* rect, o er the

compulsorlicensing scheme to'be devised by the copmbht Royalty
Tribunal., Perhaps thfsmolt important.consideration is the greater
flexibility:of a .voluntary arrangement and its 'easier accommodation';

by negotiations betwe6n the groups concerned', tO,experignce and changing

circumstalOes.
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SUPPLEMENT 1. STI TECHNOLOGY

4

.

S.1
INTRODUCTION

. '5The conceptualization of the characterisiics 'of STI ys-tems- ivimpor- .tant in order to develop. an understanding of their capabilities at theymight impact copyright-law issues. As we have seen in Section 2,'the ..;development of new. tecimologies his oftentimes raised serious'legalissues In defining the A'pplicabiljty of these new technolo.gies withinthe existing bounds of copyright law.) 1. -..
' '' .'. -,--- :

to

. c.The development of computer technology has led a variety of4-arganiza-1tions to:incorporate the compute as an essential element of ;the ',organization resource At firt. , the computer: was used mainlY%s a
- 's

, ..

tool to' human-r, urtes'in t*.consumin repetitive tasks.
a 'Mithin a -relatively sbort time peri.od,-Yadyances in/elec ronic-techr 5c;ology led to'more,and more applications for Which cb uters offered

,efits to increase the operational scope Of: organizations. One such ,p licatidn, the scientific and technological information (STI) System - .
wi I be described in detail ,._and -a bri-ef- history of some of its- sal ient,characteristics will be presented. ,. , ..

I --N,,,- > ..-
E' STI, .FACILITYS.- 2

-STI fact! i ties -may be' broadly divided between those organizktions which'
...,,

, create -STI, data. bases an those who dissemingte the ihformatian -to= thegeneral pub c'. Both types of organizations require a basiC, hardware/softwar o guratian i order to support STi applications, The major,elementso pch"configuAtions are: .0...- r2

o A central processor

starp.ge devices'

a Data endevices

Data storage, devices

o fin 'operating system

o" A data base trafiagement system ; 71;*;

o Miscel 1 aneoy( application. programs
4 ",

A
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S:2.1 CENTRAL. PROCESSORS

The central processor found at a typical STI facility is a large-scale

i,general purpose computer. A minitomputer,'although it possesses con-

' siderable power, is not compatible as central processor forhSTI appli-

cations, at present. The use of minicomputers is limited by the

.demands of the users, which require relatively short response times to
their inquiries and technology limitations to efficiently manage a

large on-line data bage. Computers of similar.size are being used by

,creators and-disseminators of S/I'Systems.
,

S.2.:2 DISC STORAGE ,

The amount of information contained-within wsingle data base iS'usually

quite large. The Chemical Abstracts Condensates.contain over 1.6 mil-

.The stora0 capacity of a large general purpose computer
(core) is too small to'store the data base in its main memory. Disc

storage is therefore.required to extend the,storage capacity. Although

infoTation stored in core can be accessed within microseconds, while
a discoperates'in milliseconds, the impact upon a user is minimal.

4)

A single disc may conta)n 5 million charaCterS of information. A char-

, aster is usually defineki as equivalent to a single letter, number or

$ punctuation idedtifiea However, since a record Of informationYis
composed of several letter,, words, and other identifying information,

a single disc can contain only 'part of the very largest STI data bases.

An'STI system therefore will often contain several disc packs, each
dis6 paa, consisting of approximately 8 discs.Y In this manner, the
capacity of the STI systeM h'as been increased several times 'over the

core storage available within the central processor.

S.2.3 DATA ENTRY DEVICES.
1.

Another 4sential Aelement of an STI 'system is data entry devices. They

may be CRT (cathode.ray,tube) terminals, punched card readers, oP paper

or. magnetic tape units.. 'A distinction needs to be .made betWeen organi-

-rations which create STI data bases and-those which operate

, retrieval services. In-the foriher case are organizations. such as .

Chlemigpl'Abstracts who compile, edit, and organize STI data baSes. Data

base creation requires a staff which can punch or type in monthly.up-

dates to ,add to the existing data base» In'-this instehce, a CRT-or

punch9d card, facility is most appropriate. This method would be too

costly for on7line search and retrieval ,se es. They receive the

. date base otimonfhly update on magnetic tap .t The tape is mounted 'and,-

through a softy/are package, the information is ed to update,thete'On7

line (disc) data base.

191.



MAGNEtIC TAPE
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*

'C'reators of STI data bases also,have a'requirement for magnetic tape
Units as well as the.on-line search services. 'Magnetic tape isa
sequential storage medkum;'that is, to locate information, the entire;.

,tape may need to be read. Even, with-a,4igh_speed tape drive, this
process can average 2-5 minutes. This t§not suitable:for on -.Tine
searching, whereas a disc can locate information with 75 msec.
Magnetic tape is more often used for archival storage as its'peice iS
Tess, and the capacity, depending upon the tape, is nearly equal_.
Older editions of the database can be conveniently stored on magnetic
tape., Two othei-, uses are made of magnetic tape.editiont of- pie data
base. First, data base copies are usually maintained in-case the
on-lines data base is.accidently)Ostebyed Or damaged. Second, a mag-,

"%netic tape' is easier, tb 'ship ta:STI data base. leasors than a disc..
Discs-are more fragile-and require careful packing tb insure against
damage.

.S.2.5 .HIGH SUED PRINTERS,

A high*16eed printerle;:usually,found-ailmost computer facilities,
including those which contain STI data bases. They erve two main
purposes: First, to provide a flard,coRyqf Anformation from STI sys-
tems when the volume large 616 the-usev:' has no-hard copy capabil,
ities of his_own% Addi'tionailyythe maintenance .of the data -base may
involve a detailed examination dfportions.,of the data base:. In these
instances, a hard copy is more: eful than access theoggh a CRT.'

t\ ,

Other computer hardware may alsol.be found at an STI facility.' Data,
communications equipment ''such as mddemsfront-end processorS, and
multiplexers which allovremote users to access the STI data bases,
will be found wher n-,Tid:searcii'serwices are offered.

.

S.2.6° SOFTWARE f
,,

.? '....
,

' .
'

.--.. i
. -I

in'addition-to computer h d?,ardwe,,softWare is also required.to control
and Search for in'forifiation'coritained,withinSTi

data base's, SaftWay:e - '' .can be defined as the pregr s that 'rect,computers to Off m speci-4"
fic functions. A bftware pa -TS a computer program or of
paprams designed to perform one orInore welldefine&funct Of
clikern to this discussion are mainly the "systems package." Systems
packages are progrgNs or sets of programs that make it possible to
use a computer more conveniently or operate it more effectively., In-

_ cluded in this category.are 'both operating systems and data base manage-_ _
ment systems.-

.

at

A--
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The operating system,,sometimes called the executive,,manages the
computer resources and. permits the user to,interact with the sysVal,.
Initial access to a'STron-line system is under the control of the
operating system. Almost all user-oriented systems have an operating
system; however, in the case.of STI tystems,limits are,placed*upon

"what the user may d&. For example, unlike timesharing computer systems,,
the user canngt create his own programs or modify the stored data
bases. In a_511 environment, the user can gain access only to STI data
bases and issue commands relevant to the use of the computer for access
or search of the data base.

L

Once an appropriate STI data base is selected for searching, the user
is ,placed under Control of edata base management system (DBMS). It

is the DBMS that' actually examines the data base to determine if the
user's specified parameters can be matched by the stored information
within a SfI system.

The method of operation while under the control of a.DBMS system in-a
STI environment is to define identifiers or descriptors upon which a
search is bated. Examples of descriptors are:

o Author's name

o Subject

o Title

o Key wdrd

Searching can be quite complex according to the sophistication of the
user and theDBMS srtem.,

Figure I is a functional schematic of a STI facility and shows the
layout and interconnection of the hardware.

S.3 STI OA-LINE DATA .BASE3., *a,

In order to limit the disdussion of STI systems, we will confine-our-
'selves to descriOng the services offered by on -line search services.
Figure II aontairis a description of the STI data bases offered. The

information contained within each data base is limited to descriptive
inforffation of articles published in scientific arid technical journals.
Some data bases contain brief abstracts of the articles cited. At

A-104.
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FIGURE.I FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURkTION OF A COMPUTERIZED STI SSTEM:,
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DATA BASE
NAME

.

. I

.. /
.

DATA BASE SUBJECT AND SOURCE ,

. . . .

, .

DATA BASE COVERAGE.

.

.

UPDATING

EENTRY GATE
APPROX..

N T.O. ITEMS
(8/76)

FREQUENCY
NO.OF
ITEMS

.

*GRANTS' i

.

o

.
Is complete single source reference to more than1500 grant
programs offered by federal, state anti lacar?overnments, coin,
mercial organizations, associations and private foundations in
over 88 disciplines, including adult education, agriculture, social
sciences, fine arts, architecture, natural sciences, banking and
business, health sciences, and law. Prec,ared b), Oryx Press.
(Operational January, 1977)

/

I

current

.

,

1,500
'

.
-....___2,

/ .
monthly 50

.

'
INFORM

.

. . .

Covers business managemerir)eriodic211 literature from over 300
journali, in the, areas of finance, management,, economics,
statistics, business law, and marketing. Journals such as Duns
Review, 'Harvari 'Business Review, and Nations Business sa-r7

,

At4 1971

.- -
44,500

.

. -

monthly

°

1,200

abstracted. Prepared by ABI, a division of bata.Courier, inc.I

. *LIBCON/E
Covers English-language, materials in all subject areas of the
monographic literature and audiovisual materials, and includes
MARC records from the Librar'y of Congress as, well as mony
more LC-cataloged items.

,

-

Jan. 1965 , . 691,700
.. .
weekly

-

7,000

.

..

*UBCON/F
. .

Same as LIBCON/E, but covers non-English-language materials.
.

Jan. 1965
,

707,700

. .

weekly
,

7,000

NTIS

. .

Is, a broad and cross-disciplinary) ile containing' itations and
abstracts of government-sponsored R&D. reports, and other
government analyses prepared by Federal agencies or, their
contractors a-riZt1 grantees. Corresposids to the Weekly

,

pan.11970' ..'

356,400

..
.

,, biweekly

,

.

2,300
.Government Abstracts an0 the semimonthly Government Reports

Announcements. .Prepared by National Technical Information '
Service (NTIS) of the U.S. Department of Commerce. .
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. present, no full-textual materials are stored-by on-line search
services. The reason is both technological and economic. The on-line
storage capacity requireddor,complete textual %torage of all scientific
and technical journals currently :indexed by STI qta bases would be
very large. Information is largely.alphabetic chqracters, which at
present, are not efficiently stored by current computer technology.,
Economically, the cost of operations Would increase substantially. In
addition',' the utilization of the computer storage resources would
decrease, due to the existence of stored texts that might be decessed
on an infrequent basis. The computer-based information system which
is based on high speeedata manipulation and an ability to perform
repetitive iterations on large volumes of information does not function
well in an elpironment which demands large storage capacities;

S.4 COMPUTERIZED.STI SYSTcMS

(4 After review of the collected information of new technologies and copy-
right and computerized STI systems, we nave determined that three.
characteristics of computerized STI, systems. merit further 'discussion.
They are the development Of:

b On-line storage (disc)

o. Efficient'dAa base Management systems
.

b Acce* to computers through data communications networks

Without these three, technological enhancements to computers, the pos-
sibility of computerized STI system would have been too costly to oper-
ate and too difficult\to mahage. Together, these'mechanisms provided
the users of STI systems with a methodology, that Made more information
available, ;at a faster speed, and with a decrease of humanresources.

0. 0

In comparing these innovations, Specifically in the area of STItsys-
:terns, it is,helpfk to consider the Library as the opposite extreme of
a computerized 01,,,sgitem.. Given atufficiently large library with
adequate resources, :MP results of a scientific search Would be simi-
lar tb that accoplished by a computerized.STI system.

fv, rt

A library, where a literature.search is conducted of relevant journals,
is an' inherent part ofthe scientific and technological method. To
satisfy the researcher's need to obtain information, he could either
brov,te through the library stacks or rely-upon extracting information
sources' from compilations of abs'tr'acts of scientific journal (i.e.,
chemical abstracts). The process required considerable time as the

A-107
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compilations were limited in tndexing methods to principally the subject

matter and the author(s). In addition, libraries, except the very.lar-
ge'st, did not always contain the,icange.of information required to meet

the needs of a. variety of researchers. To. complete an in-depth litefa-

ture search might reopi're visits to one or more libraries. Thus,

from the researcheroint of view, the library, Is anon- computerized
, STI System, was difficult to use; time consuming; not readily avail-,

able; often incomplete, and subject to errors and omissions. However,

the library, as an STI system, was not without some merits: It provided,

through browsing, a means to, circumvent the limitations-Of cataloguing
reference material or compilations of abstracts. Furthermore, full text

storage of books, periodicals, and journals at a library allowed the
researcher to investigate in-depth his topic of interest.

Ca

The development of an on -line disc storage medium provided the capability
to extend the total storage capacity of a computer system. .Prior to the
development of disc technology, the computer had to contain information
within its,main memory or xetr4eve information from a magnetic tape.
The main memory was limited in size; although information within it could
be accessed within microseconds. As noted earlier, magnetic tape could
hOld sufficient material to develop a computerized STI system but, as
a'sequenOal access medium, each search would require the time consuming
process of reading the entire tape. ,

.'The develOpment of disc, echnology,meant that the computer system could
not only accommodate theiplarge-volumes of information required to
establish computerized STIsystems, but each information record could
be found within a short time frame. A disc is a random access storage

device as opposed to a magnetic tape which is 'sequentially aciessed.
Thus, key characteristics of computers, speed and high volumedata
manipulation, were matched, in Parts to the pragmatic 'requirements of a
computerdzed STI.syStem. I

While disc storage brought a high volume on-line capability to computer
systems, the search for information contained within data base'5 needed
a specific, applications program to perform the search. Programs aieady
existed for data base manipulation. Until, the stafe-of-the-art
advanced, data base management systems were designed for specifictopera-

dons. Referring to the original STI system, the library, this was
equiplent to each library having its own card catalog. Books could not
be transferred to another library with recataloguing, and each researcher

would need to be knowledgeable of several library systems. Within each

library "Management system'.' the ease*of the system would also vary.de-

pendirig upon the creativity of the system designers. The resulting non-

consistencies led to the development of "neral purpose.data base manage-
mentment systems. .

. A - 1 0 81 9 9
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This technology ig,the second key element of computerized STI systems'`
because it-provided a means-of organizing information and searching
information so that several users could use the system simultaneously..
Its 'br6aniz4tjonal structure masflexible'so that data bases could be

%created from a variety of sources. This was important since formpts
Of STI data tases vary'according to the type of date base. The.con-
tent of a.scientific data base would vary from that of an economic data
base,' etc.

)

Data base management systems search through data bases using A variety
of methods. Most are based on an indexed system in which certain key
words or identifiers 'are examined, rather-than each record. In this
manner, time is conserved and the..compuer resources are utilized more
efficiently. .

The user makes use of key wor 'to describe a subject, author or inter-
est aka. The data base managemeflt system can then determine if a
match (hit) occurs with the contents of the-data base. .The data base,
managemerlt.system is quite powerful Since it permits_thesearch ii)ords
to be combined with Boolean Algebra Logic. This capability adds power

-to the researcher's ability to clearly identify the search topic. -

O

A skilled Computerized STI user can perform complex searches'using the
Zoolean,operators. The result i.s.that the computer STI system user
has reduced his search time consid4rably over using a library and
increased his ability to find information..

The third key element which enhanced the development of computerized STI
systems issdevelopment data communicafToos,systems which enable many
widely geographically dispersed user to access an STI system concur-

. rently. Without a data communication network, the'users would be limited -
to those at or nearby the STI facility. Economically, this perspective
would not justify the large hardware/software costs and data base lease
rates required to establish an STI facility. Data communications has,
alloweothe linking together of many remote users into a market large
enough to support'the operating costs associated.with large general pur-
pose computer. systems.

)

The area of data communicatidns includes both the network of dedicated
or leaged lines and the specialized communications hardware/software.
At'present online communications speed are relatively .slow (in the
order of 30 characters per second). Higher speeds, although technically

'available, require costly-line conditioning equipment. In addition, )

J a
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with the current STI systems, the results of a search are usually no more
than a few pages of information.. Large volumes can be directed to the

high speed printer at the.STI facility; where the .ost is less than on-

line printing. If fu)1 text retrieval were available under present con-

ditions,'the costs of high speed communioations and printing at the
user's location Mould requirea careful evaluation as to whether the
text was time critical. This situation, of._course, could' hange if the

economics of STI system u er were reduced. 44)resent, it appears that
30 characters per second communications'speeds are sufficient for most
STI systemrsers.
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, B.1 INTRODUCTION ,

A

-/

In'this paper,-we shall discuss various schemes for cOlection of
royalty payments for reproduction ,of scientific and technical informa-
tion (STI). We shall concentrate on the costs that accompany the en-
forcement of royalty price schedules. These costs are referred to in
the economic literature as transaction costs. These costs have to be
inclOded in the design of actual pricing schedules. Indeed, a major
argument fdr excluding certain users from payment is that the trans-
action 6sts associated with'the-collection of payment from these' uses
exceed the benefits of doing so. We would expect that such arrange
ments tan-be worked outbetween the'users and selldrs without a neceS-,
sary.intervention 'of the legiSlatUre or the courts, --v

B.2 -PRICING, SCHEMES

B.2.1 BLANKET LICENSE SYSTEM

The blanketliCense system involves a set payment to the,owner of a
copyright. Once paymentis made, an unliMited amount of photocopying
can.be done.

4

There are two species of blanket licensing::

(i)' direct licensing; -,

. ,

(ii) clearinghouse licensing.

Under .(i) the owner of the copyright negotiates directly with the user
-of a journal /library for a fee. Under (ii) the copyright owner nego-
tiates indirectly through the clearinghouse which pools various copy-
rights. System i'S,analogous to the one cloyed in the music'
area.

Comparative economics would seem to_favor the second variant. The
major saving is in transactions costs: both in the case of a publisher
negotiatingAgreements with a multitude of users and in.the case of the
user ,(library)) negotiating with a multitude of copyright'holders.

"Another major saving for the User'results from a reduction in the num-
ber of payments that wi41 have to-be,made. A-Omjlar reduction exists
on the publisher's side. There are, however, important additional
cOsts4thlat appear.if (ii) is used, rather than systed (i). Jhe majiar
new cost is associated with the netessityof monitoring the photocopying

, in individual libraries in order to determine an equitable distA4mtions
of the proceeds. .Those costs may be significant. According to their
ownestimates,_ASCAP's transaction costs amount to approximately
20 percent ortheir gross revenue. Such osts Would not be,expanded
.under the direct licensing scheme. This is not-to say that, the direct
licensing schemetdoes,not require some monitoring of use, since under
this scheme the exient\of use wilibe lortant in setting the fee.

B-2'
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Overall, however, we sug gdst that,, the fnonitoting costs ought to be

signffic4ntly lower under (ii) than (i).

What is'the eionomic impact of a blanket fee?' 19 the limit it may not
affect the amunt of photocopying. This perhaps paradoxical result
will .be obtained if the library finances the cost of_the.photocopyAng-
permission fee by means of a lump sum (i.e., poll) tax which is levied
uniformly on both users and non-users of,the photocopying priiyilege.
The poll tax places, however, an undesirable burden,on,non7users who
are, in effect, called upon to subsidize the users:' On equity' ,

grounds .the poll tax is clearly undesirable. Whether itshould be
implemented depends'on how much the society would suffer from a re'dut-
tton in socially desirable photocopying, which indubitably would occur
if user fees we're employed.- Since' unquestionably, a good'deal of
phototopying does not. have any benefits over and,above-fhoselhat acc
crue to the researcher himself,.arguments from both efficiency and
equity standpoints would support our preference towardsuSer fees. It
snould'be noted that ;f a library utilizes the user fee to. tolleCt the
revenue; it commits resources to generating-the.same informatiOn that ,.

is necessary under the per -use license. If it'is believed that the
collection costs associated with the user fee are excessive, then at
the risk of tome unfairnesAa lumb-sum tec ought to be imposed. The
luip=sumtax is in essence in'Use now; -all fAculty ifiembers, students,
and others contribute at least part.of,the library budget either in-

. the form of lOwer salaries,or higher tuition fees. Such payments are
clearly independent of theuse a'particular individual makes of 'the
library rew<es. - .

e

.
1

' B.2.2 PER-USE LICENSE

.

The efficiency, of ppr-Up licensing depends on the-expense associated
with monitoring the,use. Herein lies the.mbin disadvantage of the per-
use license over the blanket license. The',costs of monitoring are .

technologically determined; "At present these costs are probably high,
i n the area of journal use, bUt relatively low in the.area of biblio-

.

graphic and data base use. Furthermore, the costs will depend on how,
coarsely use is definedi. For example, 'different user'4eS may be
imposed on recent journal copies as opposed to Older copies. Medical
journals may have differenl upr fees than physical science journals,
etc.-The.finer the partitionpig of users, uses, and used objects, the
better will the pricing systemjunction as a signal towardsefficient
allocation of resources. Those gains in al-locative efficiency-must be,
Wei,ghted-ag4inst thezttendant information costs.

7°'

.8.2,3 TWO-PART TARIFFS

, The third system is a combination of the `two preceeding ones. The
two-part tariff pricing_scheme involves a fixed entry fee, independent,
of use, and,the'per-use price.2 Such'a system is currently employed.

.

,

. -2011
.
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by the telephone company-r4cir example, which chargeS a connection fee,
at well as the per-call charge. Such pricing systems have been recom-
mended for industries in which production costs involve a substantial,
fixed cost element and in which, as a consequence, socially desirable
pricing at marginal cost is not feasible in that it does not cover the
total cost of output. A form of the two-part tariff would be a system
whereby.a,litrary would purchase the license to photocopy by purchasing
the hard copy of a journal and also papa fee for each photocopy of an
article from a'journal in its collection. This would suggest that a
pure, par-use license is difficult, to conceive of because the hard. copy'
pri-ce'of a journal is in fact an entry fee. (And we note that often
libraries pay higher, subscription prices than do individuals.) This
may be so, but we prefer for reasons of taxonomy to think of the entry-
fee component as being an explicit payment for the right to photocopy.

It is clear that the current systeM does not fit neatly into either of
these three categ6ries of exclusion/collection mechanisms. There js in
the library price an implicit component of-a-license to photocopy. But-4
the extent of photocopying which suct.a license allows is not.clear,
since the meaning of "fair use" is not, apparent to either the publish-
ers or to the libraria'ns. Publishers expect some recompense for photo-
copying of their ,iour'*nal's when such photocopying violates the existing'.
statute. This brfligs on the element of the per-use license/discussed
above 4/it, an additi,dtal complication that some forms Of use are
exempt fronilliat '1 i cenSe, the "educational- exemption" for example.

4,

NI1 clear understanding ,o -V the kinds of pricing

The-first step in th'inking.about the appropriate form of a new copyright
, law should involve a

mechanism that ought to be:employed, This, outline, provides a ,basic
classification scheme. Tin the next section, we shall begin to assess&
more precisely the various transactions costs associated with the three.
fundamtn,ta,1 pricing mechanisms. [Note for ease of exposition we
have not followed here a suggestion often found in the literature that. -

per -use and blanket mechanisms are but degenerate forms'of the 'two-part
(or multi-part) tariff system.]

0

,
..

8.3 . ESTIMATING TRANSACTIONS COSTS ..
'.1

S
. .

Although economic efficiency can be mproved bjf,,the ihititution of
per-4-uqe charges, it is obvious that some resources must be used to col-
lect these,charges.' These "transactions costs" that are associated' with
an "exclusion mechanism" may be a negligibTe or significant sum relative
to the charge's'that are imposed.:In.this sctiv, we- shall develop
alternative estimates of their magnitude. 1.,...;

,,.
Excl usion'mechanisms 'are the' procedures by whil*-bne can determine whii
is using a good or sdrvide and then bill them' far that usage. The dif-
fic lties of,establishingsuch meshanismS,'have been cited aS part of

rationale- fo'r the collective provision bf rtublic goods., At the
esent time there is a large .but unknown amount of photocopying-of'

, g_eg.05 , N

i/
-,.
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. copyrighted works. The following'estimates are cited merely to s
some light on the magnitude and dlttribution of photocopyinj.3

. .
. .

f

,
.

1. 27:5 billion paper copies were made by photo= copiers and
: ,photo=dupTicators in. the.:,,U.S.in 1967. , J

2. Approximately 60 percent of thvaferfal copied by libraries
is copyrighted. .

3.." Of the photocopying done in libraries:

a. the joutnal-to-book ratio was 9:1';'

b. the majOrity oitems were scientific and technical;

c. over 80'percent was less than five years. old;

d. 5 percent of the publishers produced 40 percent of the
material being ,copied.

Currently, almost none of this photocopying results fn an associated
royalty payment cr-license

. A similar situation exists with the use of computer data bases. These
data bases may ,contain scientific, economic or statistical data,
bibliograph:q material, or medical and legal information In many
cases thie-aita;has associated with it computer software to facilitate
access and use. Thereare a variety of existing agreements by which
the creator of the data.base collects for its use either directly from
the customer, or from one or more of the computer system operators who
'provide access to the data base.'

As we described above:'in both the photocdpying and'computer database
areas the economic issues are.the'comparative efficiencies of free pro-
vision versus the implementation of tiger charges, and the relative
magnitudes of thb collection and enforcetept costs (the transactions
costs). 4 These costs will depend on whethen blanket license's or per-
use licenses are:utilized. .

The obvious archetypes of the bfiariket license are' those employed by
the perforking rights societies (e.g., ASCAP and 8MI). Here, a clear-
inghouse is employed to facilitate the contracting arrangements. The
proposed AustralianOCopyright royalty collection.operatton that re-
sulted from the Mor4house decision will operate in a similar manner.
(The decision in, the Morehouse case was that libraries in Australia
are responsible and liatie for photocopying of copyrighted works done
on.in-library copping machines.)

Usually AP's operating costsare less than 20 percent of revenue.
Aust ian.publishers association'has predicted that theciosts of

their monitoring activity, analysis, and transactions'0,11 be

5
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approximately A$.01 per page (one Australian cent per page).5 In both
systems, a significant part of the cost is the monitoring of usage
'(what is performed or copied) so that the revenues can be divided
among, the copyright holders.

In looking for 'archetypal billing and collection systems for per-use
charges,'we found two different industries with well-developed and

. possibly interesting accounting and billing mechanisms, computer
"service bur-. . d local telephone operating companies. One large
service bur au organisation estimated that the costs of monitoring use,
accounting, billing, e c., generally are 15 to 18 percent ,of total
costs. On the other h nd, Pacific Telephone Company (which has com-
plex multi-message un' charges for local calls) records shows that all
accounting operatic amounted to only 3 percent of company expenses
for 1975. (Both t e Accounting Department expenses and total expenses
included all curr nt.and capital items. See Fig.,13.1.)

0

The greater the a unt of information collected, stored, and analyzed,
the higher the cost . For-example, New York Telephone does not, as a
rule, itemize "messag unit" calls on either residential or business.
customer bills. However now-they must. provide such a list to the
customer on demand if the ustomer is willin to la the extra cost ,

($1.50 for residential cus es and '.1.50 plus .25 per each extra
page for business customers

An important point" to remembe is that 'in neither case do these .costs
include the expense of determin.ng how to pay out the revehues. These
dis ursement costs will be rela d to the degree of accuracy required

.e., sampling vs. 100 percent monitoring) and;the frequency distribu-
.on of the copyright holders. Recent data from the British Lending
ib:rary (BLL) indicate " ewed nature of -the frequency distribul
ion.7 Their s . y indlc tell that of 14,967 serial titles, the top,
0 titles Is unted for 2 petcent of the demand for photOcopies and

th 6,000 1 st requested titles accounted for the last 10 percent of
the The) cumulative distribution curve is ,shown in Figure B.2.
Figure B.3 lists the 15 most "popular" titles.

Although the BLL is a "library of last resort" -for academic libraries,
it is a major resource for the specialized industrial libraries who
comprise a majority, of their borrowers. Therefore, we can assume tat,
although the 8LL data may riot characterize the photocopyingin the

in an unbiased manner, the U.S. data will also exhibit a high
degree of skewness. Depending on the exa,ct :nature of the' payment
algotIthm, this skewness can lead to either lower or higher costs in ,

the distribution of royalties to copyright holders. The existence of
a high threshold number of copies per _time period -- unless X copies
per month are made, .no royalty payments-are distributed -- coupled with
thyskewed distribption,could reduce transaction costs in the same way
that "dedUctibles" do for,an, insurance policy. 'On the other, hand, in .

the absence of a threshold number, quite large samples may be reqUired
to capture t60- copying 'Of the more obscure works.

B-6
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FIGURE B.1

PACIFIC TELEPHONE COMPANY EXPENSES
1975 - 1978

.

Year

.

Pacific Company ($bil)

'

AccoUnting Department ($bil)

Accounting
-4 Dept. ,as %

of .CoMidiany

4).

4ExPense Capital Total Expense Capital Total Total

1975

1976f

1977f

1978f

c$2.2814

2.5237

-

-

1.0019

1.1214

1.2424

1.3689

3.2203

3.6451.

-

-

91.7,.

114.6

113.3

.7

1.2*

.0.9*

'0.5

0.3

A '92.9

115.5

113.8

-

,

/

2.9%

3.2%

-

-

Notes: f = forecast.

-*regional toll centers opened in:1975:,and 1976.

Source: --eopversat3on with Pacific' TelephonOtompany duly 1976.
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;FIGURE B:2
DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND FOR. BLL SERIALS
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Source:' M. B. Line and D. N. Wtiod, 1The Effect of
a Large-Scale' Photocopying Service on-

Journal Sales,! Journal of Documentation
31 (1975),
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FIGURE, B.3

TOP 15 TITLES REQUESTED AT BLL
1972 - 1975

Rank

Order Title

EStimatedNo. of
Phopcopl,es pea.
of Articles in Print

' ,

Circulation
(as gived by

. 'Ulrich 1973/4)
. '-- .

.

1: Science
1,288 154,2002. Biochimica et. Bciophysica Ad4a,- 1,078 4,500

3.

4.
New England' JoUrnal of Medicine
Annals, New York Academy of Sciences

-959

917

, 140,010

5.

6.

Nautre

Journal, American Chemical Society
854
798

21,ocipl,

'7. Journal of Biologicals Chemistry 784 \ 7,208 Analytical Chemistri' 70Q 36,009. Journal, American Medical Association 700 239,0010. CliniCal Chemistry 693 ,7,605
11- Proceedftgs, Nqiorial Academy of Sciences 679. 8,600
12. Scientific American 630 500,7t0
13. Journal orChr6Motography 623 .4. Analytical }Sloche try .609

British Medical Jo, nal 595 84,748
Lancet

595 221,577a"
29,360--

c

allorth American edition..'Source: M.B. Line and D.N. Wood, "The Effect of a Large-Scale
. Photocopying Service cni Journal Sales," Journal of,

Documentation, 31:241 (1975).
beritisOedition.
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.In this' paper providethe theoretical model. Of a firm which

produces a commodity that is sold bOth to individuals and to institutions.
The latter extend the services of'the commodity to a large .collection'of .

users. The focus of the paper is on the pricing rules that-the firm
should follow inlcalculating the prtces for individual users and fOr

institutional users. As.the by-product of theranalysis, we pamide
stronglarguments for levying user charges on those who avail,themselves

institutionally-held unit:of the commodity.'
.

,
1!, (

In the paper we use journal !publishing as perfect example of

the industry which served both individual and multi=user(institutional)
mar*ts. As we shall see, the analOspresented here callibe extended
rather easily to advanced computerized scientific and,technolodical
information systems. ,

. 41
. The major problem raised in the paper-As pow the-fixed cost com-

ponept of the.total production costs should be areid-among the two
classes of buyers. There'already exists a wellAkstaWished theory
which bears directly on that issue.- In brief, the theory prescribes that

in the market in which demand iS"not very responsive to, price changes,
the price should be higher than the one charged to the buyers in the
market in which the demand'is highly responsive to price. variations.
This is known in the literature as the inverse elasticity rule, since
demand elasticities are precisely the measures of responsiveness' cif'.de-

'mand to The implication of:thl§ inverse.elasticity for-

t mula is that a- proportionally larger'Share orthe_fixed cost should be
shifted onto those buyers who do not _substantially reduce their pur-

chaSes when price is raised above4ome

. This rule is,, however, applicable only if there are no Joss-
.

market effects. But those effects are present whenever a change in the

, price charged in one of the markets affects the demand in the other
market. If, for example, at increase in the, institutional price leads

some of. the institutional buyers to discontinue their-purchases, one

would exPeckan increase in the demand by individuals: Our task,in the

paper is, therefore, to provide workable4ulet which would be applicable

in the case of cross-market price effects since,we belieVe that suclp,

effects are present in the inbustries0Which provide scientific and
- technical information.

The value of ,workable prici or-formulas, like the
inverse elasticity rule, is two -fol.. First, they enable the decision -

maker t asdertain what variables in the model are;of particular

import ce in the process of price setting. Second,, they enable the

decisi n-maker to conduct a rough test on, how the current prices compareprices

to thos at which profits would be maximized. 0:-

It 'is, of course, unrealistic that the firm could ever hope to
exactly set optimal (i.e., profft-maximizing) prices.; Ne ertheless-,

/(11
using the optimal price formulae as a, gutgle, the maPagemen can concen-

trate on collecting that data which will'be-most"oeful in t oprodess
of setting prices. For example, as the name suggests, the inverse

.IC1 -2-C1 ,=
I . /

,
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elasticity, formula identifies demand elasticities as being thefocalpoints in the processof setting prices. Our analysis also. uncovered
additional variables which previously escaped the.attention of theanalysts. .We find that in the model considered in the paper, the'best
(profit maximizing) prices are quite sensitive to the value of the,
variable which we term "the average number of potential subscribers".
Roughly speaking, this variable measures the average number of additional
priyate purchases that'would be' gained from those institutions thA-,would,
discontinue their purchaSes in response to a small change in the
institiktionaT-7Tce of the commodity:. ,To illustrate the concept, let us
assume that an increase of one. dollar in the institutional price induces
six institutions to discontinue their purchases. This, in turn; induces
two users from each institution to purchase the commodity. In this
example, the average number of potential subscribes is two. If we wereto change tqhypothetical data somewhat and assume that there would be
no new private buyers from four of those institutions; the value of the
average number of potential subscribers would drop to two-thirds.

We have been'able to show that if for a wide range of prices
offered in the two markets the average number of potential subscribers
exceeds one, the institutional price ought to exceed the 0.ivate price
rres ective of the elasticities of demand in the two markets. This

result is of some Interest because in some situations the %Les of the
' elasticities df demand in the private and institutional markets may not
be known white the firni may have some thformation'from its marketing
surveys on the numbers of potential subscribers.

,It must be admitted that sophisticated pricing rules li-ke'the onepresented in this paper require significant amounts,of information fen
their implementation. However, as we indicated earlier, the optimal

. price rules can be employed to test whether current prices cap be
.improved upon yieldinghigher net iicome for the firm or higher net

,.benefits for the product's users. For the pyrposes of thi ;test much
less detailed knowledge of market'demands required. The test is
particularly simple for tawfirm which is not currently price discriM-
ip,ating between its institutional and in'ividual. customers. in, this
situation, it is very easy to ShoW that in most circumstances price
discriMination in favor of individual buyers would,be desirable from the
'standpoint of profits and the welfare ofthe consumers as a whole. When

s't.thefirm already has atwo -fier-price scheme, our tests enables the
decision-maker,to ascertain whether the current. spread between the two.,
sets of prices shoUld be widened or narrowed. '14; .

04-There is no need to give here a detailed. exposition of the price
adjustment test since the test is described at great-length in thepaper.
It is important, however, to reiterate that the procedure for price
revisions developed An the paper relies wholly on the informatioh that
should -be easily available tothose responsible for price decisions., If 0

such -information is not cur ently ava4)able, it can be obtaineerfrom,the
existing data, using standar econometric techniques which.we have
discussed elsewhere.

1-bi5
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It may be useful at this point to restate the motivation behind
the analysis of Sections II and III of the paper. Our most abstract
consideration was to extend the economic analysis of optimal pricing'to
those situations Tn which significant cross-market effects of pricing
decisions are present. Although-there are'already some pricing rules
which are applicable to that case, these rulet-are nit easily.inter7.
pretable evenby,,,a theorist.- Furthermore, they are formulated in,ways
which are not ,pa )--ticularly helpful to those who will in the end use
them for actualpricing decisions. Hence, our second_ohjective was to'
derive a get of guidelines to be,tollowed by those who are responsible
for deciding on prices for scientific and technical information. We

strived to make a strong case for ,imaginative pricing and we argued
that price discrimination between various classes of buyers is not only
desirable for profits butperhaps,paradoxically, also for the users of.
information as a whole. 'N_

Section II of the paper presents, we believe, a strong case-for
allowing the proAueert to employ sophisticated pricing policies and to
have protectipn via copyright for the' product. If the,production of
sceintific and technical information id not,involve a fixed cost com-
'ponent, then economic thedry, would indicate prices closely to the ..

incremental ( marginal) production costs. When fixed costs are present,
however, at prices equal-to marginal costs, the firm cannot cover its
total costs. Consequently, prices must deviate from MFental 'costs.
In Sections II and III, we show what direttjons those deviations from
marginal costs should take. It would be unfortunate if the producers,
and disseminators of information were to e-prevented from employing
those sophisticated pricing rules for t purposes of recovering their
fixed cdtts:

, ,

, /

Section V and Appendix I deal directly with the problem of
whether user charges ought to be levied on those who use the.
institutionally owned excludable public good. This queltion is
-directly relevant to the-discussion of copyright royalties. The first
argument for user charges is entirely cdnsistent.with that encountered

V above. We argued earlier that/the IJurden of_lefraying thefixed cost_
1 component of the total produation costs shourete allocated to the

various classes of users according to well-defined principles (thee
Inverse-elasticity rule, for example). The question may be raised as
to why the users of the institutionally-owned excludable' public good'
shadld be, exempted fromi,sharing in that burden. The.answer.is, of
course, thgt they should/not:' It is conceivable that those user
charges should,be6low7. But our theory says that if those charges

4should be low, it is pot necessarily because the cost to the society
of an additional use of the chstitutionalty'owned excludable public-.
gOod is also very small, perhaps even zero. Rather, the argument fOr
no user charges.ought to be based on the empirically verifiable

.

proposition that the deorand'for institutional use is highly elastic
with respect to user charges, (This demand-should.not be confUsed- .

with the demand by institutions for the commodity in question. Un-

dqubtedly,,tht two demands are related in some way.) When,- a small

increase in
/
these charges above zero would discourage SO, many users
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;
that the additional revenue gained from user charges 0ould npt be suf-
ficient to justify the collection costs, user charges are not desirable.
It is those who oppose the introduction of user charges, however, who
mustprovide a positive stowing that'-the collection costs are pro-
hibitive, fot otherwise the'imPlications of economic analysis are quite
"clear" carefully structureduser,fees.are a rational and desirable
method.6f.defraying at least some part 4f the fixed costs incurred in
production and dissemination of scientific and technical information.

The second argument for user charges is less complex, :An
impdsitibn of user charges would di courage some use of the units of
the commodity owned by.the institu ions. $oMe of these discourdged
users would enter the private market. By.increasing private demand,
they would stimulate production of thecommodity, thus driving down its
average'cost. Some of.thOte gains.,could then be passed on to the
bUyers in the form of lower prices, yielding concomitant improvement
ip the dissemination of theproduct.

The reader will 'have noted that in this summary &f the paper, we
have dealt with the class.pf excludable public-goods. 'The ,discussion
in the,paper is couched specifically in terms of scientific and techni-
cal journals. We differentiated in the paper between personal and li-
brary subscriptions and argued strongly for the iffloOsition of;user
charges on. those who utilize the library copy by, for example, photo-
.copying artieIes from,a'journal. We built our argument on a very
*general proposition which asserts that no group of. consumers should b
exempted from financ'ing some part of production costs unless reasons of
equity, costly collection, orsignificant positive externalities stop
us from doing so. The formulae for prites presented in the paper apply
when.those objections to the use of prices as rationing devices are not
present.1

The formulas and the arguments behind them apply ,not only to
journals. Instead of journals, we can imagine...a system in'hich the
Publishers do not proOde'hard copy to'the subscribers but rather video
discs or tapes of journals. Those discs ortapes can then:be read.
using minicomputervind/or display consoles. In such a hypothetical
system, we would again have at least two-tier price structure: one ,

1

See J.A. Ordover and R.D. Willig, "On the Role of Information'.
in Designing Social Policy towards -Externalities," Center for Applied
Economics, Discussion Paper #76-03, New York University, for the
discussion of the case in which there are external effects. Those
effects exist whenever the societailienefft from a given activity
exceeds the,private benefit that accrues to the person who undertakes
that particular activity. It may be argued that the users of
scientific and technicalAnformation generate significant positive
externalities. If so, then perhaps.information'should b-drmade freely
available -to all users and not only to those who-use it in the library.
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price for individual subscribers and another for institutibnAl sub-.

(scribers including libraries. In addition, in,ec.cordance with our

theoretical analysis, user charges will belevied ae:wejl. Indeed, in

this modified system, user charges are evenimore desirable than in the 11

presently extant system. This is so because the collection casts woUld .

be Much lowel. if the information were transmitted through computer.',

S.

O

j
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I. Introduction

There are many, interesting and important policy issues surrounding
. the provision of technical journals that arise from the simple fact

that journals,can, at once, be offered to the read' g public through
libraries and through personal subscriptions. is said, for example,
that publishers are experiencing increasing fficulty in recovering
their "first copy costs (set-up costs) d to the rapid growth of
reprography.' Recognition of this new p oblem has lead to intense
public debate over copyright protectio against uncompensated private
dissemination of reproduced library m terials.' ,Thbre is a related
acceleratingetrend towards the establishment of a dual pricing struc-ture by publishers -- high rates for library'subscriptiOns and lowerrates for personal ones.

In this paper we analyze the socially optimal provision of such
goods as journals which can be viably used in either the private or
public modes.. This i5 the class of "excludable public goods," which
we take to be characterized by the

following canonical properties:

(a) There exists a technology of public provision Of the good
under which the marginal user costs are zero.

(b) The good'can be replicated, so that private provision is
-feasible.

(c) The subjective value of the good to consumers-is greater in
the priVate mode than it is in the public mode.

Properties (a)and (b) together say that the good can be feasibly
offered to consumers in either or both modes. We define the public
Mode as'theThncongested use of asingle unit of the good by many con-
sumers, irregPective of whether-or not a user fee is levied:--rn-top-
trast the private mode presupposes exclusive use of a unit of the good
by each consuming agent. Of course,,if consumers were indifferelnt
between Obtaining the good in the two modes, then consideration of
on:1.1ft or social welfare would dictate the production of only a single
unit to be shared'by all users, and the standard.Public igoods analyseswould apply unchanged.

It is property (p) that captures the hitherto analytically
. ignored-characteristic of journals which leads to its bifurcated pro-
vision and td the concomitant policy issues.2. Giyen (c), there,is a'
tradeoff between the convenience'of-the private Mode and the economy of.
the public one. Theoretical and practical questions arise as to the
determination of the modes of delivery and the associated prices that
Pare optimal for welfare and for profits. These are the central con-
cerns of this study. Throughout the paper, to make our analysis
Note: Superscripts refer to Footnotes beginning on page C2-38.
Bracketed numbers refer to References beginning on page C2-40. Numbers
in parentheses refer to equations in the text.
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clearer and'more relevant'to current policy issuesjvie cast our

discussion in terms of journals. Nonetheless, our results apply to \*

any excludable public good.'

We work with the siMplestmOdel rich enough to. reflect these

issues, Each agent is characterized by his benefit from consuming the,

goodvia.the.private and public modes, B and B - T respectively. Thus

T is.the money:scaled subjective cost of patronizing.the publicinpde

over and above that of the private mode. For example, T might measure

the inconvenience of library use.
,

The set of all agents is exbgeneously partitiOned into hetero-

geneous groups, each served by,at most4one public facility (library).
The joint distribution'of B and T in the group with charactqtistics

vector m is given by h(B,T,m), while the distribution of m over all

groups is f(m).

We assume that the productton technology of the good exhibits

increasing returns to scale, Thus, with C(Q) denoting the cost of

producing Q.,Onits, C(Q) > QC1(Q); the revenue from marginal Lost pric-

ing cannot cover production. cost. This assumption reflects the setup

costs signifidant for publit policy towards the publishing industry.,

We abstract, however, from costs pf library operation and construction

and from the concomitant overhead allocation problem. Thus, we assume'

that-every group of agents has access to one and only one elready,

established and noncongested literary facility, and we focus on the
potential acquisitions by,the libraries of a particular journal.,

SectTon II studies the personal and institutional subscription

prices that are optimal for profits and that are optimal, for welfare

under the Ramsey nonnegative profit constraint.6 Here we assume that

libraries are'perfect (SamUelsonian [10])pqrveyors of the publit good

to their user populations. That is, they levy no use fee and they

finance their acquisitions through lump sum contrioutionS: Farther,.

a library subscribes to the jobrnal if and only if the total willing-

ness to pay of its Population exceeds'the,institutional subscription

price. 'This model gives special structure to the, market demand

elasticities which are crucial for the determination of the optimal

prices.

We see that the ratio of the optimal d6dations of the prices .

from marginal.cost depends on the ratio of the*own price elasticities .

of library and personal subscription demand, the ratio of library to -.-

personal subscriptions,.and, the newly identified variable, the aver-

age number of pbtential personal subscribers who are users of the mar -

ginal' libraries: However, the ipplicafion 'of this Ramsey rule requires

global 'information on the behavior of these criticalfunctions of the

prices. Unfortunately such data are unavailable. -'

Therefore, in Section III,-we study the use of current values of_

the variables for the determination of the local price adjustments

C274
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which are best for welfare, while leaving profitunchanged.4, Thdsame expression for the ratio of the deviations df Raesey optimalprices'from marginal cost can, when evaluated at current prices, bp. -meaningfully compared with the ratio of current deviations. In partic-ular, for reasonable and representative values of.the current param-.eters, a journal currently setting equal persohdl and library subscrip-
.tion prices should move to a higher relative

library. price.. Usinganalogoustools, it is-shown'that such,a move would also be of benefit
4r-

to g profit oriented/publisher.

'We apply these methods in a pilot study of the 1975 prices of.file economics journals. We find that for four-of them, welfare canbe improved without loss of publisher profit by simultaneously increas-ing the library subscription price and decreasing the personal sub-scription price. Further, the hypothesis
of_profit maximization can_berejected for these journals..

. .* -

In Section IV.we investigate the prdfit and welfare optimaldistribution structures. Numerical simulations show, for example, thatprofit maximization 60 lead to total exclusion of private subscrip-tions 1lien break-even
constrained welfare maximization implies thecomplete exclusion of library subscriptions, We identify some of the-qualitative factors that generate such divergences between the profit. and welfare optimal

distribution structures. The total welfare lossfrom monopoly provision can be decomposed into the components whichare attributable to incorrect prices and to incorrect structure. Inthe aforementioned example, it is the latter which are most si,gnifi-cant. Generally, however, the welfare effect of constraining a profitmaximizing publisher to provide the welfare
optimal distribution modescan be negligible, or worse, perverse.

In'Section V we study the econoMic'impact of the introduction ofA library usage fee, paid to the publisher, perhaps as a copyrightroyalty. We show that under weak and plausible conditions', net wel-'fare, consumer welfare, and profits can all be increased by the imple-.mentation of such a fee, when accompanied by appropriate decreases inthe subscription. prices.. ThUs, we identify the difficult policy prob-ldM of how to tie such price decreases to the extension of copyrightprotection to.library.usage.

,as perfect purveyors of their pbblic good *ournal copies. 'While

Appendix 1 ihows,the Ramsey suboptimality4of the libraries behav-ingeach

population prefers to france library subscriptions with lump-sumtaxes, they all,benefit from ctdlective adherence to a .rule specifyingthat.usage fees partially finance library acquisitions.,

_Throughout-the paper,, the alysis is performed with library,populations indexed by-a scalar, m, over which the. relevant functionsare assumed to be monotone: Appendix 2 shows how this model cansbeconsiderably extended to allow for a, multidimensional characterizationof library
populations,'withOut.any loss of thd analytic power of the
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one dimensibnal representatiOn. W feel that the analytic techniques

ptesented in Appendix ,2 can be used to gainfully enrich diverse one

dimensional models found in the literature.

II. Optimal Subscription Prices

In this section We determine the rules that c haracterize the

profit and constrained welfare optimal personal and institutional

prices under the assOption that the institutions are perfect purveyors

of tie excludable public good to their populations. We build up from

a detailed,model of individual behavior.

tach agentig desCribed by'three
characteristics:. the unique

library populetioh to which he belongs, his benefjt,'Bi measured in

money units, ftom the use Of a library'copy of a journal, B - T. Thus

T can be interpreted as the money value of all psychic and pecuniary-

costs of using the library, exclusive of any user fees, Band B - T

are income independent and, as such, arealso independent of any money

.
__expended for personal subscription, use fees, or lump-sum library

taxes. (That is, utility funFtions arelineayin money.)

Each agent faces a personal subscription price, ps: If he belongs'

to a grouplihose l'ibrary doesnot own the journal, he will subscribe

himself if and only if B > ps. If, hoivever, he does haVeaccess.to a

library copy, then his chosen mode will be the one yielding the highest,

net benefit. He will buy a personalSubscriptiom if B > ps and T > ps

5B-T). He will .be a library reader if B - > COM T < Ps.

Otherwise, he will choose not to read the journal.

It will-be-usefu to dichotomize the library readers into the

potential,subScribe for whom B > ps and T < ps, and the perusers,

for whom 1B !,419s and B. The latter group, unlike the former, would

not buy ,personal subscriptions at ps, werethe library to discontinue

its subscription: Figure 1 depicts the aforementioned groups as

regions in B,, T.space:

The library indexed by the parameter m serves a group bf agen

characterized by the histogram function h(B,T,m). The library, acing

as a perfect purveypr, will subscribe if the aggregatewillingness to

pa, WP,, of its population covers the institutional subscription price

pL. WP can be expressed as the difference between the population's :mak.

aggregate-net benefits with (V) and without (V) the library subsctiption

exclusive of the,lump sum payments which sum TO,pL.

le
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.

(B-p
s

J

)h(B,T,m)dTdB + 7 (B- T)h(B,T,m)dTdB

0

0

(B-T)h(B,T,m)dTdB.

'

o

,(2) l(ps,m) (B p
s ")h(B T m)dTdB

Ps °
A,

.

a .

e

Reading left to right, the integrals medsure the net benefits of the"
personal subscribers, the potential subscribers,and the perusers,,respecfively.

Here, without a library subscription, the only reader,are those with
personal subscriptions. Finally,

/(

o Ps JB
(3), WP(ps,m) = Ii(Vs,m) 1/(ps,m) = (BrT)h(B,T,m)dia

0 0' ).

Ps-
+ (ps-T)h(B,T,m)dTdB.

Ps
0

:Thus, the personal subscribers contribute nothing to WP, and the
perusers are' willing:to pay their .01 benefit, net of inconvenience,
B 7 T. However, the potenti ubscr#ers add only the differenceps - T between their evalu ions ofthe library-inconvenience and thq
Morley cost of a personal subscripon: 1

t
Using the willingness to pay concept, we can identify the librarieswhich are just indiffe'rent'to acquiring the journal...Such marginal

libraries will be denoted by the index m*, with .

,(4)
w(Ps,m*) PL.

For conveniepee, We take m to be a scalar index defined- that the
WP functioffis increasing-in m. (In Appendix 2 we show ioow to arrive
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1,k\,-kat our results-14th a mathe atically more satisfying representation of

multidimensionally differentited libraries.) Letting f(m) be'thetnum-

ber of pdpulation groups with, characteristic m,-

c

(5)

. -.

I

NL. = .- f(m)dm
4

.M*

is the 'total-number of subscri6ing4if.aries.

1t.

Denoting by N. the total number of personal subscribers, pOlisher

profits are

(6)
s + pN

L
C(N

S
+ N

L
)

L,

Total social welfare gen&ated-by the j6urnal in question, given'by the

sum Of prodUper's surplus and consunTrs surplus, 5 is denoted by

W = V + Tr; Where.

,

= (V(ps,m) pL)f(m)dm +( ) V

m*

V(ps,m)f(m)dm.

Now, we can turn to the choice of ps andA lithich maximizes W sub-

ject to, the constraint that Tr > Q, Forming' the agrangiv;

L = W = V (x+i)R, we investigate the necessary first older con-

.

'ditiou for positive optimal prices: N,

(8)

*. and

aPs aPs
ap

s

aL av
(a +1)

3a

aPL aPL
apt'

Calculating from (7),:(2), and (1), we haye

*f(m)dm [V(m*) V(m*

'2-.8226

Py(e).
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However, because-0 the definitions of m* and WP, (3) and (4), the,
seconcUerM is zero and we' are left!with this fainiliar version ofRoy's,Law6

-

.

(9)

'Similar calculations yield

aV NL.

apL

aV
NS.

3PS

'Routine aiffdrentiation of the profit function (6) gives this"solution to the simultaneous equatiohs of (8), Where c denotes,the,,mar-
ginal cost Cr(V-I-NL):

(1,1)

-
PL

C N
S

L
-N

S

N
L

-A - 1 '
II

A +1 NLNa - NS (ti
1.

-N
L

N
L S ; ,

.NPS-
L

. LS LS
..*..

.

Here, subscripts S and L denote artial derivatives with respect tops and pl.. Of courseT1) is th standard Ramsey Tule for optimal' .-deviatiOns of prices from margin 1 costs under the nonnegative,profit
.constraint.? If the crossoclemand partials are zero, then (11) reducesto the familiar inverse elasticity rule.8 In the present form, (11), isnot very illuminating. A more usefuj, formulation can be derived by se-stifuting into-it detailed relationships 'among the partial derivatives.of demand extracted from the underlying model., .

Working "from (5),, we'obtain
.-

f..
ii.._,A..,,-

(12) L amw A-i,
at)*

andN
L

= - ----,101*)

L

Implicit differentiation of (4) gives

and .

amle
f(m*).

Saps

aWP

1 -
3PL 3PS aWP

am- am
=

am *"

apc
aWP

,.3Ps

3PL
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ti

WP
Note that

3
> 0, by construction, so thq (12) and c13) imply that

a

NL < 0. Turning back -to the definition of WP in (3), we calcOate

(14):
3WP, j

h(B,,T,ri9dTdB PNS(m*

3PS
0

. ,.
This js just the numbet of potential- subscribers who frequent each

. ,

marginal library. Together, (121, (13), and (14) yield

' .

L
(15) Ns =

S
(m*)NL.> 0.

L.

The' numbcer of, personal kubsoribers in 'a population, m, with a

subscribing library is
a

co .

(1.6) IL N (m) h(B,T,m)dTdB,

Ps Ps
t

and, Without a subscribing library,

-

(17) LISSm) = jw h(lw, 13 ,T,m)dTc1B.

,

.
, ..

PS °

Differentiating the total number ofprivate subscribers,
.4441.,

(18) -.NS-_ ItS (m)f(m)dm + 1
4

N-5(m)f(m)dIn,

0 IllIr

with respect to pL, which affects only the set of- subscribing libraries,-.
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(1'9)

Now,

(20)

rii---r". f.(m*)EN(m*) Fis(m*)]
'PL

am* I
f(m*)

aPL

..,

hCB,T,m1s)dTd8 -r-ar-2-1*. f(m*)PNS(m*
aPLps 0

together with (15)

4.
..%f

and (12), (f9) 'reveals tJat

. -

S L- S LNL = Ns = go PN (m1c)NL > 0:

!*....ar

.. .
.

i The relationships in (20) are both surprising and useful. Persona.1
and library subscriptions are gross substitutes, provided there are
potential subscribers in the marginal,. 1 ibraries.9 , Despite the fact
that the demand fOr library subscriptiont- is determined by the §imul-
taneous collective decisions of many population .groups, while N
rgsults from the individual decisions of the agents, the Slutsky
symmetry of the demand,cross-partials (with no income effects) jks .
preserved.

,

It remains only to investigate .the behavior of NS 'with respect to
changes in ps. 'Working from (18Y,

''., e
4.

(21)

/

0.

,

a

S , am* S SNs= ail f(e)(N (le) N (le))

m*
S S+ Ns(m)f(m)dm + NS(m)f(m)dm

JO m*

c .

We denote by N
S

the negative terms.in the brackets which represent the, S

derivative of NS with respect to p c, .holding constant the set of sub-
scribing libraries. Using (13), (T4), and (19), we have

. -......---"'

am f(09(NS(0) -Owl\ _mLpNS,,*).

aPS II . "S. fil.

'Thus , (21) . can be- rewritten

a" (22). Ns._ . hiLpN§:( .r NS NS- -,..s.,..4,,, II) ^
S -='.. S '

0.
A"
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a

Together, (22) and (38) yield-considerable insight iiito'the
structure of demand and the optimal' prices. Note first that the
Jacobian, 3

L L
NS NL

A.

of the map giving NS and N
L
as functions of psand pLsis an NP matrix

(i.e., the principal minors alternate in sign fromsnegative? for the
minors, to positive). This is so because both NS and NL are nega-

tivetive and, ustpig (20) and (22),

(23)

S S
NS NL

L L
NS NL

SL
= NSNL

= N
L

SL
- NL

S

Ns + (PN
S
(re))

2
NL - NL (PN

S
(m*))

2
.= NI.Ns

CS
0.

Thus, the interrelated demands for library and personal subScriptions
are "normal",in the sense of Sandberg [11j. If ps and pl. change, the

demand for at least one of the goods, moves normally, in the opposite
direction to the moveMemttn its price. For example, if both prices
rise, Ooth demands cannot simultaneasly increase. We think the fact
that N and NL comprise a normal demand system is a confirmation of the
plausibility and applicability of the model. Further, the NP property
of the demand Jacpbian mo be a useful restriction on estimated demand
equations.

. .

Turning to the optimal price rule, we note first that at the
profit constrained welfare optimum, both ps andpl. arestriqtly above
the marginal cost, c. This follows from (11) in that NiNL - NOS < 0

and -N
LNL

+ NLNS
i

0; NLN
S

-
NSNL

LS
by.(23);

and finally > 0 by
LS

the Kuhn-Tucke4Pcondttions. Moreover, if A were 0, ps = c = pl., which,

4
by the assumed increas\ng returns, would leave costs uncovered and
violate the constraint n > 0. Thus A >'0, ps > c and pi > c.jai,

Now we can delve Into the determination of the optimal ratio,

PL-cp = - and rewrite the basic equation- (11) several ways' to expose
p
S
-c'

. :

the roles of the underlying variables of the model. ,Rearrangement of
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(

(11) yields:

N N
L
-NUNS

(24) -"A- P = Ap
c

PS- N
L
N
L
+N

L
N
S

S L

Using (22), <,

(25) P
N1-[Ns' NITNS(0))

_LmL mm
"S"

LS
"L"

- NtNS

Now, substituting (20) into (25) and rearranging yields -

NS
I

N
L
/N

S
(126) p = PN

S
(le) +

NL [1 +
PNS(m *)NL /NS

It follows .that

PNS(m*) < p <111
S
(m*) +

L S
NL N

N.

v

a

Thus, PNS(m*) > 1 would immediately imply that p > 1, that the optimal'
library price exceeds the optimal personal subscription price.

Now,, to contrast the formula for p with the classic inverse s 1

,elasticity rule, divide the numerator and denominator of (24) by N N1
and use (20) to get

O

N
S
/N

S

POW
NL/W-

(t)P =
L

1 + PN
S
(e) NS

N.

Of course, if PNS(nr). 0, then the Cros"s-elasticities va5ish'and

(PL-c) /PL e

(PS -c)/PS
eL

S
where cs

S
= Nsps/N

S
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and

,.

Otherwise, the needed modifications in (27) require only tie number of
potential subscribers and the. ratio of the number of :library tot`

/personal "subsceiptions.. -

_

III. Determining Best Price Adjustments from Current Data
.

There'is considerable methodological difficulty in deriving
from (26) and '(27) insights that are relevant to current practices
of journal pricing. The variables (elasticities, circulations,- and
number of potential subscribers) to which the' formulae relate p are
all to be evaluated at the to-be-determined prjces% This endogeneity,
endemic to necessary first order conditions, means that the optimal.
prices can only be 'determined as the solutions to simultaneous,
equations Whose global behavior is almost impossible to deduce from
available local data. Further, intuitions that we may have _concerning
current values of the variables govarning p cannot be logically
L.7firfled via such first order conditions as (26) and (2.7) to illumine
the optimal pricd. We cannot use a comparison, for example, of
-(N /NS) across journals 't,$) deduce from (28) a comparison of
the corresponding optimal values' of p. The relevant quantities to
compare, hplding other components of (27) equal, are the'values- of
(lipN,S)/(NiL/N9. at the differVnt optima. But these; themselves, are
the object of interest. j.

Fortunately, there is:an analytic line of inquiry which `'_

circumvents these coaceptual difficulties. We can ask for the direction
change from the cent prices which is best for social 'welfare

while. preserving the Current level of profit. It can be shown" that

if the currerttv, atz greater than the current value of.* (defined

'in (24)), then thellest; profit constrained, direction of change
required that pi be loCvered and ps be raised. Inversely, if, At current
levels, p < then pt should be raised and ps 'flowered. It should be
emphasized that these calculations do ndt necessarily indicate the
relationshIps between thck current and the optimal prices. Instead,
they give the best local price adjustments that can be.determined
from 'strictly local inforniation on_the relevant 'functions.

From thi's point ,of view, *, calculated at current v esr, of the

;ariables, can indeed be meaningfully coTperediwith t current ratio

PL"'
Since both (26) and (27) give expressions equal to they can

PS-c.
serve as vehicles for the vlication of current data to the study Of
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'prgSent journal prices, yielding recommendations for the best direction
of change. It now becomes meaningful to investigate the behavior of
* with tespect to, its component variables. This.is.not the standard
comparative statics technique which requires consideration of the
feedback between the underlying parameters and the conseqUent optimum
at which the equations are evaluated. Instead, wstudy the level. of
p, alwks evaluated at current Oces, as a function of tne.vajues
parameters could take on as they pertain to different journals. Here,
these parameters need not be viewed as functions of prices, as they
must in comparative statics (with prices endogeneous), because the
prices are themselves parametrically fixed at their curAntly realized
values.

We shall first utilize thisnovel and powerful technique to
establish_conditions under which-it can be unambiguously asserted
that welfare would increase (without affecting profits) by introducing
a positive margin between currently equal library and personal sub-
scription prices. This assertion can be made if the currentvalue of
p for a particular journal, with ps = pl., exceeds 1. For this
journal, the current p,iS equal to 1,,,,1ess thaA; indicating-that.
pi. sh ould be raised and ps lowered.

,

For notational convenience, let

S

_NL sk n § and Z = PN- (m*) '.'

eL N

Using'the repr'esentation of p given by the night hand side of (27),

(28)

. which reduces to

when pi. =, ps.

.

PL

PS

1 + Zn '

k + Z

1 + Zn
O

C2-.15
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Thus, ty > 1 is equivalent to (k-1) + Z(1-n) >'0. This condition
will be met whenever the circulation ratio, n, is less than 1 and the
ratio offthe elasticities, k, is greater than 1. The meager empirical
eviderie suggests that k is significantly larger than 2, for all
journels studied.11 Further, the best available data indicates that
n < 1 for a majority of technical journals.12 Thus a finding -that

> 1 for a journal with 'Ds = pl would not be surprisi , and the

policy recommendation to differentiate the subscription rices,
> ps would-be rigorously justified.

For journals already charging differentiated price, the
investigation of the best direction of -price changes requires more
current information. If ki n, and Z were known; then the test is just
p

>
< 4). However, Z may be more difficult to estimate than are k or n.

Nevertheless, we,. can use (28) to determine the minimum value of p,
over all Z > 0, as a function of k and n. If for a particular
journal it should be.the case that p < `'min' then surely p < p and
the recommendation to increase pi and decrease ps would follow.

. Holding pl., pS, k, and n constant, (28) shows that.y is either
mmnotone decreasing or increasing in Z as (pi/ps)nk is greater or less
than one. In the latter case, tymil) = (pi/psjk. In the former case, we
need an upper bound on Z to establish a Tower bound on ty.

Together, (20) and (22) yield

S S S0 >N =N +NZ=N -Z2 NLL .SS
Z2

Ss/
< N N

L
= PLThus, Z ,.and

(29)

Substituting this uppen bound for Z into (28) gives

PL

k
PS

i///' k PL

- P

(30). IPmin =
o

, for -"- nk 1 .

,

PS
PL

n p,
1
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Note further that the expression given for *min in (JO) is an
increasing function of k. Hence a perceived lower bound on k can be
substituted i to (30) to yield *min as a function of the-directly
observable valu of pL, pc, and n. Moreover, by equating (30) to p,
we can solve, for t untqu value of k, k*, for which p = *min.

(31) PS 1

nP .

E.

It follows that ifk > k*, and if the condition for the validity of

(30), > 1, satisfied, then p < *min, and the ratio of pL, to ps
PS

should be increased.

We now apply these methods in a pilot study of the 1975 prices
of five economics Journals: Quarterly Journal of Economics (QJE);
American Economic'Review, toge er with the Papecs-J171-77-Keedings, and
the Journal of Economic Literature (AER); Journa Economy
(JPE); 5-conoiiii-CITRFiTilEI); and the Journal oftconomic Theory (JET).
The prices, taken from the public reco7--C-Tain-TO771issues
published in 1975. For the association jeurnals.(AER and El), ps was
taken to be the membership fee, and we ignoi-e any benefits and costs
of membership unrelated .to the journal subscriptions. Circulation
figures, NL and Ns, were obtained directly from, the editorial offices."

.

The marginal costs were calculated form the'formuia; 14

-en .825 + .564 -en
. WOO

C(Q)
.

[O+NL ,1017/1. p, annual pages
1000 "'Y .`41

r

100

and then inflated by 25 percent." These data appear in columns 1-6 of
Table 1. °Column 7 holds p, the ratio of the deviations of the
subscription prices froM marginal cost, which is to be compared with *.

PLFor each of the five journals, nk > 1 for k >/2, and sb we can
PS

presume" that (30) applies. Column 8 lists the valuet of *'.
mincomputed from (30) with the underestimate of 2.0 used for k. column 9

exhibits k*, the value of k which would 'make *min = p.

These calculations suggest that-p-is-indeed well below * for all
the journals but JET. Both intuition and the evidence support the
contention that the own price elasticity of personal-subscriptions is
more than twice that of library subscriptions. With k > 2, both
column's 7 and 8 show that the values of p are below those of *min. The'
policy conclusion 17 is that net consumer welfare can be increased,
while the levels of publishers' profits are maintained, by simultaneously
increasing pi_ and decreasing ps, for QJE, AER, JPE, and EI.

,C2-17
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TABLE 1

41

1975 pS
PL.

N Ai s Pages c
P-c

11)

min
(k=2) k*T

p8';L-c

QJE 15.00 15.00 ,,5,500" 1.22- . 686 7.85 1.00 1.28 1:2

AERt 23.00 34.50 27,500' .37- . 3,280 15.18 2.47 2.85 .1.5

APE 15.00 20.00 11,400 :43: 1,318' 11.51 '2.43 2.49 1.9

EI 14.00 20.09 3:800 .49 610 8:32 2.Q6 2.42 1.4

JET a4.50 69.00 1,500 4.30 "873 17.05 2.98 .97 19.0

0

l'Includes Papers and Proceedings and th6 Journal of Economic Literature.

The value of k for which 1;iin =13.
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For JET; Table 1 shows that it is unlikely that p < lymin Since

.

PL
> isdecreasing in Z, and (28) yields `max =

PL
nk

Since ---- 2, p,<
max

for k > 1.5. Thus, for reasonable values of k,
PS

lymin < p < Ipmax, and we cannot reject the hypothesis that the
. subscription prices of JET satisfy the optimality conditions. In fact,

rearrangement of (28) shows that p = J, if.k 'and-Z satisfy k = 1.5 + 6Z.
It is .certainly plausible, for example, that Z = .5 and iC = 4.5.

*bri

Thus far we have studied welfare maximization, and our concern with
profits has been restricted to the constraint of nonsubsidized
viability of the publisher: However, these very same tools scan also
be usefully applied to the study of profit maximization.

The first order conditions for the choice of pL and ps which is
optimial for profits. can be expressed A$

(32)
PL

-1

S
ps 7 c

S S
NHS

L

.L L
:NS NL

N
L

N
S

,.

This matrix equation can be derived from (11) by-letting.X -* ... This
follows heuristically from observing that as X grpws large,' the an term
dominates the W term in the Lagrangian underlying (11), and, in the -

lithit,'maximization of L is tantamount to the maximization of v.

It'is evident from (32) that_ necessary condition for the current
levels of p,,and ps to be profit optimal is that p = p. .Thus the results
displayed it Table 1 can be interpreted as,eviPence that all the
journals but JET are neither successful profit maximizers nor'constr
ed welfare, optimizers.

However, with the profit objectivg furtion, inequality between
p and ly Cannot be utilized to determine the best direction of price
change-wjthout either further inforination,or additional assumptions.
Algebraic manipulation of (32) reveals that

(33)
Il

L air>
aS N )

aps
. N
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One interesting applicatioAn of (33) concerns a publisher who is currently,

charging a profit optimal nondiscriminating price (ps = pi. and p = 1).

871. 87r
, t

At these equal prices,: ---- 1. ---- O. It follows then from (33) that

4 aPS
1

aPL ' n;
if, at,currentvalues, ip > 1 = then ---.2

a
> 0 and < O. In such a

ap
L

as.

case, increasing pL. and decreasing ps would definitely increase *fits.,

Together, (32) and (11) show that prices which are profit optimal

and pricesTwhich are profit constrained welfare optimal both satisfy

the condition p = j. However, it 's alsci evident from the equations

and from common intuition that t e former prices will both be larger

than the latter. Of course, th s'is a reflection of the weJl-known

welfare loss due to profit maxi izing monopoly behavior.

IV. Profit and Welfare Optimal- Choices of Provision Modes

In the present context, new and significant questions arise: Is.

there an additional welfare loss caused by the monopolist choosing a

spcially suboptftal set of provision modes? Will the monopolist

refuseto make the journal available to libraries-or perhaps to

personal subscribers? Might these'also Ue:the constrained welfare

optimal choices of provision modes?

-
In'orie sense, these structural questions can)be viewed from the

now faMiliar standppiat of pricing. Clearly, pL or pc can be set high

enough to drive to-Yelsh library or personal subscription demand.

However, this-view obscures the causal economic forces. Indeed, the

very form and interpretatfdn of the p function changes with the

provision modes generated by the changing levels of aridand p,4 .4 There

are several cases to carOder.
r .

.

C2-20
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First, suppose pL were set well above the wiljsingness to pay of

all library populations.: Then, of course, NL = 0 and NE = O. It

follows frow(20)/that here Nis = 1 = 0. Thits in, this case, the

publisher effectively,faces only the market for personal Subscriptions.
atd, consequently, the public' good aspect of the situation is 'absent. '

By lowering pl to the leiel'of the, maximum (over library populations)
willingness tb pay, the publisher,gains thAt amount, less the marginal

cost, while losing lic - c for each prospective subscriber in that_

library population. 'It is they who leave the personal subscription

market in favor Of utilizing the newly acquired li ry copy. The

welfare.effects,are the gains, B - T, of each peruser. ,ho now `has .

access to a library copy,Ae cost c of providing that py,ind the

ambiguously signed 1 7 c of each'subscriber. The prOfi Impact of

opening the library market is lso.ambiguous;
. ,



't
Asp drops further, these processes continue with additional

j1brarlesLacquiring the journal, NI- becoming negative and withNIE,and.
N? becoming positive: This is'thecase in which both provision Modes
0e-fully operative and thelOrmu.las (11) and .(33) govern the optimal
prices.

, -

Only the library mode is operative when ps is set above the reser-
vation prices of all agents/ In this case there are no personal

.

subscribers and nolpotentfel subscribers using the libraries. The
' - profit maximizing publisher sets the monopoly level for p, , viewing

the libraries as the onlylOffective market. ....,,,

,
.

As ps falls to the level of the largest B in the population, two
different cases can -Occur. If the agent with the` maximal B has T > B> c, then he will purchase a personal subscription, whereas previously, *when ps was higher', he was neither punchasing,nor using the library.
In this case, both profits and welfare unambiguously increase with, the
opening-Of the personal subscription market. At ,such a set of prices,

the library and pers9nal subscription markets are both operatives 'although
decoupled from one another. This is so brause there are no potential-.

;1
.subscribers, and'h nce, from (15), 4 = N = 0. -

If, instead, t,e agent with the maximal B has B > T, B > c, then
the rqduction.in-pc:to just below the level of his a does not induce him
to swfitch'firom library use to a personal subscription. Yet, his
will-ingnessto pay 1r the library copy is diminished. -Thisfrcan ca sethe set of subscribi g libraries to shrink, an unfortunate eventUall

.for both Welfare and profits. However; as pc falls-further, new
personal subscribers appear and both the welfare and profit effects' ,
are ambiguous. , .

..-

Hence, little tan be said at this level of generality about the-welfare or profit%preferability of the di -verse market. structures wehave identified. To,investigate the question of whether the welfareand profit rankings'of the different market structures agree, and,
further, to gain insight into the economic causes of such disagreement,
we have resorted to a dais Offlumerical examples.,

The,mathematical model used in the simulations :Ira simplified
version of the one employed in Sections 1 anclII, Oroduction'costis's'+ cO: We assume that, in the B,T space, agents are uniformly '.distributedover a parallelogram. Their benefits 'from reading lie
between zero and-Bilw, pax is finite and greater-than_Ahe constantmarginal cost c of producing a journal copy. Agents with some
particular value of B have inconvenience costs uniformly distributed.'between To + aB and T1 + aB. The parameter a, constrained to be
between zero and one, reflects the dependence on B of the mean
conditional inconvenience 'cost. If, for example, a were zero, the mean

--inconveniencecost would be independent of th4 value of B. The

(- 1

assumption that-a does.not exceed one is introduced so as to ensure thatat least for some values personal subscription prices there will be .library readers. Figure depicts the special assumptions made about
.C2-21
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the distribution of benefits and inconve ience costs., One shortcoming

of theuniform'distribution is that with it-we cannot generate the

interesting case of market decoupling in.which both NL and MS are

positive but Nk = 0.'

In order to simplify calculations even further, we assume that all

libraries are identical, characterized by the same histogram function

h(B,T). As a consequence of this homogeneity, we cannot use the

formulae derived from (11) to calculate the profit-constrained welfare -

'optimal personal and library subscription prices. Givens, the
willingness to pay and, hence, pi are uniquely determined. ,Thus, it

is no longer possible to simultaneously satisfy the first-order
Conditiorls and the Profit constraint. However, in the mixed case, when

both subscription markets are opened, the constrained welfare-optimal

personal subscription price, ps, is the smallest ps > c which allows -

the resulting profits, including pL, to be nonnepatiTie. The welfare-'

optimal mode of provision of the journal is then obtained by comparing
the level of total welfare at ps = ps and pi, = WP with that attained

when ps is set t the average cost and no library copies are provided.
In all the calculations, social welfare is measured as the difference

between the total gross'benefits accruing to readers and the total

production costs.

In the simulations we use as a benchmark the case in which
provision of both personal and -library subscriptions is optimal for i

profit maximizing publishers as well as for welfare maWzing publishers.

A profit maximiug publisher will be in this mixed rovtsion mode if

and only if at least some agents with the maximum C value of have

inconvenience costs higher than this B. The mixe mode is welfare

optimal if the total willingness to pay (for the library copy) of

agents'with T < c < ps exceeds th04sum of the marginal cost. of the,

copy, c, and tlie,fiXed cost, (I):
.

,

Working from the benEhmark situation in which the mixed_ mode is

preferred by both types of publishers, we insestigate.whether.other
configurations of rankin§s cif thrftmarket structures can be generated
by suitable changes in the values of the parameters Bmax, T0, T1, a, c

and cp. . ,

. ...

. .

The striking result is that, for some parameter values, the 5,.

welfare and profit rankings of provision'modes are diametrically

..,

, ..

,
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opposed. Profit maximizing publishers would sell only to libraries,
while constrained welfare maximization requires that only personaT

subscriptions be 'So)d. .
1 ,,

This extreme scenario is caused by two 'fundamental, properties.of

the distribution) of agents. The first is the small willingness to.pay
of those who would patronize the library when p$ is set at c. (or.

* as close to c as possible) by the welfare.optimizingpublisher. This

can be the result of onlVa small number of agents having T < c, or of
\ ,.

. 6



a tight positive association between B and T (B z T `soW that B-T r. 0)
of those With T< c. In'such cases, welfare is served by foregoing
library provision of the journal.

The second critical property is the lade of a strong positi've
association between the B's and, T's of the high B agents.° (With.many
agents having a large .B - T, the aggregate willingness to pa).is large,
in the absence of a personal subscription alternative. The publisher,
is able to appropriate all of this surplus via the pLocollected from
the perfectly purveying library.. If, however, personal subscriptions
wereto be offered, then the willingness to pay of the high B,, low T,
now potential subscribers would be diminished from B - T to ps - T.
The counter-balancing profit increase arises from the high B, high T
agents whose new contribution to'profit as a personal.subscMber,
ps - c, is larger than the old willingnesso pay, max(B-T, 0). The
profit losses outweigh the gains, and the profit maximizing mode islibrary subscriptions only, if there are more high B-low T than high
B-high T agents.

These two properties of the distribution of agents can be generated
in our simple model by setting To 'close to c, a. small, and Bmax large
relative to Ti. Less delicacy is required to geneNte the case in which
welfare prefers both modes while profit maximization excludes,private

, subscriptions. It is also possible to generate the case in which, due
. to a strong positive correlation between B and-T, profits are maximized
by the exclugon of library sales. '

Numberical simulations confirm ovr expectations that different
provision modes may emerge from profit andelfare maximization. It
is therefore important to know whether the loss in social welfare
from the presence of monopoly can be significantly diminished by
constraining the monopolistic publisher to the socially optimal 'triode.

GOvernmental intervention into the structure of provision modes is
desirable whenever the mixed mode is socially preferred,' while the
profit - maximizing provision is restricted so]ely to individual
subsceibers.-,In this case, there can be a significant gain in welfare
resulting from the establishment of proper.provision modes, even though
the.profit- maximizing firm will not charge the welfare optimal personal
and library subscription prices..- Simufations show that without libraries,*. at profit optimal 'personal subscription orices,.social welfare'is
approximately one-third of-the maximum welfare attainable undertthe
mixed mode. If the monopolist is constrained to operate within the
mixed mode, social welfare increases, often up to /0 percent:of the
maximum attainable level. The reduCtion in profits that results,from
'the constraint imposed on the profit-making publishers most cases,
substantially less than,the%imftovement in cdosumer welfar6t.

aff
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Unfortunately, however, regulation of the provision mode offered

will be ineffectual in the most intuitively plausible case of profit

maximization excluding personal subscriptions while welfare optimization

requires both provision modes. Here, to satisfy a mixed mode constraint,

the'profitoriented publisher need only set ps low,enough to attract

a,few personal subscribers. The welfare effect of opening such an

unAtractive market would be minimal.
(

. Curiously, simulations reveal" possibility of perverse effects

of mode regulation. If a profit maximizing firm Which ,desires to

exclude personal subscriptions is for&d.into the welfaxploptimal male
'Of excluding library 'sales,it may then set its profit optimal k so .

high that all welfare gains from proper.str6cture are thereby nullified.

Thus, the partial correction of a market distortion through regulation

of the provision structure may worsen,irather than i'mprove welfare.

7 z ,

V. -Welfare and Profit Effects of Library Usage Fees
, ..

lb this section we study the economic impact of the imposi O.

a fee for the use of library journals. ,We maintain our underly

assumption that the jodnal is'an eRclUdable public .good, so that the

marginal cost of -usage in a library IS zero. Nonetpeless, it is

conceivable that a positive usage fee (greater theft the associated
marginal cost) is both welfare and profit desirable. This is so .

because,suCh a fee would discourage libraXy use and,.in the previous

sectionme.uncovered.instances in which fhe very existence of library
subScriptions wabaneful to profits andswelfare. 7

., .

4
P

g'L
.When the usage fee paid to the,journal publisher, it can.be

0 .interpr ted'as a royalty payment to the owner-ofthe copyright. Thus
o

we fq - h, trot sqs. can illumine- the current debate over the,

appropriate%eictept,t which copyright Yaw should apply to library use.

We find .,,under'w 600 pla,4peibl* conftions', a positive usage 4

fee is 1 'd'optithal'when welfare ismaxi ':zed.tubject to the profit

constraint. urtherf'un4er.tNte anditionS, without a profit

constraint, he introduction of "a u'gage-.,Itee,s'accocmpanied.by an ".

appropriate change in po willAnreasle bdth,brbfits and net' welfare.

Moreover, if profit maximizi ptibliher4 giyensthe right_to

charge a sma use fee, theirt e exist accomOanying reductiohsoin

pi and ps under which bothprotits and consumer welfarePncreasee
Hbwever, it must be recognized that suOr,a0justMents in pi. and,ps are

not necessarily in .the interest of the pubrigher

,
v !.'. -

.

It is straightforward to inoororate a usage'fee, pu, into our

. . subscription if B > p and ps < T + p. He will a prospective
model. Withl,a library available, an a,§ent.wilipurchase a personal

u:

subscriber (and libray,reader) if B wprand'T + pu. ps. The

other library-readers; the perusers, are-those-with:1i < k and. ,

T + pu < B Figure 3 pictures these regions ofiB, 1- spacg. -.

+1.
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The,willingness to pray of the library-popplatlor is now, given,that we exclude
°

the triviallcase Oyu > ps, ,

,.

.\

fw fPS-Pu
(34)

WP(PS'Pu'm) j (ps,r-pu)h(E),T,m)dTdB

ps 0

4

+
PS JB-Pu

(B-T-p
u
)h(B,T,m)dTdB .

Pu °

Its der-Native with respect to p. is minus the number of library
readers. This is the function of ps and pu given by

(Z)
1'11(PS'Pu'm) h(B,T,m)dT4B

PS

.10

Blu ,

h(B,T,m)dTdB.

Pu
,!

No°

.The derivative of the willingness to pay with respect to psis still.
the number.of prospective subscribers, now given

PS-Pu
(36) s

(ps pu,m)
h(Bft,m)dTdB

PS °

The marginal library, is now the fupction of p5, po and
given. Iiiiplicitlly(by.

110

(37)

w, Psote01 01.
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.
Its derivatives with respect to the prices are

e
..

am* , 1 am* 'N
s
(m*)*

... (1? aPL

,,i

aWP '
aPS

awP

am am

and

am* LR(m*)

-'aPu
aWR
am

Consumer welfare, V,.is now given by

(B-T-p.)h(B,T,m)f(m)dTdBdm(39) V =

m* p
S

0

PS .13-pu
(B-T-p )h(B,T,m)f(m)dTdBdm

MtU' °
40

'
.

4

+ (B7ps)h(B,T,M)f(M)dBdTdM A\

0.
.1116

M* .PS7Pu PS,

f(M)dm + j 47:ps)h(B,T,m)f(m)dBdTdM .

0 D p, ,

.

The first -three terms capturepthe net-benefits respectively of the

'.prospective subscribers, 6e peruSers, and personal subscribers it)

populations with librartes:.The fourth term is the total payment; for

'Obrary subscriptions,, an b the last is the net benefits to, personal

subscribers in ndnlilfrary groups: Differentiation shows
.

k'etk

aV T .aV L
(40) - LR ,

aPL

N ,
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41.

Here, LR is the total

(41)

1/1

aPs

number of library readers,

LR
T

= LR(m)f(m)dm .

m*

ll.

is as previously, and

(42) N
S

=.

m* PS -Pu PS

h(B,T,m)f(m)OdTdm

+
m*

n

'h(B,T,m)f(
,

BdTdm .

10 .ps

4

.4

Progit now includes the revenue from the usage fees:

." (43)

We are
the introducti
ji3ehaviors. of
of a small 1$11

the users of.t
leave the set
price changes

(44)

LAT

"1.

mL

vS"

mS coS+NL).
2'

now equipped to study the welfare and profit effects of
on of a positive usage fee. These-are reflected in the
the V and 7 funCtions at pu = 0. Consider the introduction
accompanied by a decrease in pi. which.exactly compensites
he marginal library.. Together, these price movements
of subscribing libraries unchanged. The ratio of such
is computed from (38) as:

dpL

dPu
m*

ae/aPu
u(ei

am * /api.
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The resulting rate of change of profit can be calculated from (43) and
(38) to be _

.

J4.5) + aak dd:Lu =- LRT LR(e)N17 + A
"u.

m* m*

where

(46)

'

I;

.
.

A = (ps7c)
,. h(B,piw)f(m)413dT

4,,

m* PS 4) -,4-

With ps > c, A > 0, and all

condition that
.. ap

u

(47).

will be positive Libber the plausible

m*

LR
T
/R

L
> LR(m*

k-f-:-

This just says that the numbers of jour'hal readers in the marginal

library is less than the average number of joUrnal readers, in t%
subscribing-libraries. --

. .... ..,.

The effect of the compensated change in pu on net welfare is

. , a(v+n) ,.a(viTr) dPL

app
'PL dPu

m1=A.

*

Equation (46) shows that this is positive 'if ps > C. and 4f there are

any potential subscribers with T = ps.- These agents are indifferent
between library use and suivcription purchase at pu = 0. When pu is

increased, they are induced to buy personal subscriptions, with no
welfare loss. loWever, these new purchases increase profit by A. Tnbs
given that A * 0, net welfare can be strictly increased by implementing '-
a positive usage fee.. Moreover; giventhe likely dondft4in, (47) ; the

,samg set of price'changes will also. increase the publisher's profits.
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Here, the potential increase in net welfare from the introduction
of pU > 0 is driven by the increase in profit. However, if society
grants the right to levy a usage fee to a profit maximizing publisher,
then there are accompanying decreases imps and pl. which will result in
improvements in both profit and consumer welfare. With both ps and pl.

set to,4imize i at pu = 0, Waps = au/api. = O. (45) shows that o''

with A > 0 and (47) satisfied, au/41. .'0 implies that 3u/app >'0. If

LS
.

[Dir 37r-dps > -T- dpu > 0, then du 77-7. dpu + 77- dps >,0. Also,
N °"u °PS

,dp
dV = Hdp

u a aV
+ f ido

S
= do

u
[LRT - NS' S > 0 .3p p .

u S

Thus, there exist finite changes to pu and pS.which increase both it
and V., Similar y, it can be seen that-;there is a decrease which
makes both the publisher and the consumers prefer a,positive usage
-fee.

Nevertheless, it is"Ibblematic whether the profit maximizing.,
publisher would find it-in his own interest to effAct these, requisite
price reductions if he were to be granted the righ' to collect.a usage
fee. In response to the increase-4n demand for perso-hal subscriptions
resulting from the newly Opsitive 0'0 the publisher may well find it
profit optimal" to raise ps.-- He may be wilTing to allow m* to increase
instead of lowering pL to keep the number'of library subscriptions
constant. In short, consumer welfare may be lowered by allowing a
profit minded publisher to charge a usage fee, everrif=its leyel is
governmentally set.



.1014
,

In contrast, consumer welfare is improved by the introduction of a
usage fee when ps and pir are chosen optimally for net welfare subject
to the nonneiatfive profit constraint. To show this we view pu-as a
parameter in the Ramsey maximization, and use the envelope theorem to
calculate the derivative of optimized net welfare with respect to pu

e
at p

u
= 0. This yields d(4w)* 9L , where Os the Lagrangian of

dpu apu

the program, evaluatedtat pu = 0 and at the optimal ps, pL, and A. A

is necessarily positive, sfnce, otherwise, ps and pl. would be set equal
to-marginal cost and the nonnegative:profit constraint would be violated.
Thus, the constraint is binding at pu'= 0 and it will continue to be so

w* OV 4

for small.increases to p. It follows that -7-4-= 0 and ----
a

u

d

Gp
u

xtp
u

*

apu '-

With p
u
= 0, recalling (46), t

E m
(49)

' B
LR
T

+ (X+1) LR
T a*

f(m*)- (p -c)apu L apu

At the Ramsey optimum,

(50)
NL

+ (p -c)PNS(e) 21p '1 f(m*) + A
a

,
. u

1

PL-ci
I

;ffel-A4ly [ am*NL 971:1

+ (ps-c)P0 (m *)

PPL

"14.f(e) =

1*

Multiplying (50) by LR(m *) and subtracting from (49) does not affect

the value Of Then, (38) yields -
ap

u

of,

,

, BE

u 6
=

T
- N

L
LR(m* ] + (x +l)A

a'
P
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This is strictly positive, given (47), since we showed in Section II
that with pu = 0, the Ramsey optimaT\ps is greeted than c, and this
suffices for A > O. Hence, comsumeift welfare is strictly improved by
vesting publishTrs with the right to levy usage fees, under the proviso
that library and personal subscription prices are-set-to-maximize net

--welfare subject to a pftfit constraint.

Let us review the insights for public policy gained in this :

section. Overall, we find that a positive copyright usage fee is an
Instrument whiO is desirable for net social welfare when.properly
employed. In particular, net welfare can be increased by the extension
of copyrigt protection 0 the use of journals in librariet if the
library subscription'price is simultaneodsly'reduced so as to maintain
the set of subscribingzilibraries.

Thesesame price changes also -
'raise publisher profit if the'number_of_readers in the marginal library
is less than the average number of library readers. This gainin profit
is 'caused by the shift of marginal prospective subscribers into personal
subscriptions which are priced above marginal cost. There are also',
counter-balancing' (around pu = 0) effects on consumer welfare and .

profit due to the usage .fee payments.

-" airther we have shown that a usage fee is a beneficial
instrument in the hands of a welfare minded price setter. Specifically,
consumer welfare is increased by the introduction of copyright protection
to library journals when the subscription prices are chosen optimally
for net welfare, subject'to a breakeven profiimiconstraint. It can be
Conceivably argued that nonprofit journal publishers-do, in fact, seek
to set prices ih this way. Then, for this major category of publishers,our results may be interpreted to recommend library usage charges.

i

For profit maximlizing publishers, moreover, the -introductions
of a copyright fee. can increase both consumer welfare and the level of
profits: However, this improvement in consumer welfare is predicated
upon the-implementation of-cancomitant reductions in the libraryand/or
personalsubscription prices. Such price reductions will not, in '\,
general, be profit'optimal, although, accompanied by the new 'usage fee,
they will result in higher profits than were previouslyettainable. i

The challenge for public policy is,to develop an institution which will
. tie the' consumer beneficial price reductions to the'profit improving

copyright.protection. The present-aWysis shows the existence of such
a compromise pricing package Which Will benefit both publishers and.,,.

,

readers'.
;.
r -
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APPENDIX 1

The Ramsey SubOpt4mality of Perfect Purveyance
of Excludable Public Goods

In Section,V we showed that full Ramsey optima.lity requiret\a
positive ugge fee:. This is not too surprising since we are accustomed
to RamseySiltimal prices being above the corresponding marginal costs,
and here the marginal cost of an additional library reader is zero. ,

The usual reason for this result is that with'increasing returns to
scale in production, prices must generally be above marginal costs for
revenues to ever total costs.

Here, we show that perfect purveyance of, e udable public

goods is Ramsey suboptimal for a new and differen reason. We consider
a rule that each library must finance the propor ona ofthe
subscription price pl. by means of a use fee whos size then varies

-over libraries:

.pu(a,m)LR(m),= apL

Under this regime, with a >-0, the.library does not perfectly purvey
the noncongested journal copy, and the use payments-do nbt contribute
directly to cover the publisher's total costs. Yet, we shall s'e that,
the Ramsey optimal value of a is positive. The sole effect of,the
introduction of a positive a is to raise profit by-the mark-up on.the

?personal subscription sales to the former marginal potential subscribers.
Because the profit constraint is binding, this. profit increment enables
ps and pi to be lowered, bringing profit back down to its previous level,

and increasing consumer welfare.

To establish this result, 10 note first that given (A1),-m* is
implicitly defined by

(A2)
WP[Pu(a,111*),m*J=4PI;(1-a)' :

DifferentiatiOn yields 0

(A3)
dm*
da

aWP aPu(

apu "

aWP aWP apu

Dm Dpu Dm.
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.

As befdre, WP/apu =.- LR, and,' from (t), at a = 0, ap / = pc/LR.
Substituting these facts intg:jA3) gives, at a- = 01

(A4) am*

aa
= 0 .

The derivatives of consumer welfare, V, with respect to a,
at a = 0, can be calculated from (39), recognizing that now puis the,
function of both and m given by (Al).

The calcu tion Of that, at a . 0,qVg

(A5)

4

Profit is now simply n =*psN
s

+ pj.N4 - C(N8 L+N ); where NS and'N
L
aref ..

. .
given by- (42) and (5), again remembering that (A1)4and (A2) give new

,interpretations to p. and m*: 'Hyd; in view of the critical (A4),
calculation shows thh at a = 0,

----

ea

(A6)
an

ap (0,m)

as

U
h B,psim)f(m)dBdM,

m *.
* PS

CO CO

= 401
rL LR(M)

--;-

m* ,Ps

Applying the envelope thedrem, s in Section V,

dV* aL aV

,
i

!

--d-cT ;KT= Tjtn+ (1+x) 21
0

as
., Th inequality is strict whdnever there

are any marginal ,prO§pectiv$ subscribers in any of thelsubscribing
libraries. In this case, Ramsey dptimizednet or. consumer Welfare is
strictly increased by the impOsition.of a positive a.

--'
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It is interesting to note that each library population would
prefer to circumvent the positive a rule andto pay pl solely out
of the lump sum taxes' characpristic of perfect purvOanee. However,
each library population benefits from the decreases in ps and pi. ,

which results from collettive adherence to the rule.

ta.
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APPENDIX 2 .

MultidimenionalCharacterization of Library Populations.,

4..,
Throughout the paper, ie have characterized library populations

by the scalar in and have assumed that the willingness to pay is increas72
ing in m. This is an overly restrictive formulation which, however,
finds frequent use in the literature. Here we show how the model can
IA considerably extended to allow fora multidimensional characterization
of library populations, without ai all affecting the power of the one-
dimensional approach.

Let each library population be characterized by the vector m =

(ml, m2, where mj represents the number of agents in the
population m of type i.' Type i agents are themselves characterized
by the density functiOn gi(B,T). Thu's, thdkhistogram function of the
population m is ,

(A7)
n

h(B,T,m) E m.g.(B,T) .."

All population specific structural functions have their analogues
defined for each.agent type.4 Thus,:here, for example, we have an
analogy to (3) the willingnesi to pay of a unit population of type i,

( A 8) ' WP(m) = miw .

i=l '

A population,_.m, is marginal if

n

i/1
miwpi pL=

..
.

Because WP(m),is :Increasing in each comp nent, by (A8), a population
purchases a library subscription' if
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PL -
L
T m iwPi

(A9") m1 , .>. ..

i=2-
= ml(PS'PL'm2""'mn)

wpl
4

o,
4

.

HeN,Sve have arbitrarily chosen to normalize on ml. ,Now, mt plays the

same central role as that-played throughout,the 0a0er by m*.' Thus, for
example,

r

0 J:

(A10) NL = j ""

FM*

f(m

1

n
)dm

1
dm

2
...dm

n

1 '"m n)

A specific analytic gain from this more general specification is .

the replacement throughout of the ?numberuf potential subscriber's in .

the marginal library," PP(m*),4by the avera e number of potential
ENscribers in the marginal libraries." o.see this, calculate from
(A10):

(All). '

L I.
aN

aPL jo

aN

aPS

am*(m
1 2aPm (m ,...;mn),m2,...,mn .dm2...dmn .

L
0

am*(m im
n

)

f[111*
1

1

aPS

Now', working from (A9),

am*(m . m )
1 2'"' n

I

"'"mn)'1112",';'44edm2"'dmn
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Also,

amt._

a
PL

al); (1411,1 [ 17.2
1 wP1

t 2

i.

where we have used the fact that
awPi

pniS, the nuMber of prospective
PS

subscribers in a unit population of type i. Substituting (A9) into the
.above gives

(Al2)

.-n

m.pnS
0

amt°12"'"mn) . Fel 1 1 = p0(m*)

a PS 4 14131 '., .

Substitution into (All) yields

gml. _,
i

.f(mI2,...,m ...,m
ol,

aPL '141)1
n

0
'o

,..dm
n

aPS \-wP1

aNL 1

lw

. PNS[m*(m ...,m m nr If(.)dm . .dm .
1 n s 2" n

0

Thus, we have.aN
L / --S
japs/faN PN (M*), the average number of

.prospective subscribers_ip the-marginal liVraries. When the basic model
is4speCified this way, PP(e) replaces PP(m*) throughout The same
apTlies to all the, concepts specific rb marginal libraries.
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FOOTNOTES,

'1. This debate was .stimulated by the,celebrated case of Williams and, ,

Wilkins v. U.S. [13]. Summaries of various argumentt, and:positions'

can be found in [12].- 4k,"
.

." . .

. 2. For example, the analysis of Y. Barzel 41] rested on the public

t., goods properties of the information disseminated in journals,.
while it ignored,the public nature of libraryiournal collections.

. . ,

. .

3. It was Ramsey.I9]:Whd first d welfare optimal prices underlite'
such a constraint. See [2]..for-a cogent survey.

..4. See Willig [14], f'Or the development of this general approach
-i.

5. ,Thus, throughout, we ignore distributional effects.

6: See Ka zner {8] fora clear exposition.

7. See [, for example.
-

.

8. This ru was popularized by [2].
. .

9. S. Berg's important study of journal demand 01, overlooked this
effect.

10. See Willig [14]:

11. SeeBerg [3]. Research in progress by Y.,Braunstein et al. [6]
seems to indicate values of k significantly above 2.

12. See Fry and White[7].

13. These dataefor UR and EI are annually released publicly. The
,edft6rial offices of JPE apd JET spedified Ns precisely,
and offered estimates of NU/N. While Wiley, the new publiher
of QJE, refused,to give any information the editorial office
offered estimates of-1975 NS NL and NL/N.

14. This equation was estimated by,Y: Braunstein [5], from a 1973
cross-section of 56 technical joufnal.

fik

15. We assume here that the prices of al costly factors of journal
production rose by 25 percent between 1973 and 1975. Both the
Wholesale Price Index of book paper and the"BLS index of printing
trades wages did increase by approximately 25 portent between
those dates.

16. See footnote 11..

4
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. 17. Of course, the conclusions rest upon the-empirically untested'
it model, and upon the numbers presented in Table 1:- We regar this

as a pilot study, hopefully pointing the way towards a ful) 'lown
empirical treatment of both the model and the relevant parameters.
Note that -(20) and,(22).can.be utiliztd to, gtperate several

, .

testable implications of the model.

ea
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APPENDIX D
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D.1 INTRODUCTION

This paper will apply the optimal pricing considerations developed in
prey ious papers (Braunstein and,Ordover [1976] 4nd Ordover and Willig
[19715]) to hypothetical computerized STI systems. We shall examine
the uconomic basis for the imposition of a system of.prices that,takes
into consideration the relevant factors of supply (costs) and demand.
For ti'lose price systems to be employed, it is necessary that unauthor-
ized ziccess to the output. of such a system (to the information) be
contra lied. The, method of exclusion of nonpayers will in part, rely
7ntietpyright protection. The effects of optimal .pricing and copyright
protection on the :economic welfare of society (measured by changes in
producers' and consumers' surplus) will also be discussed.

D.2 BACKGROUND

In the. words of Baumol and Marcus [1973], "1 ibraries and computers may
be considered two opposite polar cases among information channels from
the point of view of paseand prospective cost behavior." The
in library and computer costs-that they showed for the 1951-1969 period
(reprodUced here in Figures D.1 and D.2)- have continued.,

Cuirrently 1-..ertain library functions have been automated and now operate
in a_ resource- sharing mode for groups of libraries. A prime example of
this is the Ohio'Cpllege Library Center which reduces unit costs by the
sharing of. lthe labor-intensive cataloging function. (See KilgOur
[1972] and, h'ewitt [1976].) Similarly many libraries tave,switched to
bacode label identifiers for both their collection ihd their users.
The bar code reader is connected to. a computer which' processes and
stores the re levant information. This sotem, replaces the previous
check-out, ret:a11,.return, and inventory systems and reduces both labor

A

needs and costs. , ,

Anothgr trend.in libraries has been the increasing use Of a variety of
microforms.- The now,standard-bound volume, be it a monograph or a
journal, requines!arlinordinate amount of storage space. Even if the
average "hard-copy" volume requires only 0.02 cubic feet of shelf
space, a library' with 200,000 volumes (not an unusual amount for a
small college li brary) requires 4;000 cubic feet for their current
collection. (This calculation ignores the shelves, aisles, space 'for
readers, etc.), ro this muse be added new volumes which easily' can
result in a growt h'rate of the collection on the order of 4% per year
(Sumi and Marcu.s, p.

D.3 MODERN STI SYSTEMS

In contrast. to the Current library practice of purchding, storing, t
and loaning "hard-copy" printed books and journals,we can envisage two ,
al ternate systems. The first of these would donsi st of published
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material disseminated in the form of ettherielectronic tapes and discs
or video tapes and discs depending on the nature of the content. In
this. system both the library and some individuals would have tie appro-
priate.play-tadqequikent. Ore prototype'here is a video disc system
in which the video disc player has both addressing and "freeze"
capabilities.

The second system would eliminate
the distinct, loanable " Vol umen:zis

we now know it. (This is in contr&st to the type or disc system wham.
a volume is one'or more tapes or oas'cs.) Such a system might involve
the inputting qef'' and storage of complete texts into a memory that is
quickly, and inexpensively searched either by the user himself or by the;
librarian as an intermediary. .The recovered information can either
be displayed on a CRT console or hard copy can lie. produced.

Neither of these two systems pose any' difficulties " coy eptual or
real -- for the optimal pricing rules described in our previou*papers.
In fact direct analogies exist for each of the condepts'in those papers.
The optimal prices depend on the costs'of prodUcing the information and! -

the copies of it, the (price) elasticities of demand of each of the
groups of-information users for each of, the .products, and the cross- .

elasticities of demand (or, hopefully, somemore operational measure of
the. interrelationships of the demands).

In the firt system one can .expect to find a higher'optimal price for
those copies of the discs oh tapes that are sold. to libraries than forthoe sold to individuals. This is true, in geperal, if the elasticity
of demand of the individual buyers is higher (in absolute terms) than
that Of the institutional purchaser. Possibly more interesting is the
conclusion of Ordover and Willig [19763 the the institutional price
should be higher than the individual price -rf the average number of
"potential' buyers" is greater -than one, no matter 'what Ithe elasticities
of demand may be, Here "potential ,buyers" are those members of pur-
chasing institutions who4would purchase their,own copies if the insti-
tution switched from buying to .not buying in response to an increase in
the,institutional price.

Also in this system; With discs or tapes', there will be an increase 'iri
economic efficiency if charges are levied for use of the library
copies: This charge might, vary depending on whether the use was in- '
house wi'h library- provided readers; consoles; etc. or if the use were
external after the ,copy had been 'borrowed.- The deciding .factors would,.
of course; be the relative costs-to the library of in-house vs. external
use and o. again, the elasticities Of demand. The -'only factor that should
lead one to decide against such user charges would be if the 'trans-
actions. costs.of levying,and enforcing such charges' were high relative
to the sums involved.

The second system -- the use of computer memory art.peripheral devices,
to store the text and access it for each user -- i?'also amenablel to
the pricing systems we have described. ,In such a system much more
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complex pricing arrangements are not only possible but are, to some

extent, already in use. For example, the contracts between the

bibliographic data base providers (e.g., Chgmical,Abstracts, Medlars,

ERIC) and the on-line information system operators (e.g., Lockheed's
DIALOG and .SDC's Search) often involve paymafits that are based on (1).'

yeArly basic charges, (2) the length of time users are connected torthe

,data b6se, and (4) the number of citations gi'en to the users. Th

monitoring of the usage and output is.already quite Sophisticatednd
is.relativelv %expensive.

It is optimal from the point of/view of economic wtlfatte for the data

base providers to be able to charge different prices to the systems
operators rather than, for instance, those they might charge tO a

private research organization. For such price discrimination to con-con-

tinue,, it is necessary that someorestrictions be Mdde on further resale

by the original purchaser, ,These restrictions are currently paft of

the various contracts, but, i-the number of systems and producdrs of

the information-were to grow, it is obvious that at some point it is

more economical to replace the individual contracts with a more compre-

hensive system such as a copyright licensing organization. A

From this eve can conclude that the growth of computerized information

systems will causekopyright protection of the information to be stored

in such systems to bdtoge more desirable for two reasons. First

economic welfare can be improved ,by reducing the need for-indi*Vidual

contracts between each producer of Information and each system operator. .

And second, the cost of monitoring usage to determine the prober

royalty payments is low in a high - technology, system which relies on -

computer searching.

r

0
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